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Foreword
The Fourth International Conference on Advances in Databases, Knowledge, and Data
Applications [DBKDA 2012], held between February 29th and March 5th, 2012 in Saint Gilles,
Reunion Island, continued a series of international events covering a large spectrum of topics
related to advances in fundamentals on databases, evolution of relation between databases
and other domains, data base technologies and content processing, as well as specifics in
applications domains databases.
Advances in different technologies and domains related to databases triggered
substantial improvements for content processing, information indexing, and data, process and
knowledge mining. The push came from Web services, artificial intelligence, and agent
technologies, as well as from the generalization of the XML adoption.
High-speed communications and computations, large storage capacities, and load-
balancing for distributed databases access allow new approaches for content processing with
incomplete patterns, advanced ranking algorithms and advanced indexing methods.
Evolution on e-business, e-health and telemedicine, bioinformatics, finance and
marketing, geographical positioning systems put pressure on database communities to push the
‘de facto’ methods to support new requirements in terms of scalability, privacy, performance,
indexing, and heterogeneity of both content and technology.
We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the DBKDA 2012
Technical Program Committee, as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a broad
and high quality conference program would not have been possible without their involvement.
We also kindly thank all the authors who dedicated much of their time and efforts to contribute
to DBKDA 2012. We truly believe that, thanks to all these efforts, the final conference program
consisted of top quality contributions.
Also, this event could not have been a reality without the support of many individuals,
organizations, and sponsors. We are grateful to the members of the DBKDA 2012 organizing
committee for their help in handling the logistics and for their work to make this professional
meeting a success.
We hope that DBKDA 2012 was a successful international forum for the exchange of
ideas and results between academia and industry and for the promotion of progress in the
fields of databases, knowledge, and data applications.
We are convinced that the participants found the event useful and communications very
open. We also hope the attendees enjoyed the charm of Saint Gilles, Reunion Island.
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Reasoning about Domain Semantics over
Relations, Bags, Partial Relations and Partial Bags
Sebastian Link
Department of Computer Science
The University of Auckland
Auckland, New Zealand
s.link@auckland.ac.nz
Abstract—Quality database schemata must capture both the
structure and semantics of the domain of interest. Classes of
data dependencies have been studied extensively to model do-
main semantics. Traditionally, the theory of data dependencies
has been limited to relations. In practice, duplicate and partial
information are permitted to occur in database instances. These
features are supported to make data processing more efficient.
We study the implication problem for an expressive class of
data dependencies over all data structures that arise from
the two features features. These include bags that permit
duplicate tuples, partial relations that permit null marker
occurrences, and partial bags that permit duplicate tuples
and null marker occurrences. The class of data dependencies
studied encompasses uniqueness constraints, functional and
multivalued dependencies. We establish axiomatizations and
sharp upper bounds for the worst-case time complexity of the
implication problem.
Keywords-Data models; Database design; Database seman-
tics; Decision problems; Mathematical logic.
I. INTRODUCTION
A database system manages a collection of persistent
information in a shared, reliable, effective and efficient
way. Most commercial database systems are still founded
on the relational model of data [1]. Data administrators
utilize various classes C of first-order formulae, called data
dependencies, to restrict the relations in the database to
those considered meaningful to the application domain at
hand. A central problem in logic, mathematics and computer
science is the implication problem of such classes C [2]. In
terms of data dependencies the problem is to decide whether
for an arbitrarily given set Σ ∪ {ϕ} of data dependencies
in C, Σ implies ϕ, i.e., whether every database instance
that satisfies all the elements of Σ also satisfies ϕ. For
databases specifically, solutions to the implication problem
are essential for their modeling and design [3], and can
advance many data processing tasks such as updates [4],
queries [5], security [6], maintenance [7], cleaning [8],
integration [9] and exchange [10]. According to [11] the
combined class of uniqueness constraints (UCs) and func-
tional dependencies (FDs) captures around two-thirds, and
the class of multivalued dependencies (MVDs) around one-
quarter of all uni-relational dependencies (those defined over
a single relation schema) that arise in practice. In particular,
MVDs are frequently exhibited in database applications
[12], e.g., after de-normalization or in views [3]. The next
example illustrates how instances of the implication problem
arise naturally from table definitions in SQL [13], which has
been the industry standard for defining and querying data for
the last three decades.
Example 1: Consider a table definition SUPPLIES with
column headers A(rticle), S(upplier), L(ocation) and C(ost).
The intention is to collect information about suppliers that
deliver articles from a location at a certain cost.
CREATE TABLE SUPPLIES (
Article CHAR[20],
Supplier VARCHAR NOT NULL,
Location VARCHAR NOT NULL,
Cost CHAR[8]);
Suppose the database management system enforces the
following set Σ of constraints: The FD A→ S says that for
every article there is at most one supplier, the FD AL→ C
says that the cost is determined by the article and the
location, and the MVD S  L says that the locations are
determined by the supplier independently of the articles and
costs. Do the following semantically meaningful constraints
need to be enforced explicitly, or are they already enforced
implicitly by Σ: i) the UC u(AL), ii) the FD A → C, and
iii) the MVD A L?
SQL table definitions permit occurrences of duplicate
tuples and occurrences of a null marker in columns declared
NULL. While these two features are meant to make data
processing more efficient, they do distinguish the 32 billion
US dollar market of SQL-based relational database systems
from Codd’s relational model of data. In this paper, we
investigate in detail the impact of these two features on
the implication problem of the combined class of UCs, FDs
and MVDs. In fact, we use these two features to study the
implication problem over the four resulting data structures:
relations, bags, partial relations and partial bags. Relations
are sets of total tuples. That is, all columns are NOT NULL
by default and duplicate tuples are not permitted to occur.
Example 2: Suppose we use relations to instantiate the
SQL table definition of Example 1. Then the constraints i),
1Copyright (c) IARIA, 2012.     ISBN:  978-1-61208-185-4
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ii) and iii) are all enforced implicitly by Σ. In particular, the
FDs A → S and AL → C imply the FD AL → ALCS.
Since duplicate tuples are identified in sets of tuples, the
latter FD is equivalent to the uniqueness constraint u(AL).
Bags of tuples are more general than relations, i.e., sets of
tuples. In fact, relations are bags where no duplicate tuples
can occur, i.e., no two different tuples can occur that have
matching values on all attributes.
Example 3: Suppose we use bags of tuples to instantiate
the SQL table definition of Example 1. Then the seman-
tically meaningful constraints ii) and iii) are still enforced
implicitly by Σ. However, the uniqueness constraint u(AL)
is not enforced implicitly by Σ. Indeed, the bag
Article Supplier Location Cost
Kiwi Kiwifruitz Tauranga 3
Kiwi Kiwifruitz Tauranga 3
satisfies Σ but violates u(AL).
Partial relations are sets of partial tuples t, i.e., t(A)
can carry a null marker occurrence on every attribute A.
Here, we adapt the most general interpretation of a null
marker, denoted by ni, i.e., the no information interpretation
[14], [15], [16]. In general it may happen that two different
tuples subsume one another. That is, there are two tuples
t and t′ such that for every attribute A it holds that
t′(A) = ni or t′(A) = t(A). We require partial relations
to be subsumption-free. This requirement is a natural gen-
eralization of relations which are duplicate-free, and is in
line with previous research [14], [15], [16]. Furthermore, in
SQL one can define any attribute A as NOT NULL. That is,
for every partial tuple t it must hold that t(A) 6= ni. We
say that the set of attributes declared NOT NULL forms the
null-free subschema of the underlying schema.
Example 4: Suppose we use partial relations to instantiate
the SQL table definition of Example 1. The UC u(AL)
is implied by Σ since duplicate tuples are not allowed in
partial relations. For the semantically meaningful constraints
ii) and iii) it depends on the null-free subschema whether
they are enforced implicitly by Σ. If the null-free subschema
is {S,L}, then both ii) and iii) are implied by Σ. However,
if it is {A,L,C}, then the following partial relation
Article Supplier Location Cost
Kiwi ni Tauranga 3
Kiwi ni Gisborne 4
satisfies Σ, but violates the FD A→ C and MVD A L.
Finally, partial bags are bags of partial tuples. In partic-
ular, partial bags may contain two tuples that subsume one
another. This includes the special case of duplicate tuples.
Example 5: Suppose we use partial bags to instantiate
our SQL table definition. Then the situation is similar to
Example 4, but the UC u(AL) is not implied by Σ.
Contributions. We establish finite axiomatizations for the
combined class of uniqueness constraints, functional and
multivalued dependencies over bags and partial bags. In
particular, the presence of duplicate (partial) tuples makes it
necessary to include the class of uniqueness constraints into
the combined class. That is, in the presence of duplicate
tuples, uniqueness constraints are no longer covered by
functional dependencies - in contrast to (partial) relations.
Our main proof arguments for the case of (partial) bags uses
a reduction to the case of (partial) relations, respectively. The
benefit of these reductions is to pinpoint exactly which new
inference rules are required to gain completeness in each of
the cases. Our proof techniques also enable us to establish
sharp upper bounds on the worst-case time complexity of
the associated decision problems. In particular, the bounds
match the currently best known bound for the special case of
relations known from the literature. Our findings establish a
complete picture of how reasoning about domain semantics
in different data structures can be automated effectively
and efficiently. Our most general case addresses partial
bags, which are used to instantiate SQL table definitions
in practice. Our findings close the gap between existing
database theory and database practice. The class of data
dependencies studied is treated in most introductory text-
books on databases; unfortunately for the case of relations
only. Our results provide therefore new insight for students
and researchers on the impact of popular data structures
on the reasoning about domain semantics. Finally, note that
more expressive classes of data dependencies, such as join
dependencies, are not finitely axiomatizable [17].
Organization. We briefly summarize related work in
Section II. The general data model of partial bag schemata
is introduced in Section III. The known special cases from
the literature are reviewed in Section IV. In Section V we
establish axiomatizations for the general case of partial bag
schemata. Our proof argument enables us to establish a sharp
upper bound on the worst-case time complexity in Section
VI. We comment on the applicability of our theories in
practice in Section VII. We conclude in Section VIII where
we also comment on future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Data dependencies can capture the semantics of the
domain of interest in the target database. Therefore, data
dependencies are essential to database design, and the main-
tenance of the database during its lifetime, and all major data
processing tasks, cf. [3], [18].
In the relational model, a UC u(X) over relation schema
R is satisfied by a relation if and only if the relation
satisfies the FD X → R. Hence, in this context it suffices
to study the class of FDs and MVDs. Beeri, Fagin and
Howard established the first axiomatization for FDs and
MVDs [19], [20], [21]. The associated implication problem
can be decided in time almost-linear in the input [22].
2Copyright (c) IARIA, 2012.     ISBN:  978-1-61208-185-4
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One of the most important extensions of the relational
model [1] is partial information [23]. This is mainly due to
the high demand for the correct handling of such information
in real-world applications. While there are several possible
interpretations of a null marker, many of the previous work
on data dependencies is based on Zaniolo’s no information
interpretation [14], [15], [24], [16]. Atzeni and Morfuni
established an axiomatization for the class of FDs over
partial relations [14]. In particular, they did not permit
subsumption between partial tuples and did not consider
MVDs. Ko¨hler and Link investigated UCs and FDs over
bags, but considered neither null markers nor MVDs [25].
Finally, Hartmann and Link established an axiomatization
for the class of FDs and MVDs over partial relations [26].
III. THE SQL DATA MODEL
In this section we introduce the general SQL data model,
which is based on partial bags. We utilize this general
model to define the remaining three cases of relations, partial
relations and bags as important special cases.
A. Structures and data structures
Let A = {A1, A2, . . .} be a (countably) infinite set of
distinct symbols, called attributes. A partial bag schema
is a pair S = (S, nfs(S)) consisting of a finite non-empty
subset S of A, and a subset nfs(S) ⊆ S. Each attribute A is
associated with a countably infinite domain dom(A), which
represents the possible values that can occur in the column A
represents. To encompass partial information every attribute
may have a null marker, denoted by ni ∈ dom(A). The
intention of ni is to mean no information. This interpre-
tation can therefore model non-existing as well as existing
but unknown information [14], [16], but it cannot distinguish
between the two - as is the exact case in SQL.
For attribute sets X and Y we may write XY for the set
union X ∪ Y . If X = {A1, . . . , Am}, then we may write
A1 · · ·Am for X . In particular, we may write simply A to
represent the singleton {A}. A partial tuple over S is a
function t : S → ⋃
A∈S
dom(A) with t(A) ∈ dom(A) for
all A ∈ S, and t(A) 6= ni for all A ∈ nfs(S). The null
marker occurrence t(A) = ni associated with an attribute
A in a partial tuple t means that no information is available
about the attribute A for the partial tuple t. For X ⊆ S let
t(X) denote the restriction of the partial tuple t over S to
X . A partial tuple t is said to be X-total, if for all A ∈ X
it holds that t(A) 6= ni. Hence, every partial tuple over S
is nfs(S)-total. A partial bag over S is a finite multi-set of
partial tuples over S.
A bag schema is a partial bag schema (S, nfs(S)) where
nfs(S) = S. Here, we may simply write S instead of (S, S).
Consequently, all partial tuples t over a bag schema S are
S-total partial tuples, i.e., for all A ∈ S it holds that t(A) 6=
ni. In this case, we may also speak of total tuples or just
tuples.
For two partial tuples t and t′ we say that t subsumes
t′, if for every attribute A it holds that t′(A) = ni or
t′(A) = t(A). A partial relation over (S, nfs(S)) is a partial
bag that is subsumption-free, i.e., there are no two different
partial tuples in the partial relation that subsume one another.
We call a partial bag schema (S, nfs(S)) a partial relation
schema if we restrict all partial bags over (S, nfs(S)) to be
partial relations.
Finally, a relation schema is a partial relation schema
(S, nfs(S)) where nfs(S) = S. Again, we may simply write
S instead of (S, S). Consequently, every partial relation over
a relation schema is a relation, i.e., a set of tuples.
Example 6: The following database instance over
(SUPPLIES, nfs(SUPPLIES)), where nfs(SUPPLIES) =
{Article, Location, Cost}, is a partial bag that is not a
partial relation.
Article Supplier Location Cost
Kiwi Kiwifruitz Gisborne 4
Kiwi ni Gisborne 4
Indeed, the first tuple subsumes the second tuple.
B. Semantics
In what follows we define the syntax and semantics
of uniqueness constraints, functional and multivalued de-
pendencies in the context of partial bags. We will briefly
comment on the restrictions to the special cases of relations,
partial relations and bags.
Following the SQL standard a uniqueness constraint (UC)
over a partial bag schema S = (S, nfs(S)) is an expression
u(X) where X ⊆ S. A partial bag b over S is said to
satisfy the uniqueness constraint u(X) over S (|=b u(X))
if and only if for all partial tuples t, t′ ∈ b the following
holds: if t 6= t′ and t and t′ are both X-total, then there is
some A ∈ X such that t(A) 6= t′(A). Note that the notion
of a uniqueness constraint over bag and relation schemata
matches the well-known notion of a key.
Functional dependencies are important for the relational
[1] and other data models [27], [28], [29], [30], [31].
Generalizing notions by Lien [15], a functional dependency
(FD) over a partial bag schema S is a statement X → Y
where X,Y ⊆ S. The FD X → Y over S is satisfied by
a partial bag b over S (|=b X → Y ) if and only if for all
t, t′ ∈ b the following holds: if t and t′ are both X-total
and t(X) = t′(X), then t(Y ) = t′(Y ). We call X → Y
trivial whenever Y ⊆ X , and non-trivial otherwise. The
general FD definition is consistent with the no information
interpretation [14], [15]. For bag and relation schemata the
notion of a functional dependency reduces to that of the
standard definition of a functional dependency [18], and so
is a sound generalization. Note that any partial relation b
satisfies the FD X → S over S if and only if b satisfies the
UC u(X). This is invalid for bags and partial bags.
3Copyright (c) IARIA, 2012.     ISBN:  978-1-61208-185-4
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Generalizing notions by Lien [15], a multivalued de-
pendency (MVD) over S is a statement X  Y where
X,Y ⊆ S. The MVD X  Y over S is satisfied by a
partial bag b over S , denoted by |=b X  Y , if and only
if for all t, t′ ∈ b the following holds: if t and t′ are both
X-total and t(X) = t′(X), then there is some t¯ ∈ b such
that t¯(XY ) = t(XY ) and t¯(X(S − Y )) = t′(X(S − Y )).
We call X  Y trivial whenever Y ⊆ X or XY = S,
and non-trivial otherwise. This MVD definition is consistent
with the no information interpretation [15]. For bag and
relation schemata the notion of an MVD reduces to that of
the standard definition of an MVD [32], and so is a sound
generalization.
Example 7: Consider the partial bag schema
(SUPPLIES, nfs(SUPPLIES)) where nfs(SUPPLIES) =
{Supplier,Location}. The partial relation
Article Supplier Location Cost
Kiwi ni Tauranga 3
Kiwi ni Gisborne 4
satisfies the UC u(AL), the FDs A→ S and AL→ C, and
the MVD S  L. It violates the UC u(A), the FD A→ C
and the MVD A L.
C. Semantic implication and syntactic inference
For a set Σ of constraints over some partial bag schema
S, we say that a partial bag b over S satisfies Σ (|=b Σ) if b
satisfies every σ ∈ Σ. If for some σ ∈ Σ, b does not satisfy
σ we say that b violates σ (and violates Σ) and write 6|=b σ
( 6|=b Σ). In the general case of partial bags we are interested
in the combined class C of UCs, FDs and MVDs.
Constraints interact with one another. Let S be a partial
bag schema, and let Σ ∪ {ϕ} be a set of UCs, FDs and
MVDs over S. We say that Σ implies ϕ (Σ |= ϕ) if every
partial bag b over S that satisfies Σ also satisfies ϕ. If Σ
does not imply ϕ we may also write Σ 6|= ϕ. For Σ we
let Σ∗ = {ϕ | Σ |= ϕ} be the semantic closure of Σ,
i.e., the set of all UCs, FDs and MVDs implied by Σ. In
order to determine the implied constraints we use a syntactic





and inference rules without any premise are called axioms.
An inference rule is called sound, if whenever the set of
constraints in the premise of the rule are satisfied by some
partial bag over S and the constraints satisfy the conditions
of the rule, then the partial bag also satisfies the constraint
in the conclusion of the rule. We let Σ `S ϕ denote the
inference of ϕ from Σ by S. That is, there is some sequence
γ = [σ1, . . . , σn] of constraints such that σn = ϕ and every
σi is an element of Σ or results from an application of an
inference rule in S to some elements in {σ1, . . . , σi−1}.
XY → Y
X → Y
XU → Y V V⊆U
(reflexivity, RF) (FD augmentation, AF)
X → Y Y → Z
X → Z
(transitivity, T ′F )
X  Y
X  S − Y
X  Y
XU  Y V V ⊆ U
(S-complementation, CSM) (MVD augmentation, AM)
X  Y Y  Z




X  Y Y → Z
X → Z − Y
(MVD implication, IFM) (mixed pseudo-transitivity, T ′FM)
Table I
AXIOMATIZATION R OVER RELATION SCHEMA S
For a finite set Σ, let Σ+S = {ϕ | Σ `S ϕ} be its syntactic
closure under inferences by S. A set S of inference rules
is said to be sound (complete) for the implication of UCs,
FDs and MVDs if for every partial bag schema S and for
every set Σ of UCs, FDs and MVDs over S we have Σ+S ⊆
Σ∗ (Σ∗ ⊆ Σ+S). The (finite) set S is said to be a (finite)
axiomatization for the implication of UCs, FDs and MVDs
if S is both sound and complete.
IV. AXIOMATIZATIONS FOR RELATIONS AND PARTIAL
RELATIONS
In this section we briefly review a well-known axiomati-
zation for the class of FDs and MVDs over relations. We
then review a recent axiomatization for the same class of
data dependencies over partial relations.
A. Relations
Beeri, Fagin, and Howard [19] established the first ax-
iomatization for the class of FDs and MVDs over relations.
The axiomatization R of Table I is based on the (mixed)
pseudo-transitivity rules by Zaniolo [21].
The following example demonstrates the use of the in-
ference rules to infer some data dependencies implied over
relations. Firstly, it highlights how in the absence of partial
data, the transitivity rules can be applied soundly. Secondly,
it highlights how in the absence of duplicate tuples, FDs can
be used to infer uniqueness constraints.
Example 8: Consider the relation schema SUPPLIES and
the set Σ containing the FDs A → S, AL → C and the
MVD S  L.
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XY → Y
X → Y Z
X → Y
(reflexivity, RF) (decomposition, DF)
X → Y X → Z
X → Y Z
(FD union, UF)
X  Y
X  S − Y
X  Y X  Z
X  Y Z
(S-complementation, CSM) (MVD union, UM)
X W Y  Z





X W Y → Z
X → Z −W Y⊆X(W∩S
′)
(MVD implication, IFM) (null mixed pseudo-transitivity, TFM)
Table II
AXIOMATIZATION pR OVER PARTIAL RELATION SCHEMA (S, S′)
An application of the MVD implication rule IFM to A→
S results in the MVD A  S. We can apply the pseudo-
transitivity rule T ′M to the MVDs A  S and S  L to
infer the MVD A L.
An application of the MVD augmentation ruleAM to A
L yields the MVD A  AL. An application of the mixed
pseudo-transitivity rule T ′FM to the MVD A  AL and the
FD AL→ C results in the FD A→ C.
An application of the FD augmentation rule AF to A→ S
yields the FD AC → SC, and an application of the same
rule to the FD AL → C yields the FD AL → AC. An
application of the transitivity rule T ′F to the FDs AL→ AC
and AC → SC results in the FD AL → SC. A final
application of the FD augmentation rule AF to AL → SC
yields the FD AL → ACLS. Note that over a relation
schema R the FD X → R is satisfied by the same relations
as the UC u(AL). Thus, the last inference yields the UC
u(AL).
B. Partial relations
Over partial relations, Hartmann and Link recently es-
tablished the axiomatization pR for the class of FDs and
MVDs [26]. As Example 4 shows, the choice of a null-
free subschema has an impact on the data dependencies
implied. In particular, the presence of partial data requires
that the applicability of the (mixed) pseudo-transitivity rules
are suitably restricted.
The next example illustrates applications of the null
(mixed) pseudo-transitivity rules to infer implied data de-
pendencies. Note how changes in the null-free subschema
influence the applicability of these rules, cf. Example 4.
Example 9: Consider the partial relation schema
(SUPPLIES, {SL}) and the set Σ containing the FDs
A→ S, AL→ C and the MVD S  L.
An application of the MVD implication rule IFM to A→
S results in the MVD A S. We can apply the null pseudo-
transitivity rule T ′M to the MVDs A S and S  L to infer
the MVD A L. Note that S ∈ nfs(SUPPLIES).
An application of the reflexivity axiom RF followed by an
application of the MVD implication rule IFM results in the
MVD A  A. An application of the MVD union rule UM
to A  A and A  L results in the MVD A  AL. An
application of the null mixed pseudo-transitivity rule TFM to
the MVD A AL and the FD AL→ C results in the FD
A→ C. Again, note here that L ∈ nfs(SUPPLIES).
V. AXIOMATIZATIONS FOR BAGS AND PARTIAL BAGS
In this section we establish the first main results of this
article, i.e., finite axiomatizations for the combined class of
UCs, FDs, and MVDs over bags and over partial bags. We
prove the general case of partial bags in detail.
A. Partial bags
Let pB denote the set of inference rules in Table IV. We
first establish the soundness of the rules in pB.
Lemma 1: The set pB of inference rules is sound.
Proof: The soundness of the rules in pR has been
established in previous work [26]. It remains to show the
soundness of the FD implication rule IUF and the null
pullback rule PUF.
For the soundness of the FD implication rule IUF assume
there is some partial bag b that violates the FD X → Y .
Then there must be two different tuples t, t′ ∈ b that are
X − total and t(X) = t′(X). Consequently, b also violates
the UC u(X).
For the soundness of the null pullback rule PUF assume
there is some partial bag b over S = (S, S′) that violates
the uniqueness constraint u(X). Then there must be two
different tuples t, t′ ∈ b that are X − total and t(X) =
t′(X). If b violates the FD X → Y , then we are done.
Otherwise, it follows that t(Y ) = t′(Y ). If Y 6⊆ XS′, then
we are done. Otherwise, it follows that t and t′ are both
Y -total. Consequently, b violates the UC u(Y ).
For the completeness of pB we use the result that the
set pR forms an axiomatization for FDs and MVDs over
partial relations [26]. In fact, the completeness of pB follows
from that of pR and the following lemma. For a set Σ of
UCs, FDs, and MVDs over partial bag schema (S, nfs(S))
let Σ[FM] = {X → S | u(X) ∈ Σ} ∪ {X → Y | X → Y ∈
Σ} ∪ {X  Y | X  Y ∈ Σ}.
Lemma 2: Let Σ be a set of UCs, FDs and MVDs over
the partial bag schema (S, S′). Then the following hold:
1) Σ |= X → Y if and only if Σ[FM] |= X → Y ,
2) Σ |= X  Y if and only if Σ[FM] |= X  Y ,
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XS′ S −XS′
0 · · · 0 ni · · ·ni
0 · · · 0 ni · · ·ni
Table III
THE PARTIAL BAG bX
3) Σ |= u(X) if and only if Σ[FM] |= X → S and there
is some u(Z) ∈ Σ such that Z ⊆ XS′.
Proof: The if directions of 1) and 2) follows straight
from the soundness of the FD implication rule IUF. For the
only if direction of 2), for example, assume that there is a
partial bag b over S such that |=b Σ[FM] and 6|=b X  Y .
Then it follows from a result in [26] that there are two tuples
t, t′ ∈ b such that |={t,t′} Σ[FM] and 6|={t,t′} X  Y .
Consequently, t(X) = t′(X), and t, t′ are X-total, and for
some A ∈ S − X , t(A) 6= t′(A). Suppose there is some
u(Z) ∈ Σ such that 6|={t,t′} u(Z). Then t, t′ are Z-total and
t(Z) = t′(Z). However, |={t,t′} Z → S and thus t(S) =
t′(S), a contradiction. Consequently, |={t,t′} Σ and 6|={t,t′}
X  Y . The remaining direction of 1) is similar.
It remains to show 3). Suppose that Σ[FM] |= X → S and
there is some u(Z) ∈ Σ such that Z ⊆ XS′. Then it follows
that X → Z is implied by Σ[FM] due to the soundness of the
decomposition rule DF. The soundness of the null pullback
rule PUF allows us to derive the fact that u(X) is implied
by Σ. It remains to show the only if direction of 3).
From Σ |= u(X) we conclude Σ |= X → S by soundness
of the FD implication rule IUF. According to 1) it follows
that Σ[FM] |= X → S. It remains to show that there is some
u(Z) ∈ Σ such that Z ⊆ XS′. Assume to the contrary
that for all u(Z) ∈ Σ we have Z 6⊆ XS′. Under this
assumption we will derive the contradiction that Σ 6|= u(X)
by constructing a two-tuple partial bag bX that satisfies
Σ and violates u(X). Indeed, bX is the bag in Table III.
Clearly, it satisfies Σ[FM]. Moreover, under our current
assumption it is true that for every u(Z) ∈ Σ we have
Z∩(S−XS′) 6= ∅. Thus, |=bX u(Z) for all u(Z) ∈ Σ. It also
follows that 6|=bX u(X). Hence, Σ 6|= u(X), a contradiction.
Consequently, our assumption must have been wrong and
there is some u(Z) ∈ Σ such that Z ⊆ XS′.
Theorem 1: The set pB of inference rules forms a finite
axiomatization for the implication of UCs, FDs and MVDs
over partial bags.
Proof: The soundness of pB was shown in Lemma 1.
We establish the completeness of pB by showing that for
an arbitrary partial bag schema S = (S, nfs(S)), and an
arbitrary set Σ ∪ {ϕ} of UCs, FDs and MVDs over S the
following holds: if Σ |= ϕ, then Σ `pB ϕ. We consider two
cases. In case (1) ϕ denotes the FD X → Y or the MVD
X  Y . Then we know by Lemma 2 that Σ[FM] |= ϕ holds.
From the completeness of pR for the implication of FDs and
XY → Y
X → Y Z
X → Y
(reflexivity, RF) (decomposition, DF)
X → Y X → Z
X → Y Z
(FD union, UF)
X  Y
X  S − Y
X  Y X  Z
X  Y Z
(S-complementation, CSM) (MVD union, UM)
X W Y  Z





X → Y u(Y )
u(X)
Y⊆XS′
(FD implication, IUF) (null pullback, PUF)
X → Y
X  Y
X W Y → Z
X → Z −W Y⊆X(W∩S
′)
(MVD implication, IFM) (null mixed pseudo-transitivity, TFM)
Table IV
AXIOMATIZATION pB OVER PARTIAL BAG SCHEMA (S, S′)
MVDs over partial relations we conclude that Σ[FM] `B ϕ.
Since pR ⊆ pB holds we know that Σ[FM] `pB ϕ holds,
too. The FD implication rule IUF shows for all σ ∈ Σ[FM]
that Σ `pB σ holds. Consequently, we have Σ `pB ϕ. This
concludes case (1). In case (2) ϕ denotes the UC u(X). From
Σ |= u(X) we conclude by Lemma 2 that there is some
u(Z) ∈ Σ such that Z ⊆ XS′ holds. We also conclude
from Σ |= u(X) that Σ |= X → Z holds by soundness
of the FD implication rule IUF. From case (1) it follows
that Σ `pB X → Z holds. A final application of the null
pullback rule PUF shows that Σ `pB ϕ holds.
B. Bags
The set B of inference rules in Table V forms a finite ax-
iomatization for the combined class of UCs, FDs, and MVDs
over bag schemata. The proofs necessary to establish this
axiomatization are similar to those we have just described in
detail for the case of partial bags. Indeed, the main argument
utilizes the fact that R forms an axiomatization for FDs and
MVDs over relations, and the restriction of Lemma 2 to bag
schemata. We omit the details. Finally, we would like to
emphasize the uniformity in generalizing the axiomatization
from partial relations to partial bags, and relations to bags.
It suffices to add the FD implication rule IUF and, in case
of bags, the pullback rule P ′UF, and, in case of partial bags
the null pullback rule PUF, respectively.
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XY → Y
X → Y
XU → Y V V⊆U
(reflexivity, RF) (FD augmentation, AF)
X → Y Y → Z
X → Z
(transitivity, T ′F )
X  Y
X  S − Y
X  Y
XU  Y V V⊆U
(S-complementation, CSM) (MVD augmentation, AM)
X  Y Y  Z




X → Y u(Y )
u(X)
(FD implication, IUF) (pullback, P ′UF)
X → Y
X  Y
X  Y Y → Z
X → Z − Y
(MVD implication, IFM) (mixed pseudo-transitivity, T ′FM)
Table V
AXIOMATIZATION B OVER BAG SCHEMA S
VI. SHARP UPPER BOUNDS FOR THE TIME COMPLEXITY
Lemma 2 also establishes an algorithmic characterization
of the associated implication problems. In fact, it suffices
to compute the attribute set closure X∗Σ[FM] := {A ∈
S | Σ[FM] `pR X → A} and the dependency basis
DepBΣ[FM](X) of X with respect to Σ[FM] [26]. In par-
ticular, DepBΣ[FM](X) is the set of atoms for the Boolean
algebra (Dep(X),⊆,∪,∩, (·)CS , ∅, S) where Dep(X) = {Y ⊆
S | Σ[FM] `pR X  Y }. The size ||ϕ|| of ϕ is the total
number of attributes occurring in ϕ, and the size ||Σ|| of Σ
is the sum of ||σ|| over all elements σ ∈ Σ. For a set Σ
of FDs and MVDs let kΣ denote the number of MVDs in
Σ, pΣ denote the number of sets in the dependency basis
DepBΣ(X) of X with respect to Σ, p¯Σ denote the number
of sets in DepBΣ(X) that have non-empty intersection with
the right-hand side of ϕ, and Σ[XS′] denote the set of FDs
and MVDs in Σ where the left-hand side is a subset of XS′.
The following result follows from Lemma 2 and the upper
time bound established by Galil for relational databases [22].
Theorem 2: Let ϕ denote either the UC u(X), the FD
X → Y , or the MVD X  Y over the partial bag schema
S = (S, S′). The problem whether ϕ is implied by a set Σ
of UCs, FDs and MVDs over S can be decided in O(||Σ||+
min{kΣ[FM][XS′], log p¯Σ[FM][XS′]} × ||Σ[FM][XS′]||) time.
The bound from Theorem 2 becomes O(||Σ|| +
min{kΣ[FM, log p¯Σ[FM]}× ||Σ[FM]||) time for bag schemata.
VII. APPLICABILITY OF THEORY IN PRACTICE
As mentioned in the introduction data dependencies are
essential in the design and maintenance of databases, and
useful for many data processing tasks. In database prac-
tice, e.g., in SQL database systems, partial and duplicate
information are allowed to occur. Partial information allows
users of the database system to enter information into the
database that is incomplete. The permission of duplicate
information is motivated by the costs of duplicate identi-
fication and removal. The applicability of the theory of data
dependencies in practice has been limited since partial and
duplicate information has been largely ignored in theory.
The current paper provides a summary of solutions to the
implication problem for the expressive class of uniqueness
constraints, functional and multivalued dependencies over
all data structures arising from the permission or prohibition
of partial and duplicate information. While the permission
of both features covers the general case of SQL databases,
many data engineers decide to specify at least a primary
key on their schemata, i.e., a set of attributes that are all
specified NOT NULL, and enforce uniqueness of tuples on
their projection. Thus, duplicate tuples are not allowed to
occur in database instances, which results in the usefulness
of our theory over partial relations. On the other hand, data
engineers may want to prohibit the occurrence of partial
information. This can be done by specifying all attributes
of the schema as NOT NULL. In this case, our theory over
bags is useful. Whenever the engineers decide to prohibit
partial and duplicate information by the methods above, the
theory over relations can be applied.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Quality database schemata must capture the structure and
semantics of their application domain. Database constraints
enforce the domain semantics within database systems.
They are therefore invaluable for database design and data
processing. Surprisingly, the existing theory of database
constraints has only addressed the idealized special case
where database instances are relations. In practice, e.g.,
SQL databases, duplicate tuples and partial information are
permitted to occur. In this article, a complete theory has
been established for reasoning about an expressive class of
database constraints over partial relations, bags and partial
bags. This closes the gap between theory and practice.
In future work it would be worthwhile to study many
application areas of database constraints, including database
normalization, query optimization, and data cleaning to
name a few. One may also study the implication problem
over different data structures, including trees and graphs, and
consider other classes of data dependencies, e.g., join and
inclusion dependencies. It is still an open problem whether
the implication problem of MVDs can be decided in linear
time. Finally, the study of Armstrong instances over different
data structures may also be rewarding [33], [34], [35].
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Abstract - Requirements engineering plays an essential role in
software development. Requirements are prescriptive
statements that express situations to be enforced by a system in
terms of its effects on its environment. There have been many
discussions of functional versus non-functional requirements,
of hard-goals versus soft-goals, of non-functional and quality
requirements versus soft-goals. Quality requirements have
often been treated as special cases of non-functional
requirements or of soft-goals, without a clearly convincing
distinction. In this paper, we formulate a somewhat unusual
definition and metamodel for “quality requirements” and we
explore some of its consequences. Quality requirements are not
defined as a special kind of soft-goals, but as constraints on
goals. We adapt the usual techniques of goal refinement to our
definition and we argue that thus distinguishing soft-goals and
quality requirements contributes to clarifying the system
development process and the management of quality by the
resulting software products.
Keywords - requirements models, data modeling, soft-goals,
quality requirements, non-functional requirements
I. REQUIREMENTS, GOALS, AND QUALITIES
Requirements engineering plays an essential role in
software development. Requirements are prescriptive
statements to be enforced by a new software system or by a
revised version of an already existing system, possibly in
cooperation with other system components, and formulated
in terms of its environment [10]. Requirements contribute to
a global model of the system in its early stages of
development or revision. Then they help construct a
specification for system design.
Requirements are identified and captured from exchanges
of information between analysts and stakeholders of the
future or revised system. Requirement analysts play the role
of architects who progressively transform informal needs of
stakeholders into a precise and possibly formal model.
Collecting and understanding stakeholder informal
descriptions and performing the transformations from
informal to precise models are hard creative tasks. Thus,
requirements engineering remains a delicate phase of
software development as widely documented in the literature
(see, e.g., [10,11,13]).
Requirements that concern functions and services of the
future or revised system (i.e., questions about what the
system should do) are called functional requirements.
Requirements that concern how well (e.g., quality aspects of
how speedily (performance), how cheaply (costs), how
accurately, etc.) the system should provide its functions are
typically called non-functional requirements. Non-functional
requirements are often also presented as quality requirements
in the literature without a clear distinction between them.
A more modern view than the distinction between
functional and non-functional requirements presents the
system as responsible to bring about desired states of the
world specified as goals. Goals have been typically classified
into hard-goals and soft-goals depending on the precision of
their satisfaction criteria. Hard-goals have satisfaction
criteria that are clearly defined. Like functional
requirements, they concern functionality. Soft-goals are
goals whose satisfaction criteria could not been defined in a
clear-cut manner when they were formulated or whose
satisfaction can be subjective. They may be judged as
satisfied or unsatisfied to different degrees by different
people and at different stages of system development. The
intuition about soft-goals can be conveyed by the following
examples that we further discuss later: “all banking
transactions must be handled in a secure manner” or “online
banking transactions must be offered with high availability”.
For some reasons, not enough information was available
when they were formulated as requirements to precisely
assess their satisfaction criteria.
There have been many analyses of requirements in terms
of functional versus non-functional requirements, of hard-
goals versus soft-goals, of non-functional and quality
requirements versus soft-goals (see, e.g., [5,7], that clearly
illustrate the difficulties involved). There are similarities
between non-functional requirements and soft-goals in their
typical characteristics of defining satisfaction criteria in an
imprecise manner. To argue for a difference between soft-
goals and non-functional requirements, it has been suggested
that non-functional requirements define constraints but not
system functions, while soft-goals characterize system states
and thus can describe directly or indirectly system functions.
But this is more intuition than an exploitable definition. In
multi-agent systems, where goals are used extensively for
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modeling requirements, non-functional requirements are
often considered as a subset of soft-goals.
Much thinking has been devoted specifically to software
quality. The coexistence of several approaches to defining
software quality has been well summarized in a recent book
[10]. It is argued that there are three principal ways to view
software quality: (1) conformance to requirements; (2)
reliability, portability and other -ilities; and (3) absence of
defects. The third approach privileges quantitative methods
for defect detection and removal using quality metrics. For
[10], qualities like the -ilities are not practical because they
are too vague (e.g., survivability) and most of them are
irrelevant for users (like, e.g., portability). Problems with the
first approach can arise if some requirements are badly
selected, i.e., “toxic”, missing or excess requirements, that
unintentionally cause requirement-compliant products to go
wrong. Our approach is of course more related to the first
definition (quality as conformance to requirements).
This paper does not aim at comparing various definitions.
In particular, many approaches to quality attributes regard
them as useful only when they can be measured
quantitatively. We do not discuss either the nuances between
non-functional requirements and quality requirements.
Instead, we present our own definition and metamodel of
quality requirements by which they are different from soft-
goals, and they constrain hard-goals and soft-goals. We
explore some interesting consequences of that definition by
adapting the usual techniques for goal analysis and
refinement so that they can take advantage of this additional
dimension. This paper substantially revises the core ideas of
[8] after the completion of the first author’s thesis [9].
Broadly, model-driven engineering allows software
developers to focus on concepts more abstract than those
directly supported by implementation platforms. The
approach has contributed (1) languages (or metamodels) to
describe various aspects of systems and (2) correspondences
between metamodels, and the operationalization of such
mappings as techniques and tools to help system
development tasks. Model-driven system development is
thus conducted by building and composing models, and by
transforming them progressively into operational systems.
This paper essentially deals with a proposal for a new
metamodel for quality requirements and soft-goals. It also
discusses the correspondence of goal-refinement graphs
expressed in our metamodel with other representations of
goals. Section 2 of the paper motivates our approach to
quality requirements. Section 3 gives precise definitions.
Section 4 presents the integration of our approach into an
adapted strategy for goal analysis and refinement. Section 5
expands on fulfilling quality requirements.
II. SEPARATING QUALITY REQUIREMENTS AND SOFT-
GOALS
The intuition of our approach can be grasped through the
following examples of soft-goal requirements mentioned in
Section 1: “all banking transactions must be handled in a
secure manner” and “online banking transactions must be
offered with high availability”.
Qualifying terms, like “in a secure manner” or “with high
availability”, represent qualities (of security or of
availability) that are embedded inside the soft-goal
statements. If those qualifying terms are “taken out” of the
soft-goals, then we argue that the same situation can be
described by a hard-goal (for example, “all banking
transactions must be treated”) constrained by what we will
call a quality requirement (for example, “in a secure
manner”, i.e., with some quality of security).
General issues arising from this discussion include the
following: (1) to what extent can quality requirements be
extracted from soft-goals? (2) how can their relationships be
adequately expressed in a precise metamodel? (3) when they
can, how does the separation benefit software development,
especially how does it improve and simplify the fulfillment
of requirements in both functional and quality aspects? (4)
which tools could help software developers? Although the
examples above suggest that the answer to the first question
is affirmative, these issues deserve more analysis. This paper
addresses the first and second issues and, briefly, the third
one. Some tools are proposed in [9].
III. OUR DEFINITION OF QUALITY REQUIREMENTS
We first formulate our basic definition of quality
requirement (together with definitions of hard-goal and soft-
goal), where the novelty essentially lies in the fact that
quality requirements are defined as constraints on goals and
not as non-functional requirements. Then, after some
comments and examples, we complement the basic
definition by definitions of the links between goals and
quality requirements that express their dependencies.
A goal describes a state that the system-to-be should be
able to bring about. A hard-goal is a goal for which
satisfaction criteria can be precisely defined. A soft-goal is a
goal for which satisfaction criteria are not  defined in a clear-
cut way. A quality requirement describes a constraint
whose satisfaction or fulfillment ranges on a scale of
possibilities and that can constrain a goal.
Degrees of satisfaction or of fulfillment of quality
requirements are typically expressed as abstract levels that
range from “not satisfied” to “fully satisfied” (e.g., “high”,
“low”, “average”, “cheap”, “expensive”, “affordable” etc.).
The following examples illustrate the proposed
definitions. “Payment sent” is a hard-goal since it describes a
well-defined state (of having or not having been sent)
leading to defining payment functionalities. “Money
transferred with high security” is a soft-goal since the level
of security is not precisely stated. “Web pages served with
high availability” is also a soft-goal for similar reasons. In
those examples, “with high security” and “with high
availability” are quality requirements.
Concerning the choice of terms, using “quality
requirement” for a constraint of a different nature than a non-
functional requirement may not be the best idea. Just saying
“quality” would not be a better choice because the term is
overloaded. We could maybe have chosen “quality
constraint”. We stayed with “quality requirement” and we
tried to be as clear as possible throughout the text to avoid
ambiguities.
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A reason why it is difficult to define satisfaction criteria
for some soft-goals is the presence of quality requirements
tightly integrated “inside the soft-goal”, like, e.g., “message
confidentially sent” or “web pages served with high
availability”. Such soft-goals can be called “quality soft-
goals”. They typically appear in early stages of requirements
formulation. Quality requirements can be elicited (i.e.,
extracted) from them, like “confidentiality” from “message
confidentially sent”. Such a complex soft-goal can be
represented as a quality requirement “high availability” that
constrains a hard-goal “web pages served”. Similarly, the
soft-goal “money transferred with high security” can be
understood as the combination of the hard-goal “money
transferred” and of the quality requirement “high security”.
Other soft-goals are not so explicitly linked with a quality
requirement, like, e.g., “Increase Sales” or “Make Customers
Happier”. The goal refinement process described in Section
4 transforms such soft-goals into other goals (eventually into
hard-goals) that will make qualities more visible. For
example, a strategy to “Make Customers Happier” could
involve sub-soft-goals like “Provide Reliable and High-
speed Connections”, which could result in the hard-goal
“Provide Connections” constrained by quality requirements
“Reliability” and “High-speed”.
Our full metamodel of quality requirement combines the
basic definitions above with the following definition of links
between soft-goals and quality requirements: some soft-
goals can be viewed as the combination of a goal (hard-goal
or soft-goal) and a quality requirement; such soft-goals can
be alternatively re-expressed as a combination of the derived
goal constrained by the derived quality requirement. We call
“qualification link” the link from a quality requirement to a
constrained goal and “elicit link” the link from a soft-goal
and a quality requirement extracted from it.
Figure 1: Quality requirement elicitation
Figure 1 shows an example of a soft-goal (“Email
Confidentially Sent”) re-expressed as a hard-goal (“Email
Sent”) constrained by a quality requirement
(“Confidentiality”) elicited from the soft-goal. We follow the
familiar notations of [4] for goals: soft-goals are drawn as
boxes with round-shaped vertical sides and wavy horizontal
sides while hard-goals are drawn as boxes with straight
horizontal sides and round-shaped vertical sides. We draw a
quality requirement as a box with straight vertical sides and
wavy horizontal sides. We draw a qualification link as an
arrow joined with two small circles from a quality
requirement to the goal that it constrains. We signal an elicit
link by an arrow from the soft-goal to the elicited quality.
IV. GOAL REFINEMENT WITH QUALITY REQUIREMENTS
Section 4.1 recalls the basic ideas of goal refinement as a
strategy for software development. Section 4.2 describes a
modified strategy taking into account the new node type of
quality requirements and the new types of link: elicitation,
qualification, and contribution (the latter still to be defined).
Section 4.3 summarizes the objectives of goal refinement.
4.1 Goal refinement
The main objective of goal-based requirements
engineering, is to iteratively refine higher-level requirements
until concrete system requirements are obtained. AND/OR
decomposition graphs in KAOS [6,13] have become
standard tools for such tasks. AND/OR decomposition is
appropriate for hard-goals since they can be defined as
logical conditions and their satisfaction can be checked by
AND/OR relations between corresponding logical conditions
of their sub-goals.
For soft-goals, additional weaker types of goal
transformation are needed, as was suggested in the style of i*
[1,4,12,14]. Derived soft-goals can contribute, negatively or
positively, to fulfilling parent soft-goals. Such a contribution
is made explicit by so-called contribution links that can take,
in [4], one of five contribution levels: ‘++’ (make), ‘+’
(help), ‘?’ (unknown), ‘-‘ (hurt) and ‘--‘ (break) with an
obvious intuition. The idea is that such contributions links
will allow application specialists to determine, for each
candidate choice of system functions to implement lower-
level goals, the satisfaction level of each top-level soft-goal,
given the AND/OR contributions, and  the satisfaction level
of the derived goals and quality requirements.
4.2 Revised goal analysis
This section suggests an extended goal analysis process
to accommodate quality requirements. Our definitions
suggest to add quality requirement nodes and three new
additional links to the usual AND/OR goal analysis. As
introduced in Section 3, “elicitation” links describe how a
quality requirement is extracted or inferred from a soft-goal
in which it was “packaged” during the analysis of early
requirements. Qualification” links relate quality requirements
to goals on which they bear. “Contribution” links are used to
describe how hard-goals can contribute (negatively or
positively) to the satisfaction of quality requirements that
constrain them. Quality requirements can themselves be
refined into subqualities and they can propagate down in the
goal decomposition tree.
4.2.1 OR decomposition
OR decompositions make explicit some alternatives to
fulfill a goal in the goal-decomposition tree. In Figure 2, the
goal “Invitation Sent” can be satisfied either by the goal
“Invitation Sent By Email”, or by the goal “Invitation Sent
by Post”, or by the goal “Invitation Communicated By
Telephone”. Since the “Promptness” quality is required of
the parent goal, it is also required of all the alternatives.
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Figure 2: OR decomposition with quality requirement
This example can be analyzed differently with “Invitation
Promptly Sent” packaged as a soft-goal. Figure 3 shows a
version of the example where the “Promptness” quality
requirement has been extracted not from the initial soft-goal
“Invitation Promptly Sent”, as Figure 2 suggests, but from its
OR-subgoals “Invitation Promptly Communicated By
Telephone”. Of course, these are just illustrative examples
and further analysis of the solution in Figure 3 may well
evolve into that of Figure 2.
Figure 3: OR decomposition of Soft-goal
4.2.2 AND decomposition
With AND decomposition, a goal is satisfied if and only
if its subnodes are satisfied. In Figure 4, the goal “Music
Played” with quality “Legality” is satisfied if a relevant file
is found and downloaded legally. Then the downloaded
music file is opened to send sound to speakers. Hard-goal
“Music File Opened” is not concerned with the “Legality”
quality requirement since “Legality” can be completely
satisfied by the other two hard-goals.
Figure 4: AND decomposition with quality requirement
Qualities can be decomposed into sub-qualities as
suggested in [4]. Sub-qualities must be appropriately applied
to sub-goals of an AND-decomposition, as illustrated in
Figure 5. Quality “Economy” is decomposed into sub-
qualities “Efficiency” and “Reusability”. To have “Software
Developed” with “Economy” (for the sake of the example),
it must (i) be designed with “Reusability” in mind, and (ii) be
provided with an efficient bug management system,
supposing that the coding activities do not affect the overall
development cost. This example illustrates the fact that the
decomposition of quality requirements can be generic at
higher levels of the analysis graph and application-dependent
at more concrete lower levels.
Figure 5: AND decomposition and extended quality
requirement
4.2.3 Contribution links and quality requirements
Quality requirements are propagated through goal
analysis and refinement. Contribution links can be used in
the process to help take quality requirements into account.
Contribution links were introduced to help decompose
soft-goals [4]. In i*, they are used only to decompose soft-
goals. In our approach, they can also be used with quality
requirements. The most common usage is to show how
satisfying a hard-goal can contribute to satisfying a quality
requirement that the hard-goal is required to fulfill.
Figure 6: Contribution links and quality fulfillment
Figure 6 illustrates such a situation: a decomposition of
hard-goal “Graphical Interface Rendered” constrained by
quality requirements “Portability” and “Customizability”.
Hard-goal “Components Rendered” expresses that rendering
the complete interface can be split into rendering its
components. For quality“Portability” (to several interfaces
like PC monitors, smartphones, etc.), hard-goal “Display
Capabilities Loaded” requires that sufficient capabilities for
those interfaces be made available. For quality
“Customizability”, hard-goal “Appearance Preferences
Loaded” requires that the rendering system take into account
existing user preferences for display settings (font face,
color, font size, etc.). Contribution links of type “Make” (see
Section 4.1) from the latter two hard-goals to their respective
quality requirement make those contributions explicit.
In Figure 6, too much emphasis on the display
capabilities of a specific platform may hamper the
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“Customizability” of the overall platform, in the sense of
making things more difficult for a device with insufficiently
supported settings, a situation made explicit with a “Hurt”
contribution link from “Display Capabilities Loaded” to
“Customizability”. The situation can be improved by further
constraining the “Appearance Preferences Loaded” hard-goal
with the “Portability” requirement. This new qualification
link suggests the decomposition of “Appearance Preferences
Loaded” into hard-goals “Settings Matched with Display
Capabilities” and “Loaded from Storing Support”. The idea
is that “Settings Matched with Display Capabilities” will
limit user settings to available capabilities and thus positively
contribute to the “Portability” quality requirement. The
analysis of the example should still be refined to further
clarify and somehow sort the conflict between the
contributions to quality requirements.
4.3 The objectives of goal analysis and refinement
The inputs to the qualitative process of goal refinement
are a set of hard-goals expressing the important functional
requirements for the system and a set of soft-goals in which
quality requirements are more or less explicitly embedded.
The main objectives of goal analysis as presented here
are: (1) to accompany developers and stakeholders when
identifying and clarifying relevant requirements; (2) to
organize the exploration and evaluation of alternative
detailed requirements for the new or revised system; (3) to
progressively make quality requirements explicit and to
propagate the responsibility of satisfying them downwards to
suitable goals of the analysis graph; (4) to “operationalize”
those lower-level qualified hard-goals whenever possible,
that is, to relate them to operations to be made available by
the future system and that will ensure their best satisfaction.
Such system operations (or services or functions)
invoked at the leaves of the goal analysis graph are
intuitively similar to UML use cases, that is, specifications of
operations that are expected to be provided by the system.
For example, a qualified goal “Message Sent”
constrained by the quality requirement “High
Confidentiality” could be adequately fulfilled by a system
operation like “Send Encrypted Message”.
V. FULFILLMENT OF QUALITY REQUIREMENTS
Figure 7 illustrates our techniques with a more
substantial example. Soft-goal “Payment Immediately and
Securely Sent” for an online shop is progressively
transformed with elicitation links to extract quality
requirements, qualification links to constrain derived goals,
and contribution links to express contributions to the
fulfillment of quality requirements and to the selection of
goal decomposition alternatives.
Figure 7: Immediately and Securely Sent soft-goal
Soft-goal “Payment Immediately and Securely Sent” is
re-expressed as hard-goal “Payment Sent” constrained by
elicited quality requirements “Security” and “Promptness”.
“Security” is AND-decomposed into “Confidentiality” and
“Integrity” quality requirements. Hard-goal “Payment Sent”
is AND-decomposed into hard-goals “Authentication Sent”,
“Payment Issued”, “Balance Checked”, and “Receipt
Received”. Hard-goal “Balance Checked” is AND-
decomposed into hard-goals “Pre-condition Checked” and
“Post-condition Checked”. Hard-goal “Receipt Received” is
AND-decomposed into hard-goals “Notification Received”
and “Checksum Checked”.
Hard-goal “Authentication Sent” is given two alternative
subgoals: “Code-signed Auth. Sent” and “Plain Auth. Sent”.
The first one contributes positively (“Make”) to
“Confidentiality” and negatively (“Hurt”) to “Promptness”
as it requires user intervention for authentication, while the
reverse holds for the second alternative. One way to solve
the conflict, as suggested in Figure 7, is to assign a higher
priority (say, value 2) to “Confidentiality” than to
“Promptness” (value 1) thus privileging one of the subgoals.
It is interesting to compare the bottom part of Figure 7 to
similar goal and soft-goal integration in the approach of [4].
There, soft-goals are mostly quality requirements; hard-goals
and quality requirements are analyzed separately and
correlated late in the analysis process. Our approach allows
to analyze hard-goals, soft-goals, and quality requirements in
an integrated scheme from the top-most and most abstract
goals. If elicit and qualification links are removed from our
analysis, then it becomes similar to the goal refinement of
[4]. The price to pay for this simplification is the suppression
of the traceability of quality requirements, analysis rationale,
and late operationalization of quality requirements.
Thus, compared to modeling approaches relying on just
hard-goals and soft-goals, our approach is semantically
richer, in line with a model-driven emphasis. Quality
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requirements are decoupled, as analysis and refinement
proceed, from the functional part thanks to the additional
links (elicitation, qualification, and contribution links).
The possible outcomes for an analysis graph is a list of
alternative AND-sequences of leaf nodes together with the
quality requirements whose satisfaction is still undecided. In
Figure 7, there are two possible sequences of leaf hard-goals,
each corresponding to one of the alternatives for handling the
“Authentication Sent” hard-goal as described above. If
“Confidentiality” is privileged as suggested, the sequence of
leaf hard-goals is: “Code-signed Auth. Sent”, “Payment
Issued”, “Pre-condition Checked”, “Post-condition
Checked”, “Notification Received”, “Checksum Checked”,
where two hard-goals (“Payment Issued” and “Notification
Received”) are still constrained by the “Confidentiality”
requirement. Ensuring this quality requirement relies on
third-party payment services. If not enough information is
available, then handling it can be deferred until enough
additional information becomes available.
In some cases, ensuring an acceptable degree of
fulfillment must be postponed to run time and programmed
with adhoc solutions. Such a late operationalization is
typically necessary when the actual load of the system
cannot be estimated with sufficient precision at the analysis
stage. An example is the estimation by a service provider of
an adequate frequency of checking the queue length of
waiting customers for addressing the quality requirement of
“High Availability”. A set of social design patterns to help
address such programming tasks is proposed in [9].
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper formulates a new definition and metamodel of
quality requirements treated not as special cases of non-
functional requirements or of soft-goals, but as constraints on
goals, and it explores some of consequences of that
definition. Three important aspects of our approach and its
effect on goal refinement can be summarized as follows.
First, quality requirements are typically embedded (i.e.,
implicit) within high-level soft-goals at the start of the
analysis process. They are made progressively explicit
during goal refinement. Second, with elicitation and
qualification links, all soft-goals can be, earlier or later, re-
expressed as a combination of lower-level hard-goals
constrained by quality requirements. Third, quality
requirements appear explicitly throughout the goal analysis
process. As a result, quality requirements are more
decoupled from the functional part, which enables a more
flexible treatment of them.
The paper also proposes extensions of the usual process
of goal refinement of software development by defining
revised transformation of goal graphs in order to
accommodate the presence of quality requirements that
constrain goals and soft-goals.
Our approach was applied in [9] to enhancing the Tropos
methodology [3,14] as QTropos (quality-aware Tropos)
where quality requirements are independent notions
constraining dependencies. Quality requirements can thus be
taken into account during all phases of QTropos (early
requirements, late requirements, architectural design, and
detailed design). Also described in [9] are QCase, a tool to
help apply our metamodel to the development of realistic
projects, and a case study to help validation. Subsequent
work will strengthen QCase with code generation and
broaden its applicability to concepts from other development
methodologies.
More perspectives for subsequent work include refining
our metamodel at the light of substantial case studies and of
further critical comparisons with other languages and
methods, e.g., [1,2,12], and the abundant literature on quality
in requirement engineering and model-driven development.
Clearly, our approach to quality as constraints on goals
enhancing conformance to requirements is just one possible
approach among many. More work can be done on assessing
more finely the locus and strength of its relevance.
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Abstract—Recent database research has focused on in-memory
databases, which can be used in mixed workload scenarios,
enabling OLTP and OLAP queries on the same database en-
gine. These compressed column-oriented database systems use a
differential store concept to enable fast inserting and require a
merge process to compact the data periodically in a compressed
main partition that is changed by the merge process only. This
characteristic feature calls for a re-evaluation of the performance
of inverted indices. In this paper we present a use case for an
inverted index in a column-oriented in-memory database system
to reduce the total costs of query processing in a mixed workload
environment. We evaluate the benefits and drawbacks of using the
index structure to answer queries and the costs of maintaining
the index, especially during the merge process. An analytical
model is introduced to compute the theoretical cost of index scans.
Furthermore a comparison between different index maintenance
strategies is presented. The theoretical findings are verified in a
prototypic implementation within the HYRISE database system.
Our contributions are an analytical framework to evaluate
the benefit of an inverted index during query execution, the
verification in an in-memory database system, and an evaluation
of different index maintenance strategies. From the presented
findings we conclude that indexing can be an efficient instrument
to meet the performance requirements in a mixed-workload and
main memory-based environment.
Keywords-In-Memory Database; Inverted Index; Index Main-
tenance;
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the last years the price of main memory has dramat-
ically declined to a level on which it becomes competitive to
prices for hard disk storage of only few years ago. This trend
allows for servers with several gigabytes or even terabytes
of main memory at a relatively low cost. The vast amount
of fast accessible memory exceeds by far the space needed
by traditional software, which mostly derives from times
where main memory was a resource to be handled carefully.
Consequently, in-memory databases build on this phenomenon
and use the available space to store the application itself as
well as the contained data entirely in the main memory, thus
eliminating costly lookups on slow hard disk drives when
accessing data. Despite all data now being present in the main
memory at any time, processing the data still requires it to
be loaded into the processor’s cache, an operation that - after
eliminating expensive reads from hard drives - represents the
system’s new bottleneck [1]. Due to this fact, reducing memory
accesses is crucial to the overall performance of the database.
Reading an entire table consisting of several million rows
for the sake of a few records’ values is an obvious waste,
which can be eliminated by a lookup structure called inverted
index. While inverted indices have been used for decades
in traditional disk-based database systems or text retrieval
systems, there are differences when using inverted indices
in an in-memory database, such as HYRISE [2], [3], which
impact the way an index is leveraged and maintained. In case
dictionary compression is applied on a column, the inverted
index is used to speed up read performance since the applied
dictionary compression facilitates the inverted index structure
as the compression can be leveraged to build up a compressed
index. The impact is especially high for queries with a low
selectivity. As shown in Figure 1 the workload of enterprise
applications consist of ∼50 percent lookup queries and ∼30
percent of range queries. Consequently, in mixed workload
environments an index is needed to efficiently support these
kinds of read access.
This paper gives an overview over the benefits and tradeoffs,
which result from the employment of inverted indices in the
context of in-memory databases. The remainder of the paper is
structured as follows: First, we will introduce the peculiarities
of the used in-memory database HYRISE and provide addi-
tional architectural information. Section II gives an overview
on the related work on inverted indices and describes the
differences regarding an inverted index implemented in an
in-memory database. In Section III, the inverted index is
explained and theoretically analyzed regarding advantages and
disadvantages, as well as other aspects such as the profitability
of a delta partition index and a unique approach to index
maintenance. The theoretical findings of this section are then
compared against the actual HYRISE implementation in Sec-
tion IV. The paper concludes with a summary and outlook.
A. Background
There are of course different implementation approaches
to in-memory database systems. In this paper, we focus on
HYRISE [2], that is an in-memory database, which facilitates a
column-oriented data organization and dictionary compression
with late materialization strategies during query execution [4].
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The key features with impact on structure and performance
of an inverted index encompass the following:
a) Column-oriented Data Storage: Typically there are
two ways of storing the information contained in a table,
either row-by-row or column-by-column. Which one to choose
primarily depends on the expected workload. Sequentially
accessing data on almost any storage medium is substantially
faster than random access. It has been found that in many cases
there are more analytical-style than transactional-style queries
[5]. Typical analytical queries rarely access entire rows of a
table but rather focus on the values of a small set of columns.
Storing data in a columnar fashion saves the effort of reading
unnecessary columns, thus reducing query execution time.
b) Dictionary Compression: Even if main memory is not
a scarce resource with regards to the available size anymore, it
still has to be used efficiently to reduce overall costs besides
reducing the memory consumption only. The uncompressed
size of a company’s productive system may exceed even most-
recent terabyte server setups. In HYRISE a column-based dic-
tionary compression technique is used to reduce the memory
footprint of each column. All distinct values are captured in
a dictionary data structure (vector) that assigns each actual
value of the column a unique value id, and provides bilateral
translation. Now instead of the actual values in a column, each
column consist of a dictionary vector and an attribute vector
that stores the respective value ids. The larger those actual
values and the smaller the number of distinct values, the more
efficient the compression. For instance, applying dictionary
compression to a column storing country names as strings: As
the number of countries is naturally limited and in practice
often narrows down to a handful that are actually used, storing
that handful of strings once in the dictionary and using value
ids in the column provides good compression rates.
Other lightweight compression techniques are not applied
to HYRISE since fast tuple reconstruction is essential for the
mixed workload environment HYRISE is build for.
c) Differential Store Concept: Due to the applied com-
pression each column is separated into two parts, a primary,
read-optimized, read-only part (referred to as “main partition”)
and a secondary, write-optimized part that serves as buffer
for data altering operations (referred to as “delta partition”)
[3]. The actual state of a column is represented by a union
of both partitions with a one-bit validity vector to handle
record visibility in case of update and delete queries. Initially
being empty, the delta partition gets filled by data modifying
queries. Since the main partition is not altered, a number
of optimizations regarding read performance can be applied
while the delta partition focuses on insertion speed, thus the
differential store copes efficiently with OLTP and OLAP style
requests at the same time.
d) Merge Process: As stated, data changes occur only
in the delta partition. Yet, main and delta partition form a
unit and together represent the column, meaning that data
retrieval of a column must respect both. Due to the write-
optimized nature of the delta partition, it lacks the main
partition’s read performance and thus should not grow too
large in size. Defining a threshold at which the delta partition
becomes “too large” is not a trivial task and primarily depends
on the individual workload and is discussed in [6]. However,
once the delta partition size exceeds certain limits, a merge
process is initiated. The merge process combines the main and
delta partition to create a new main partition and a new empty
delta partition. During this process the respective dictionary
vectors are first merged into a new, sorted dictionary, secondly
changes in the mapping of values onto value ids are applied
to both main and delta partition content and last the contents
are concatenated.
B. Enterprise Workload Characteristics
In order to give a background on realistic workloads in en-
terprise applications, this section presents results on analyzing
actual workloads.
The common assumption that enterprise applications work
row based and with many updates has driven decades of
database research. For example the TPC-C benchmark, which
incorporates the characteristics of a transaction processing
























Figure 1. Analyzed Enterprise Workloads
However, our analyses of realistic database statistics derived
from 65 customers have shown that more than 80% of all
queries are read accesses — in OLAP systems even over 90%
are read-only queries. Figure 1 shows the query distribution
for transactional and analytical systems of key lookups, tables
scans, range selects, inserts, updates and deletes. The analyti-
cal system differs in the distribution of inserts and table scans
(which become column scans in column-oriented databases)
with regards to the overall workload. While this is the expected
result for OLAP systems, the high number of read queries
on the transactional system is surprising. Consequently, the
query distribution leads to the idea of using a read-optimized
database for both transactional and analytical systems.
When implementing analytical functionality in a transac-
tional system the support for fast tuple reconstruction based
on key lookups still stays essential. At the same time, more
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Figure 2. Inverted Index and Dictionary Encoding on a Single Column
complex queries with range requests and especially full col-
umn scans will increase. This trend will even further develop
in the direction of more complex queries and full column scans
as the direct reporting on transactional data enables new ”real-
time analytics”. To summarize, highly selective queries are
important in all workload variants and need to be supported
efficiently. For this use case, indices have been introduced for
any database system.
II. RELATED WORK
Inverted indices have been used for decades and were
initially used to reduce the amount of data read from disks
for the sake of throughput. Inverted indices in the context of
in-memory databases face a similar problem domain which led
to examinations of main memory inverted indices before actual
in-memory databases were feasible. For instance, Lehman
and Carey [7] already compared possible implementation
techniques in 1986, at the same time predicting the price
decline of main memory.
Most research about main memory inverted indices con-
centrates on either performance of the index itself or its
maintenance. For example Rao and Ross [8], and Raatikka
[9] evaluate several index data structures, such as T-trees,
B-trees and their descendants, optimizing them for cache-
consciousness.
Another approach is taken by Transier and Sanders in [10]
who evaluate compression techniques for inverted indices used
in text retrieval. The topic of maintaining inverted indices
has also been covered, mainly in the context of text retrieval
systems by facilitating the nature of certain index implemen-
tations [11].
Lester et al. [12] discuss the maintenance strategies in-place,
re-build and re-merge, which are close to the deliberations
about maintenance in this work.
Several research on inverted files has taken compression into
account, such as in [13], [14], [15], and [16].
The purpose of this paper is not to optimize the index in
terms of performance or size, but rather to investigate the use
inside an in-memory database, such as HYRISE [2], [3].
III. INVERTED INDEX STRUCTURE
As stated before, considering an in-memory database I/O
reduction is still the goal on main memory access. To eliminate
the access of unnecessary data, the inverted index offers an
inverse mapping of a column. As depicted in Figure 2, the
inversion results in a map containing a list of record ids for
every distinct value. When applying a predicate on a column
the requested conditions have to be checked on every value
of the column if no inverted index or sorting is in place.
While this results in a sequential read access pattern, which is
substantially faster than random access [1], still the complete
column has to be read, creating a potential bottleneck. Com-
pared to this, a lookup on the inverted index immediately offers
the positional information about which records match the
criteria and hence reduce the amount of data to be accessed.
As described in Section I-A, HYRISE implements a column
store without surrogate ids and therefore individual sorting
of columns is prohibited. Furthermore, dictionary encoding
is used as compression technique in HYRISE. Therefore, the
inverted index can likewise leverage dictionary encoding to
reduce memory footprint by mapping value ids instead of
values to positions (see Figure 2). Since the dictionary for
the attribute vector is already in place, there is no additional
overhead for compressing the inverted index.
The core of the inverted index is a key-value-container with
value ids as keys and record id lists as values. Since each
column has presumably a unique dictionary, compound indices
have to be implemented as higher-level functionality. Likewise,
due to the distinction into a main partition and a delta partition
with separate dictionaries on a single column, the inverted
index cannot span an entire column but has to be implemented
on the main and delta partition of the column respectively. The
available options are to index the main partition only or to
construct two inverted indices per column (one per partition).
The remainder of this section examines benefits and tradeoffs
accompanying the inverted index in theory, as well as whether
or not to use an inverted index on the delta partition. For the
index key-value-container an implementation of a balanced
tree is assumed [17], guaranteeing at least O(logn) for search,
insert and delete operations.
A. Cost Model
The scans with and without an index are examined for
their assumed costs in order to provide a common base for
comparison. The model is based on the assumption that the
bandwidth is the theoretical optimum and that cost can be
expressed as number of operations on data. These theoretical
operations will not directly map to CPU cycles, because
different operations will consume a different amount of CPU
cycles, also varying among hardware platforms. Our model is
suitable to theoretically define the impact of using an index
in a column store. As we show in Section IV, the model and
the measurements align in key properties, such as break even
points and general cost factors between storage schemes, but
also show, that theoretical operations and CPU cycles are not
directly interchangeable.
Table I summarizes the symbols that will turn up in calcu-
lations later on.
The term “query selectivity” refers to the fraction of a
table’s records that will be contained in the query result set.
As a shortcut SM equals s∗NM and SdM equals s∗dM ∗NM
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Description Unit Symbol
Number of rows in table - N
Table width, i.e. number of columns in table - W
Number of rows in main partition - NM
Number of rows in delta partition - ND
Number of entries in main dictionary - DM
Number of entries in delta dictionary - DD
Fraction of unique values in main partition % dM
Fraction of unique values in delta partition % dD
Query selectivity % s
Selected entries in main partition - SM
Selected entries in delta partition - SD
Selected distinct entries in main partition - SdM
Selected distinct entries in delta partition - SdD
Length of a value id bytes LV ID
Length of a record id bytes LRID
Memory bandwidth bytes/cycle B
Costs for operation X operations CX
Table I
SYMBOLS USED IN CALCULATIONS
for the main partition, while the same applies to SD and
SdD for the delta partition. Regarding the lengths of value
ids and record ids an implementation as 32 bit integers is
assumed, meaning that LV ID = LRID = 4. Furthermore,
all scans are assumed to be non-materializing, i.e. for the
result no translation of value ids into values will be done
[18]. In order to align the results as close as possible to
our actual implementation running on a system as described
in Section IV-A, we compute the memory bandwidth. 1066
MHz DDR3 memory in dual channel configuration features a
theoretical throughput of 17.066 gigabytes per second. Adding
the CPU with a base clock of 2.266 GHz and a turbo boost
frequency of 2.666 GHz, averaged to 2.466 GHz or 2.466
million cycles per second, allow for the following calculation:
B = 17.066 GB/s2.466 GHz =
17,066,000,000 bytes/s
2,466,000,000 cycles/s ≈ 7 bytes/cycle
(1)
B. Performance Benefits
Performance benefits achieved by increased lookup speed
are the key argument for inverted indices. Scanning an entire
table requires NM + ND memory accesses and comparison
operations for a non-indexed column, resulting in a complexity
of O(M +D). The actual number of memory accesses might
be smaller because the data is read in chunks called cache
lines [19] and the sequential processing reduces cache misses
to a minimum and facilitates hardware based prefetching.
Neither dictionary size nor the query’s selectivity influence the
performance of scanning the entire table, because each record
is processed anyway. The total costs can be summarized as:
C
′
TableScan = (NM +ND) ∗W ∗ LV IDB (2)
This equation means that an entire row is loaded to validate
a predicate on a single field’s value of the row. A slightly
improved variant runs a separate check on the column of in-
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Lookup vs. Scan (30% distinct values)
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Lookup vs. Scan (main partition size = 100000)
Column Scan (10% selectivity)
Column Scan (15% selectivity)
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Index Scan (10% selectivity)
Index Scan (15% selectivity)
Index Scan (20% selectivity)
Figure 5. Column scan and index scan with varying fraction of distinct
values
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Therefore it suffers less from an increasing number of columns
and will serve as the standard equation for a table scan in this
Section and represents the characteristics of a column-oriented
data storage. In this case of course query selectivity does have
influence on the total costs:
CTableScan = (NM +ND + (SM + SD) ∗W ) ∗ LV IDB (3)
Index-supported queries do not need to process the entire
column first. While the delta partition is processed via a
table scan as above, the positional information about the main
partition is already at hand. Looking up the record id list for
a given value id is in O(log DM ) as the number of keys in
the index is equivalent to the number of distinct values in the
column and therefore the number of dictionary entries. A value
id lookup is necessary for each distinct value that meets the
query conditions. The returned record id list contains s ∗NM
entries and has to be read from memory. The actual s∗NM ∗W
can finally be read from the main partition by using the record
id list. Data retrieval furthermore requires ND values to be
read from the delta partition to get the positions, followed by









+ (SM + SD) ∗W ∗ LV ID
B
(4)
As obvious by this equation, the selectivity has a major
impact on the inverted indexes profitability. Figure 3 illustrates
this with an one-column table. Neither this nor the other
figures referenced in this section feature a delta partition
because it influences scan costs for table and index scan alike.
At 25% selectivity for a main partition size of about 70,000
rows, the table scan becomes more economic. Since the cost
equation for an index scan is logarithmic, the two lines for
15% and 10% cross the table scan line as well, which grows
linearly.
A more obvious demonstration is given in Figure 4, in-
cluding graphs for one, five and ten columns. In contrast to
the aforementioned influence of the selectivity, the number of
columns does not affect the efficiency, because it again applies
to both scan variants. The only other component with impact
is the number of distinct values in the column. Its influence is
quite obvious since it correlates with the inverted index’s size.
Less unique values allow for faster lookups in the index as
illustrated in Figure 5. An index scan with 10% selectivity on
a table with one column and 100,000 rows equals a table scan
in terms of cost at about 80% distinct values. The break even
point value for s can be calculated by equating CTableScan
with CIndexScan (under the assumption that LV ID = LRID)




Like observed in the graphs, the number of columns does
not appear in the equation, neither does the delta partition as it
is processed equally in both scan types. The only influencing
factors are the number of distinct values and overall number
of rows. If either row count or distinct value count increase,
sbreakeven logarithmically converges to 0, meaning that even
when selecting just very few tuples an index scan is more
costly than a table scan.
Of course this exact equation is only valid for a table with
just one inverted index that can be used to resolve all query
conditions. If this is not the case, either another inverted index
has to be consulted or the resulting list of records has to be
processed by a table scan. A second inverted index means an
overhead of another SdM ∗ log(DM ) + SM memory accesses.
The returned record id list is intersected with the one from
the first index before the respective rows are read from the
table, keeping the performance impact low. Alternatively, the
resulting rows from the index lookup are checked against all
query predicates by using a column scan.
For a table scan the overhead is bigger, requiring another
NM +ND memory accesses for each column to be checked.
If too many columns have to be checked, C
′
TableScan can
become lower than CTableScan. In summary the inverted index
provides an excellent acceleration of query processing, as
long as the query’s selectivity does not exceed certain limits
depending on table size and number of distinct values.
C. Tradeoffs
Besides the advantage of increased lookup speed, having
an inverted index has some downsides as well. These affect
both most important factors in almost any application, time
and space.
1) Construction Costs: Before it can be used, the inverted
index must be built. As there is no positional information
besides the column itself, a complete scan of the main partition
is required. Processing row by row, the found value id is used
to find the corresponding record id list or to create a new
one if it did not exist. The find operation is in O(log DM )
and has to be executed NM times, resulting in a worst case
construction cost of:
C(IndexConstruction) = NM ∗ log(dM ) ∗ LV IDB (6)
Alongside the initial construction, maintenance costs arise
when main and delta partitions are merged. The possibility of
a change in the value id to value mapping renders the inverted
index invalid and a rebuild is inevitable. Details about the
inverted index maintenance including an alternative rebuild
strategy are discussed in Section III-E.
2) Memory Consumption: The inverted index data structure
uses space in memory. As said before, it contains one value id
of size LV ID for each distinct value in the column, mapping
onto a list of record ids (each LRID in size). Consolidating
all those lists yields NM entries for a main partition’s index.
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Summed up, the inverted index size for one column is:
DM ∗ LV ID +NM ∗ LRID bytes (7)
If the assumption applies that LV ID = LRID, the inverted
index consumes at least as much space as the underlying
attribute vector of the column (NM ∗LV ID bytes). In case the
level of distinct values reaches 100%, the index is effectively
double the size of the column.

















number of rows to be inserted
Insert in Delta Partition (table size = 10000, 30% distinct values)
Insert Scan, Delta Partition Dictionary encoded, without index
Insert Scan, Delta Partition Dictionary encoded, with Inverted Index
Insert into uncompressed Delta Partition
Figure 6. Insertion costs in delta partition.
An additional index on the delta partition can of course
speed up lookups since the aforementioned inverted index on
the main partition only leads to a retrieval of values from the
delta partition with the help of a regular column scan. Unlike
the main partition, the delta partition is constantly changed by
insert, update and delete operations while the the employed
insert only approach implements the logical update and delete
queries as technical insert operations with timestamps. An
index has to be always valid, therefore insertions into the delta
partition entail an index update, which has to be part of the
transaction.
In case of applied dictionary compression, an insertion
is executed by retrieving the respective value id from the
dictionary in O(log DD), followed by a simple push back
into the delta attribute vector in constant time. Having a delta
index means another search in the indexes keys to find the
appropriate bucket (O(log DD)) and inserting the new record
id, which equals a regular insertion in terms of complexity
and thus doubles insertion costs as shown in Figure 6. It
also becomes obvious, that an uncompressed delta partition
naturally offers the best insert performance.
Beneficial to an inverted index on the delta partition is
the reduced lookup complexity when processing the delta
partition. Using the delta index replaces the column scan with a
regular index scan with another lookup. The costs are the same
as for two index scans without a delta partition, one regular
and the other one with NM = ND and DM = DD. In practice,
the delta partition will not grow large in size compared to the
main partition, a priori reducing a delta indexes impact on
the overall performance in general. Figure 7 demonstrates the
theoretical cost reduction in a table containing 100000 rows in
the main partition and 10000 rows in the delta partition with
varying scan selectivity. The difference in scan costs between
index scans with and without delta index constitutes about the
ratio of delta to main size, in this case 10%. Recognizing
the high insertion costs and the fact that in a productive
environment the delta will be orders of magnitude smaller
than the main, a delta index becomes fairly unprofitable. We
therefore propose to leave the delta partition uncompressed
















Delta Partition Index Benefits (30% distinct values, main/delta partition size = 100,000/10,000)
Column Scan
Index Scan with Main index
Index Scan with Main and Delta index
Figure 7. Performance enhancement through Delta index
E. Maintenance
One of the downsides to having an index are the mentioned
maintenance costs. When the values of a table change, the
index needs to be adapted too. Due to the fact that in in
HYRISE a dedicated buffer called delta partition handles all
data changes without affecting the main partition the inverted
index of the main partition has to be adapted while the merge
process compacts the delta and main partition to create a new
main partition.
There are different strategies that can be used to retain the
validity of the index, which can mostly be associated to one
of three basic principles: rebuild, update and merge. A merge
could be achieved by combining main and delta partition
indexes, but as explained in Section III-D an inverted index
on the delta partition is not in favor of the write-optimized
characteristics, so we will not go into any more detail about
this approach.
The two strategies presented are therefore rebuild and
merge.
1) Rebuild Strategy: The rebuild strategy constitutes the
most naive approach to inverted index maintenance. Basically,
after merging the two storage partitions the former index is
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discarded and a new one is created from scratch. There is
no difference to the initial construction apart from the delta
partition’s rows now being indexed as well and consequently
the costs are:
CIndexRebuild = (NM +ND) ∗ log(DM +DD) ∗ LV IDB (8)
Although this may seem a less favorable option at first
glance, rebuilding after merge process completed has the
advantage of independence. First of all, it can be employed
outside the merge process, a potentially costly and memory in-
tensive operation. Therefore the merge process is not affected
whether there is an index on a column or not.
Secondly, the main partition is already merged and due to its
nature of being read-only will undergo no further alterations
until the next merge operation. This allows the inverted index
to be rebuilt in parallel to regular execution. Queries reading
from the main partition will be affected shortly after the
completion of the merge, as long as the index is not yet ready,
but their requests can be served with table scans. Once the
index rebuild is finished, table scans can again be replaced
by index scans. Further the index rebuild could be delayed
or rather scheduled as, for example, explored in the context
materialized view maintenance [20].
2) Update Strategy: The update strategy facilitates the
special characteristics of the differential store concept that
is implemented in the HYRISE database system, the merge
process to be exact. During the merge process a new dictio-
nary is created from the combination of the main partition’s
dictionary and the created dictionary of the delta partition’s
contents. For the subsequent conversion of table contents a
mapping is created that assigns each former value id in both
main and delta the respective value id in the newly created
dictionary. With this mapping at hand main and delta partition
are processed sequentially, applying the mapping whenever the
currently read value id has been changed in the new dictionary.
As a last step the delta partition’s content is appended to the
main partition, resulting in a new, empty delta partition, which
is ready for new insertions.
Now, the idea behind the update strategy is that a major part
of the table, the main partition, is already indexed. Merging
main and delta partition also does not change row ids, i.e.
the values in the inverted indexes key-value-map, but only the
value ids, i.e. the keys since an insert only approach is applied
in HYRISE. The value id mapping can be used to update the
existing index by changing keys where necessary. The basic
balanced tree structure is assumed as basis for the index sorts
the keys, thus a key change might result in shifting half or
more of the other keys in memory. But since value ids in
the main partition are sorted by their respective value, it can
be safely assumed that V alueIDold ≤ V alueIDnew. Parsing
the inverted index from the end now will ensure that no values
will be shifted or overwritten when applying the mapping, the
keys are relocated at constant time, because no re-sorting is
necessary. The costs for this update are:
COldIndexUpdate = DM ∗ LV IDB (9)
This update should happen right after creating the new
dictionary and mapping. When the delta partition’s content is
processed in order to apply the mapping, each row has to be
extracted, checked and changed if necessary. To avoid a second
processing of the delta partition rows, indexing can happen
right during this operation. The necessary information (value
id and record id) are already present and can be inserted into
the inverted index in O(logDM ). Altogether the additional
costs of updating an index during merge are:
CIndexUpdate = DM ∗ LV IDB +ND ∗ log(DM +DD) ∗ LRIDB
(10)
Despite the fact that the update strategy has to be part
of the merge process and may impact the cache friendly
sequential processing of table data, the difference as illustrated

















number of rows in Delta
Index Update vs. Rebuild (30% distinct values, main partition size = 100000)
Index rebuild
Index update
Figure 8. Comparison of index rebuild and update costs with varying delta
partition size
IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
A. Test Environment
The purpose of this section is to compare the theoretical
findings with a working implementation. All tests were per-
formed within HYRISE [2], a main memory hybrid storage
engine prototype written in C++. While its main feature is
the arbitrary partitioning of tables to accommodate mixed
workload scenarios, it provides the necessary implementation
of a differential store to allow for comparison with the
assumed database layout of the previous sections such as a
main and delta partition and dictionary compression. For the
tests only the full column-oriented storage without horizontal
partitioning were used.
All benchmarks were performed on an Intel Xeon X7560
native Octocore with a base clock of 2.26 GHz and a turbo
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boost frequency of 2.66 GHz accompanied by 256 GB DDR3
1066MHz main memory.
B. Inverted Index Implementation
The implemented inverted indexes core is a Standard Tem-
plate Library (STL) map. Despite offering better best-case
complexity, an implementation as a hash-map was discarded
due to its high worst-case complexity of O(N) [21]. Value
ids and record ids are represented by 4 byte unsigned integers,
the record id lists are STL vectors of the according type. To
answer many types of requests, the inverted index provides
methods for inserting single or multiple elements and retrieval
of position lists for either one, multiple or a range of value
ids.
As already proven, a larger number of columns has the same
effect on table and index scan. Consequently the influence of
the number of columns is excluded from the measurements,
only one column is used.
C. Delta Index Insertion Costs
To verify the calculated double insertion costs into the
indexed delta partition, a delta partition index was imple-
mented. The graph shown in Figure 9 indicates, that indeed
almost twice as many cycles are used when updating the delta
partition’s index on insert operations. The actual difference
is a bit smaller due to overhead created by the software that
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Figure 9. Insertion cost increase with Delta index
D. The Inverted Index in Practice
As done in Section III-B, the influence of variations in main
partition size, number of distinct values and selectivity were
examined, but this time in practice.
Figure 10, depicts the variations in main partition size with
two column scans and two index scans, both fetching once
10% and once 40% of the values. At a lower selectivity level,
the index scan outperforms the column scan as expected, at
40% the difference is remarkably smaller. In contrast to Fig-
ure 3, the graphs seems not to be logarithmic. An explanation
could be the fact that the STL map stores its keys sequentially
in memory, allowing for a smaller number of cache misses
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Figure 11. Actual IndexScan performance with varying levels of distinct
values
A different perspective is offered in Figure 11. The theoreti-
cal analyses have proven that a column scan is not affected by
the number of distinct values in a columns, because it scans
all values anyways. This theory is justified by the more or less
horizontal lines depicting the column scans’ costs. The slight
deviation can be explained by unpredictable variations in the
overall system load, apart from that the scan costs are about
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constant.
In contrast, the costs for an index scan increase once
reaching 20%-25% selectivity. On 50% distinct values it is
outrun by the column scan. The graphs for the remaining two
scans will meet somewhere around 70%-80%, almost exactly
matching the theoretical graph in Figure 5.
Figure 12 underlines the selectivity’s impact on table and
index scan performance. The costs for an index scan grow
almost twice as fast as the column scan costs, on 50% distinct
values the break even point is reached at a selectivity of about
45%, and 65% on 20% distinct values respectively. Also here
the curves’ shapes resemble to the prediction in Figure 4.
In summary, the measurements and observations of the im-
plementation largely align with the expectations that emerged
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Figure 12. Actual index scan performance with varying selectivity
E. Maintenance
Both the rebuild and update strategy were implemented in
HYRISE to verify the theoretical findings. To make the actual
difference more obvious, the regular merge was included in
the graphs.
Figure 13 shows a result similar to Figure 8 from the
previous chapter. The costs for the mere merge process grow
almost equally to the number of rows in the delta partition,
whereas a parallel update or subsequent rebuild means a linear
growth with a greater factor. The update strategy’s advantage
of not having to re-index the main is pretty obvious and
marks a constant offset from the rebuild costs. Yet, as the
delta partition grows, the ratio of indexed to non-indexed rows
diminishes and changes the overhead reduction from about
70% in the beginning to about 40% at a main-delta-ratio of
1:2.
Deductively it can be said that the update strategy always
has a benefit over discarding and rebuilding, even though the
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Figure 13. Comparison of implemented index rebuild and update with
varying delta partition size
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we showed that an inverted index can dramati-
cally speed up value lookups in a table with a differential store
as long as certain conditions apply. If either selectivity or the
number of distinct values in an indexed column exceed limits
that depend on the actual implementation, the performance
gain is lost. As a consequence, the typical profiteers of such an
index are selective queries fetching only small subsets or even
just a single tuple from the database, which is the standard case
in transactional-style queries. Although this paper concentrates
on inverted indices for the sole purpose of data retrieval as a
distinct query, many different kinds of typical operators in a
database could make use of it. When for instance a merge
requires only a handful of value ids to be changed in an
indexed column, the respective rows could easily be found
using the index, which is the case when choosing the so called
in-place merge strategy that implements a sparse dictionary.
Besides, it has been presented that an inverted index used
for the delta partition adds benefit to the overall performance.
While it provides speedup capabilities similar to the main
partition index, even though with less impact on the overall
performance, the delta partition inverted index doubles the
insertion costs. Due to the fact of the delta partition acting
as a buffer and thus predictably being orders of magnitude
smaller, the minor reduction in scan costs does not justify
the high insertion costs as the delta partition is designed as a
write-optimized partition.
The last conclusion regards maintenance and how the merge
process’s nature can be exploited for it. The two strategies
explained both have advantages and disadvantages. While
updating the index during merge saves memory accesses,
it is encapsulated in the merge which makes parallelization
difficult. Being more costly in total, this does not apply to the
rebuild strategy. Whether or not an inverted index makes sense
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is subject to the individual case, i.e. the general pattern of the
expected workload. While they cannot outperform full column
scans for OLAP style queries, they are beneficial for answering
OLTP style queries, which request typically only a few rows.
Thereby the inverted index helps to avoid congestion on the
main memory interface in a mixed workload environment.
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Abstract—A common approach to achieve high read and
write performance for column-oriented in-memory databases is
to separate the data store into a read-optimized main partition
and a write-optimized differential buffer. The differential
buffer has to be merged into the main partition periodically
to preserve read performance and increase memory efficiency.
If data is dictionary-compressed, this merge process becomes
time-consuming since it involves rewriting the whole main
tables if dictionary mappings are changed. To reduce the
merge time, we introduce the concept of sparse dictionaries,
which can avoid rewriting the whole table in many cases. The
basic idea is to place gaps in the dictionaries of the main
partition which allows us to merge the differential buffer into
the main partition without expensive recompression of the main
tables. We leverage known data characteristics to optimize our
algorithms for enterprise applications.
Keywords-Column-store; In-memory databases; Dictionary
compression; Write-optimized Store; Read-optimized Store
I. INTRODUCTION
An In-Memory Database (IMDB) is a database system
where the primary persistence resides entirely in the main
memory [1]. In recent years, the introduction of a 64 bit
address space in commodity operating systems and the
constant drop in hardware prices make large capacities of
main memory in the order of terabytes technically feasible
and economically viable. Together with ever increasing com-
puting power due to multicore CPUs, this change enables
the storage and processing of large sets of data in memory
and opens the way for general-purpose in-memory data
management.
Recently, column-oriented in-memory DBMS were pro-
posed to consolidate transactional and analytical workloads
in a single database system, which provides the potential
for new enterprise applications and a reduction of the total
costs of operating enterprise IT landscapes [2]. Following the
data characteristics found in enterprise systems, the proposed
architecture relies on dictionary compression per column to
utilize memory efficiently. While a column-oriented storage
model favors read-mostly analytical workloads, fast write
operations on dictionary-compressed column structures are
challenging. A common concept in columnar databases is to
split the storage in two parts [3], [4]: a read optimized main
partition and a write optimized differential buffer or delta
store. For dictionary-compressed data, the read optimized
store operates on a sorted dictionary, whereas the write-
optimized store appends new values to its dictionary.
We call the process of unifying the two parts a merge.
The main performance bottleneck of the naive algorithm as
described in [5] is that the whole main partition needs to be
copied, leading to a time- and memory-consuming operation
– experiments with an implementation of this algorithm in
our storage engine HYRISE [6] revealed that copying the
structures consumes up to 50% of the total execution time
of a merge.
Copying the columns to be merged is required as the
dictionary mappings change throughout the merge and the
value IDs of each record need to be changed. As the
dictionary of the main partition is sorted, this happens
each time a value is inserted. Our basic idea is to avoid
this by placing gaps in the dictionary, leading to so-called
sparse dictionaries. That way, we can add new values to the
dictionaries of the main partition without having to change
all following value IDs and merge differential buffer into the
main partition in-place. We can perform this intermediate
merge several times until the gaps have been filled, before
we need to execute the full merge that involves copying the
columns.
A. Contributions
Specifically, our contributions presented in this paper are
the following:
1) A new strategy to merge dictionary-compressed read-
optimized and write-optimized stores based on a novel
data structure called sparse dictionary
2) A cost model for estimating the cost of inserting
a value into a sparse dictionary depending on the
underlying data characteristics
3) A performance evaluation that compares the runtime
of the regular merge process [5] with our optimized
sparse merge
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B. Related work
Our work is based on the system model of an in-memory
database as described in [7]. Besides this architecture specif-
ically targeted for enterprise applications, other in-memory
database have been recently developed. From a research
point of view, MonetDB [8] and H-Store [9] have been the
most influential systems; from a commercial perspective,
SAP’s In-memory computing engine, IBM’s SolidDB and
Oracle’s Times Ten are best known.
Targeting the challenge of order-preserving dictionaries if
the domain size is not known a priori, Binnig et al. [10]
describe a data structure specific to string compression.
Concerning the merge algorithm as described in [5],
another improvement has been proposed in [11]. This al-
gorithm reduces memory consumption by merging single
columns. Our object is to improve run-time and we consider
the contribution in this paper as complimentary to this work.
C. Structure of this Paper
This remainder of this paper is structured as follows:
Section II gives an overview of the two proposed merge
processes, the full sparse merge and the intermediate sparse
merge. In Section III, we introduce the sparse dictionary and
define the underlying data structure. Section IV describes
a cost model for inserting values into a sparse dictionary,
based on which we define operations on the sparse dictionary
in V. Section VI compares the performance of our proposed
sparse merge to the regular merge and we close this paper
in Section VII with some concluding remarks.
II. FULL SPARSE MERGE AND INTERMEDIATE SPARSE
MERGE
We replace the regular merge process as described in
[5] with two merge processes: a full sparse merge and an
intermediate sparse merge.
Intermediate merges are faster than full merges, as they
perform an in-place merge leveraging well-placed gaps of
the dictionaries of the main partition in order to insert new
values. As no, or only a small number of value IDs change,
we do not need to copy the tables of the main partition, but
change the values in the columns of the main partition in
place using an index. Intermediate merges can still merge the
whole differential buffer into the main partition, but the size
of the new values in the dictionary of the buffer is limited
by the number of the remaining gaps in the dictionary and
the value domain (bit width) of the value IDs.
However, we cannot only rely on intermediated merges:
at some point in time the number of gaps will be depleted
and/or the width of the value IDs has to be increased. In
the first case new gaps have to be added and they should be
distributed in a way that supports the intermediate merge,
once again requiring a rewrite of a large part of the table.
In the latter case all value IDs will have to be rewritten. For
these cases we propose the full sparse merge. In contrast
to the intermediate sparse merge, it does not operate in-
place on the main store and always has to rewrite the whole
store. While merging the differential and main dictionary,
and potentially increasing the resulting new main dictionary,
it redistributes the gaps as efficiently as possible to speed up
succeeding intermediate sparse merges.
In order to decrease the number of full merges required,
the increasing width of the value IDs and the addition and
redistribution of the gaps should be synchronized. It turns
out that at a high enough filling level of the dictionary,
it becomes more expensive to shift the values in a way
that uses the last gaps than to do a full merge. Moreover
subsequent intermediate merges benefit largely from the full
merge.
In the following, we introduce sparse dictionaries, the
data structure our proposed merge processes operate on, and
describe the operations on this dictionary required for the
full and intermediate sparse merge.
III. SPARSE DICTIONARY
The basic idea of a sparse dictionary is to leave gaps in
regular intervals within the dictionary. As a consequence
new value IDs can be inserted in the dictionary without
moving other values around. In practice, the concept of
sparse dictionaries entails a number of implementation spe-
cific questions, such as:
• How can gaps be identified?
• Where should the gaps be placed?
• How many gaps should the dictionary have?
In this section, we introduce some definitions to describe
our data structures and algorithms throughout the remainder
of this paper, and we evaluate data structures used to mark
gaps in the dictionary vector.
When it comes to the other two questions, the naive
approach would be adding a fixed number of gaps during
each full merge and uniformly distribute the gaps over the
dictionary vector. However, as some value IDs are used
more often than others, moving them around in case no
gap is located close to them is more expensive then others.
Therefore, we introduce a cost model for changing values
in the sparse dictionary in Section IV and discuss optimized
operations in Section V.
A. Definitions
To formally describe our data structures and algorithms
throughout this paper we use the following notation:
M: Attribute vector of the main partition of the consid-
ered column
UM: Dictionary of the Main partition of the considered
column prior to a merge process
S: (new) Sparse Dictionary of the Main partition of the
considered column after a merge
GS : set of value IDs representing sparse elements / gaps
within the sparse dictionary
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Figure 1. Additional Memory Consumption caused by gap identification























Figure 2. Additional Memory Consumption caused by gap identification
with 1% sparse values running on a 64 bit machine. Memory Consumption
of bit map implementation and set are nearly equal.
l(U): denotes the length in bits of a single value in the
given dictionary
D: Attribute vector of the differential buffer of the con-
sidered column
UD: Dictionary of the Differential buffer of the considered
column prior to a merge
IS : index to identify which values in a dictionary are
sparse
d(vid) : [0, |S|[ 7→ W : dictionary mapping for a column
with domain W
Note that we store two vectors for each column: A
dictionary vector that holds the mapping from value IDs
to values for all distinct values of the considered column,
and an attribute vector, that holds the value IDs.
Furthermore we define a metric called Sparsity Ξ that
represents the relative number of gaps in a sparse dictionary
S. It is defined as follows:
Ξ(S) = |GS ||S| (1)
B. Evaluation of Data Structures for the Sparse Dictionary
Our sparse dictionary S is implemented as a vector
holding the values. To quickly identify gaps in the vector,
we need an index IS . The value of a gap can remain
undefined – however, we can set it to the value of a
preceding entry that is not sparse to assist standard binary
search algorithms on the vector. As index structure, we
have evaluated three options based on memory consumption
and access time: a bit map, free memory lists [12] and a
set storing the indexes of gaps.
The bit map stores one bit per entry of the dictionary and
therefore leads to a memory consumption of |Dictionary|
bits and an access time into the vector of O(1).
The free memory list stores in each gap the index of the
next gap. As all values in the dictionary are distinct, the
number of bits needed to encode the values is always bigger
or equal to the width of the index. So the index always fits
into the dictionary slot. In this way the memory overhead
of the free memory list is zero (Note that we cannot store
the values of preceding entries in the gaps, as mentioned
above). The downside of the free memory list is that each
check whether a certain value ID is free requires iterating
over the whole free memory list. Furthermore each iteration
generates a cache miss as the gaps are by purpose distributed
over the dictionary. Hence the access time is O(n), with n
being the number of gaps.
When using a set for storing the indexes of the gaps,
memory consumption is heavily implementation dependent,
but would scale up with number of gaps and only logarithmi-
cally with the whole number of elements in the dictionary
as it is the case with the bit map. For our calculation we
assume a self-balancing binary search tree, as it is used in
the standard c++ library. This leads to a memory overhead
δm in bits of
δm = (log2(|Dictionary|)) ∗ n
+size(Pointer) ∗ (n− 1) (2)
and an access time of O(log(n)), n being the number of
gaps.
Figures 1, 2, and 3 compare the memory consumption of
each of the three data structures. Comparing figure 1 and 3
shows that the bit map has a far smaller memory footprint
with a larger fraction of gaps than the set. Yet, when using
smaller fractions of free spaces in the dictionary, the set
outperforms the bitmap. As one can see in Figure 2 the
break even point is about 1%. The free memory list does
not need any additional memory but has a linear runtime
for containment lookups. In conclusion it depends on the
scenario to choose the right data structure: If memory con-
sumption is a concern, the free space list is the right choice.
If performance is the most important priority, the bit map
offers the best characteristics, but the space characteristics
of the set are better if only very little gaps (below 1%) are
used.
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Figure 3. Additional Memory Consumption caused by gap identification
with 0.1% sparse values running on a 64 bit machine.
Figure 4. Insertion of a new element into a sparse dictionary and two
possible outcomes
IV. COST MODEL FOR CHANGES IN THE SPARSE
DICTIONARY
In this section, we address the question of how the right
places for the gaps can be found and based on this question,
where to insert a new value in the dictionary. For inserting
new values, the problem is trivial if we hit a gap at the
position we want to insert. But a common case is that
we must create an empty space at the desired position
by shifting values in an existing gap. Figure 4 illustrates
this problem. The two cases have different costs depending
on the number of occurrences of each changed value ID.
Consequently we define a cost function to approximate
the resulting cost for changing a specific value ID in the
dictionary. We also apply this for cost function later for
placing the gaps in case we create a new sparse dictionary
during a full sparse merge (Section V-A). The idea is to
leave more gaps around values that implicate high costs
when shifted.
Change Cost Functions: We define a change cost function
pi that assigns the cost of changing the associated value to
each value ID:
pi(vid) : [0, |S|[ 7→ N (3)
In the following we discuss potential cost functions.
1) Simple Cost Function: The simple cost function re-
turns 1 for every value ID.
pisimple(vid) = 1 (4)
Although this function causes no computation overhead, it
is only useful, if the occurrence of distinct values in the main
store follows a uniform distribution. However, an analysis of
the data characteristics of enterprise systems in [13] showed
that the value distribution of the columns with more than
one distinct values is in more than 50% of the cases better
approximated by a zipf distribution.
2) Quantitative Cost Function: A more advanced change
cost function is the so-called quantitative cost function. It
calculates the number of elements in the main storage that
have to be rewritten as a result of changing the given value
ID, which becomes computationally expensive in case of
large tables. In case of a small number of distinct values, a
potential solution would be to maintain a list of occurrences
of each value; however, the additional memory consumption
increases in case of many distinct values.
piquantitative(vid) = |x : x ∈M∧ x = vid| (5)
3) Pareto Cost Function: The problem with the simple
cost function introduced in IV-1 is that it assumes an even
distribution, whereas the quantitative cost function suffers
from a long computation time or high space consumption to
save pre-calculated values. As our cost model should support
the decision for the placement of gaps, we do not require an
optimal result, but rather a heuristic that is fast to calculate.
We therefore have defined the pareto cost function, which is
based on the observed data characteristics in the enterprise
application domain discussed in [13].
Analyzing the characteristics of the data sets discussed in
[13] we found out that in most columns at most 20% of
the distinct values are sufficient to cover at least 80% of all
rows. We use this observation to categorize the values in the
dictionary in two categories: The first category, called FC,
consists of the 20% of the distinct values that cover the most
rows in a given column. The second category, called SC,
contains all remaining values. The pareto cost function is
basically the quantitative cost function with a reduced co-
domain. Based on the observed value distribution, we give
those two categories a relative value. In our analyzed data set
we have seen that 20% of values covered between 73.53%
up to 94.02% of the of elements in the main store, on average
86.91%. Assuming an even distribution within the categories
this means that each 1% of the first class distinct values of
the first category covers on average 86.91%20% = 4.34% of
the rows in a column. In contrast to that, 1% of the second
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class values cover only 100%−86.91%80% = 0.16% of the values.
Accordingly one distinct value of the first category covers




27, d(vid) ∈ FC
1, d(vid) ∈ SC (6)
Note that the assigned values for the pareto cost function
depend on the expected value distribution of the data set at
hand. The assigned values to each class can be adjusted for
different value distributions.
V. OPERATIONS ON THE SPARSE DICTIONARY
In this section, we describe operations on the sparse
dictionary that are required when performing the proposed
full and intermediate sparse merge. These operations are the
creation of a new sparse dictionary in a full merge and
insertion of values into the dictionary in an intermediate
merge.
A. Creating the Dictionary
Creating a new sparse dictionary during the full sparse
merge is considered as a merge of two existing dictionaries.
At startup, the initial main dictionary is empty. Before we
describe the proposed algorithm in detail, we discuss the
rationale for choosing the number of gaps.
The Size of the Dictionary and the Number of Gaps: As
discussed in Section III, we use a vector as the underlying
data structure for a dictionary. Having the sizes of the two
input dictionaries as input, we need to determine how much
size we want to reserve for our new dictionary. There are
several points to consider:
1) The more gaps there are in the dictionary, the faster
the intermediate merges are as it reduces the likelihood
of shifting values.
2) The more gaps there are in the dictionary, the more
intermediate merges can be done before another ex-
pensive full merge is required.
3) The more gaps there are in the dictionary, the more
space is used by the dictionary.
4) The more gaps there are in the dictionary, the less
values fit into a cache line when iterating over the
dictionary values, slowing down the iteration.
5) If the total number of elements in the dictionary
excesses the size of the next power of 2, a full merge
is required to increase the bitmask for a value ID and
the marginal cost of additional gaps is increased.
6) The minimum required size of our new dictionary
might not be |UM| + |UD| since values might be
contained in both dictionaries. This is actually the
upper bound of the required minimum size.
Size Depending on Space Efficiency: Points 1 - 4 show
us that there is basically a trade-off of size and speed. The
size of the gaps is determined by |GS | ∗ l(S). Point 5 shows
us that there is a sweet spot for this trade-off: total number
of elements including gaps is most efficient just before it
excesses any power of 2, requiring additional space per value
ID. Thus an easy to make estimate for an efficient element
number would be:
|S| = 2dlog2(|UM|+|UD|)e (7)
Distribution of gaps: Having determined the size of the
new sparse dictionary, we need to define the distribution of
the gaps based on the cost function pi. A fairly simple but fast
algorithm would be to evenly distribute the gaps – however,
that way we would not take our cost function into account.
The A-Star algorithm always offers a optimal solution for
our problem but its runtime and in particular its memory
consumption characteristics make it unsuitable for our case
[14]. A more viable alternative is the greedy algorithm [15],
although it does not offer an optimal solution.
Algorithm for creating the Dictionary: Algorithm V.1
describes the merge process of two dictionaries and the
creation of the new sparse dictionary.
Algorithm V.1: MERGEDICTIONARIES(UM,UD)
S ← newSparseDictionary(|UM|, |UD|)
IS ← newSparseDictionaryIndex(|UM|, |UD|)
STemp← vector of size |UM|+ |UD|
gaps← vector of size |UM|+ |UD|
mainTemp← vector of size |UM|
diffTemp← vector of size |UD|
i, j, k ← 0




if value == UM[i]
then
mainTemp[i]← ki← i+ 1
value← UM[i]
if value == UD[j]
then
diffTemp[j]← kj ← j + 1
value← UD[j]
STemp[k]← value
k ← k + 1
gaps← findDistribution(STemp)
i, j, k ← 0










k ← k + 1
j ← j − 1
S[k]← value
IS [k]← 1
k ← k + 1
i← i+ 1
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The merge of the dictionaries is similar to the one
described by Krueger et. al. [5] but inserts gaps to the
dictionary in a second pass. We require a second pass,
as we need to first merge the dictionaries to calculate the
distribution of gaps as discussed in the previous subsection.
Having created a temporary dictionary vector with the
appropriate size (STemp), we iterate over the two ordered
input dictionaries from the main partition and the differential
buffer in parallel and merge them, while preserving the
order of all values. Note that both dictionaries can contain
equal values. We enter the old value IDs into the vectors
mainTemp and diffTemp to preserve a mapping from
old value IDs to new value IDs, required by running
transactions. In a next step we calculate the number of gaps
that should be inserted into the final dictionary prior to
each value (findDistribution), applying the cost function
pi and a greedy algorithm [15], as discussed previously. In
the second pass, we iterate over the temporary dictionary,
as well as the vector including the gaps and add gaps and
values to the new sparse dictionary S. To indicate whether
an entry of S is a gap, we set the according position in the
bitmap IS to 0.
B. Inserting into the Sparse Dictionary
The insertion of an new value is trivial if we have to
insert it before or after a gap. However, we might also
face the issue that we must create an empty space at the
desired position by shifting values in an existing gap (see
Figure 4). Note that multiple shifts can happen during an
intermediate sparse merge. Therefore we note all changes
in so-called change map described in the next section and
apply all changes to the main partition afterwards.
If we have to create an empty space to insert the new
value, we have to choose whether to shift the succeeding
or the preceding values to the next gaps. To decide which
values to shift, we calculate the estimated resulting cost
using pi and bit map IS we introduced earlier. Afterwards we
shift all values between our insert position and the selected
gap by one value ID and note this change in a change map.
Finally we insert the given value in order.
Creating the Change Map: Having added a new entry to
the dictionary and having shifted value IDs in it, we need
to reflect these changes in the column’s main partition. We
need to refresh the value IDs of all values that we shifted in
the dictionary. However, it would not be practical to apply
those changes to the main data store immediately. There are
several reasons for this:
• Double updates: Having changed one single dictionary
key requires to change all associated keys in the main
partition. If the next insertion into the dictionary causes
the first value to change again, all values in the main
partition have to be changed once more.
• Unusable without index: The performance penalty will
further increase if no index is used. The insertion of
each value into the dictionary would require a full table
scan in order to update the values.
Consequently, we propose a change map data structure that
stores a mapping from the old value ID of a shifted value
ID to the corresponding new value ID. We store all changes
with the dictionary during the whole merge in this data
structure. At the end of the merge, we commit these changes
to the main store, avoiding the two problems stated above. To
record these changes, we use a CSB+ tree that is optimized
for read as well as write operations [16].
We only insert position changes of already existing values,
meaning that we have to exclude all new values that were
shifted in course of the merge. The reason is the following:
Given a new value is inserted at position 12. To do this the
old value at 12 needs to be shifted to 13. Thus 12 7→ 13 is
added to the change set. Now another insertion causes 12
shift to 13 and 13 shift to 14. In this case there would be
two values for 12 in the change map: 12 7→ 13 (the new
value) and 12 7→ 14. As soon as we replace value IDs in
the main storage we would not know whether we should
replace the value ID 12 with 13 or 14. Moreover, there is
no point in tracking shifts of new values, since none of them
are in the main storage and can be replaced. Thus we create
another bitmap similar to the one saving whether a value ID
is occupied or not. This bitmap saves whether a value ID
points to a new Value or not.
Our goal is a tree structure that maps the value ID for a
value before the merge to the corresponding value ID after
the merge. If a value ID that has to be refreshed was already
mapped, we need to know this and have to find the original
ID (pre-merge) that maps to this ID. This operation involves
a reverse search on the tree which results in a linear search
over all values of the change map. This would have to be
done at every insert of a change item and thus potentially
multiple times per value insertion. In the following, we
propose three methods of reducing the search time.
A Second Mapping: The simplest approach to this prob-
lem would be the construction of a second map, or an index
structure for the reverse lookup. But this would involve an
increase in memory consumption since the keys and values
would have to be stored in memory twice. Moreover the
write performance, which is important to us because of the
number of updates, would suffer as well.
Shared-Leave Structure: Another approach would be the
use of a Leaf structure as proposed in [10]. This would avoid
storing value IDs twice in memory.
Mapping with Lazy and Fast Search: The two proposals
above were general solutions – in the following, we propose
a specific solution exploiting the characteristics of our spe-
cific case
First, we define the Fast Search: The input of our function
is a mapping x 7→ y of the current state of the dictionary
which maps the value ID x via the mapping function f(K)
to a new ID y. In the following we call x the key of the
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Figure 5. Performance of the Full Sparse Merge and Intermediate Sparse
Merge compared to a regular Merge over multiple merge cycles
mapping and y the new value. Hence we need to check the
map m, whether it already contains a mapping z 7→ x. In this
case we have to replace it by z 7→ y. Searching a mapping
with new value x in our map would require O(n) steps (n
being the number of elements in m), as we need to iterate
over all values in m in the worst case.
But we know that we find a mapping with key z in
close distance where we would enter x 7→ y in the map,
as each shift increases the distance between x and z by one.
Thus we can iterate starting from the closest key to x in
both directions, thereby exploiting the cache line by reading
chunks of date in each direction. However this assumes that
a mapping z 7→ x is contained in our map which is typically
not the case.
In order to deal with this issue we propose the Lazy
Search. The idea of Lazy search is to reduce the question:
“Which z maps to x: f−1(x)?” to the question “Is there a
z that maps to x: x ∈ f(K)?”. If we can answer the latter
question quickly, we will not run into worst case complexity
of the Fast Search, as we abort the search in case x /∈ f(K).
For the discussion of deciding whether x ∈ f(K), we define
the following:
K is the set of all value keys of the mappings
in the change map
Enew is the set of all value IDs which constitute
a gap in the current state of the dictionary
during merge
Eold is the set of all value IDs which constituted
a gap before the merge started
N is the set of all new value IDs that belong
to a new value from the differential buffer
Furthermore, we know, that f(x) 6= x, as we only record
changes of a mapping, and that x /∈ Enew, since we only
shift values that are not empty. As discussed earlier, we do
not store new values in the changed map, thus x /∈ N . We
can exclude these cases.
If the element at x was not shifted since the beginning
of the merge (x /∈ K) and x was not empty at this point in
time, meaning x /∈ Eold, we know that the same element is
still at this position as only one element can be contained at
the same time and because of x /∈ K, x was never moved.
Consequently, no element could have been moved to x and
thus x /∈ f(K):
x /∈ K ∧ x /∈ Eold ⇒ x /∈ f(K) (8)
On the other hand, if x has been shifted since the
beginning of the merge and x was not empty at this point of
time, we know that another value has been mapped to the
value ID x and we find a mapping with new value x in our
map. Hence:
x ∈ K ∧ x /∈ Eold ⇒ x ∈ f(K) (9)
If the element at x was empty at the beginning of the
merge and we encounter a mapping from value ID x to
another ID, we have to find a mapping in m that has assigned
a value to x. Hence:
x ∈ Eold ⇒ x ∈ f(K) (10)
We can summarize these observations in the following
truth table:
x ∈ K x ∈ Eold x ∈ f(K) Rule
1 0 X (9)
0 1 X (10)
0 0 × (8)
As we can see, based on the two conditions x ∈ Eold and
x ∈ K we can quickly decide whether we should perform a
fast search. x ∈ Eold can be checked in constant time using
the old bitmap and x ∈ K can be checked in O(log(n)),
by searching the CSB+ tree. This way we can efficiently
avoid searching the map if the sought-after mapping is not
in the map.
Finally, the attribute vector of the main partition must
be updated using the change map. This step is quite fast
forward. All entries in the main which are equal to a key
in the change map must be replaced by the corresponding
value. It is best to use an index for this operation because
otherwise a full table scan is required. After that, the entries
from the attribute vector of the differential buffer must be
appended to the main partition using the value IDs of the
sparse dictionary of the main storage.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Test Setup: In order to evaluate the performance of the
sparse full merge as well as sparse intermediate sparse we
set up an experiment that executed five subsequent merges:
2 full merges and 3 intermediate merges and compared the
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Figure 6. Total time spend on merging in the course of 5 subsequent
merges
results against five regular merges. The used table starts
with 50000 entries in the main part. At each stage of
the experiment, the merge has to add a differential buffer
with 20% of the size of the current main partition. Each
distinct value is represented on average 10 times in the table.
The first full sparse merge creates a sparsity of 50% for
the subsequent intermediate merges. The first full merge is
required to bring the table and the dictionary in a state that
allows the subsequent in-place merges through the gaps in
the dictionary that are created in this merge. The last full
merge restores the starting state (a dictionary with a lower
sparsity) to offer a fair comparison to the regular merge.
The performance evaluation was done using the column
oriented in-memory database prototype HYRISE [6]. The
test machine used a 64 bit Linux (Ubuntu) operating system
and was equipped with a 2.4 GHz Core 2 Duo processor
with 2 cores and 2 GB of RAM. Figure 5 shows the results
of our experiment.
Results: As shown in Figure 5 the full sparse merge
is slower than a regular merge due to the overhead of
reorganizing the dictionary. But it enables the faster inter-
mediate merges. However, it is striking that the runtime of
the intermediate merges increases faster than of the regular
merges. This is due to the dictionary filling more with each
additional sparse merge, leading to more shifting of value
IDs in the dictionary. The more often we merge, the closer
the runtime approaches the regular merge. Figure 6 shows
the run times and deviations of all five merges (consequently
including the full sparse merges) added together. We can
see, that the total time the system uses to merge decrease by
roughly 25% when using full sparse merges and intermediate
sparse merges compared to a regular merge.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we showed implementation techniques for
the concept of an intermediate sparse merge and a full
sparse merge both using a sparse dictionary. The full sparse
merge reorganizes a dictionary and a table so that several
in-place merges using the intermediate sparse merge can
be executed. The full sparse merge “charges” the table so
that it can use a few very fast intermediate sparse merge
that do not require the table to be copied. The combination
from full sparse merge and intermediate sparse merge can
reduce the total time the machine spends merging by around
25%, thus allowing other operations such as queries use the
freed resources. Additionally, the intermediate sparse merge
avoids the high base cost of the copy operation. Thus it
scales with the size of the differential buffer and the state
of the dictionary. Therefore it becomes possible to use the
merge more often at a lower cost. This improves the general
query performance since the differential buffer is smaller and
more values reside in the read optimized main store.
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Abstract—In the past years the world has witnessed a
large number of changes motivated by the financial crisis
concerning how the process of management occurs on produc-
tion on factories. A way to control this situation is through
indicators. This article describes not only usual indicators
in lean manufacturing that can be used in human resource
management but also the best way to design the data warehouse
considering the level of granularity and the level of data
detail. To begin with, we will analyze the lean manufacturing
indicators addressed in the academic literature. Furthermore,
we will analyze these indicators with the indicators used by
leading research companies in Brazil. Lastly, we will design
the data warehouse to comport these indicators considering
the level of granularity and the level of details to analyze
these data. By the end of this project, we intend to get
the list of indicators capable of managing and analyzing the
production and performance of the employees in factories.
With these indicators, the factory will be able to manage the
team correctly, whatever the situation of global finance is. This
approach allows us to determine the indicators that will help
the company identify problems on the team management for
increasing the production and it will also contribute for real
growth of the company. The indicators identified in this article
will determinate the way to implement successfully BI solutions
associated with human resource systems and manufacturing
systems.
Keywords-BI; Lean Manufacturing; Indicators; HR Systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Everything we do has a goal. The goals of generating
indicators are many, and the focus of this article is studying
the lean production indicators that can be applied to people
management. Carreira [1] comments that maybe one of the
essential principles of the lean production is the continuous
elimination of waste. In order to reduce or eliminate the
waste of any activity / process, as lean production preaches,
we need first to measure this activity / process. Without
the follow-up of the executed processes, it is not possible
to indicate if anything needs enhancement. Based on this
assumption, this article studies the indicators for monitoring
and reducing the waste associated to people management
systems. The first question is: why applying the principle of
lean production to monitor indicators in people management
systems? The answer is simple: waste reduction can be
achieved through employee performance or allocation. Waste
is not only associated to raw material, but also to the
processes that occur inside the company. When we think
about waste, the first thing that comes to mind is physical
material, but we cannot forget that even employees can be
a part of waste (or even wasted).
As Hibbs and Sullivan [2] say, the purpose of lean
manufacturing is to deliver the final product to the client
as fast as possible, and one way to do that is finding and
eliminating waste. However, identifying what is and what
isn’t waste is not always an obvious task. Shigeo Shingo
[3], co-developer of Toyotas production system, identified
seven types of waste (and one additional type) that can be
easily remembered by the acronym DOTWIMP:
1) Defects: This is probably the most obvious type of
waste, lean production focus on preventing defects
differently from the usual finding and repairing them.
2) Overproduction: producing more than necessary or
producing before it is necessary is regularly seen as
stocking.
3) Transportation: Unnecessary movement between pro-
cesses. When moving material or items between fac-
tories, work cells, offices or machines, no value is
generated.
4) Waiting: People or items waiting for the next produc-
tion process.
5) Inventory: All material, work in progress and final
product that is not initially processed. Inventory over
the minimum will take on space and generate delays
on identifying flaws.
6) Motion: People or equipment in motion or moving
more than necessary to execute the necessary.
7) Processing: Processing the final product to the client
beyond necessary, which only add costs and no value
to it.
8) Additional eighth waste: This is regularly noted as
an additional waste to the seven original ones, and
it refers to under using the creativity and abilities of
the employees.
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Having identified the waste possibilities related to the em-
ployees, it will be necessary to determine a data warehouse
that might uphold this data, and that will allow us to focus
on the problem.
According to Vercellis [4], a data warehouse depends on
the objective that is aimed to achieve. Before designing a
data warehouse, we need to bear in mind which questions
we would like to answer. For example, which cost center
is spending more, or from the most costly center, which
is the employee generating more costs? The answer to this
question is directly related to the granularity of the data
warehouse, and it is extremely important for the success of
the project. With all these premises, by the end of the project
we will have indicators connected to the lean manufacture
that will be able to be applied to the human resources
management. Besides that, we will have a data warehouse
implementation proposal correspondent to the level of data
granularity necessity.
II. METHODS
According to McClellan [5], for approximately 20 years
the Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES) were the focus
for manufacture management. Initially, it was developed
for providing the first management line, with visibility to
manage the job requests and the attributions of the work
units. The MES systems were involved on the indispens-
able connection between the stakeholders and the logistics
production processes events. For the fact that the MES
system can manage and execute the log of events of the
logistics and production processes, they are an important and
accurate real-time data source, becoming integrated to the
corporation intelligence. In another way, the MES systems
are a collection of business processes that provide a real time
vision of events that are happening in the factory execution
plan, or calculates how much and what must be produced,
according to data received from the Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) system.
Wang [6] comments that the maximum priority of the lean
manufacture is to measure the performance of the processes.
The measurement of the process performance provides the
desirable level of results, which is the objective for taking a
decision on production and it helps identifying the desired
production level for the programmed activities. Now, be
careful with the objective that you are willing to find through
the indicators; you might achieve them is what said Levinson
and Rerick [7]. Meaning, many times the indicators will
reveal information that we are not willing to listen to or
recognize.
Levinson and Rerick [7] highlights 3 rules for identifying
process performance indicators:
1) Indicators need to be objective. The indicators must be
precisely defined and quantifiable (needs to be possible
to measure in numbers).
2) The process measured through the indicator needs
to be under the control of the team or person that
will execute the measurement (the indicator needs self
control).
3) The indicator needs to encourage the work environ-
ment and needs to help the company to obtain corpo-
rate results. Besides the indicators being related to the
objectives of the company, it needs to be understood
by all as such.
The items above highlighted the indicators characteris-
tics, in order for it to have an expected goal that can be
understood by everybody in the company as constructive
indicators. This will help the teams to manage these indi-
cators and work positively on obtaining such, or else the
indicator might be seen as criticism directly connected to a
team or process. The highlighted items showed the objective
of the indicators related to the manufacture process to the
processes inside a factory. The responsible body of execution
of processes inside factories is human resources, or, besides
worrying about how the processes are being managed, there
is a need to stay alert to the individual performance of the
human resources (people).
According to Gawron [8], there are two ways to evaluate
the performance of a person:
1) Subjective method: through opinion obtained in inter-
views and questioning or through the work environ-
ment follow-up.
2) Experimental method: through data collection for mea-
suring performance.
The main way of measuring production is though gath-
ering of data for performance measurement. This analysis
form is easier, as it can be executed in an automatic way
through an information gathering system and can be seen
in a synthesized way (making people groups, processes
and sector analysis easier) or in an analytical way. For the
generation of lean manufacture indicators related to people
management, the work must use long-standing references
on people management processes, i.e. Before entering on
detailing of a few selected indicators, some concepts must
be understood:[9]
1) Effort: Level of energy and human creativity put in a
task.
2) Performance: Way of using the effort to achieve a final
goal.
3) Goal: What is wanted to obtain joining effort and
performance on a task.
4) Results: the consequence of using this energy.
5) Productivity: the proportion between the obtained re-
sult and the amount of energy necessary to obtain the
result.
As some examples of indicators that will be dealt with on
the ongoing task, we quote a few indicators below:
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1) Indicator to show the quantity of items produced by




2) Indicator to show the wage cost of each unit produced,
that is, the percentage of an employees wage that the




The generation of the indicators shown above and other
indicators that will be worked on, will depend on obtaining
data. The methods for obtaining the necessary data for
generating the indicators for its turn will depend on the area
of execution of the indicators. The indicators generated in
this task can be applied to several types of manufacturing
companies, considering that in some cases the possibility of
investment of the client for producing data will be limited.
The gathering of information for the indicator generation
may vary from manual data input, the manufacture item
read through QR Code or through the manufacturing items
through the RFID readers. All these processes can be
grouped according to the request related to the process of
obtaining data.
III. EXPECTED RESULTS
Because this article is a work in progress, the expected
final result is establishing a list of indicators connected
to the manufacturing and applicable to human resources
management.
As highlighted on Section II, the process of measurement
of the current situation is necessary to execute the production
planning of a factory. Using, as focus, sectors that depend on
human power to develop its part, there is a need to measure
the performance of not only the processes, but also of human
resources. Nowadays, there is extensive literature related to
measuring the development of processes of manufacture, but
our objective is to execute the performance measurement
of the human resources connected to the manufacturing
processes, being the human resources, in some processes of
manufacturing, essential. The proposal of data warehouse
that we will have by the end of the project must gather all
clients needs, that is, the level of granularity must be from
a managing level to an operational level. Considering that
the main goal in defining these indicators is waste reduction
(employee) and faster delivery of the final product to the
client, we must consider these characteristics on the data
warehouse definition (taking into account the dimensions).
Initially, the following pattern can be used for the definition
of the data warehouse (this will suffer alterations as the work
evolves):
1) Dimensions: It will be used to define the granularity
of data in the moment of the indicators exhibition.
2) Measurements: It will be used to define the granu-
larity of data in the moment of the exhibition of the
indicators.
For proving the work efficiency executed, the indicators
and the model of data warehouse will be applied to the
process of manufacturing of a software house (where the
data is collected through a managing system of software de-
velopment management). Other clients will be used for val-
idation of the projects efficiency. The company responsible
for the project development counts with about 20 thousand
clients from many different areas. The article finds itself
at this moment on the conclusion step of the definition of
which indicators will be developed. The technical definitions
concerning the data warehouse developed until now are
described in this article.
IV. STATE OF THE ART
In order to write this article, a research was made to find
other existent articles that talked about the same topics of
this work in progress. The more important ones are listed
below:
1) Lupu, Bloga, Sabau and Muntean [10]: An article that
details the development of real projects of business
intelligence in an ERP system. The article defines
some success factors for BI projects integrated to ERP
systems.
2) Petterson [11]: An article that defines the concepts,
methods and results of lean manufacture and also ver-
ies the differences between other processes popularly
known as factory management.
3) George [12]: It presents concepts related to lean
manufacture and shows how companies can use them
to reduce waste and increase competitive advantage
considering the current global economical situation.
The written works used in this article will help to develop
this project in a way that each of the mentioned references is
able to connect in a specic way to the work to be produced.
In [12], George details the Six Sigmas of lean manufacture
and how to implement them in order to prevent the company
from having a financial crisis (as the one that happened in
2008), the work in progress detailed in the article possesses
a work line very similar to the one developed in [12], the
difference is that this work in progress focus on definition
and complementation, where lean manufacture indicators
are related to people management. Choosing the topic of
this work in progress was inspired by the needs of the
market to implement indicators for people management as a
solution for the ones already existent in people management.
Another motivating factor is the lack of written works in
this area. By the end of this article, we will have the
definition of a data warehouse ambiance to contemplate lean
manufacture indicators related to people management. The
main difference between this article and the ones mentioned
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above are the definition of lean manufacture and how to
apply them in a software of people management in the
Brazilian market.
V. CONCLUSION
This article briefs objectives and activities that are in-
tended to be achieved with this project. This way, partially,
we conclude that this paper will help defining the indi-
cators to be used by people management systems. Using
manufacture indicators as background, this article identifies
manufacturing indicators applicable to people management,
with the goal of eliminating waste, remembering that this
objective is continuous on implementing lean manufacturing.
With the absence of literature with this level of focus on the
subject, this article has the objective of gathering academic
material to this area of great importance on industries.
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Abstract— Knowledge discovery process is one of the key 
activities in improving the quality of a system. This paper 
presents a custom approach for improving the quality of a 
knowledge discovery process based on information gain 
computing. The baseline knowledge discovery process is based 
of M Trees and is used to cluster learners from an e-Learning 
environment based on parameters representing performed 
activities. The baseline process is improved by assigning 
weights to each parameters according with the information 
gain computed for each parameter. 
Keywords- knowledge discovery; M Tree; information gain; 
e-Learning. 
I.  INTRODUCTION  
This paper addresses the problem of building a higher 
quality knowledge discovery process for an e-Learning 
platform. The knowledge discovery process is based on data 
that represent activities performed by learners in an e-
Learning environment. The learners are distributed into 
clusters using an M Tree structure. The items that are 
involved in the process are represented by learners and each 
learner is described by a set of parameters. The creation of  
the hierarchical structure (in this case the M Tree) is based 
on the notion of distance between items. A trivial perspective 
is to normalize the parameters and to assign equal 
importance (weight) for each parameter. From the data 
analyst point of view this approach simplifies the analysis 
procedure but the obtained knowledge may not reflect the 
data from qualitative point of view. This paper introduces the 
concept of weight for all the features that describe the 
instances. The paper introduces the concept of weight as an 
automatically objective computed value. Computing a 
weight for each parameter may represent an overhead for the 
analysis process but the obtained knowledge may have more 
contextual value. Under these circumstances, the main issue 
becomes the procedure of assigning weights to parameters. 
Computing the weight is based on entropy and information 
gain computing for each defined feature. After the 
information gain is computed for each feature, a proportional 
weight is assigned for each feature. Therefore, the classical 
Euclidian distance formula between items becomes a 
weighted one. 
The obtained clusters represent in a more realistic 
manner the input data since each parameter is weighted 
according with the amount of knowledge it brings into the 
data.  
The second section presents the related work in the field. 
The third section presents the employed infrastructure and 
methods. Section four presents the analysis process and 
section five presents a sample experiment. The final section 
presents the conclusions and future works. 
II. RELATED WORK 
One domains that is discussed in this paper is clustering 
as state of the art machine learning methodology. Here, the 
clustering quality computation as a main tool in assessing the 
quality of the knowledge discovery process is discussed. The 
second domain regards information theory and is concerned 
with entropy and information gain as a mechanism for 
determining the weight of each parameter that describes data 
items. These two domains are put together in a framework 
that aims at improving the quality of knowledge discovery 
process for an e-Learning application [1]. 
Clustering is a machine learning technique used to group 
a set of items into subsets. This technique may be used in 
educational domain to enhance our understanding of learning 
process to focus on identifying, extracting and evaluating 
variables related to the learning process of students [2]. K-
means clustering is a widely used method that is easy and 
quite simple to understand [3]. Cluster analysis describes the 
similarity between different cases by calculating the distance. 
These cases are divided into different clusters due to their 
similarity. There are studies [4] that use students data to 
analyze their learning behavior to predict the results and to 
warn students at risk before their final exams. The theoretical 
background of k-means is presented in [5]. This well-known 
clustering algorithm tends to uncover relations among 
variables already presented in dataset and is implemented by 
tools and libraries [6, 7].    
M Trees [8] are spatial data structures that may be used 
for clustering data that is described by a set of parameters. 
The main drawback of this approach is that even though it is 
able to employ more features during the search, these 
features are compared using a single distance function. 
Another drawback regards the fact that the distance function 
does not make any difference between parameters. This 
drawback is discussed in this paper by computing the 
information gain for each parameter. An extension of the M 
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tree [9], which goes further, is able to compare different 
features with arbitrary distance functions. This approach is 
used in general in situations when a custom query 
mechanism based on multiple features are required. In 
general, the output of the procedure is represented by 
computed centroids for each obtained cluster. An item 
belongs to one cluster or another according with the 
minimum distance to a centroid. This approach is used when 
the goal of the procedure is just to cluster a new test instance. 
Still, more complex queries (range or k-nearest neighbor) 
may also be set up. In this scenario, we may be interested in 
finding all the items that reside in a certain range or the 
closest k items.   
When a clustering algorithm is used, it is necessary to 
test its performance, and compare it with that of other 
methods. Such comparisons are difficult to be performed but 
the effort is necessary because the quality of the clustering 
process must be assessed. The commonly used approach uses 
a benchmark that implements a set of quality assessment 
metrics. 
Finally, the information gain is computed for each 
attribute that describes the items from the input dataset. The 
computing is based on entropy computing as an average 
measure of information [10, 11]. 
III. EMPLOYED INFRASTRUCTURE AND METHODS 
A. The e-Learning Environment 
E-Learning systems are mainly concerned with delivery 
and management of content (e.g., courses, quizzes, exams, 
etc.). Since we are speaking about a web platform the client 
is represented by the browser, more exactly by the learner 
that performs the actions.  
Defining the e-Learning infrastructure or the presented 
purpose represents the first and the most important step. In 
this phase, all the possible actions that may be performed by 
a learner need to be presented. The resources that are 
delivered by the e-Learning system are also identified. 
Finally, there are identified the highly complex business 
logic components that are used when actions are performed 
by learners. 
Each implemented action needs to have an assigned 
weight. In the prototyping phase, the assignment of weights 
is performed manually according with a specific setup. This 
assumes that we have an e-Learning system that is already 
set up. The main characteristics regard the number of 
learners, the number of disciplines, the number of chapters 
per discipline, the number of test/exam questions per chapter 
and the dimension of the document that is assigned to a 
chapter. The data that is obtained from analyzing a certain 
setup will represent the input data for the simulation 
procedure. 
Another type of activities regarding learners are 
represented by the communication that takes place among 
parties. Each sending or reading of a message is assigned a 
computed average weight. 
A sample e-Learning setup infrastructure may consist of 
500 students, 5 disciplines, 5 to 10 chapters per discipline, 10 
to 20 test/exam questions.  
For this infrastructure here may be established a list of 
costs for all needed actions that may be performed by 
learners. The weight assigned to an action takes into 
consideration the complexity of the action and the dimension 
of the data that is obtained as response after the query is sent. 
For obtaining reasonable weight, a pre-assessment 
procedure is performed. The simulation tool performs this 
procedure from a computer that resides in the same network 
as the server such that response times are minimal. Each 
request that is composed and issued to the e-Learning 
platform is measured in terms of time and space complexity. 
A scaling factor will assign each action a certain weight such 
that the scenarios that will be created when real time testing 
starts will have a sound basis. 
The pre-assessment procedure firstly loads all the data 
regarding the analyzed e-Learning platform. This means the 
data about all managed resources (e.g., disciplines, chapters, 
quizzes, etc.) are loaded such that the simulation tool may 
build valid requests for the e-Learning environment. 
B. Clustering with k-means algorithm 
K-means is the most important flat clustering algorithm. 
Its objective is to minimize the average squared Euclidean 
distance of items from their cluster centers where a cluster 
center is defined as the mean or centroid #µ of the items in a 





∑ xxϵω     (1) 
 
The algorithm is: 
procedure k-means (x1, x2, …, xN; K) 
  {c1, c2, …, cK} ← Select Random Centroids 
  for ( k=1, k<K ) 
    centroidk = ck;//these are initial centroids 
  while (#centroids are not same){ 
    for ( k=1, k<K ){ 
      for ( n=1, n<N ){ 
        j = index of corresponding cluster 
        #put xn in corresponding cluster Cj 
      }//end for 
    }//end for 
    for (k=1, k<K) 
      # compute centroids for all clusters 
  }//end while 
 
In most cases, K-means quickly reaches either complete 
convergence or a clustering that is close to convergence. In 
the latter case, a few items would switch membership if 
further iterations are computed. This computation has a small 
effect on the overall quality of the clustering. 
C. M Trees 
The classical M Tree algorithm has been adapted such 
that is the final structure has two levels. The procedure for 
building the structure takes into consideration both the 
desired number of clusters and the filling factor of a leaf 
node.  
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procedure MTree (x1, x2, …, xN; K; F) 
// K – the number of clusters 
// F– filling factor 
  for ( i=1, i<N ){ 
    Ci = FindCentroid(centroids, xi); 
    if ( #Leaf[Ci] has F instances) 
      if (#we have k clusters) 
        #put xi in Leaf[Ci] 
      else 
        #split Leaf[Ci] 
    else 
      #put xi in Leaf[Ci]   
    RecomputeCentroids(Leaf[Ci])    
  }//end for 
D. Information Gain 
Information gain is calculated using a measure called 
entropy, which we first define for the case of a binary 
decision problem and then define for the general case. 
Given a binary categorization, C, and a set of 
examples, S, for which the proportion of examples 
categorized as positive by C is p+ and the proportion of 
examples categorized as negative by C is p-, then the 
entropy [5] of S is: 
 
EntropyS = −p logp − p logp (2) 
 
The reason we defined entropy first for a binary 
decision problem is because it is easier to get an impression 
of what it is trying to calculate. 
Given an arbitrary categorization, C into categories c1, 
..., cn, and a set of examples, S, for which the proportion of 
examples in ci is pi, then the entropy of S is: 
 
EntropyS = ∑ −p logp

    (3) 
 
We now return to the problem of trying to determine 
the best attribute to choose for a particular node in a tree. 
The following measure calculates a numerical value for a 
given attribute, A, with respect to a set of examples, S. Note 
that the values of attribute A will range over a set of 
possibilities which we call Values(A), and that, for a 
particular value from that set, v, we write Sv for the set of 
examples which have value v for attribute A. 
The information gain [5] of attribute A, relative to a 
collection of examples, S, is calculated as: 
 




) EntropyS!  (4) 
 
The information gain of an attribute can be seen as the 
expected reduction in entropy caused by knowing the value 
of attribute A. 
E. Assessing Clustering Quality 
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where |34| is the number of points from cluster i. The value 
for Q will be small if the data points from the cluster are 
close. Thus, in the comparison analysis procedure the 
clusters with smaller computed values of Q have higher 
quality. 
Homogeneity Indicator: 




∑ 9:;<8 , where x are the instances from cluster Ck 
than homogeneity indicator is: 
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The value for H will be small if a cluster has homogeneous 
structure. This, in the comparison analysis procedure the 
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where j and k are indexes of clusters whose centroids r are 
taken into consideration. The value for CD will be big if 
the similarity among clusters themselves is low. Thus, in 
the comparison analysis procedure the method with bigger 
computed values of CD have higher quality. 
Weakest Link between Points: 
The weakest link for a cluster is the maximal value of all 
pairs of points belonging to the same cluster. 
 
WL	 = 	max	d94 , 9C   (8) 
 
for all xi and xj belonging to the same cluster. 
IV. ANALYSIS PROCESS 
The analysis process uses a dataset of 150 students 
represented by seven attributes.  
The parameters that characterize each instance are: 
positiveCount – represents the number of correctly 
answered questions; 
correctPercent – represents the percentage of correctly 
answered questions from the total number of questions; 
totalTries – represents the total number of tries 
(answered questions); 
avgTries – represents the medium number of tries per 
question; 
avgQuestionTime – represents, on average, how long (in 
minutes) it takes for a student to answer a question; 
totalTime – represents the total time spent on testing; 
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 Figure 1.  The architecture of the analysis framework 
 
 
The last attribute represents the class and is not used 
during the clustering procedures. The class of the student 
may be low, average or high. The class attribute makes 
possible the usage of input data in an supervised learning 
context. This is necessary for computing the information 
gain brought by each attribute. This value is set by the data 
analyst which has also the domain knowledge. Still, the k-
means and M Tree algorithms are unsupervised methods and 
thus the class of each item is not taken into consideration.  
Figure 1 presents the analysis process. It may be 
observed that the input dataset is represented by input.arff 
file. In this file resides the data regarding the activity 
performed be learners that is used for computing the 
information gain for each attribute. After the information 
gain is determined for each attribute the weight of each 
attribute may be determined. Once the weights are 
determined, they may be used to build the weighted M Tree 
and weighted k-means clustering. These weighted models 
along with un-weighted models are thereafter analyzed by 
the clustering quality metrics.  
The overall idea of the knowledge  discovery process is 
to assess the quality of the obtained model in each analyzed 
situation.  
This setup uses only normalized and continuous type 
parameters and a final nominal class attribute. The 
appearance of the class attribute allows a supervised 
approach on input data with the possibility of computing the 
information gain for each attribute. Once the class attribute is 
removed the learning becomes unsupervised and a clustering 
procedure (e.g., k-means, M Tree) may be used. The class 
variable is set by a domain knowledge data analyst for real 
life examples and thus there is no clear (mathematical) prior 
dependency between this variable and the rest of variables.  
 
 
This approach makes the experiment to have real 
consistency regarding the learning process. 
The analysis process is used in an e-Learning application 
for clustering students. All the students that have followed 
and finished courses represent the training set for the 
analysis process. The data coming from a new student is 
used as test data. The new student is clustered, which means 
he is assigned to the cluster which has the minimum distance 
from its centroid to the instance itself. Once the student in 
clustered the target cluster may be determined, as the cluster 
with the next increasing knowledge weight. A recommender 
system may use these data to determine the features in which 
the current student needs improvements. In a more general 
approach, each educational resource may represent a feature 
and thus the educational resources that need more attention 
may be determined.  
V. SAMPLE EXPERIMENT 
The goal of the experiment is to prove the concept and to 
objectively describe the results. The experiment uses an 
input dataset which there data for 50 students. The input.arff 




@ATTRIBUTE positivCount NUMERIC 
@ATTRIBUTE correctPercent NUMERIC 
@ATTRIBUTE totalTries NUMERIC 
@ATTRIBUTE avgTries NUMERIC 
@ATTRIBUTE avgQuestionTime NUMERIC 
@ATTRIBUTE totalTime NUMERIC 
@ATTRIBUTE class {low, avg, high} 
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All numeric attributes have real continuous values  that 
are normalized in the range of 0 to 100. The normalization of 
the numeric values is performed with the following formula: 
 
x4 	= 	 value4 	− 	mean/range  (9) 
where: 
- value is the initial value of the feature; 
- mean is the average value from all values of the 
feature in the training set; 
- range is the difference between maximum value of 
the feature and minimum value of the feature; 
- xi is the normalized computed value of the feature; 
The first step is to build the k-means and M Tree models. 
At this step there are taken into consideration only the six 
numeric attributes. The obtained clusters by k-Means 
clustering have the following centroids and composition: 
C1 (3, 5, 10, 28, 32, 45)  //Cluster 1’s Centroid  
{12 instances} 
C2 (34, 42, 56, 78, 62, 58) //Cluster 2’s Centroid 
   {18 instances} 
C3 (61, 75, 85, 69, 88, 69) // Cluster 3’s Centroid 
   {20 instances} 
The obtained clusters by M Tree clustering have the 
following centroids and composition: 
C1 (4, 6, 9, 31, 28, 41)  //Cluster 1’s Centroid  
{14 instances} 
C2 (37, 40, 52, 80, 63, 62) //Cluster 2’s Centroid 
   {19 instances} 
C3 (65, 77, 82, 83, 89, 72) // Cluster 3’s Centroid9 
   {17 instances} 
For each clustering procedure there were 
computed the evaluation metrics presented in section three. 
The results are presented in the following table: 
TABLE I.  TIGHTNESS, HOMOGENEITY AND CLUSTER DISTANCE 
INDICATORS FOR K-MEANS AND M TREE DISTRIBUTIONS 
Indicator Clustering Procedure 
k-means M Tree 
Tightness 7.80 8.85 
Homogeneity 105.29 138.55 
Clusters Distance 220.32 203.11 
 
The link analysis for both distributions is presented in the 
following table: 
TABLE II.  WEAKEST LINK VALUES OBTAINED FOR K-MEANS AND      
M TREE DISTRIBUTIONS 
Indicator Clustering Procedure 
k-means M Tree 
Weakest Link Cluster 1 0.92 1.25 
Weakest Link Cluster 2 0.88 1.25 
Weakest Link Cluster 3 0.89 0.57 
 
The k-means results are obtained using Weka [6]. Weka 
is a collection of machine learning algorithms for data 
mining tasks which has implemented the k-means 
clustering algorithm. 
All results presented so far do not take into consideration 
any weight of parameters. Thus, information gain is 
computed for each parameter and a normal distribution of 
weights is determined.  
Firstly, the entropy is computed: 
Entropy(S) = -phigh log2(phigh) -pavg log2(pavg) -phigh 
log2(phigh) = -(14/50) * log2(14/50) -(20/50) * log2(20/50) -
(16/50) * log2(16/50) = -(14/50) * -1.83 -(20/50) * -1.32 -
(16/50) * -1.64 = 0.51 + 0.52 + 0.52 = 1.55  
For computing the information gain of each parameter 
all continuous values are transformed into nominal values 
of low, average and high using a normal distribution.  
Gain(S, positiveCount) = 1.55 - (|Slow|/50)*Entropy(Slow) 
- (|Savg|/50)*Entropy(Savg) - (|Shigh|/50)*Entropy(Shigh) = 
1.55 - (0.3)*Entropy(Slow) - (0.4)*Entropy(Savg) - 
(0.3)*Entropy(Shigh) = 1.55 - (0.3)*(0.91) - (0.4)*(0.81) - 
(0.3)*(0.92) = 0.677  
In a similar way, there is computed the information gain 
for all other parameters. 
Gain(S, correctPercent) = 0.57 
Gain(S, totalTries) = 0.88 
Gain(S, avgTries) = 0.56 
Gain(S, avgQuestionTime) = 0.38 
Gain(S, totalTime) = 0.77 
 
The formula for computing the corresponding weight for 
a feature takes into account the overall gain brought by all 
features. In general, if there are defined m features, the 
overall gain is defined as the following sum: 
 
MNNOPQR = 	∑ OPQR	S, T4
U
4    (10) 
 
The formula for computing the value of the weight for a 





    (11) 
 
According to the values obtained by computing the 
information gain the weight for each parameter is: 
WpositiveCount = 17.4 
WcorrectPercent = 14.8 
WtotalTries = 22.97 
WavgTries = 14.62 
WavgQuestionTime = 9.92 
WtotalTime = 20.10 
The obtained weights are used when computing the 
Euclidian distances between items in the process of 
building the M Tree structure and the k-means clusters. 
Now, it time to rebuild the k-means and M Tree models 
taking into consideration the above computed weights. The 
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obtained clusters by k-Means clustering have the following 
centroids and composition: 
C1 (4, 5, 9, 30, 31, 7)  //Cluster 1’s Centroid  
{14 instances} 
C2 (37, 45, 52, 75, 65, 62) //Cluster 2’s Centroid 
   {17 instances} 
C3 (60, 72, 87, 68, 81, 72) // Cluster 3’s Centroid 
   {19 instances} 
The obtained clusters by M Tree clustering have the 
following centroids and composition: 
C1 (5, 7, 10, 17, 26, 37)  //Cluster 1’s Centroid  
{13 instances} 
C2 (34, 40, 52, 77, 63, 59) //Cluster 2’s Centroid 
   {16 instances} 
C3 (62, 78, 69, 87, 81, 79) // Cluster 3’s Centroid9 
   {21 instances} 
For each clustering procedure there were computed the 
evaluation metrics presented in section three. The results 
are presented in the following table: 
TABLE III.  TIGHTNESS, HOMOGENEITY AND CLUSTER DISTANCE 
INDICATORS FOR K-MEANS AND M TREE DISTRIBUTIONS 
Indicator Clustering Procedure 
k-means M Tree 
Tightness 7.85 9.25 
Homogeneity 107.35 141.55 
Clusters Distance 225.32 201.15 
 
The link analysis for both distributions is presented in the 
following table: 
TABLE IV.  WEAKEST LINK VALUES OBTAINED FOR K-MEANS AND M 
TREE DISTRIBUTIONS 
Indicator Clustering Procedure 
k-means M Tree 
Weakest Link Cluster 1 0.95 1.22 
Weakest Link Cluster 2 0.91 1.33 
Weakest Link Cluster 3 0.93 0.78 
 
The M Tree results are obtained using a custom Java 
implementation of the algorithm. The main differences of 
this implementation compared with classical M Tree 
algorithm regards two aspects. One regards the general 
structure of the tree that is restricted to two levels. This 
means there is only one root node where centroids along 
with covered radius are placed. The second issue regards 
the way k (the number of clusters) and f (the filling factor) 
are managed. If the algorithm is required to produce a 
certain number of clusters, the instances are placed into 
appropriate clusters until a filling factor is reached. When 
this happens, a split is performed. Splitting is no longer 
performed when the desired number of clusters is reached. 
In this way, the clustering process is directly managed by 
the values k and s. 
The comparison of the two obtained distributions 
reveals the fact that the M Tree distribution clusters have 
lower quality than the ones obtained by usage of k-means. 
Still, the results obtained by M Tree are very different from 
the ones obtained by k-means. All indicators presented in 
table 1 have better results for k-means than the ones 
obtained for M Tree. It can be observed that the tightness 
and homogeneity are better (because they have smaller 
values) for k-means than for M Tree.  
The results obtained when the attributes are weighted 
show a similar quality with the ones obtained without 
weights. Still, the models are quite distinct and we think the 
one in which attributes are weighted is a more realistic one.  
The clustering process belongs to the class of 
unsupervised learning schemes that tries to obtain patterns 
in the training dataset. One common approach used to 
enhance the learning scheme is feature scaling and/or mean 
normalization. The presented approach of assigning 
weights features is custom to e-Learning domain but may 
adapted in any learning process. Intuitively, the main 
reason for this approach is that features that characterize an 
instance may not all have the same importance or 
significance. One approach might be to have a domain 
expert assign a weight value for each feature. This may be 
regarded as a manual configuration of the learning scheme. 
In this paper, we use an automatic approach. This means 
that the weights are set according with the information gain 
provided by each feature. That is why the obtained patterns 
have the chance of being more realistic since they are 
determined in an objective way in correspondence with the 
provided dataset. The fact that the quality of the both 
clustering schemes, weighed and un-weighed, are similar 
means that both obtained models may be used with 
confidence. Still, the weighted model is different from the 
un-weighted model in the way that the obtained values of 
coordinates for centroids are different. Taking into account 
that the weights were automatically and objectively 
determined, the weighted model is a more realistic one. 
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
This paper presented a procedure that measures the 
degree in which the effectiveness of on e-learning process 
has improved. The analysis process is data centered. The 
data represents experiences provided by learners. In this 
study, six features (attributes) characterize each learner.  
The study is repeated with weighted attributes. The 
weights are proportional with the information gain produced 
by each attribute. The information gain is computed as the 
difference between  system’s entropy and the entropy of the 
system when each attribute is taken into consideration.  
The goal of the procedure is to produce clusters of users 
using two different techniques: standard k-means algorithm 
implemented in weka and a custom flavor of M Tree 
algorithm with a custom implementation.  
The input dataset is restricted to a sample of 50 learners. 
An automated analysis of the obtained clusters is performed 
by computing some basic clustering quality metrics: 
Tightness, Homogeneity, Clusters Distance and link analysis. 
The obtained results show an acceptable quality of the M 
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Tree clusters although the computational complexity of the 
algorithm is much lower than complexity of k-means.  
The main goal of the paper is to find a more realistic 
knowledge discovery process that obtains acceptable results 
with complexity much smaller than a classical procedure. 
The quality of the obtained clusters has a direct influence 
over the degree in which the e-learning process has been 
performed. Unsupervised classification (clustering) is one of 
the main methods for making evidence regarding the 
knowledge acquisition of learners. Once a high quality 
distribution has been discovered a learner may by clustered 
at certain moments and progress may be evaluated. Of 
course, the process needs to be well defined and needs to be 
based on a high quality clustering procedure. 
The future works regard different aspects. A first issue 
would be to replicate the procedure with more data. This 
may be accomplished on hundreds or even thousands of 
learner, if data is available. The clustering procedure is 
highly influenced by the initial centroids. In custom 
initialization is advisable. A good starting point may be 
obtained by using a k-means clustering on a sample dataset 
from the entire dataset. The quality of the clustering process 
is directly influenced by the choices made regarding k and f 
values. Thus, an initialization step may also refer to prior 
computation of the optimal number of clusters and optimal 
filling factor. The computation of these parameters may be 
delegated to other high quality clustering procedure that 
works on a data sample.  
Finally, there may be defined procedures for assessing 
progress in time and even recommendations. The progress in 
time may be computed classifying the learner from time to 
time. This may yield to a learning path that has been 
followed by the learner. More than this, there may be 
obtained recommendations for the learner. The 
recommendations may regard necessary actions necessary to 
be taken by the learner in order to improve his learning 
curve. 
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Abstract - The DeLC (Distributed eLearning Center) project 
aims to develop an interactive, proactive and personalized e-
Learning environment. Two nodes of DeLC architecture are 
presented in the paper. The first node is a service-oriented 
portal, providing personalized educational services and 
teaching material. The second node is an agent-oriented 
server which incorporates three agents supporting electronic 
testing of students. This paper focuses on the hybrid 
architecture, known as education cluster, which integrates 
the two nodes. The main results of the use of the cluster are 
increased interest and more active inclusion of the students 
in the education process.  
Keywords – service-oriented architectures; intelligent agents; 
e-learning. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, the interest towards electronic education is 
growing. As a result, many universities developed and 
implemented their own systems for electronic and long-
distance education. Alternatively, many of the large IT 
corporations (e.g., Microsoft Class Server [1], IBM [2], 
and HP [3]) developed commercial systems. On the other 
hand, there are different open-source systems available on 
the market (the best known is Moodle [4]). A number of 
standards for electronic and life-long learning are also 
emerging. There are many organizations working to 
develop specifications and standards such as Innovation 
Information Management System Global Learning 
Consortium [5], Advance Distributed Learning [6], IEEE, 
ISO, etc., to provide a framework for e-Learning 
architectures, to facilitate interoperability, content 
packaging, content management, Learning Object Meta 
data, course sequencing, and others. One significant 
example is played by the Sharable Content Object 
Reference Model 2004 (SCORM 2004) standard [7].  
DeLC (Distributed eLearning Center) [8, 9] is one of 
the projects aiming to develop an environment that 
supports electronic and long-distance forms of education.  
Why, despite the presence of so many systems, do we find 
it necessary to dwell on this subject? DeLC tries to provide 
architectural support for more effective eLearning systems 
which involve the students in a more personalized and 
creative education process and which stimulate students’ 
activities and cooperation. An important goal of this 
project is the development and experimentation with 
prototypes of such architectures that are service-and-agent-
oriented.  To achieve it, we developed an environment 
which provides teaching materials and educational 
electronic services. 
Furthermore, in many of the existing e-Learning 
systems, the interaction with the teachers is somewhat 
static – it is achieved mainly through pre-defined templates 
for choosing information resources. The information 
resources are the electronic equivalent of the traditional 
textbooks. Some of the existing systems use visualization 
and animation for improving the presentation of the 
teaching materials. In our project, we would like to 
research how such architectures can promote the 
development of electronic education environments, which 
support an interactive, reactive, proactive and personalized 
process of education and stimulate the students’ creative 
and innovative thinking and performance. 
The DeLC is a network, consisting of separate nodes, 
called eLearning Nodes. Nodes model real units 
(laboratories, departments, faculties, colleges, and 
universities), which offer a complete or partial educational 
cycle. Each eLearning Node is an autonomous host of a set 
of electronic services. This network configuration enables 
access, incorporation, use and integration of electronic 
services located on the different nodes. The eLearning 
Nodes can be isolated or integrated in more complex 
virtual structures, called clusters. Remote eService 
activation and integration is possible only within a given 
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cluster. In the network model, we can easily create new 
clusters, reorganize or remove existing ones. The 
reorganization is virtual and it does not affect the real 
organization. For example, the reorganization of an 
existing cluster can be made not by removing a node but 
only by denying access to the services it offers. The 
reorganization does not disturb other nodes’ function as 
nodes are autonomous self-sufficient educational units 
providing one or more integral services. An important 
feature of the eLearning Nodes is the access to supported 
services and electronic content. In relation to the access 
there are two kinds of nodes – mobile access eLearning 
Node [10] and fixed access eLearning Node [11]. 
In this publication, we present the architecture of a 
standardized eLearning Node with fixed access, 
implemented as an education portal. Furthermore, an 
education cluster with hybrid (service-and-agent-oriented) 
architecture is described. Agents, which are resident in the 
cluster, are presented as well.  
II. EDUCATION PORTAL  
The fixed node is implemented as an education portal 
with a service-oriented and multi-layered architecture, 
consisting of three logical layers: user interface, e-services 
and digital libraries (Fig. 1). 
The user interface supports the connection between the 
users and the portal. It allows users to register in the 
system and create their own personalized educational 
environment. The user interface provides visualization and 
access to services, depending on the user’s role which is 
assigned during the registration. 
The e-services are classified in two groups: engines 
and eLearning services. The engines are invisible for the 
users and their main purpose is to assist in processing 
eLearning services. The engines support and manage the 
meta-data in the portal. Using the provided data, they can 
effectively support the activation, execution and 
completion of the eLearning services. In the portal 
architecture, the following engines are incorporated: 
SCORM Engine, Test Engine, Event Engine, Integration 
& User Profiling Engine and AV-Call Processor. 
SCORM Engine is an interpreter of the electronic 
content, developed in accordance with the SCORM 2004 
standard. 
The Test Engine assists in performing electronic 
testing through the portal. It processes the meta-objects, 
which describe the questions and patterns of the tests. 
The Event Engine supports a model for event 
management, enabling the users to see and create events 
and be notified for them in advance. The events in the 
system reflect important moments for the users, such as a 
lecture, examination, test, national holiday, birthday, etc. 
Each event is characterized by attributes, such as a name, 
start and end date and time, details, and information 
whether it is a recurring one, as well as rules for its 
recurrence. The Event Engine supports yearly, monthly 
and weekly recurrence. 
The Integration & User Profiling implements the 
supported user model. 
eLearning services are grouped in three categories:  
 Services for training, organizing and planning of 
the educational process; 
 Services for conduction and management of the 
educational process – here belong services as 
electronic lectures, electronic testing, online and 
offline consultations; 
 Services for recording and documenting the 
educational process – they support automated 
generation of documents recording the educational 
process in the form of examination protocols, 
students’ books, teachers’ personal notebooks and 
archives). 
The third layer contains electronic content in the form 
of digital repositories (libraries). In the current version, 
digital libraries are implemented for electronic lecture 
courses, questions for knowledge testing, electronic tests 
templates, course projects and diploma theses. The portal 
services can work directly with the digital libraries. 
Moreover, a generalized catalog representing the libraries’ 
contents, is provided to the users. 
With the implementation of the portal we aim at 
providing personalized eLearning services and teaching 
material. A multi-aspect model of personalization is 
implemented in the architecture. The first aspect is user 
classification and role organization. The users’ profiles can 
be classified by roles, user groups, communities, and 
organizations. The standard user profile includes the 
following attributes: 
 Standard attributes – necessary for user 
identification through username, password, e-
mail, and others; 
 Extended attributes – addresses, phone numbers, 
Internet pages, IM, social networks’ contacts, 
and others; 
 DeLC custom attributes – other user 
identifications. For example, for users with role 
“student” these can be faculty number, subject, 
faculty, and course. 
The portal gives an opportunity for extending the user 
profile with some additional attributes. The users’ profiles 
contain the complete information needed for 
personalization of the portal services provided by DeLC, 
educational content and user interface. The profile is 
created automatically during the user’s first login, through 
a request to the university’s database, after providing the 
standard and custom attributes. The integration with the 
university database and other external components is 
supported by the Integration & User Profiling Engine. 
Extended attributes are provided by the user. During the 
following user’s logins the information in their profile is 
synchronized, as newer updates in the university’s 
database are automatically migrated in the user’s profile, 
for example change of course or subject.  
The second aspect is structuring of the teaching 
material, which is saved in the digital libraries. The 
teachers have the freedom to specify different structural 
schemes according to the desired teaching approach.  
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The third aspect is personalization of the provided 
eLearning services. In the current portal version it is 
possible to generate individual tests. The student can use 
personalized schedules and calendars and individual 
student reports and reviews can be prepared. 
III. EDUCATION CLUSTER 
In order to enhance the portal architecture so that it can 
provide eLearning services in a more intelligent manner, 
we are going to extend it with new intelligent components 
implemented as agents. In the same time we aim at a pro-
active architecture. The pro-activity improves the system’s 
usefulness and friendliness to the users. Pro-activity means 
that the software can operate “on behalf of the user” and 
“activate itself” when it “estimates” that its intervention is 
necessary. Pro-activity can be ensured through 
“reinforcement” of the portal architecture with intelligent 
components, which demonstrate proactive behavior. Two 
approaches are available: 
 Direct integration of intelligent agents in the 
currently existing education portal; 
 Building an education cluster according to the 
DeLC concept. 
For different reasons the latter approach has been 
chosen where intelligent agents, called “assistants”, will 
“live” in a newly-built agent-oriented server known as 
“Agent Village” (Fig. 2). 
Finding solutions to the following three problems is 
important for the creation of an education cluster: 
 What will the architecture of the Agent Village 
(AV) be? 
 How will the communication between the 
service-oriented architecture of the portal and the 
agent-oriented architecture of the Agent Village 
be achieved? 
 What about the particular assistants that will 
reside at the Agent Village? 
A. Agent Village Architecture 
The Agent Village has to provide an environment 
where the assistants can operate in an intelligent manner. 
“Intelligent” suggests that the agents can expose 
interactive, reactive, proactive and personalized behavior 
in respect to users’ requests.   
Different information resources, which are not saved in 
the digital libraries, will be located in the agents’ 
environment. In conformity with DeLC’s multi-aspect 
concept three models have to be implemented as 
ontologies, in order to ensure the next aspect of 
personalization in the education cluster – student model, 
pedagogical model an domain (discipline) model.  
B. Portal-AV Interaction 
The connection between the portal and the AV node is 
made through the middle layer of the portal architecture, 
where the electronic services are located. Depending on 
the direction of the assistance required we distinguish 
reactive and proactive behavior of the architecture. 
In the reactive behavior, the interaction between the 
two nodes is initiated by the portal. This is necessary when 
a user request is processed and a service needs “expert” 
assistance. The service addresses the corresponding agent 
located in the AV. The problem is that the services are 

















Figure 1. DeLC Education Portal. 
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mainly for the convenient realization and integration of 
business functionality. Therefore, they must “transfer” the 
responsibility for activation and support of the connection 
to an active component of the architecture, as agents do. 
To do this, the service sends an explicit message to the 
agent’s environment, which in turn identifies the change of 
environment and reacts by interpreting the message. 
Depending on the identified need for assistance, the agent 
activates the actions required. The reactive behavior of the 
architecture could be implemented by: 
 Synchronous model – it is analogous to calling 
subroutines in programming languages. In this 
model, the service sends a message to AV and 
waits for the result from the corresponding agent 
before continuing its execution. 
 Asynchronous model – in it the interaction is 
accomplished through a mechanism for sending 
and receiving messages. 
The communication between the portal’s services and 
the Agent Village’s agents is achieved via web services 
(Fig. 2). The intelligent assistants’ functions are wrapped 
in web service functions and thus are accessible for the 
portal’s needs – this represents the AV’s reactive behavior. 
On the other hand, the agent environment is active and 
could react to impending changes or events. Thus, the 
agents are able to undertake certain actions if they decide 
that there are proper conditions to execute them. Then, the 
agents send the results to the portal and, if necessary, to its 
users; this represents the AV’s proactive behavior. 
The internal communication among agents inside the 
AV uses ACL messages (Agent Communication 
Language) [12]. 
When a service is needed, which is functionality of 
some of the intelligent assistants, the portal generates 
SOAP Request message, which is sent to the agent’s web 
service, whose functionality has to be exploited. This 
message is captured by a system component of the agent’s 
environment, called Web Services Integration Gateway 
(WSIG), which is responsible for transforming the 
incoming SOAP Request message to an ACL message. 
Then this ACL message is transmitted to the proper agent, 
whose functionality serves the called-for web service. 
When the agent does its job it generates an answer in the 
form of an ACL message which is sent back to the 
environment, where a SOAP Response message is 
generated to be sent to the portal’s calling component.  
For processing SOAP messages in the portal, there is a 
system component, called AV-Call Processor. Its purpose 
is to generate a proper xml SOAP Request message, so 
that the right web service is called and, on the other hand, 
extract the result returned from the SOAP Response 
message and provide it to the portal in a convenient form. 
In the proactive behavior (agents work “on behalf of 
the user”), an agent from the AV can determine that in its 
environment “something is happening”, that would be 
interesting for the user, who is assisted by that agent. The 
agent is activated and can perform certain actions to satisfy 
the preferences (wishes) of the user. The agent can inform 
the user of its actions through the educational portal.  
The difficulties associated with the management of our 
architecture’s pro-activity, result from the fact that the 
portal is designed for reaction to the user’s requests. 
Therefore, the pro-activity can be managed only 
asynchronously and, for this purpose, we provide 
development of a specialized service, which is to check a 
“mailbox” for incoming messages from the AV 
periodically. 
Figure 2. Architecture of the Education Cluster. 
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IV. ASSISTANTS 
A part of the functionality of the Education Cluster is 
to organize students’ examinations – to be more precise, 
this is a part of the DeLC portal. It consists of automated 
test generation, including various questions – “choice-
like”, answer matching and open-ended questions. To help 
the teacher estimate these answers, an intelligent service is 
added, which automatically assesses the open-ended 
questions. 
Another function which is also related to student 
examination is comparing students’ answers among 
themselves and to Internet search engines resources. Since 
the portal provides an integrated chat system, the students 
are able to communicate through it. But during the 
examination it could lead to cheating. That is why an 
intelligent assistant is built, which tracks the chat system 
communications and when it detects a suspicious message, 
it is written in the database, where the teacher can see it at 
any moment. This assistant will also compare the answer 
to Internet resources. 
To control the effectiveness of the aforementioned 
intelligent assistants, there is a third assistant which stores 
statistical data about their operation. When the collected 
data is sufficient, the assistant could make conclusions and 
give advices to other assistants. 
A. Evaluator Assistant 
The Evaluator Assistant provides expert assistance to 
the teacher in assessing electronic tests. A system service 
is built in the Test Engine for automated assessment of 
“choice-like” questions. In the standard version of the 
architecture, open-ended questions are assessed by the 
teacher and the mark is entered manually in the service 
which prepares the final assessment for the test. In the new 
architecture the Test Engine calls the assistant (an 
intelligent agent), which makes an “external” assessment 
of the open-ended questions. 
If an “external” assessment is needed, where the Test 
Engine initiates a “request” for expert assistance, the 
reactive behavior of the EA is exploited. The EA has a 
wrapper (the environment of the agent) for identification, 
which “masks” it as a web service for the portal. The Test 
Engine relies on an AVCallProcessor for making the 
request and procession of the answer. When a request for 
assistance arises, this service generates a SOAP Request 
message and sends it to the Agent Village. When a SOAP 
Response is received, it parses the answer and extracts the 
estimated rating by the EA. 
In the surrounding environment of the EA, the received 
SOAP Request messages are transformed into ACL (Agent 
Communication Language) [12] messages which are 
understandable for the agent. Some of the basic parameters 
of the messages are: 
 Text, which is an answer of an open-ended\ 
question. 
 Parameters for the estimation method used. 
 Maximum number of points for this answer. 
After the calculations, the EA generates an answer in 
the form of an ACL message, which is then transformed 
from the environment into a SOAP Response message (a 
result from a web-service call). In the answer, there is a 
parameter for the amount of points which is then extracted 
by the AV-Call Processor. 
B. FraudDetector  
The role of this assistant is using its behavior to 
recognize some of the most frequent kinds of fraud during 
examination. They include: 
 Keyword guessing for a particular question; 
 Copy/paste from Internet search-engines 
resources; 
 Exchange of information among students using 
the portal’s chat system. 
This agent cooperates with the Evaluator assistant 
during the examination process and if it recognizes a 
probability for fraud, it informs the Evaluator to take 
action concerning a specific question, thus demonstrating 
its proactive behavior. All suspicious information is stored 
in the database for the teacher to access at any moment. 
C. Statistician  
This assistant is still in development. Its functionality 
will be to store information about all processes of the 
aforementioned two assistants: details about automated 
answer-assessment and about checking chat 
communication and suspicious messages between 
students.  
Regarding the automated answer-assessment, this 
agent will need feedback about the teacher’s actual 
assessment for each answer. Thus, it will compare the 
assessment of all used algorithms in the Evaluator assistant 
and make conclusions about their effectiveness.  
V. APPROBATION 
The education cluster is used in a real education 
process. Some results for the “Introduction to Databases” 
lecture course (IDB) are summarized in this section.  
In summary, there were 142 students examined in 2 
subjects: 74 studying “Informatics” (3rd-year students) and 
68 studying “Business Information Technologies” (2nd-
year students). These students answered 453 open-ended 
questions. 127 of the answers were blank, considered as 
irrelevant for the system’s effectiveness test, so they were 
excluded from the automated-evaluation statistics, given 
below. These statistics concern the remaining 326 
answers. 
Currently, the Evaluator Assistant uses two different 
algorithms for answer evaluation, called word-matching 
and optimistic-percentage. Some results of the evaluation 
results are shown in Fig. 3 in comparison to the points 
given by the teacher. 
The average number of maximum points for the answer 
is 4.2. That number makes sense when we calculate the 
number of answers, which are evaluated with a one-point 
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difference between the agent’s (automated) and the 
teacher’s evaluation. We consider these evaluations to be 
very close. 
The summarized results of the automated evaluation of 
the answers are shown in Fig. 4.  
 
Figure 3. The points given by the two algorithms and the teacher.  
 
 
Figure 4. The results of the automated answers evaluation. 
 
Currently, there is a new version of the evaluation 
algorithm. It was tested with these answers and the results 
were slightly better. They are shown in the Table 1 below. 
TABLE I.   THE RESULTS COMPARISON  
Version old new 
Answers 326 % 326 % 
Full points matching 155 47.55 162 49.70 
With 1 point difference 115 35.27 116 35.58 
The rest of the answers 56 17.18 48 14.72 
VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, an extension of the DeLC (Distributed 
eLearning Center) architecture was presented. The 
extension consists of making the architecture agent- and 
service-oriented, adding reactivity and proactivity to the 
existing e-learning environment. The reactive and 
proactive behavior of the architecture was demonstrated 
with the Evaluator Assistant, which provides expert 
assistance to the lecturer in assessment of electronic tests. 
Two other agents were projected for giving assistance to 
the educational portal’s services. The entire system was 
tested for a year in the Faculty of Mathematics and 
Informatics at the University of Plovdiv “Paisii 
Hilendarski” (Bulgaria) in the bachelor courses of two 
subjects – Informatics and Business Information 
Technologies. The main results of the use of the cluster are 
increased interest and more active inclusion of the students 
in the education process. 
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Abstract—Smart grids, or intelligent electricity grids that 
utilize modern IT/communication/control technologies, become 
a global trend nowadays. Forecasting of future grid load 
(electricity usage) is an important task to provide intelligence 
to the smart gird. Accurate forecasting will enable a utility 
provider to plan the resources and also to take control actions 
to balance the supply and the demand of electricity. In this 
paper, our contribution is the proposal of a new data mining 
scheme to forecast the peak load of a particular consumer 
entity in the smart grid for a future time unit. We utilize least-
squares version of support vector regression with online 
learning strategy in our approach. Experimental results show 
that our method is able to provide more accurate results than 
an existing forecasting method which is reported to be one of 
the best. Our method can provide 98.4–98.7% of average 
accuracy whilst the state-of-the-art method by Lv et al. is able 
to provide only 96.7% of average accuracy. Our method is also 
computationally efficient and can potentially be used for large 
scale load forecasting applications.  
Keywords—smart grids; data mining; load forecasting; 
regression analysis; support vector machines. 
 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
In this section, we will briefly introduce the concept of a 
smart grid, discuss the problem of electricity load 
forecasting in the smart grid and the prior arts to solve it, 
and outline our proposed solution to the problem. 
 
A. Smart Grid 
A smart grid is an advanced electricity transmission and 
distribution network (grid) that utilizes information, 
communication, and control technologies to improve 
economy, efficiency, reliability, and security of the grid 
[23]. Nowadays, it is a priority of many governments 
worldwide to replace/upgrade their several decades old 
electricity grids with smart grids. For example, in 2010, the 
US government spent $7.02B on its smart grid initiative, 
while the Chinese government used $7.32B for its smart 
grid program [20]. 
The smart grid is characterized by several new trends 
and features: smart meters, demand response mechanisms, 
online customer interactions though PCs/mobile devices, 
dynamic electricity tariffs, online billing, incorporation of 
renewable energy generation (such as solar and wind 
energy) and electric vehicles, more reliable power 
transmission and distribution, dynamic load balancing, 
better power quality, better power security, etc. The 
architecture and components of the smart grid are illustrated 
in Figure 1.  
 
 
Figure 1. Architecture and components of the smart grid (reproduced with 
permission from [9]). 
 
Information technology (IT) is one of the major driving 
forces behind a smart grid, and various IT systems and 
techniques such as artificial intelligence, high performance 
computing, simulation and modeling, data network 
management, database management, data warehousing, and 
data mining are to be used to facilitate smooth running of 
the smart grid [2]. 
 
B. Load Forecasting Problem 
Grid load forecasting is an important task to provide 
intelligence to the smart grid. Accurate forecasting will 
enable a utility provider to plan the resources like fuel in 
advance and also to take control actions like switching 
on/off demand response appliances and revising electricity 
tariffs, etc. 
In our research, we will focus on a specific problem of 
forecasting the “peak load” (i.e., the maximum electricity 
usage) of a particular consumer entity for a future time unit. 
The consumer entity in question can be of various 
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granularity levels. For example, it can be a smart meter (for 
a household), a cluster of smart meters (for a neighborhood), 
a power substation (for a town or city), or a power station 
(for an entire grid covering a large geographical area). 
Similarly, the time unit in question can be of different 
lengths. It can be 5 minutes, 15 minutes, 1 hour, 1 days, 1 
week, etc. 
In this paper, we will study a system to forecast the daily 
peak loads of individual smart meters. However, it should 
be noted that the same principles and techniques used in our 
studies are generally applicable to any load forecasting 
problems with any combinations of consumer entities and 
time granularities. 
Researchers have been trying to solve the problem of 
electricity load forecasting since 1990’s [1]. A number of 
methods based on different techniques such as time series 
analyses (like autoregressive integrated moving average 
(ARIMA) method [5]), fuzzy logic [14], neuro-fuzzy 
method [8], artificial neural network (ANN) [3], and support 
vector regression (SVR) [11] have been proposed. 
Among these various techniques, support vector 
regression (SVR) is one of the latest developments. In [11], 
it was demonstrated that SVR could provide better results 
than the older methods like artificial neural network (ANN) 
[3] could. 
 
C. Outline of Proposed Solution  
As in the previous work [3] and [11], we try to approach 
the problem of smart grid’s load forecasting from the data 
mining perspective. In particular, we propose a peak load 
forecasting model based on the data mining technique of 
support vector regression (SVR) using least squares [15]. 
More specifically, we use the online greedy least-squares 
SVR proposed by Engel et al. [7]. 
In order to predict the peak load Pd of a particular day d, 
we can roughly consider Pd as a non-linear combination of a 
number of attributes from different sources: peak loads of 
previous N days, average temperatures of previous N days, 
holiday records of previous N days, forecasted temperature 
of day d, and whether day d is a holiday (weekend or public 
holiday).  
So, for each “target” peak load value in the historical 
record, we construct a “feature vector” covering the 
abovementioned attributes associated with the target. Then, 
we train our least-square SVR system using a set of 
<feature vector, target> pairs for a large enough number of 
days. The result of this training process is a least-squares 
regressor model. 
We can use the resultant regressor model to forecast the 
peak load value Pd of a given day d. For that, we have to 
construct a feature vector for the day d in the same manner 
as in the training step. In constructing the feature vector, we 
need to know the forecasted temperature of the day d (if it is 
in the future) and whether it is a holiday (which can be 
easily known in advance). Then, the feature vector of day d 
is supplied to the regressor model to generate the forecasted 
peak load value of that day. 
After the day d is already passed and its actual peak load 
value (the target) already known, the regressor model is 
updated with the <feature vector, actual target> pair for the 
day d, thus resulting in a fresh model which best reflects the 
latest trend of events. 
A schematic representation of our proposed load 
forecasting scheme is given in Figure 2. 
 
 
Figure 2. Overview of the proposed load forecasting scheme. 
We tested our proposed method using the smart metering 
data from the two regions in Germany for the year 2009. 
Experimental results demonstrate that our approach is both 
accurate and computationally efficient. 
The remaining of the sections is organized as follows. 
Section II describes our proposed load forecasting method 
using online least-squares support vector regressions in 
details. Section III presents the experimental results of the 
proposed method in comparison with a state-of-the-art 
method. Section IV discusses the future work and concludes 
the paper. 
 
II. METHOD DETAILS 
Support vector machine (SVM) [16] is a kind of 
maximum margin classifier which was originally proposed 
to solve the problem of binary classification. Among a large 
number of training data vectors, only a few are selected as 
“support vectors” that define the maximum margin. Only 
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the support vectors are utilized in predicting the classes of 
the testing data vectors, thus leading to a good 
generalization.  
Later, it was realized that SVM can be adapted to solve 
the problem of regression [13]. Suykens and Vandewalle 
proposed a least-squares version of support vector 
regression (SVR) [15] which is particularly suitable to solve 
regression problems in time series data. The least-squares 
SVR tries to find the solution by solving a set of linear 
equations instead of a convex quadratic programming for 
classical SVMs.  
A brief description of the least-squares SVR is given 
below in Subsections A, B, and C. This description is 
adapted and modified from the original ones given in [10], 
[15], and [19]. 
 
A. General SVM Formulation 
Suppose we have a training set of  samples  , 	(
 =1,⋯ , ) with input data vector   ∈ 	ℝ  (where  is the 
dimensionality of ) and corresponding binary class labels  	 ∈ −1,+1. In Vapnik’s original formulation [16], the 
SVM classifier is defined by the conditions: 
 
 .() + 		 ≥ 1,							if		 =	+1 
 .() + 		 ≤ −1,				if		 =	−1 (1) 
 
which can be rewritten as a single condition: 
 
 (. () + 	) ≥ 	1, 
 = 1,⋯ ,  (2) 
 
where ()  is a nonlinear mapping function of a vector 
from original space to the high (possibly infinite) 
dimensional space,  is a weight vector which defines the 
separation hyperplane, and  is an offset of the separation 
hyperplane from the origin (0, 0). 
If the given data set is inseparable (i.e., separating 
hyperplane does not exist), a slack variable  is introduced 
in such a way that: 
 
 (. () + 	) ≥ 	1 −	 			
 = 1,⋯ ,  
  	≥ 0,																																									
 = 1,⋯ ,  (3) 
 
By applying the structural risk minimization principle, 
the risk bound (i.e., learning error) of the classifier can be 
minimized by solving the following minimizing problem: 
 




subject to the constraints: 
 ). () + 	* ≥ 	1 −	 , 
 = 1,⋯ ,   	≥ 0,																																															
 = 1,⋯ ,  
where %  is the slack penalty parameter to control the net 
effect of the slack variables. 
In order to remove the complex constraints of the above 
minimization problem in Equation (4), we introduce 
Lagrangian multipliers + ≥ 0	(
 = 1,⋯ , )  [4]. Thus, the 
minimization problem becomes: 
 
 min	 ,! (, , +) 
=	12 ∥  ∥$+ %&+
-
(!
((. () + ) − 1 + ) (5) 
subject to the constraints: 
  	≥ 0,					
 = 1,⋯ ,  
 
The optimal point will in the saddle point of the 
Lagrangian function. Thus, we have: 







 = 0 
.,!. = 0	⟹ 	0 ≤ + ≤ %, 




By substituting  by its expression, we get the following 













subject to the constraints: 
 0 ≤ + ≤ %, 
 = 1,⋯ ,  
 
Here, 45 , 36 = 	() ∙ (3)  is called the kernel 
function (which will be elaborated below in Section II.C). 
By solving this quadratic programming problem subject to 
the constraints, we will get the separating hyperplane in the 
high dimensional space, that is, the classifier in the original 
space. 
 
B. Least Squares SVM Formulation 
Suykens and Vandewalle derived the least squares 
version of the SVM classifier by reformulating the 
minimization problem as below [15]: 
 




subject to the equality constraints: 
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 (.() + 	) 	= 	1 − 8 	, 
 = 1,⋯ ,  
 
The least-squares SVM classifier formulation above 
implicitly corresponds to a regression interpretation with 
binary targets  = ±1. 
Both 9  and <  are parameters to tune the amount of 
regularization versus the sum squared error. The solution 
does only depend on the ratio @ = 9	/	< , therefore the 
original formulation uses only @  as tuning parameter. 
Therefore, we have: 
 





The solution of the least-squares regressor is obtained 
after the Lagrangian function is constructed as follows: 
 ,$(, , 8, +)	 










((. () + ) − 1 + 8) 
(10) 
 
where + ∈ 	ℝ  (
 = 1,⋯ , ) are the Lagrange multipliers. 
Again, the conditions for optimality are: 








.,$.8 = 0	⟹		+ = 	@8 	,																	
 = 1,⋯ ,  .,$.+ = 0	⟹		(. () + ) − 1 + 8 = 0, 																																																														




By the elimination of   and 8 , we will have a linear 
programming problem instead of a quadratic programming 
one: 
 B0 C Ω + @E!F'G H+I = B
01'G (12) 
 
where  = )!, ⋯ , '*	 , 1' = )1,⋯ ,1* , + = 	 )+!, ⋯ , +'* , 
and F' is an 	 ×  identity matrix.  
Here Ω ∈ 	ℝ'	×'  is the kernel matrix whose individual 
element Ω,3		(
, K = 1,⋯ , ) is defined as follows [6], [10]. 
 
 Ω,3 = 	5 . 36 = 	4( , 3) (13) 
 
C. Kernel Function 
For the kernel function 4(•,•)	 one typically has the 
following choices [10], [19]: 
 
Linear kernel:  
 
 45 , 36 =  . 3 (14) 
 
Polynomial kernel of degree M: 
 





Radial basis function (RBF) kernel: 
 
 45 , 36 = exp	T− ∥  − 3 ∥$U$ V (16) 
 
Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) kernel: 
 
 45 , 36 = tanh	(Y	 . 3 + 	Z) (17) 
 
where M, O, U, Y  and Z  are constants. Here, Mercer’s 
condition holds for all O, U ∈ ℝ[  and M ∈ ℕ  values in the 
polynomial and RBF case, but not for all possible choices of Y and Z in the MLP case. The scale parameters O, U and Y 
determine the scaling of the inputs in the polynomial, RBF 
and MLP kernel functions. This scaling affects the kernel’s 
bandwidth, which is an important factor in generalization of 
a kernel method [10], [19]. 
 
D. Online Learning 
In our proposed method, we employ a version of least-
squares SVR, namely the online greedy SVR proposed by 
Engel et al. [7]. In this online learning setup, we first train 
our least-squares SVR system with a large enough set of 
data in a batch mode. Then, we deploy the system for 
regressing (forecasting) an unknown future data.  
When the actual value of the forecasted data is came to 
know, the SVR system is updated using this actual data. In 
this way, the SVR system is always up-to-date and can 
truthfully represent the latest trend of the data. Therefore, 
online learning enables us to reduce the effect of the 
“concept drift” phenomenon [18] which usually occurs in 
time-series data, and thus improving the accuracy of 
forecasting. 
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E. Feature Vector Construction 
In order to forecast the peak load ]^  of a given day _, 
we construct (encode) a feature vector with 32 attributes as 
listed in Table I. These 32 attributes are empirically chosen. 
 




Feature Description Formula 
1 to 28 Peak load of previous 28 
days 
]^ E!  to ]^ E$` 
29 Average peak load of 
previous 7 days 
1/	7	(]^ E! 	+ 	 ]^ E$ 	+ 	…	+	 ]^ Ec) 
30 Average temperature of 
previous 7 days 
1/	7	(d^ E! 	+ 	 d^ E$ 	+ 	…	+	 d^ Ec) 
31 Forecasted average 
temperature of the day d 
d^  
32 Whether the day d is a 
holiday (weekend or 
public holiday) 
e^ 
The individual and the average peak load information 
can be obtained from the given peak load data set itself. The 
historical temperature information for different regions of 
the world can be extracted from the Weather Underground 
website [24]. Holiday information of countries all over the 
world is available from the Holidays-Info.com website [22]. 
We use the scaling facility of the LibSVM software [21] 
to map the values of each attribute into the range of –1 to 
+1. This scaling exercise helps us improve the forecasting 
accuracy by a considerable extent. The experimental results 
of scaling vs. without scaling are discussed in Section III.D. 
 
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
In this section, we will discuss about the datasets that we 
use in our experiment, how the datasets are of training and 
testing subsets, the results that our proposed method 
achieved in comparison with an existing state-of-the-art 
method, the effects of scaling vs. non-scaling, and finally 
the computational efficiency of the method. 
 
A. Datasets 
We use two datasets in our experiment. The first one is 
the electricity usage data for the year 2009 logged by a 
smart meter deployed in a household in Lower Saxony (LS) 
region of Germany. We will call this dataset as LS Dataset. 
The second one is the data for 2009 logged by a smart meter 
installed in a household in North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW) 
region of Germany. We will name this dataset as NRW 
Dataset. 
Each original datasets contains the electricity usage 
readings of the smart meter at every 15 minutes. From these 
readings, we extract the peak load (i.e., the maximum 
reading) for each day. The daily peak load profile of LS 
Dataset for the whole year of 2009 is illustrated in Figure 3. 
 
 
Figure 3. Daily peak load profile of an individual household in Lower 
Saxony (LS), Germany in 2009. The spikes indicate the increases of peak 
loads on holidays. Electricity usage is higher in winter and lower in 
summer. 
 
B. Training and Testing  
For each dataset, we use each daily peak load value and 
its associated feature vector (as discussed in Section III) 
from February 01, 2009 to June 30, 2009 (150 days) as the 
training data for our forecasting system. (Note: we simply 
cannot start from January 01, 2009 because we need the data 
for the previous 4 weeks, i.e., 28 days, to construct a feature 
vector.) 
The remaining days of the year from July 01, 2009 to 
December 31, 2009 (184 days) are used for testing (as well 
as for model updating in our online learning setup). 
We use dlib C++ library [17] for the implementation of 
online greedy least-squares SVR algorithm by Engel et al. 
[7]. We use a radial basis function (RBF) kernel, which is 
described in Equation (16), with the kernel scaling 
parameter σ = 15, which is empirically determined. 
 
C. Results 
We compare the accuracy performance of our proposed 
method with another least-square SVR-based method by Lv 
et al. [11], which uses a different feature vector encoding. A 
RBF kernel is also used for it with the parameter σ = 18, 
which is the optimum for that method. To enable a fair 
comparison, their regression model is also re-trained after 
every test instance in order to ensure an up-to-date model. 
The forecasted peak load values for 184 test days from 
July 01, 2009 to December 31, 2009 are computed using 
both methods and are compared against the actual peak load 
values.  
An example of the forecasted values by the two methods 
and the actual values for the month of December 2009 for 
LS Dataset are demonstrated in Figure 4. It can be observed 
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from the figure that our method
more accurately than the method by Lv 
Figure 
forecasted values by Lv et al. 
December 1 to 31, 2009 on LS Dataset.
In order to systematically analyze the performance of the 
two methods, we use two criteria: 
accuracy
relative error and the accuracy of the forecasted peak load 
are calculated as follows.
=
 
relative error values of the two methods are given in 
5
respectively. We can visually observe from the figures that 
our proposed method provides lower relative errors than the 
method by Lv 
is 1.3% (i.e.
al.
method is 1.6% (i.e.
Lv 
many methods are able to provide an accuracy 
~95% in general 
provides 96.7% of accuracy in our experiment. Here in our 
research, we are able to further improve the forecasting 
accuracy to 
increase in accuracy 
achievement is non
improving the performance of a particular technology is 
 
4. Example of forecasted results. The actual peak loads and the 
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 for LS Dataset and 
et al. 
For LS Dataset, the average relative error of our method 
, 98.7% average accuracy) whilst that of Lv 
 is 3.3% (i.e.
For NRW Dataset, the average relative error of our 
et al. is still 3.3% (i.e.
Load forecasting is quite a mature technology in which 







 = 100 − k8jgh
l8
Figure 
in a majority of cases. 
, 96.7% average accuracy).
, 98.4% average accuracy) whilst t
, 96.7% average accuracy).
[11]. For example, the method by Lv 
–
may be 
-trivial. It is a common phenomenon that 
 can predict daily peak loads 
et al.
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D. Scaling vs. Non
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significantly reduce the relative error (i.e., improve the 
accuracy) of our proposed method over directly using the 
data without any scaling. We can clearly observe this trend 
in Figure 7. The overall average of the relative errors for 
both LS and NRW Datasets with scaling is 1.4% while that 
without scaling is 6.2%. The superiority of scaling is 
because it prevents the dominance of attributes with larger 
value ranges over those with smaller ranges in calculating 
the Lagrange multipliers + in Equation 12. 
 
E. Computational Efficiency 
The proposed method is developed in C++ and tested on 
a modest laptop PC with Intel Core Duo 1.83 GHz 
processor and 2GB of main memory running Windows 
Vista 32-bit Edition. The program is compiled with 
Microsoft Visual C++ 2008 using O2 optimization.  
The method is found to be quite efficient and scalable. 
The overall running time of the training for 150 days and the 
testing (and re-training) for 184 days is only 210 
milliseconds for LS Dataset and 220 milliseconds for NRW 
Dataset respectively. Thus, our proposed method can be 
potentially deployed in a larger scale to forecast the loads of 
tens of thousands of consumer entities like smart meters on 
a distributed computing platform. 
 
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper, we have presented an accurate load 
forecasting method which can potentially provide greater 
intelligence (smartness) to the upcoming smart grids. In our 
approach, we adopt the least-squares support vector 
regression technique incorporated with online learning. 
Experimental results show that our method is able to 
provide more accurate results than an existing forecasting 
method by Lv et al. [11], which is reported to be one of the 
best methods, and is also computationally efficient. As the 
future work, we intend to explore the idea of automatic 
feature selection for our regression model in order to further 
improve its accuracy. In addition, we plan to rigorously test 
our method with multiple smart grid load datasets from 
different countries/industries and fine tune the method so as 
to ensure its general usability. Finally, we hope our 
proposed method with these future improvements can be 
potentially useful to utility companies in their large-scale 
load forecasting applications for consumer entities at any 
granularity levels (such as individual households, 
neighborhoods, towns, cities, and large geographical 
regions) by providing results with better precisions. 
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Abstract—Enterprise data management is currently sepa-
rated into online transactional processing (OLTP) and on-
line analytical processing (OLAP). This separation brings
disadvantages such as the need for costly data replication,
maintaining redundant systems or the inability to run data
reports on the latest transactional data. Academia and industry
are working on a reunification by storing all data in a single
columnar in-memory database which is designed to sustain
high transactional workloads while simultaneously handle
complex analytical tasks as well. Since enterprise data often
includes hierarchical data, this paper focuses on modeling,
storing, and operating on hierarchical data in an in-memory
columnar database. The paper contributes by describing the
implementation of the most frequently used hierarchical data
operations on such a database while maintaining the ability
to execute performant analytical queries on such data as
well. A set of benchmarks demonstrates that hierarchical data
operations can be executed up to three times faster on an in-
memory column store than on an in-memory row store. The
paper closes with a discussion which enterprise applications
can benefit from this contributions.
Keywords-hierarchical data; enterprise data management; in-
memory column store; SanssouciDB.
I. INTRODUCTION
Hierarchies are very common in every day life. Organi-
zational structures of companies, books, websites and most
file systems have a natural hierarchical structure. Moreover
hierarchies help to abstract complex things. E.g. software
engineers use object-oriented decomposition techniques to
encapsulate complex applications into independent modules.
The object hierarchy and inheritance are two of the key
concepts of object-oriented programming. Even one of the
first scientific data model proposals, the IBM Information
Management System, was based on a hierarchical data
structure, long before the rise of relational database man-
agement systems [1]. There have been many proposals to
store hierarchical data in relational databases as well as
in specialized graph databases. This paper explores the
opportunities of in-memory columnar databases for the
persistence of hierarchical data. These columnar databases
are superior in processing speed of huge datasets and provide
high scalability especially in parallel scenarios. In addition
to that, columnar databases sustain high transactional and
analytic workloads at the same time. Therefore, they are
used for reuniting transactional and analytical workloads
which are currently separated in the context of enterprise
data management [2].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II describes several enterprise applications that heavily
operate on hierarchical data in order to illustrate the need
and the requirements towards operating on hierarchical data
in the context of enterprise data management. Section III
describes the relevant concepts in terms of encoding, data
model, and data operations and their implementation in
terms of describing the resulting SQL statements. The sub-
sequent Section IV evaluates the performance by performing
measurements on SanssouciDB, which is a prototypical in-
memory columnar database [3]. Section V closes the paper
with a summary of the most important insights and by
discussing the implications for enterprise applications.
II. HIERARCHCIAL DATA IN ENTERPRISE APPLICATIONS
This section introduces enterprise application domains
with a strong focus on hierarchical data. The discussion
focuses on central characteristics of the applications and
the resulting requirements towards data management.
Supply Chain Management Supply chain management
tries to improve the flow of materials, information and
financial resources within a company and between different
companies [4]. The foundation of supply chain management
is information sharing, coordinated planning, scheduling
and execution as well as collaborative monitoring and
controlling. Supply chain management enables companies
to execute just-in-time production, reduce stock levels,
provide better forecasting and a shorter time-to-market for
new products. The reduction of vertical integration over
the last decade requires a more intensive collaboration
between suppliers and customers. E.g. in the automotive
and high-tech industry supplier coordination is vital to
keep the complex production processes up and running. At
the same time, the complexity of products and production
processes increased rapidly. The National Electronics
Manufacturing Initiative, Inc. (NEMI) outlined in [5]
that the Bill-of-Materials plays a major role in such
collaboration scenarios. The Bill-of-Materials (BoM) (see
Figure 1 for an example of a BoM) defines what and
how many components are necessary to build a product.
Therefore, the BoM is basically a hierarchy of components
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CAR
Q1 | T 12h
CHASSIS
Q1 | T 12h
DOOR
Q4 | T 3 h
FRAME
Q1 | T 0 h
ENGINE
Q1 | T 12h
INTERIOR
Q1 | T 12h
STEERING
Q1 | T 3 h
SEATS
Q4 | T 0 h
Figure 1. Bill-of-Material for a car containing quantity and assembly time
and sub components of a specific product. Many processes
and stakeholders operate on the BoM, such as procurement,
planning or production processes. Therefore it is necessary
for supply chain management solutions to provide a fast,
scalable and reliable BoM implementation. In addition to
those primary transactional scenarios, the BoM is also used
for analytics. For example, one might wants to know which
components cause the most delays in order to improve the
procurement process of this component.
Product Lifecycle Management Product lifecycle
management (PLM) software is designed to manage the
whole lifecycle of a product. This includes the conception,
design and manufacturing phase as well as services and
disposal. PLM integrates processes, data, people and
provides interfaces to other business systems. One key
requirement of PLM is the effective management of Bills-
of-Information (BoI). Although Bills-of-Material from the
previous section are also created and maintained by PLM
processes, Bills-of-Information play a more important role.
BoIs can be considered as a superset of Bills-of-Materials,
because a BoM only contains all information necessary to
assemble the product and a BoI holds lots of additional data
generated during design, testing, manufacturing, sales and
support of the product. A major goal of product lifecycle
management is to reduce the time-to-market by centralizing
the data organization. This drastically removes search
time for component reuse, provides more accurate results
and allows a better management as well as traceability of
intellectual property assets throughout the whole product life
cycle. This brings up two significant technical requirements
for the implementation of the BoI hierarchy. First, the BoI
hierarchy needs a very fast search interface. Second, the
hierarchy has to be update-optimized, because in contrast to
the BoM, the BoI changes often within the design iterations.
Project Management Another important application suite
based on hierarchical data is project management. Usually,
at the beginning of projects at set of high-level tasks is
defined. During the project these tasks are divided in more
detailed sub tasks. Beside this task hierarchy, employees
and resources in general are organized in a hierarchical
manner. Project management software uses those structures
e.g. to calculate project costs, estimates, and reporting.
Workforce Scheduling The scheduling of a workforce
is closely related to project management, but has special
requirements concerning the hierarchy implementation.
Project management focuses on static calculations and
workforce scheduling runs more sophisticated optimizing
algorithms. Workforce scheduling is calculated based on a
hierarchy of tasks and resources in oder to find an optimal
schedule to utilize all available resources. This is critical
for utilize the available resources for a project in the most
optimal way.
The preceding application domains gave an overview of
the broad spectrum of technical requirements for processing
hierarchies. It turned out that hierarchy implementations
have to tackle read as well as write workloads. In addition
to that real-time analytics on the complete hierarchies play
an important role e.g. when finding out certain properties of
a BoM or to find out how many resources are occupied for
a certain task within a project.
III. CONCEPTS AND IMPLEMENTATION
This section focuses on the concepts and their imple-
mentation for handling hierarchical data in an in-memory
column store. The example of the perviously introduced Bill-
of-Material is used as requirement driver throughout this
section.
A. Preorder and Postorder Encoding
As mentioned in the previous section, fast execution of
queries along the 4 main axes (ancestor, descendant, pre-
ceding, following) is crucial for Bill-of-Material processing.
According to Grust et al. [6], the 4 main axis of each node
in the tree partition the tree in 4 disjunct sets. The union
of all those sets with the node itself contains all nodes of
the tree exactly once. Grust further defines a mapping of tree
nodes to a relational structure that preserves this partitioning
and retrieves all the main axes using a simple range query.
This mapping is based on so called preorder and postorder
tree traversal. A preorder traversal assigns an unique rank
to each node in the tree before its children are recursively
traversed from left to right. The root node usually has the
rank 0. Postorder traversal also assigns an unique rank to
each node, but the value is assigned after the children has
been traversed recursively.
In [7], Boncz et al. optimize the pre- and postorder
encoding by size and level attributes that replace the
postorder attribute. The size attribute describes the number
of descendants and the level attribute describes the number
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Figure 2. Example of a Pre- and Postorder table
bom_id : INTEGER
pre       : INTEGER
size : INTEGER








Figure 3. Schema of the pre- and postorder table
of ancestors of a node. The postorder rank is not stored
explicitly in this schema anymore, but can be calculated for
any node v via post(v) = pre(v) + size(v) - level(v). Figure
2 shows an example of the optimized encoding, Figure 3
depicts the resulting schema.
B. Operations
This subsection describes the implementation of the
needed operations. The description is illustrated with SQL
queries that refer to the relational schema introduced above.
The most important operations are compared in a benchmark
in the next section.
1) Number of Nodes in the Tree: The calculation of the
number of nodes in a tree can be straightforward or complex
depending on the implementation. E.g. if each node is related
to one row in a relational database the number of node equals
the number of rows that can be retrieved with a simple
count() SQL statement as shown in Listing 1, since each
node in the tree is represented by a database row.
Listing 1. Query to calculate the number of nodes in the tree
SELECT count ( p r e ) FROM TREE
2) Number of Leaves in the Tree: A leave is node without
any child nodes. Hence, the number of leaves complies with
the number of nodes without any children in the tree. The
number of leaves in the tree can be calculated using the size
attribute of the node with the SQL query of Listing 2.
Listing 2. Query to calculate the number of leaves in the tree.
SELECT count ( p r e ) FROM TREE
WHERE s i z e =0
3) Height of the Tree: The height of the tree expresses
the maximum distance of a leave to the root node in nodes.
The height of the tree can be derived from the maximum
level attribute plus 1, because it is zero based. The query
can be found in Listing 3.
Listing 3. Query to retrieve the height of the tree.
SELECT max ( l e v e l ) + 1 FROM TREE
4) Finding the Root Node: The root node is the only
node on level 0 and can be found with the following SQL
statement as shown in Listing 4
Listing 4. Query to find the root node.
SELECT ∗ FROM TREE
WHERE l e v e l =0
5) Main Axes Query: The main axes traverse four differ-
ent kind of axis. The ancestor axis describes the parent nodes
of an input node excluding the node itself. The result list is
ordered and starts with the root node of the tree. Because of
that, the result can also be considered as path from the root
node to the input node. The descendant axis is the opposite
of the the ancestor axis. It describes the child nodes of the
input node and recursively the descendants of those child
nodes. As already mentioned, the tree structure is similar
to a XML data model. Therefore the best way to illustrate
preceding axis, to select all XML elements that have been
closed before the context node. The following axis contains
all elements that begin after the context element has been
closed.
Because the 4 main axes partition the tree in 4 disjunct
regions the range queries can be derived from the pre-
post-plane. The context node pre and context node post
are named parameters representing the pre- and postorder
rank of the context node. The ORDER BY statement is used
to ensure document order.
Listing 5. Query for the ancestor axis of the context node.
SELECT ∗ FROM TREE
WHERE p r e < : c o n t e x t n o d e p r e
AND p o s t > : c o n t e x t n o d e p o s t
ORDER BY p r e
Listing 6. Query for the descendant axis of the context node.
SELECT ∗ FROM TREE
WHERE p r e > : c o n t e x t n o d e p r e
AND p o s t < : c o n t e x t n o d e p o s t
ORDER BY p r e
Listing 7. Query for the preceding axis of the context node
SELECT ∗ FROM TREE
WHERE p r e < : c o n t e x t n o d e p r e
AND p o s t < : c o n t e x t n o d e p o s t
ORDER BY p r e
Listing 8. Query for the following axis of the context node.
SELECT ∗ FROM TREE
WHERE p r e > : c o n t e x t n o d e p r e
AND p o s t > : c o n t e x t n o d e p o s t
ORDER BY p r e
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6) Subtree matching: Subtree matching is more complex
than the operations presented above. First of all, according
to [8] there are several kinds of subtree matching. For an
ordered rooted tree T with vertex set V and edge set E, an
rooted ordered Tree T ′ is a bottom-up subtree if and only
if
1) V ′ ⊆ V
2) E′ ⊆ E
3) the labeling of V’ and E’ is preserved in T’
4) if vertex v ∈ V and v ∈ V ′ then all descendants of v
must be in V’
5) left-to-right ordering among siblings of T must be
preserved in T’
The bottom-up subtree matching defined by Zaki [9]
is implemented by transferring the depth encoding tree
representation to the relational model. The basic idea behind
the subtree matching query is, to pick one tree and match it
against all the others by joining the hierarchy table with
itself. The query in Listing 9 shows one possibility to
implement subtree matching in SQL. It takes the bomId and
the number of nodes of the subtree as input parameters. It
is possible to retrieve the number of nodes of the subtree
by another join with the hierarchy table, but this would
also introduce more complexity in this example. Since the
subtree matching operates on products, the hierarchy table is
joined on the cvcId attribute and where-clause ensures, that
subtree isn’t matched against itself. But the most important
part of this query is the group-by-statement. First of all,
the bomId attribute separates the result of different trees.
Second, the tree.pre-subtree.pre and tree.post-subtree.post
statements group all nodes of the tree together, that have
a similar preorder and postorder rank. To be more exactly,
the structure is of the subtree is preserved in the tree, but
the position of the root node of subtree in the matching
tree doesn’t matter. Hence all nodes of a tree that match
the structure of the subtree are contained in one group. The
last having-clause verifies that all nodes of the subtree can
be found in the matching tree. Finally, the select-statement
returns the id of the matching tree as well as the preorder
and postorder rank of the node that matches the root node
of the subtree.
Listing 9. Query for subtree matching
SELECT t r e e . bom id , min ( t r e e . p r e ) , max ( t r e e . p o s t )
FROM h i e r a r c h y s u b t r e e INNER JOIN h i e r a r c h y t r e e
ON t r e e . c v c i d = s u b t r e e . c v c i d
WHERE s u b t r e e . bom id = : s u b t r e e b o m i d
AND t r e e . bom id <> : s u b t r e e b o m i d
GROUP BY t r e e . bom id , t r e e . pre−s u b t r e e . pre ,
t r e e . pos t−s u b t r e e . p o s t
HAVING count ( t r e e . p r e ) = : s u b t r e e n o d e c o u n t
7) Add, Move, Delete Nodes or Subtrees: The following
operations change the structure of the tree. An insert oper-
ation inserts new nodes or subtrees below an existing node
into the tree. Moving a node or a subtree means to change the
parent of the node or the root node of the subtree. Deleting
a node from a tree detaches it from the hierarchy. If this
node has descendants, all descendants are also removed.
The implementations of the read-only statements aren’t
complex and can be executed fast on a relational database
system as seen above. Unfortunately, this is not completely
true for structural update operations of the tree. No matter if
a single node or a subtree is inserted, moved, or deleted, all
pre values following the insert node and all size values of
ancestors of the insert node have to be updated. Especially
the first update is critical from a performance perspective,
because it has to update the half table on average. A highly
optimized implementation of the update operation including
transaction management was proposed by [7]. Listing 10
illustrates a much simpler query that inserts a node into a
tree.
Listing 10. Query to insert a node or subtree
UPDATE H i e r a r c h y SET p r e = p r e + : s u b t r e e n o d e c o u n t
WHERE p r e > : i n s e r t n o d e p r e
AND p o s t > : i n s e r t n o d e p o s t
UPDATE H i e r a r c h y SET s i z e = s i z e +: s u b t r e e n o d e c o u n t
WHERE p r e < : i n s e r t n o d e p r e
AND p o s t > : i n s e r t n o d e p o s t
8) Analytical Query: Analytical operations often operate
on all nodes of the tree instead of a subset. Path based
aggregation traverses the tree or a subtree recursively from
root to leaves and applies a arithmetical operation on one
attribute of each node on the path.
The analytical query operation flattens the Bill-of-Material
hierarchy by processing each component of each product and
aggregate the quantity of each node. The result is a simple
list of all components necessary to assemble the product
from scratch as shown in Listing 11.
Listing 11. Query for flattening data hierarchy
SELECT H i e r a r c h y . bom id , Cvc . name ,
sum ( H i e r a r c h y . q u a n t i t y )
FROM H i e r a r c h y INNER JOIN Cvc
ON H i e r a r c h y . c v c i d =Cvc . i d
GROUP BY H i e r a r c h y . bom id , Cvc . name
IV. BENCHMARKING
This section evaluates the performance of the previously
discussed tree implementations by benchmarking the major
tree operations and compare the results. The benchmarks are
executed on two different database systems: one system is
a row-oriented MySQL database running on a RAMDisk,
the other database is a column-oriented SanssouciDB [3].
The machine they are running on is an Intel Xeon E5450
Quadcore with 3 GHz and 32GB of RAM.
A. Read Operation
We selected the 4 main axis (ancestor, descendant, pre-
ceding, and following) as example query for read operations.
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Figure 4. Read operations on a tree with 500.000 nodes
Figure 4 shows the results for the read operations on a tree
with 500.000 nodes. The column store is faster for all 4
read queries. However it occurs that there is a noticeable
variance between the different axis on both databases. While
the ancestor axis performs very well, the preceding and
following axis operation is about ten times slower. This can
be explained by the structure of the tree. Because the width
of the tree is bigger than the height, the result set of the
following axis operation is usually also larger. E.g. the result
set of the following axis operation for a node with a small
preorder rank can contain almost the complete tree, but the
ancestor axis result set is limited to the height of the tree.
B. Write Operation
The write operation we benchmarked adds a new child
node to a leaf of the tree. It turns out, the lower the preorder
rank of a leaf is, the slower performs SanssouciDB compared
to MySQL. Obviously, SanssouciDB is optimized for read-
intensive workloads, but this case is compounded by the
fact that for lower preorder ranks almost all nodes in the
hierarchy table are updated during an insert.
C. Analytic Operation
Finally, the analytic operation flattens the Bill-of-Material
hierarchy as described in the previous section. Throughout
the different measurements, the number of nodes has been
increased, starting with 100.000 nodes up to 1.000.000
nodes. Especially in the latter case, the column store can
play off its analytic strengths and passes the MySQL up to
a factor three. This is remarkable, because it shows that
the described data operations on SanssouciDB provide a
performant execution of transactional operations (such as
reading and inserting nodes) as well as fast analytics on
Figure 5. Insert operation on a tree with 500.000 nodes
Figure 6. Analytic operation on a tree with varying number of nodes
the same data. Although the non-exponential growth of the
response time when adding more nodes indicates that even
bigger trees can be analyzed while still maintaining a sub-
second response time.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper shows that the reunification of transactional
and analytical workloads on one single database is possible
even when operating on hierarchical data. The described
tree operations build the foundation for serving enterprise
applications such as supply chain management, product
lifecycle management, project management or workforce
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scheduling. Furthermore, the paper demonstrates that the
described operations can be executed in a performant manner
on an in-memory column store such as SanssouciDB.
Since this is the technical prerequisite for enabling more
analytical functions within applications that work on hier-
archical data, the following new application scenarios are
within reach: when working on BoMs in the context of
supply chain management, the properties of each component
of a product can be taken into consideration when doing
Supply Network Planning or Production Planning and not
only the product as a whole. E.g. when a production plan
has to be rescheduled due to a temporary outage of some
machines, it can be instantly determined which sub-products
can still be produced. Or for example in the field of
product lifecycle management, analytics and simulations on
every new iteration of a product is possible which leads
to quicker validation of new product proposals and allows
the product designer to validate that a new product fulfills
certain requirements while he is still working on it.
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Abstract—The problem of obtaining efficient answers to top-
k queries has attracted a lot of research attention. Unfortu-
nately, current top-k query processing techniques focus on
Boolean queries, and cannot be applied to the large Data
Bases (DB) seen the gigantic number of data. In this paper,
we propose a new approach for top-k flexible queries taking
into account another degree of granularity in the process of
the evaluation of the query. We start by generating a Meta-
DB formed by a set of clusters resulting of a preliminary fuzzy
classification on the data. This set represents a reduced view of
the initial DB and permits to deduct the semantics of the initial
DB. We prove that our approach permits an optimal search of
the relevant data sources and generate automatically the better
k answers while proposing a new operator called stratified
operator for taking into account the user’s preferences.
Keywords-Large databases; flexible query; preference; formal
concept analysis; Top k.
I. INTRODUCTION
An issue in extending databases is to increase the
expressiveness of query languages. Based on fuzzy
set theory, flexible querying enables users to express
preferences inside requirements. Particularly, at the level of
the requests addressed to large databases, the integration
of the preferences allows to obtain more relevant answers.
Besides, the user can be interested to receive a limited
number of answers, in mind of ”Top k queries ”, k
represents an ideal number of answers that is recommended
to reach [1]. Unfortunately, current top-k query processing
techniques focus on Boolean queries, and cannot be applied
to large DB seen the gigantic number of data. Indeed, the
majority of these systems use a function of score which
remains difficult to establish seen the voluminous number
of data. In addition, the approaches presented in this context
present several limits, in particular in the hold in account
of the dependencies between the search criteria that permit
to detect the unrealizable queries (having an empty answer)
with the user and in the generation and the scheduling of
the turned over approximate answers.
In [2], a flexible and cooperative database flexible
querying approach within the fuzzy theory framework has
been proposed. This approach contributes two promising
shares compared to the similar approaches. The first, taking
into account the semantic dependencies between the query
search criteria to determine its realizability or not. The
second contribution related to its cooperative aspect in the
flexible querying.
To ensure these functionalities, they have proposed
to construct mono-attribute Type Abstraction Hierarchy
(TAH) and a Multi-attribute Type Abstraction Hierarchy
(MTAH) [3]. Problems lie in: 1) The generation of TAH’s
and MTAH from relieving attributes, 2) The storage and
the indexing of such structures, and 3) The update of HATM.
In this paper, we propose a new approach for top-k flexible
queries taking into account another degree of granularity in
the process of the evaluation of the query. Seen that before,
the interrogation of flexible queries was applied to raw data
(the tuples of the base), the idea is to change this level
of granularity and apply the clustering operation, so the
interrogation will focus necessarily on clusters. Thus, we
start by generating a Meta-DB formed by a set of clusters
resulting of a preliminary fuzzy classification on data. This
set represents a reduced view of the initial BD and permits
to deduct semantics of the initial DB. The data classification
is to divide a data set into subsets, called classes, so that all
data in the same class are similar and data from different
classes are dissimilar. Thus:
 The number of clusters generated by a classification
algorithm is always less than the number of objects
starting on which we apply the classification algorithm.
 All objects belonging to the same cluster have the same
properties.
In this context, the query is modelled knowing the set of
clusters modelling the meta-DB. To generate the meta-DB,
we use the concepts of Clustering and Formal Concept
Analysis (FCA). The use of these methods is justified
by 1) fuzzy clustering has been a very successful data
analysis technique as demonstrated in different domains [4].
These techniques allow data to belong to several groups
(or clusters) simultaneously, with different membership
degrees; 2) FCA is a method for knowledge representation
that takes advantage of the features of formal concepts [5].
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
makes a review of flexible querying and Formal Concept
Analysis. Section III presents the problems of the other
approaches and the contributions of this paper. Section IV
describes our database flexible querying approach. Section V
presents an example of relieving query. Section VI presents
the experimental study we conducted to validate our ap-
proach. Section VII studies the complexity of our approach.
Finally, Section IX concludes the paper and gives some
future works.
II. BASIC CONCEPTS
In this section, we present the basic concepts of flexible
queries and Formal Concept Analysis (FCA).
A. Flexible queries
The traditional systems of interrogation distinguish two
categories of data: those which satisfy the search criteria
and those which do not satisfy them. The principle of
the flexible interrogation aims at extending this bipolar
behaviour by introducing the concept of approximate
pairing. Thus, an element returned by a request will be
at least relevant according to its satisfaction degree to
the constraints of interrogation. Four principal approaches
have been proposed to express and evaluate the flexible
queries: 1) Use of the secondary criteria [6][7], 2) Use of
the distance and the similarity [8] [9], 3) Expression of
the preferences with linguistic terms [10] and 4) Modelling
of the inaccuracy by the fuzzy subsets theory [11][12]. A
comparative study of the systems of flexible interrogation
has been achieved in [13][14].
The problem of the expression of the users’ preferences
in the flexible queries received much attention these last
years [11][15][16][17][18].In general, it is possible to
distinguish two families of approaches for the expression
of the preferences: implicit and explicit.
In the implicit approach, mechanisms of numerical
scores, commensurable or not, are used to represent the
preferences. In the first case, the values of preferences can
be aggregated to deliver a total value and to define a total
order on the answers. In the second case, when there is not
commensurability, only a partial order of the answers, based
on the order of Pareto [19], is possible for the incomparable
classes of answers are built. This approach is detailed in
[20] and is illustrated by the Skyline operator [21] or in
PreferenceSQL [22].
In the explicit approach, the preferences are specified
by binary relations of preferences and in the majority of the
cases, a partial order is obtained on the tuples. In addition,
the preferences can be regarded as being constraints
(preferences obligatory) and wishes (optional preferences).
This reveals that this bipolar vision [23] of the preferences
makes it possible to bring a refinement of the set of the
answers: to satisfy the constraints, then, if possible, wishes.
The preferences of the users can also be expressed by
criteria of selection based on fuzzy sets. The predicates
are not then any more in ”all or nothing” but can be
more or less satisfied. Other researchers used charts to
model the preferences on a great number of alternatives.
As an example, we can quote the Conditional Preferences
Networks (CP-Nets)[24], which constitute a chart appraisal
for modelling the preferences.
Bosc et al. [25] suggest the introduction of the
preferences in the form of subsets of n-uplets (stratified
divisor). Thus, they used the terms of ”stratified divisor”
and ”stratified division”. Consequently, an element x
of the dividend will be more acceptable as it will be
associated with a large number of subsets (Si) defining
the divisor. Three types of requests studied by Bosc et
al. are expressed in SQL language, where the dividend
can be an intermediate relation and the stratified divisor is
given explicitly by the user or is the result from sub queries.
As example of principal systems of interrogation with
preferences, we can quote, the systems PreferenceSQL [22]
and Preference Queries [16] which are based on a partial
order, consequently, they deliver to the user the not domi-
nating tuples. Preference SQL also incorporates a concept of
bipolarity in the Preferring clause. The system top-K queries
[15][24]. uses an ad-hoc score function f and delivers the k
better answers of the total order obtained by f. However,
this score function remains difficult to establish. The SQLf
language uses the fuzzy set theory to define the preferences
and makes the assumption of commensurability. It offers a
framework founded to combine obligatory preferences.
B. Fuzzy Conceptual Scaling and FCA
Conceptual scaling theory is the central part in Formal
Concept Analysis (FCA). It allows to embed the given
data into a much more general scale than the usual chains
and direct products of chains. In the direct products of
the concept lattices of these scales, the given data can be
embedded. FCA starts with the notion of a formal context
specifying which objects have which attributes and thus a
formal context may be viewed as a binary relation between
the object set and the attribute set with the values 0 and 1.
In [26], an ordered lattice extension theory has been
proposed: Fuzzy Formal Concept Analysis (FFCA), in which
uncertainty information is directly represented by a real
number of membership value in the range of [0; 1]. This
number is equal to similarity defined as follows:
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Definition 1: The similarity of a fuzzy formal concept
C1 = ('(A1); B1) and its sub-concept C2 = ('(A2); B2)
is defined as:
S(C1; C2) = j'(A1)\'(A2)jj'(A1)['(A2)j
where \ and [ refer intersection and union operators on
fuzzy sets, respectively;
' is the relation which associates degrees to the elements
of a fuzzy set I = X  V (X is the set of objects and
V is the set of attributes). Each pair (xi; vj) 2 I has a
membership degree (xi; vj) 2 [0; 1].
In [27][28], we showed how these FFCA are very powerful
as well in the interpretation of the results of the fuzzy
clustering and in optimization of the flexible query.
Example: Let a relational database describing travel,
means of transport and hotels, which a passenger can
reserve for business trips or for pleasure. The primary key
of each relation is underlined:
Travel (idV, price, stay, date, typeStay, offer , idT, idH) V
Transport (idT, means, route, comfort) T
Hotel (idH, category, name, region, city, restaurant) H
Price 2 [100; 10000], Stay 2 [1; 12], Category 2 [1; 5]
and Comfort 2 [1; 8]. The result of fuzzy clustering (using
Fuzzy C-Means [29]) and the application of the -Cut are
shown in Table I and Table II.
We use a Cut of a fuzzy context U , noted, -Cut, and
defined as the inverse of the number of clusters obtained.
It is given by the following expression:
-Cut(U) = (c) 1
For Stay attribute (respectively Price, Category and Com-
fort), fuzzy clustering generates three clusters (C1, C2
and C3) (respectively three clusters (C4, C5 and C6), two
clusters (C7 and C8) and three clusters (C9, C10 and C11)).
In our example, -Cut(Stay) = 0:3, -Cut( Price) = 0:3,
-Cut(Category) = 0:5 and -Cut(Comfort) = 0:3.
Table I
FUZZY CONCEPTUAL SCALES FOR STAY AND PRICE ATTRIBUTES WITH
-Cut
Stay Price
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6
T1 - 0.67 - 0.86 - -
T2 - 0.94 - 0.94 - -
T3 0.98 - - 0.47 0.47 0.47
T4 - 0.94 - 0.35 - 0.35
T5 - 0.95 - 0.49 - 0.45
T6 0.83 - - 0.67 0.27 0.05
Table II
FUZZY CONCEPTUAL SCALES FOR CATEGORY AND COMFORT
ATTRIBUTES WITH -Cut
Category Comfort
C7 C8 C9 C10 C11
T1 0.98 - - 0.81 -
T2 0.92 - - 0.88 -
T3 0.62 - - - 0.85
T4 - 0.93 0.61 - 0.34
T5 - 0.9 - - 0.89
T6 0.53 - 0.51 0.43 -
III. PROBLEMS AND CONTRIBUTIONS
The majority of the current approaches presented to
support flexible queries have several limits, in particular
1) in the consideration of the dependencies between
the search criteria that permit to detect the unrealizable
requests (having an empty answer) with the user 2) and
in the generation and the scheduling of the turned over
approximate answers.
At the level of the requests addressed to large databases,
the current top-k query processing techniques focus on
Boolean queries, and cannot be applied to the large DB
seen the gigantic number of data. The majority of these
systems [15][24] uses an ad-hoc score function f and
delivers the k better answers of the total order obtained by
f. However, this score function remains difficult to establish
seen the voluminous number of data.
In this paper, we propose a new approach for top-k
flexible queries taking into account another degree of
granularity in the process of the evaluation of the query.
The advantage of this approach is that it can be applied
to the large DB and that it does not require modifying
the SQL language. The contributions of our approach are
(1) the extraction of the dependencies between the search
criteria to detect the unrealizable query; (2) an optimal
search of the relevant data sources for a given query; (3)
the automatic generation of the better k answers while
proposing a new operator called stratified operator for
taking into account the user’s preferences.
IV. THE PROPOSED APPROACH
In this section, we propose a relieving approach within
the fuzzy set framework. We consider a relational database
containing relieving attributes i.e. attributes which the users
can use in a predicate of comparison containing a linguistic
term.
In this paper, we limit ourselves to the relieving numerical
attributes. Figure 1 shows the proposed approach.
This approach consists on three principal steps:
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1) Generate the meta-DB: Apply a fuzzy algorithm of
classification (example FCM): this allows generating
clusters which overlap. Each cluster represents a set
of the data verifying the same properties.
2) Deduct the semantic of the data: Represent the matrix
obtained in the first step under the form of fuzzy
concept lattice (FCA).
3) Generate the k better answers: Apply a stratified
operator.
Figure 1. Proposed approach
In this part, we present the theoretical foundations of the
proposed approach based on the following properties:
 The number of clusters generated by a classification
algorithm is always lower than the number of starting
objects to which one applies the classification algo-
rithm.
 All objects belonging to one same cluster have the same
proprieties. These characteristics can be deduced easily
knowing the center and the distance from the cluster.
 The size of the lattice modelling the properties of the
clusters is lower than the size of the lattice modelling
the properties of the objects.
 The management of the lattice modelling the properties
of the clusters is optimum than the management of
the lattice modelling the properties of the objects since
the number of clusters is less than to the number of
database objects.
To model the expression of the users’ preferences, and
generate the top-k answers we define the stratified
operator as follows:
Definition 2: The stratified operator r whose schema is
R (A, X) by the relation s whose schema is S(B) is expressed
according to the mechanism of partitioning and a similar
expression is suggested here, as follows [25]:
select top k X from r [where condition] group by X
having set(A) contains v1;1; : : : ; v1;j1and   or : : : and  
orvn;1; : : : ; vn;jn .
This expression infers an order on the elements of the divisor
namely S = (S1 = v1;1; : : : ; v1;j1)  : : :  (Sn =
vn;1; : : : ; vn;jn) where a  b denotes the preference of a
over b.
An ordinal scale L with labels li (such as
l1 > : : : > ln > ln+1) is associated with this relation and
it is used to attribute levels of satisfaction to the elements
of the result of a stratified division (l1 corresponds to the
maximal satisfaction and ln+1 express the refusal); they are
the counterpart of 1 and 0 in the unit interval.
The principle of interpretation of these queries is to
involve all levels for which the association is completely
valid. An element is the more preferred as it is associated
with a set Si so strongly preferred. The degree of satisfaction
of x is expressed by a vector V (x) of dimension n where
V (x)[i] 2]0::1] if x is associated with the fuzzy values of Si,
0 otherwise. The classification of elements means comparing
these vectors according to the lexicographical order(lex):
x  y , V (x) lex V (y), 9k 2 [1; n]
that 8j < k; Vj(x) = Vj(y)andVk(x) > Vk(y)
The scale L is not used then directly, but we notice that
the order obtained reflects it in the sense that if i < j, Vi(x)
is more important than Vj(x) quite as li > lj . It would
nevertheless be possible to use a symbolic scale to make
the comparison of elements within the framework of this
request. The scale in question have 2n levels. This would
be made by means of a function transforming a vector V




(Vi(x)  2(n i)) (1)
It is easy to show that the preference of x on y so defined
is equivalent to SAT (x) > SAT (y).
V. EXAMPLE OF RELIEVING QUERY
For better explaining this step, we consider a relational
database table describing travel, means of transport and
hotels. Let’s the following query:
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8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
Select V.idV, V.price, T.means,T.comfort , H.idH, H.name
From TRAVEL V, TRANSPORTT, HOTEL H
Where V.idH = H.idH
And V.idV = T.idT
And T.means = ’plane’ (A1)
And T.route = ’direct’ (A2)
And V.offer <> ’circuit’ (A3)
And V.typeStay = ’full-board’ (A4)
And V.stay = 7 (Pref1)
And V.price = 800 (Pref2)
And H.category = 3 (Pref3)
And T.comfort = 3 (Pref4)
In this query, the user wishes that his preferences be
considered according to the descending order: Stay, Price,
Category and Comfort with Top-k=3. In other words,
returned data must be ordered and presented to the user
according to these preferences. Without this flexibility,
the user must refine these search keys until obtaining
satisfaction if required since it does not have precise
knowledge on the data which it consults.
According to the criteria of the query Q , only the (Pref1,
Pref2, Pref3 and Pref4) criteria correspond to relaxable
attributes. Initially, we determine, starting from the DB, the
tuples satisfying the non relaxable criteria A1,A2,A3 and
A4.8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
Select V.idV, V.price, T.means, T.comfort ,H.idH, H.nom
From TRAVEL V, TRANSPORT T, HOTELH
Where V.idH = H.idH
And V.idV = T.idT
And T.means = ’plane’ (A1)
And T.route = ’direct’ (A2)
And V.offer <> ’circuit’ (A3)
And V.typeStay = ’full-board’ (A4)
These tuples, answering this request, are broken up into
clusters according to labels of the relaxable attributes Stay,
Price, Category and Comfort.
Following this operation of clustering, the expert can
assign linguistic terms to the clusters generated for each
relaxable attribute. The minimum value (resp. maximum) of
each cluster corresponds to the lower (resp. higher) interval
terminal of its values (of this cluster). For example, the
linguistic terms ”Short, Medium and High” (respectively
”Low, Medium and High” , ”Medium and High” and ”Low,
Medium and High”) will be associated to the relaxable
attribute Stay (respectively Price, Category and Comfort).
A. Construction of the query concept
We define a query concept Q = (QA; QB) where QA is
a name to indicate a required extension and QBis the set
of clusters describing the data reached by the query. The
set QB of clusters is determined by the following procedure:
Procedure Construction of the query concept
Input: Vector V (A) = fvj : j = 1; : : : ; C(A)g of
cluster
centers of relaxable attribute A and
the value of Q associated to this last.
Output: Query concept Q = (QA; QB) .
Begin
Step 1: Calculate the membership degrees of the
specified
clusters for each value of the criterion of Q associated
to the
relaxable attribute A.
Step 2: Apply  Cut to generate the fuzzy context.
Step 3: Form the set QB of clusters whose member-
ship is higher than the   Cut value.
End Procedure
Table III and Table IV present the membership degrees
associated to the query. These degrees are obtained while
basing on memberships matrix obtained by a fuzzy cluster-
ing algorithm. Then, we apply the  Cut for each attribute
to minimize the number of concepts.
Table III
QUERY MEMBERSHIPS DEGREES (STAY AND PRICE)
Stay Price
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6
0.353 - 0,331 0,333 0,333 0,333
Table IV
QUERY MEMBERSHIPS DEGREES (CATEGORY AND COMFORT)
Category Comfort
C7 C8 C9 C10 C11
0.516 - 0,334 0,351 -
According to our example, the query Q
seek the data sources having the metadata
QB = fC1; C3; C4; C5; C6; C7; C9; C10g.
B. Generation of the approximate answers
In our example, the request Q is realizable then we can
build his conceptlattice. Figure 2 represents the concept
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lattice associated with this request. The concepts are either
new concepts, or concepts modified following construction
of the request Q knowing the HATM. These concepts are
the only ones which divide clusters with the request and
which can thus contain relevant answers.
Let given a query Q = (QA; QB), all the relevant data
sources are in the extension of Q and of its subsumers
in the concepts lattice since the intention of each one of
these concepts are included in QB(the intention of the query
concept).
Figure 2. Concept lattice associated to the query
C. Generation of the Top-K answers
Relevant data sources can be sorted according to the
distance separating the concepts in the lattice. This step
consists of ordering the n-uplets obtained according to their
satisfaction degrees of the initial query.
The satisfaction degree corresponds to the similarity of
a fuzzy formal concept and its sub-concept defined in
Definition 1. In our example, these degrees are given in
Table V. To model the expression of the users’ preferences,
Table V
SATISFACTION DEGREE OF THE GENERATED ANSWERS











and generate the top-k answers, we use the Fuzzy stratified
divisor, our query is rewritten in this form:8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
Select
V.idV, V.price, T.means, T.comfort ,
H.idH, H.name
From TRAVEL V, TRANSPORT T, HOTEL H
Where V.idH = H.idH
And V.idV = T.idT
And T.means = ’plane’
And T.route = ’direct’
And V.offer <> ’circuit’





fShort Stay, Long Stayg and-or
fLow Price, Medium Price, High Priceg
and-or f Medium Category g and-or f
Low Comfort , Medium Comfortg.
In our example, the scale L = l1 > l2 > l3 > l4 with
l1 = fC1; C3g; l2 = fC4; C5; C6g; l3 = fC7g and
l4 = fC9; C10g. We have in this case four strata. Each
line of the table represents a set of answers E1,E2,. . . ,E10.
Let S the divisor l1  l2  l3  l4 and the dividend:
r = f(E1, fC3,C4,C7,C10g), (E2, fC7,C10g), (E3,
fC3,C4,C7,C9g), (E4, fC7g), (E5, fC4,C7g), (E6, fC10g),
(E7,fC3,C4,C7,C9,C10g), (E8, fC4,C7,C10g), (E9, fC5g),
(E10,fC3,C4,C7g)g.
The degree of satisfaction of x is expressed by a vector
V (x) of dimension n where V(x)[i] 2 ]0 : : : 1], if x is
associated with all the values of Si, it represent the Query
Memberships degrees of the associate cluster in the query
(Table III and Table IV), 0 otherwise.
V (X1) = (0:331; 0:333; 0:516; 0:351)
V (X2) = (0; 0; 0:516; 0:351)
V (X3) = (0:331; 0:333; 0:516; 0:334)
V (X4) = (0; 0:516; 0; 0)
V (X5) = (0; 0:333; 0:516; 0)
V (X6) = (0; 0; 0; 0:351)
V (X7) = (0:331; 0:333; 0:516; 0:685)
V (X8) = (0; 0:333; 0:516; 0:351)
V (X9) = (0; 0:333; 0; 0)
V (X10) = (0:331; 0:333; 0:516; 0)
Using Expression 1, Table III, Table IV and Table V, we
obtain:
SAT (E1) = 0:33123+0:33322+0:51621+0:351
20 = 5:363
SAT (E2) = 023+022+0:51621+0:35120 = 1:383
SAT (E3) = 0:33123+0:33322+0:51621+0:33420 =
5:346
SAT (E4) = 0  23 + 0  22 + 0:516  21 + 0  20 = 1:032
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SAT (E5) = 023+0:33322+0:51621+020 = 2:346
SAT (E6) = 0  23 + 0  22 + 0  21 + 0:351  20 = 0:351
SAT (E7) = 0:33123+0:33322+0:51621+0:65820 =
5:67
SAT (E8) = 0  23+0:333  22+0:516  21+0:351  20 =
2:715
SAT (E9) = 0  23 + 0:333  22 + 0  21 + 0  20 = 1:332
SAT (E10) = 0:33123+0:33322+0:51621+020 =
5:012
Thus, E7  E1  E3  E10  E8  E5  E2  E9  E4
 E6;
Now, suppose that the user wishes to have the 30 Top
answers (30 best answers). In that case, the tuples returned
are the first 30 tuples starting with all E7 and so on.
VI. EXPERIMENTATIONS
A. Context
The general principle used to implement the previous
queries is based on the use of SQL queries to access data
encapsulated and calculate the satisfaction degree (denoted
by SAT) assigned to each element of the result. The proposed
method has the following characteristics:
1) It is based on the usual way of expressing a division
with the counting function and
2) It benefited from the stratification of the divisor to
access primarily to user preferences with the highest
priority. The strata are traversed in decreasing order
of importance (S1 to Sn), which has a real impact for
those requests.
B. Experimental Results
The aim of the experiments is to evaluate the additional
cost due to the inclusion of preferences in the division
queries. Queries are evaluated with dividend relations of
different size (300, 1000, 3000, 5000, 10000 and 15000
tuples), with a divisor composed of four strata (i.e four
preferences). The results obtained are reported in the tables
below, where:
 Each instance was executed 10 times to avoid the
variable load of the machine used,
 The size of the result (K) is 10 (respectively 30, 100)
for a dividend of 300 (respectively 1000, 3000, 5000,
10000 and 15000) tuples,
Table VI
THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR THE OPERATION OF THE DIVISION
Processing time(s) Used Memory(MB)
Number of tuples K=10 K=30 K=100
300 3.236 3.487 4.210 0.168
1000 4.052 4.356 4.923 0.215
3000 4.573 4.789 5.002 0.275
5000 4. 590 4.706 5.403 2.808
10000 4. 661 4.776 5.624 3.636
15000 4.789 5.129 5.942 3.779
Figure 3. Variation of the processing time according to the variation of K
Figure 4. Variation of the memory used for the Division Operation
In Table VI and as shown in both figures (3 and 4), we
varied the number of answers requested by the user (Top
K answers) to assess its impact on the processing time and
the memory used. Thus, we note that the number K does
not have a major effect on the processing time since the
division operation retrieves tuples (answering the query) that
are already listed and highly ranked in a text file.
1) The cost of the division operation depends linearly, as
expected, on the size of the dividend,
2) The number of answers (K) required by the user does
not have a major influence on the execution time,
These first results are quite encouraging, even if they must
be completed to achieve more definitive conclusions about
the best way to develop tools over an existing DBMS or
otherwise intervening in the kernel of the DBMS to run
these queries.
VII. STUDY OF COMPLEXITY
A study of spacial and temporal complexities of the
proposed approach is presented in this section.
 Space complexity: In the field of space complexity,
we store only XML files. The clusters of the relaxable
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attributes are not stored any more in the KBAR(
Knowledge Base of Relaxable Attributes). What
constitutes an asset for the practical application of this
approach.
 Temporal complexity: It includes the following
costs: a) construction of the clusters of the relaxable
attributes, b) construction of lattice (with the algorithm
of Ganter) and c) scheduling of the approximate
answers.
For the construction of the clusters of the relaxable
attributes , we calculated the theoretical complexity of the
approaches of clustering suggested. It is equal to O(Nc2),
where N corresponds to the number of data and c is the
maximum number of clusters. For the construction of the
lattice, temporal complexity depends on the method of
adopted construction. In our approach, we were interested
in the method of Ganter [30] where its complexity is
O((max(jN j; jnj)):(jN j:jnj)).
Thus, the total complexity is equal to O(Nc2) +
O((max(jN j; jM j)):(jN j:jM j)) + O(n  level), where N
corresponds to the number of data (the objects of the DB),
M is the number of attributes, c is the number of clusters,
n is the number of concepts from the lattice and level
corresponds to the number of levels present in the lattice.
We present in Table VII a study of the complexity of some
algorithms of construction of the lattices.
Table VII
STUDY OF TEMPORAL COMPLEXITY OF LATTICE CONSTRUCTION
ALGORITHMS
Algorithm Temporal Complexity
Bordat [31] O(n:jN j:(jN j + jM j)),
n is the number of concepts
Nourine et Raynaud [32] O(n:jN j:(jN j + jM j)),
n is the number of concepts
Ganter [30] O((max(jN j; jM j)):(jN j:jM j))
Godin [33] Quadratic compared to the number of
elements in the lattice of concepts.
VIII. COMPARISON WITH OTHER APPROACHES
In this section, we present the essential idea of the
principal existing flexible querying approaches closest to
our approach. Those differ primarily by the manner used
to find the values closest to those required by the user
and the used formalism to model the uncertainty and the
imperfection of the real world.
The literature on the flexible querying and the co-
operative systems abounds. We can distinguish three
principal categories. The first category, indicated by C1,
includes ”ad hoc” approaches specific to particular systems.
The objective of such approaches is the introduction of
flexibility by the use of linguistic terms and the specification
of the preferences of the users between the various search
keys from the desired data. Among the approaches of
C1, we can quote the systems ARES [9], MULTOS [11],
SEAVE [34], FLEX [35]. Second category approaches
indicated by C2, use the formalism of sets and fuzzy logic
to model in addition to the imperfection and the uncertainty
of the real world, the evaluation of the query known as
vague or fuzzy.
The principal common point between these approaches
is the modification of the query language, generally.
This modification consists in introducing vague linguistic
terms, like ”accessible price” or ”large budget”, and of
the operators of approached comparison like ”Near-to”
and ”similar-to” of the system CoBase [4]. To not modify
the DBMS system, these systems add an additional layer
charged to transform a fuzzy query into a traditional one
known as ”wraps query”. This one is subjected to the target
DBMS for evaluation. Its result is then filtered according
to preferences of the user before being presented to him.
This process of transformation and filtering is based on
established properties of the sets and fuzzy logic.
The third category, indicated by C3 comprises approaches
which lie within the scope of the artificial intelligence
techniques and aims at determining tacit knowledge starting
from the explicit data. Several systems like DBLEARN
[36], DB-Discover [37] and GBDR [38], belong to this
category. Generated knowledge is in the form of rules or of
hierarchy of concepts.
The results obtained by these approaches, in particular
within clustering, are of a great utility for this work.
The contributions of approaches of C2, such as for
example those of CoBase [4], are significant, in particular
the concepts of TAH and MTAH to model generalization
and specialization by hierarchies of concepts. However,
we estimate these systems remain demanding with respect
to the end-users. For example, in CoBase, the operators
used require a precise knowledge of the contents of the
database,. It does not detect the realizability of a query
only after its execution. CoBase can also generate false
answers. The users must also know the organization of the
database since they must specify the attributes which they
must release or not as well as the level of relieving of each
attribute.
In [2], no modification of SQL is necessary, which
constitutes an asset for the practical application of this
approach. The user is not solicited to make choices during
relieving, which can be hazardous, as it is the case in
several systems such as Flex, Vague [10] and CoBase, to
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quote only those.
In this approach, the relieving attributes are fixed by the
administrator of the database. This is the more significant,
since the approach suggested is addressed to end-users not
having the knowledge precise and detailed on the orga-
nization and the data which they consult. It is easier to
an expert to specify that a price attribute of a table of
the database is relaxable and than it can be used with the
terms ”weak” or ”accessible”. This is easier than to use the
operator ”Within” (100; 120; 150; 300) of CoBase. However,
this approach present limits at the level of the structures
which it uses. We quote:
a. The incremental maintenance of the base of knowl-
edge of the relaxable attributes (KBAR),
b. The clustering of the relaxable attributes without
fixing a priori the number of clusters; and
c. The problem of storage of the clusters and indexing
of the MTAH.
In the proposed approach, the clusters generated for each
relaxable attribute are not stored any more in the catalogue
of the DBMS. So, the maintenance of this meta-base does
not pose any problem. Indeed, to be able to trace the
lattices, it is quite simply necessary to charge an XML
file which makes it possible to recover all information
necessary to the tracing of these lattices. XML parsers
recover information and recall the lattice starting from the
methods of constructions of these structures. In this file are
backed up:
 The title of the lattice.
 Identifiers of the concepts, their positions with the
styles of the labels of the objects and attributes of the
concept.
 The set of data and attributes of each concept.
 The set of the arcs and the concepts which they bind.
This parser also allows curing the problem of storage of
the clusters and indexing of the MTAH.
The problem of clustering does not arise with this ap-
proach since the approaches of clustering suggested allow,
in addition to the optimization of the number of clusters, the
evaluation of the quality of the latter. Finally, at the level of
the requests addressed to large databases, the current top-k
query processing techniques focus on Boolean queries, and
cannot be applied to the large DB seen the gigantic number
of data. The majority of these systems uses an ad-hoc score
function f and delivers the k better answers of the total order
obtained by f. However, this score function remains difficult
to establish seen the voluminous number of data.
IX. CONCLUSION
Several algorithms of the top-k retrieval problem have
been introduced in recent years. Unfortunately, these
techniques cannot be applied to the large DB seen the
gigantic number of data. The majority of these systems
uses a score function which remains difficult to establish
seen the voluminous number of data.
In this paper, we have proposed a new approach for
top-k flexible queries taking into account another degree of
granularity in the process of the evaluation of the query.
The proposed approach consists of the following steps:
1) Generation the meta-DB, for this we apply a fuzzy
algorithm of clustering. Each cluster represents a set of data
verifying the same properties; 2) Deduction of the semantic
of the data, we represent the matrix obtained in the first
step under the form of fuzzy concept lattice (FCA); and 3)
Generation of the k better answers while proposing a new
operator called stratified operator for taking into account
the user’s preferences.
The contributions of this approach are (1) the extraction
of the dependencies between the search criteria to detect the
unrealizable query; (2) the optimal search of the relevant
data sources for a given query; (3) the automatic generation
of the k better answers. This work can be spread while
proposing to adapt our method to the large fuzzy DB.
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Abstract—Association Rule Mining is one of the most im-
portant tasks in data mining and it has been deeply studied
during last years. Recently several rule mining algorithms have
been developed due to many real-world applications. Most of
these studies have generally considered only precise data, which
means that items within each datum or transaction are defi-
nitely known and precise. However, there are also many real life
situations where the data is uncertain, which means that items
are expressed in terms of existential probabilities. In this paper,
a method for association rule mining from large, heterogeneous
and uncertain databases is proposed using an evolutionary
method named Genetic Network Programming (GNP). Some
other association rule mining methods can not handle uncertain
data directly, they are inapplicable or computational inefficient
under such a model. GNP uses direct graph structure and is
able to extract rules without generating frequent itemsets to
improve mining efficiency. The performance of the method is
evaluated through extensive experiments using real scientific
large-scale heterogeneous databases that show its effectiveness
and efficiency.
Keywords-Association rule mining; heterogeneous databases;
uncertain data; evolutionary computation.
I. INTRODUCTION
The continuously growing in the size and number of
databases in a variety of domains has boosted the develop of
several data mining methods during the last decade. There
is an increasing need to discover associations and relations
among large and heterogeneous databases, which may be
tackled by association rule mining. Actually, several associ-
ation rule mining algorithms have been proposed. Most of
them assume a data model, which transactions capture the
doubtless facts about items contained in each transaction,
that is, they handle precise data, such as databases of market
basket transactions, web logs and click streams where the
user definitely knows whether an item is present in, or
is absent from, a transaction in the databases. However,
in many other applications, the existence of an item in
a transaction is best captured by a likelihood measure or
probability, for example, a medical dataset may contain a
list of patients as records (tuples) and for each record a set
of symptoms or illnesses that a patient suffers as the items.
Applying association analysis on such dataset allows to
discover any potential correlation among the symptoms and
illnesses, a physician may highly suspect (but cannot guar-
antee) that a patient suffers some disease. The uncertainty
of such suspicion can be expressed in terms of existential
probability. Other examples of uncertain datasets are pattern
recognition databases where image processing techniques
are applied on a picture to extract features that indicate the
presence or absence of certain objects in an area, but due to
noises and limited resolution, the presence of an object is
ofter uncertain and expressed as probability.
Many of the developed algorithms for uncertain mining
have been focused on data mining tasks like clustering and
classification of uncertain data [1]. With respect to associa-
tion rule mining of uncertain data, Chui et al.[2] proposed
an Apriori-based algorithm called U-Apriori and introduced
a trimming strategy to reduce the number of candidates
that need to be counted by the algorithm. To speed up the
mining process, they also proposed a decremental pruning
technique, however as an Apriori-based algorithm, U-Apriori
relies on the candidate generate-and-test paradigm. Kai-San
Leung et al. [3] have tried to reduce the searching space by
adding constraints given by users, but the scalability issues
have not been described.
In this paper, a method for mining association rules
from uncertain data is proposed using an evolutionary opti-
mization algorithm named Genetic Network Programming
(GNP). There have been some proposals of association
rule mining using GNP [4][5], however all of them use
certain data. The advantages of the proposed method are
as follows: (1). It is widely known that the search space
of frequent patterns from precise data is very huge, and
from uncertain data is even much bigger. Thus, the proposed
method extracts rules directly without generating the fre-
quent patterns. (2). The support and confidence are the most
used framework to evaluate the association rules. However,
this measurements are not longer valid for probabilistic
datasets. GNP provides the flexibility to use any correlation
measure either independently or combined. Thus, in this
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paper hyper-lift and hyper-confidence proposed in [6] are
used. (3). The scalability issue is not an important concern
in other algorithms since most of them deal with mining
frequent patterns, which is computationally expensive and
therefore use relatively small datasets. In this paper, large-
scale and heterogeneous databases are mainly focused.
The following sections of this paper are organized as
follows: In Section II, the uncertain data model is presented,
the concepts and explanations of general association rules
are introduced in Section III, the outline of GNP is briefly
reviewed in Section IV where also the method for rule ex-
traction from uncertain data is presented. Simulation results
are described in Section V, and finally, conclusion and future
work are given in Section VI.
II. UNCERTAIN DATA MODEL
Because of the uncertainty in various real-life situations,
users may not be certain about the presence or absence of an
item x in a transaction ti. They may suspect the presence
of x in ti, but cannot guarantee. The uncertainty of such
suspicion can be expressed in terms of existential probability
P (x, ti), which indicates the likelihood of x being present
in ti in a probabilistic database D of uncertain data. The
existential probability P (x, ti) ranges from a positive value
close to 0, which indicates that x has an insignificantly
low chance to be present in D, to a value of 1, which
indicates that x is definitely present. Applying this notion
to the traditional databases of precise data, each item of any
transaction can be viewed as an item with a 100% likelihood
of being present in such a transaction.
III. ASSOCIATION RULES
A transaction database consist of a series of transactions,
each of them containing a subset of available items[7]. Let
I = {A1, A2, . . . Al} be a set of attributes. Let G be a set of
transactions,where each transaction T is a set of attributes
such that T ⊆ I . Associated with each transaction is a
unique identifier whose set is called TID. A transaction
T contains X , a set of some attributes in I , if X ⊆ I . An
association rule is an implication of the form of X ⇒ Y ,
whereX ⊂ I , Y ⊂ I , andX∩Y = ∅.X is called antecedent
and Y is called consequent of the rule. Both are called
itemsets. In general, an itemset is a non-empty subset of I .
There are some assumptions in our model, 1) transactions
occur randomly following a homogeneous Poisson process.
2) all items occur independently of each other and for each
item exist a probability of being contained in a transaction.
Looking at the observed co-occurrences counts for all
pairs of two items Ai and Aj , in a dataset with N transac-
tions, it is possible to form an n × n contingency table. Each
cell can be modeled by a random variable Cij , which given
fixed marginal counts ci and cj , follows a hyper-geometric
distribution. In the case of two itemsets X and Y , the
random variable CXY follows a hyper-geometric distribution
with the counts of the itemsets as its parameter [6], that
is, the probability of counting exactly k transactions, which
contain the two independent itemsets X and Y is given by:












The probability of counting more than k transactions is:
P (CXY > k) = 1−
k∑
i=0
P (CXY = i) (2)
The contingency table is shown in Table I.
Table I




X CXY CX − CXY CX
¬X CY − CXY (N − CY )− (CX − CXY ) N − CX∑
col CY N − CY N
( N : the number of transactions (= |TID|) )
A. Hyper-Lift
The expected value of a random variable CXY for the





Therefore, lift can be written as:




However, it works well for items with a relatively high oc-
currence frequency. Thus, for relatively infrequent itemsets
the hyper-lift is defined as:




where, Qδ(CXY ) is the quantile distribution. The minimal
value of the δ quantile of the distribution of CXY is defined
by the following inequalities:
P (CXY < Qδ(CXY )) ≤ δ , and
P (CXY > Qδ(CXY )) ≤ 1− δ
(6)
B. Hyper-confidence
The hyper-confidence is defined directly by the probability
of realizing a count smaller that the observed co-occurrence
count cXY given the marginal counts cX and cY as follows:




P (CXY = i)
(7)
where P (CXY = i) is calculated using Equation 1.
Note that hyper-confidence is equivalent to a special
case of Fisher’s exact test, the one-sided test on 2 × 2
contingency tables. In this case, the p-value is directly
obtained from the hyper-geometric distribution, which is
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computationally negligible compared to the effort of count-
ing support and finding frequent itemsets. Furthermore, for
the application of mining association rules where only rules
with positively correlated elements are of interest, a one-side
test as used here is much more appropriate.
Therefore, the problem of mining probabilistic association
rules from uncertain data is to find all rules that are highly
likely to be interesting, that is, satisfying the minimum
hyper-confidence threshold.
hyper-confidence(X ⇒ Y ) ≥ minhyper−conf , and
hyper-lift(X ⇒ Y ) ≥ 1
(8)
IV. GENETIC NETWORK PROGRAMMING
Genetic Network Programming (GNP) is one of the evo-
lutionary optimization algorithms, which evolves directed
graph structures as solutions instead of strings (Genetic
Algorithms) or trees (Genetic Programming) [8], [9], [10].
The main aim of developing GNP was to deal with dynamic
environments efficiently by using the higher expression
ability of graph structures.
The basic structure of GNP is shown in Fig. 1. The
graph structure is composed of three types of nodes that are
connected on a network structure: a start node, judgment
nodes (diamonds), and processing nodes (circles). Judgment
nodes are the set of J1, J2, . . . , Jp, which work as if-
then conditional decision functions and they return judgment
results for assigned inputs and determine the next node to
be executed. Processing nodes are the set of P1, P2, . . . ,
Pq , which work as action/processing functions. The start
node determines the first node to be executed. The nodes
transition begins from the start node, however there are no
terminal nodes. After the start node is executed, the next
node is determined according to the node’s connections and
judgment results.
Figure 1. Basic structure of GNP
The gene structure of GNP (node i) is shown in Fig. 2.
The set of these genes represents the genotype of GNP-
individuals. NTi describes the node type, NTi = 0 when
node i is the start node, NTi = 1 when node i is a judgment
node and NTi = 2 when node i is a processing node.
IDi is an identification number, for example, NTi = 1 and
IDi = 1 mean node i is J1. Ci1, Ci2, . . . , denote the nodes,
Figure 2. Gene structure of GNP (node i)
which are connected from node i firstly, secondly, . . . , and
so on depending on the arguments of node i. di and dij
are the delay time, which are the time required to execute
the judgment or processing of node i and the delay time of
transition from node i to node j, respectively.
In this paper, the execution time delay di and the transition
time delay dij are not considered. All GNP-individuals in a
population have the same number of nodes.
The characteristics of GNP are described as follows. (1)
The judgment and processing nodes are repeatedly used
in GNP, therefore the structure becomes compact and an
efficient evolution of GNP is obtained. (2) Since the number
of nodes is defined in advance, GNP can find the solutions
of the problems without bloating, which can be sometimes
found in Genetic Programming (GP). (3) Nodes that are not
used at the current program execution will be used for future
evolution. (4) GNP is able to cope with partially observable
Markov processes. (5) The node transition in GNP individual
is executed according to its node connections without any
terminal nodes.
In the conventional GNP-based mining method, the at-
tributes of the database correspond to the judgment nodes
in GNP. Association rules are represented by the connections
of nodes. Candidate rules are obtained by genetic operations.
Rule extraction using GNP is done without identifying
frequent itemsets used in Apriori-like methods [11]. There-
fore, this method extracts important rules sufficient enough
for user’s purpose in a short time. The association rules
extracted are stored in a pool through generations. The
fundamental difference with other evolutionary methods is
that GNP evolves in order to store new interesting rules
in the pool, not to obtain the individual with the highest
fitness value. GNP method has also advantages over other
evolutionary methods such as Genetic Algorithms (GA) and
Genetic Programming (GP). For GA-based methods [12],
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there are limitations in the number of association rules
extracted because they are represented in individuals. In GP-
base methods [13], an individual is usually represented by
a tree with attribute values in the functions (e.g., logical,
relational or mathematical operators) of the internal nodes.
An individual’s tree can grow in size and shape in a very
dynamical way making it very difficult to understand for real
applications.
A. GNP for rule extraction in a uncertain database
In this section, a general association rule mining method
for uncertain databases is proposed using GNP. Let Ai be an
attribute in an uncertain database and its value an existential
probability. Each attribute Ai is associated with ai, which
is a threshold value. One of the features of the proposed
method is to evolve the threshold ai along with the evolution
of GNP in order to obtain as many rules as possible [14].
The initial threshold ai is determined as follows: (1). The
mean µi and standard deviation σi of every attribute Ai is
calculated. (2). The initial threshold is selected randomly
from the interval [µi − αiσi, µi + αiσi], where αi is a
parameter that determines the size of the interval. Then, the
initial threshold is evolved by mutation in every generation
of GNP. Once the threshold ai is selected for all attributes,
each value of the attribute Ai is checked to verify whether it
is greater than the threshold ai in the judgment nodes of the
GNP individuals. The evolution of the thresholds is carried
out by introducing an additional parameter that determines
the mutation rate tr. In this paper, the mutation rate tr is
gradually adjusted as it is described in [14].
1) Rule Representation: Attributes and its values corre-
spond to the functions of judgment nodes in GNP. Associ-
ation rules are represented as the connections of nodes .
Fig. 3 shows a sample of the connection of nodes in GNP
for probabilistic association rule mining. P1 is a processing
node and is a starting point of association rules. ”A1 ≥ a1”,
”A2 ≥ a2”, ”A3 ≥ a3” and ”A4 ≥ a4” in Fig. 3 denote
the functions of judgment nodes. Association rules are
represented by the connections of these nodes, for example,
(A1 ≥ a1)⇒ (A2 ≥ a2), (A1 ≥ a1)∧ (A2 ≥ a2)⇒ (A3 ≥
a3), (A1 ≥ a1)∧ (A2 ≥ a2)∧ (A3 ≥ a3)⇒ (A4 ≥ a4) and
(A1 ≥ a1) ∧ (A2 ≥ a2)⇒ (A3 ≥ a3) ∧ (A4 ≥ a4).
Judgment nodes in GNP are used to examine the attribute
values of database tuples and processing nodes calculate the
measurements of association rules. Judgment nodes deter-
mine the next node by a judgment result. Each judgment
node has two connections Continue-side and Skip-side. The
Continue-side of the judgment node is connected to another
judgment node. Skip-side of the judgment node is connected
to the next numbered processing node. If the attribute value
is greater or equal to ai, then move to the Continue-side. If
the attribute value is less than ai, then the transition goes
for the Skip-side.
Figure 3. A connection of nodes in GNP for probabilistic association rule
mining
Figure 4. Basic structure of GNP for uncertain association rule mining
A basic structure of GNP-individual for association rule
mining is shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4, the Skip-side of
judgment nodes is abbreviated. Each processing node has an
inherent numeric order (P1, P2, . . . , Ps) and is connected
to a judgment node. Start node connects to P1. For each
judgment node, the examinations of attribute values start
and in case to move to the Continue-side continuously, the
connection is obligatorily transfered to the next processing
node using the Skip-node when the maximum number of
attributes (MaxLength) in the rule is reached. When the
examination of the attribute values of tuple TID = 1 from
the starting point Ps ends, then GNP examines the next tuple
TID = 2 from P1 likewise. Therefore, all tuples in the
database are examined.
2) Rule Measurements: In GNP the number of tuples
moving to the Continue-side are counted up and they are
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used for calculation of the measurements In upper side of
Fig. 3, a, b, c and d are the number of tuples moving to
the Continue-side at each judgment node when the attribute
values are greater or equal to a1, a2, a3 and a4, respectively.
In the proposed method the significance of the associa-
tions are measured via the hyper-geometric distribution used
in classical statistics. For example in lower side of Fig. 3
it is possible to calculate the number of tuples going to
the Continue-Side of A3 and A3 ∧ A4 if the connection of
node P1 is changed from node A1 ≥ a1 to node A3 ≥ a3.
This procedure is repeated like a chain operation in each
generation. The extracted important association rules are
stored in a local pool all together through generations. When
an important rule is extracted by GNP, the redundancy of
the attributes is checked and it is also checked whether the
important rule is new or not, that is, whether the rule is
already in the local pool or not.
3) Genetic Operations: Changing an attribute to another
one or adding some attributes in the rules would be con-
sidered as candidates of important rules. These rules can
be obtained effectively by GNP genetic operations, because
mutation and crossover will change the connections or
contents of the nodes.
Three kinds of genetic operators are used for judgment
nodes: GNP-crossover, GNP-mutation-1 (change the connec-
tions) and GNP-mutation-2 (change the function of nodes).
• GNP-Crossover: uniform crossover is used. Judgment
nodes are selected as the crossover nodes with the
probability of Pc. Two parents exchange the gene of
the corresponding crossover nodes.
• GNP-Mutation-1: Mutation-1 operator affects one in-
dividual. The connection of the judgment nodes is
changed randomly by mutation rate of Pm1.
• GNP-Mutation-2: Mutation-2 operator also affects one
individual. This operator changes the functions of the
judgment nodes by a given mutation rate Pm2.
On the other hand, all the connections of the processing
nodes are changed randomly. At each generation, all GNP-
individuals are replaced with the new ones by the following
criteria: The GNP-individuals are ranked by their fitness
values and the best one-third GNP-individuals are selected.
After that, these GNP-individuals are reproduced three times
for the next generation using the genetic operators described
before.
If the probabilities of crossover (Pc) and mutation
(Pm1, Pm2) are set at small values, then the same rules in the
pool may be extracted repeatedly and GNP tends to converge
prematurely at an early stage. If the probability of mutation
is set at high values, then some genetic characteristics of the
individuals might be lost. These parameter values are chosen
experimentally avoiding these issues.
4) Heterogeneity Level: The heterogeneity level of rule






; k = 1, 2, . . . , T (9)
where,
nak(r) is the number of attributes in rule r (antecedent
and consequent), which belong to database k.
NAk is the number of attributes of database k.
T is the number of heterogeneous databases.
The heterogeneity level of rule r measures the ratio of
attributes that exist in the rules, which belong to one or
another database. hl(r) ≥ γ, where γ is a threshold value
for the heterogeneity level. It ensures that every rule contains
at least one attribute per every heterogeneous database. γ
is defined experimentally and its value decreases when the
number of databases increases.
5) Fitness of GNP: The number of processing nodes and
judgment nodes in each GNP-individual is determined based
on experimentation depending on the number of attributes
processed. All GNP-individuals in a population have the
same number of nodes. The connections of the nodes and
the functions of the judgment nodes at an initial generation
are determined randomly for each GNP-individual.




{hc(r)+ αnew(r) + hl(r)(NAA(r)− 1) +
hl(r)(NAC(r)− 1)}
(10)
The terms in Eq. (10) are as follows:
Q: set of suffixes of extracted important association
rules satisfying (8)
hc(r): value of hyper-confidence(r) of rule r
αnew(r): additional constant defined by
αnew(r) =
{
αnew (rule r is new)
0 (rule r has been already extracted)
(11)
hl(r): heterogeneity level of rule r.
NAA(r): the number of attributes in the antecedent of
rule r.
NAC(r): the number of attributes in the consequent of
rule r.
Constant αnew(r) in Eq. 10 is defined empirically based
on the values of hyper-confidence(r). Thus, αnew(r) = 0.3.
NAA(r) ≤ MaxLength and NAC(r) ≤ MaxLength.
MaxLength = 2T + 1, where T is the number of hetero-
geneous databases.
hc(r), NAA(r) and NAC(r), and αnew(r) are concerned
with the importance, complexity and novelty of rule r,
respectively. The fitness represents the potential to extract
new rules.
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V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In order to test and validate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed method, two real-time scientific databases from UCI
ML Repository [15] and World Data System (WDS) [16]
were taken to conduct the experiments, which are frequently
used in data mining community. Both of them contains
heterogeneous spatial-temporal data and they are suitable
for mining general association rules. The first one (“A”
dataset) is El Nino dataset and contains oceanographic and
surface meteorological readings taken from a series of buoys
positioned throughout the equatorial Pacific. The second one
(“B” dataset) correspond to the weather information of the
Pacific Ocean taken by sensors of World Ocean Circulation
Experiment (WOCE).
A. Experiment Setting
Both datasets are combined taken into account the
date and each attribute is separated into two correspond-
ing attributes according to their values. For instance, if
Latitude ≤ 0 correspond to the Latitude = South. In this
experiment, data only from one year (1993) is considered.
Thus, one large database is generated (36 attributes × 20609
records), then the data is normalized between the interval [0,
1] and these values are used as existential probabilities.
1) Parameters of GNP: The population size of GNP is
120. The number of processing nodes and judgment nodes in
each GNP individual are 10 and 75, respectively. The maxi-
mum number of changing the connections of the processing
nodes (MaxLenght) in each generation is 2(2) + 1 = 5.
The conditions of crossover and mutation are Pc = 1/5,
Pm1 = 1/3 and Pm2 = 1/5. The termination condition
is 100 generations. 10 runs were executed and the results
are given as an average. These parameters were selected
through experimentation. All algorithms were coded in Java
language. Experiments were performed on a 3.2GHz Intel
Xeon PC with 12G of main memory, running Windows 7
Ultimate 64bits.
Table II shows some examples of the rules extracted
by GNP. The termination “A” or “B” of each attribute
means the correspondence to its dataset. From Table II,
the rules extracted by GNP are simple due to the small
number of itemsets, which contribute to their understandabil-
ity. Although the GNP-based data mining method extracts
significant number of rules in a short period of time, it does
not extract all the possible rules. Instead, it extracts rules
with higher quality as it is shown in Table II.
Fig. 5 shows the number of extracted rules according
to the number of generations using the complete database
and minhyper−conf ≥ 0.9 . It can be seen that most of
the association rules are extracted at earlier generations
becoming stable at later generations, which improves the
performance of the method.
Fig. 6 shows the number of extracted rules for different
values of minimum hyper-confidence. Fig. 6 shows that
Figure 5. Number of extracted rules vs. number of generations
Figure 6. Number of extracted rules vs. min hyper-confidence
Figure 7. Processing Time vs. database size
when the minimum hyper-confidence increases, the number
of association rules decreases because the conditions become
more strict and fewer rules are able to satisfy them.
Fig. 7 shows the processing time for extraction of associ-
ation rules when the database size varies. Fig. 7 shows that
the processing time increases linearly when the database size
increases.
Fig. 8 shows the processing time for extraction of associ-
ation for different values of hyper-confidence. Fig. 8 shows
that the processing time does not vary significantly when
hyper-confidence changes.
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Table II
EXAMPLES OF RULES EXTRACTED BY GNP. GENERATIONS=100,minhyper−conf ≥ 0.9
Association Rules Hyper-Conf.
IF Sea Surf Temp = High A ∧ Latitude = South B, THEN Longitude = West B ∧ Rel Hum = High B ∧ Precip = High B 1.0
IF Longitude=West A ∧ Zon Winds=West A ∧ Humidity=Low A, THEN Precip = High B ∧ Temp Water = Low B 0.9871
IF Temp Air=High A ∧ Speed=High B, THEN Meridional Winds= South A ∧ Rel Hum = High B 0.9962
IF Pressure Atm=High B ∧ Temp Air=Low A ∧ Sea Surf Temp = High A, THEN Longitude = West B ∧ Temp Water = High B 1.0
IF Temp Air=Low B ∧ Zon Winds=West A ∧ Latitude=South B, THEN Rel Hum = High B ∧ Precip = High B 1.0
Figure 8. Processing Time vs. min hyper-confidence
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
A method for association rule mining from uncertain
databases has been proposed using GNP. An uncertain
database includes the existential probability of every item
in a transaction. Traditional approaches count the frequency
of the itemsets. The proposed method can extract directly
important rules without calculating the frequency and the
conditions of important association rules can be flexibly
defined by users. The performance of the rule extraction has
been evaluated using real data sets. The results shows that
the proposed method has the potential to realize associations
considering heterogeneous databases and may be applied for
rule discovery from probabilistic databases in several other
fields. For future work, the method will be extended to deal
with large and heterogeneous scientific databases combined
with web data.
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Abstract—Nowadays, one of the main challenges in computer
science is to process the large amount of data available in
diverse data sources, such as databases or files, in order
to find useful information. For this purpose, it is required
specialized tools that process raw data in a smart way to
discover knowledge. In this paper, we present the design of
a data warehouse and a tool called TDR (Tool Drill-Roll)
that allow to discover knowledge from the database SEER
(Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results) from the Cancer
Institute in the United States of America, which has more than
five million of records. The data warehouse is designed using a
multidimensional approach and the TDR tool allows to exploit
interesting information from SEER using drill-down and roll-
up (two operators of On line Analytical Processing (OLAP)).
The data warehouse can be seen at many levels of granularity.
Our developed TDR tool allows knowing the statistics of the
incidence, mortality and survival of patients with cancer along
of years and extract useful information related to this disease
that could be used to establish a relation between certain
characteristics of patients that has an specific type of cancer.
The knowledge discovered by our TDR tool could be of interest
for government, health care institutes or research community
for decision making. The main contribution of this paper is
the discovery of new knowledge from the SEER database. The
methodology used to design the data warehouse and the TDR
tool could be applied to others domains with minimal changes.
Keywords-data warehouse; OLAP; drill-down; roll-up; cancer-
database.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cancer is a disease fundamentally characterized by un-
controlled growth of malignant cells (known as carcinogenic
or cancerous). The associated terminology with the issue of
cancer is between benign and malignant tumors. A tumor
or neoplasm is any abnormal growth of cell, which may be
either benign or malignant. A benign tumor remains confined
to its original location. It neither invades surrounding normal
tissue nor spreads to distant body sites. In contrast, a
malignant tumor is capable both of invading adjacent normal
tissue and of spreading to others tissues and organs [1].
There are more than 100 different types of cancer. Most
cancers are named for the organ or type of cell in which
they start [2]. According to a report presented in 2010 of the
U.S Population [3] approximately 789,620 men and 739,940
women will be diagnosed with cancer. Also, it is estimated
that 569,490 men and women will die due to cancer in 2010
considering all cities in the United States of America.
In this paper, we present the construction of a data ware-
house and a software tool called TDR to exploit interesting
information related with records of patients with cancer in
the United Stated of America using OLAP. We use informa-
tion provided by the SEER (Surveillance, Epidemiology, and
End Results) database which contain records of patients with
different types of cancer from 1978 to 2007. Our design is
based on a multidimensional approach for building the data
warehouse. We created a six dimensional model that allows
to uncover and grouping information not yet discovered with
different levels of granularity. The multidimensional model
was built in SQL language. To query the data warehouse
we implemented a tool called TDR (Tool Drill-Roll) that
incorporates the operators drill-down, roll-up and slice-
dice. This operators acts on the defined hierarchies for
exploring and visualizing the information at different levels
of granularity. This ability makes our tool very useful to
discover new knowledge from the SEER database that could
be used by National Cancer Institute for decision making.
TDR is a friendly tool that present information in tabular
and graphical form making its use more easy to the end user.
TDR has a browser of information which displays 3D graphs
of the results of OLAP operators. Our design methodology
for the data warehouse could be applied to different domains
or databases with minimal changes.
Unlike well known tools for multidimensional analysis as
Business Object [4] and Talend [5], the TDR tool presented
in this work allows greater flexibility to add ad-hoc analysis
on the data, and the possibility of calling proper functions
at the time the data is being manipulated visually. In addi-
tion, our tool allows visualizing the discovered information
displaying the recovered data in a 3D bar chart.
The rest of this document is organized as follows: next
section presents an overview of the literature, describing
general and related concepts and techniques. Section 3
describes the design process of the proposed data warehouse,
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explaining the dimensional approach and how hierarchies
were defined. Section 4 describes the six-dimensional data
cube designed in this work. Section 5 presents the architec-
ture of the TDR tool. In Section 6 are presented the results
achieved in this work and a discussion of them. Finally,
Section 7 presents the conclusions of this work.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The concept of data warehouse was defined by W. H
Inmon [6] as a subject-oriented, integrated, time variant and
non-volatile collection of data in support of managements
decision making process. Another definition states that a
data warehouse is a collection of large amount of data or
a repository (collection of resources that can be accessed to
retrieve information) of organizations electronically stored
data, useful to generate reports [7]. The data warehouse
paradigm provides architectures and tools for business exec-
utives to systematically organize, understand, and use their
data to make strategic decisions. Data warehouse systems
are valuable tools in today competitive, fast-evolving world.
The data warehouse management is a relational database
that contains the data that is collected from a server that is
a data collection target. This data is used to generate the
reports for the System Data collection sets, and can also be
used to create custom reports.
The drill-down, roll-up and slice-dice operators are in-
cluded in the design of a data warehouse manager. These
operators allow the user to view the data at differing degrees
of summarization. The first operator, drill-down builds a
view to go from a general level of granularity to an specific
level. The roll-up operator works in inverse sense to drill-
down, roll-up builds a view to go from an specific level to
a general level.
The data warehouse paradigm has been used in many busi-
ness contexts. Recently, it is being used in the biomedical
field such as biological science on clinical and genomic
data [8]. The objective is to improve the capabilities of
the On-line Analytical Processing (OLAP) to make effective
medical decisions [9]. In the literature, there are few works
related to a multidimensional approach for processing data
in the domain of cancer disease. In [10] Wahet al. devel-
oped a complete multidimensional model design of a data
warehousing for a Lymphoma cancer used the relevant infor-
mation from the Internet. They proposed a six dimensional
model. However, in this work the design of hierarchies is
not considered as we do in our work.
III. DATA WAREHOUSE ARCHITECTURE
A. Database description
The study presented in this work uses the new version of
SEER [2] database during the years from 1973 to 2007 with
5,178,804 records covering to eight cancer types (breast,
colon and rectum, respiratory, female genital, urinary, male
genital, lymphoma in all sites, leukemia, and digestive). We
# Item name Positions Length
1 Patient ID number 01-08 8
2 Registry ID 09-18 10
3 Marital Status at DX 19-19 1
4 Race/Ethnicity 20-21 2
7 Sex 24-24 1
8 Age at diagnosis 25-27 3
12 Month of diagnosis 37-38 2
13 Year of diagnosis 39-42 4
20 Grade 58-58 1
21 Diagnostic Confirmation 59-59 1
87 Age Recode < 1 Year olds 183-184 2
107 SEER Summary Stage 1977 231-231 1
108 SEER Summary Stage 2000 232-232 1
115 Vital Status recode 255-255 1
TABLE I
ATTRIBUTES SELECTED FROM MULTIDIMENSIONAL MODEL.
organized the information of this database in dimensional
tables to exploit information of patients with any type of
cancer. Our study uses the attributes show in Table I of
Computer Record Format (CRF) of SEER data fields.
B. Facts and Dimensional Hierarchies
The number of patients with cancer has been increasing in
recent years. It could be interesting to know the statistics of
the incidence, mortality or survival along of years and extract
useful information related of the disease and establish a
relation between certain attributes of patients that has a type
of cancer. Therefore, the most important characteristics of a
data warehouse is the fact table that allows to quantify the
number of incidences of cancer recorded. Our study consists
in the quantification of medical cancer events that happened
on certain dates, we can view how many patients are alive
or dead with an specific type of cancer and with certain
characteristics related to sex, group of age at diagnosis
(child, young, adult, senior), marital status. The design of
the data warehouse is based on a dimensional approach.
In this approach, the design is guided by the definition of
hierarchies that allows to exploit data at different granularity
levels. These hierarchies are designed from the tables in
SEER database according to the hierarchical relation among
the fields in such tables. In this work, these hierarchies are
expressed as a direct acyclic graph. One example of these
hierarchies is shown in Figure 1. In this figure, to the left
there is the hierarchy of the fields in the corresponding
dimension. Each node in the hierarchy is referred as a
category. To the right of the figure is the same hierarchy but
in terms of the possible values for each category. The pos-
sible values for category group study type are microscopical
and non-microscopical confirmed. In the next level of this
hierarchy is the category name with values positive histology,
positive cytology, etc. Hierarchies, categories and values play
an important role in the design and implementation of the
proposed data warehouse in this work.
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Figure 1. Hierarchy model from dimension type of study
All information in tables of SEER database are related
by means of a table of facts called medical facts. This
table stores facts about patients such as if they are alive
or dead with due to specific type of cancer and with
certain characteristics related of sex, age group of diagnosis
(child, young, adult, senior), marital status among others
characteristics.
This characteristics are called variables, and they are
variables of interest tracked by the TDR tool. The diagram
of the table of facts allows to build reports that answer
questions such as:
• The number of patients of black race diagnosed with
breast cancer from 1990 to 2000.
• The number of women died due to mama cancer.
• The predominant marital status of patients having colon
rectal cancer.
IV. MULTIDIMENSIONAL DATA CUBE
We created OLAP cubes from a data model in order to
obtain answers to questions such as the ones listed at the end
of section III-B. An OLAP cube is not strictly a cuboid [11],
it is the name given to the process of linking data from the
different dimensions. In this work the data cube is created
using four out of seven available dimensions.
Figure 2 shows a cuboid using three dimensions. To the
right of this figure it is shown the four ways of data can
be explored from this cube by fixing categories and values
at each dimension. In this work we use a data cube defined
by four dimensions (X , Y , Z, W ) instead three. This data
cube is commonly known as a teserac. For dimension four
(Z), we fix one from all possible values for this dimension.
Then the associated cuboid given by (X , Y , Z) is processed
by OLAP operators in order to get the four possible view
of data.
A. Refinement OLAP operators or querying manipulation
The main advantage when building a data warehouse is
the use of operators for facilitating the aggregation (con-
solidation) or the disaggregation (division) of data. The
operator roll-up (aggregation) allows to eliminate a grouping
criterion. The drill-down operator (disaggregation) allows to
introduce a new grouping criterion. These operators allow
querying the data source that can not be done using tradi-
tional operations like selections, projections, concatenations
or groupings.
Drill-down and roll-up OLAP operators make extensive
processing of hierarchies described in Section III-B. When
a dimension is selected in the teserac, all records of patients
in the data source are considered for querying (no grouping
restrictions are given). The hierarchies associated to the
selected dimensions are reset to the root node. From this
point, an specialized query can be done by selecting one
of the reached categories from the root node in one of the
hierarchies. The result is the selection of an slice, a subset
of data such as the ones shown in Figure 2. Several selected
slices form a dice. For example, when a category is selected,
all values for this category define several slices from the data
cube, that is, they define a dice.
If we want to descend in a hierarchy, we need to fix
a value for the current category, which means to reduce
the data set only to that records meeting the condition
category = value. Now, for the new data subset we can
repeat the same process in case more descendants exist in
the hierarchy. Each time we perform a drill down operation a
new condition given by the expression category=value must
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Figure 2. Cuboid and four ways to explore data
be satisfied, together with the previous conditions. So, the
drill-down operator defines a path that specifies a set of
conditions that group data for specialized querying. Drill
down operator can be applied over any dimension at any
time. The data grouped by the drill down operator is dis
grouped by the roll up operator. This means that we need to
go back one condition in the current built path. Doing this
causes the immediately previous data set be recovered and
used for querying.
Both drill down and roll up operators allow to obtain a
measure of facts, with restrictions given by the conditions
imposed over dimensions. The number of possible data
subsets that can be explored is given by the numbers of
paths that can be formed from the hierarchies, from the root
node to each leaf in the graph.
V. A GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE FOR THE
MULTIDIMENSIONAL MODEL
We built a software tool called TDR to get data out for
users by applying the drill down and roll operators up over
the SEER database. However, this tool allows operate over
any other database with minimal changes.
All information about the dimensions, facts and hierar-
chies is stored in a database, so, this tool is scalable to
support new dimensions or hierarchies. In the reports we
focus on a single variable from the table of facts, like
“survival” or “mortality”. This is also possible for the user
to select the tracked variable.
Users can decide how to explore data in the SEER
database by selecting any of the available dimensions pre-
sented in Section 2.3. For each dimension, the user can go
down across the hierarchy associated to that dimension for
a more specialized query. If required, the user can go back
the hierarchy or select a different dimension at any time.
Always a dimension is selected, the associated hierarchy
is recovered and the navigation starts form the root node.
Drill down is the main operator for doing specialized queries
to the database. At the beginning, suppose that one of the
selected dimensions is “age”. The hierarchy associated to
this dimension indicates that the first criterion is “year of
diagnosis”. Then, the tool presents all possible values in the
facts for this given current criterion. If the user wants to
descend in this hierarchy, he performs a drill down operator
by selecting one of the possibles values of this current
criterion. The hierarchy associated to dimension “age” in-
dicates that the next criterion is “month of diagnosis”, so
now we see in the output all possible values for this now
current criterion. The user can proceed in the same way
until no more descendants exist in the hierarchy. A roll up
operation on a hierarchy causes the grouping done by the
previous drill down operation be dissolved. Slice and dice
operations are implemented by selecting specific values for
current categories selected in dimension Z and dimension
four. Dimension Z is assigned to the tracked variables in
the fact table. The fourth dimension is traversed by its
corresponding hierarchy. In this case all possibles values for
the current criterion in the hierarchy is not shown in the
table of results due to this table will be very large in the
browser. Instead, just a single value is considered at a time,
which ca be selected from a combo box.
The software tool uses a plotting library for 3D graph-
ics that can be downloaded from [12]. All tables needed
for operating like dimensions and hierarchies are stored
in a database in MySQL. The tool uses the dimensions:
age-dimension, cancer-dimension, marital-status-dimension,
race-ethnicity-dimension, sex-dimension, study-dimen-sion.
Our developed tool uses four dimensions that can be
selected among the ones previously registered. From these
dimensions the user can determine the search criterion for
answering a given question for example “How many women
died because of a not solid cancer type in the year 1990?”.
In this case, the user must select the dimensions sex, cancer-
type and age-diagnosis. If user wanted specialize the above
query, he only needs to do a drill down operation on any
of the available dimensions, for example, specializing the
above query to the month September in the same year of
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1990.
VI. RESULTS
In this study, we used the TDR tool to obtain new and
relevant knowledge about cases of cancer in patients that live
or die in the United States between the year 1973 to 2007.
In the first analysis we obtained the rate of mortality and
survival of women with mama cancer. The results shown
104677 widowed women died due to mama cancer and
83448 survived. For this case, the rate of mortality and
survival is shown in the equations 1, 2 respectively. For the
case of single women, the rate of mortality of single women
is 31.67% and the rate of survival is 68.33%. These results
show that the mortality in widowed women is higher that in
single women. However, the survival rate for married women
is 71%, being the highest. It seem to be that the marital status
has an important effect asociated with the mortality and the









In US, rectal colon cancer is the fourth cancer with more
incidence. It is more common in old people (around 50s)
and risk increasing with age. In our study we observe that
this cancer type affects in equal number to women and men.
This keeps true for patients that survive to this cancer.
Another interesting uncovered fact is that most of the
realized studies for detection of cancer were confirmed
microscopically. It seems to be that patients rely on this
technique. We observe that the number of died patients
due to mama cancer diagnosed microscopically is higher
than the number of survived patients. In this case, the
number of patients died due to not solid cancer (leukemia)
diagnosed using any kind of study (not a microscopically
study) is around 10287. The number of cases confirmed
microscopically were 272913 and the case confirmed not
microscopically were 9673.
VII. CONCLUSION
This work presented the development of a data warehouse
based on the SEER database to find relevant and useful
knowledge in data. We developed a tool called TDR that
makes extensively use of operators drill-down, roll-up, and
slice-dice to explore data at different granularity levels. We
found interesting information on the SEER database such as
the mortality and survival rate of patients for different types
of cancer. The development of data warehouse required of
some considerations. First, data cleaning played the most
critical role in the data warehouse development. It is a time
consuming task that must be handled thoroughly to avoid
no useful data. Second, the structure of the data warehouse
is designed in a flexible way allowing further extensions
and adaptation to other domains databases. Finally, the
dimensional approach used for the construction of the data
warehouse allowed defined the granularity of queries at
different levels.
The results presented in this work can be extended or new
knowledge could be explored using our TDR tool. The end
user has fully freedom to form questions and getting the
answers using our tool. For example, “How many women
were diagnosed with breast cancer in 1980?”.
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Abstract—The traditional approach to epidemiological
research is to analyse data in an explicit statistical fashion,
attempting to answer a question or test a hypothesis. However,
increasing experience in the application of data mining and
exploratory data analysis methods suggests that valuable
information can be obtained from large datasets using these
less constrained approaches. Available data mining techniques,
such as clustering, have mainly been applied to cross-sectional
point-in-time data. However, health datasets often include
repeated observations for individuals and so researchers are
interested in following their health trajectories. This requires
methods for analysis of multiple-points-over-time or longitudinal
data. Here, we describe an approach to construct a synthetic
longitudinal version of a major population health dataset in
which clusters merge and split over time, to investigate the
utility of clustering for discovering time sequence based patterns.
Index Terms—cluster analysis; synthetic data
I. INTRODUCTION
The rapid growth of digital information and the related
capability of collecting and storing huge amounts of data offer
two new opportunities. On one hand, these data represent the
potential for discovering useful information and knowledge
which has not been uncovered before because of the sheer
volume of data which is now available. On the other hand, the
limited ability of conventional processing of large amounts of
data to discover useful information and new knowledge can be
overcome by applying a new generation of mathematical tech-
niques to extract patterns from the data [1]. Data availability is
increasing exponentially, while the human level of processing
ability is almost constant. As this gap increases, there is a
growing necessity for knowledge discovery in databases and
data mining [1], [2].
Data mining refers to discovering insight from data, which
is reliable statistically and not known as priori [3]. This data
must be available, relevant, adequate, and clean. Also, the data
mining problem must be well-defined, yet cannot be solved
simply by query and reporting tools, and should be guided by
a data mining process model [4]. Overall, data mining is the
process of discovering and interpreting previously unknown
patterns in databases [5]. There are many methods of data
mining used for different purposes and goals.
We can use data mining for discovering structure in large
volumes of data. Most data mining techniques aim to analyse
only one single set of data elements which are static in time.
But, often in health data, we have many sets of observations
at different times and we want to follow their trajectories
over time. Longitudinal data is essentiality data observed
sequentially over time [6]. It may be collected from a designed
experiment or an observed study, where the outcome variables
are related to a sequence of event or responses recorded at
certain time point during study period. In particular, large
scale longitudinal data is frequently encountered in research
in biology, medicine, and public health.
The organization of the paper is as follows: in Section II
we describe the problem of analysing a longitudinal dataset,
in Section III we present the proposed method for creating a
synthetic dataset, and in Section IV we discuss experimental
result using the synthetic dataset.
II. PROBLEM
Our overall research addresses the area of cluster analysis
and attempts to reformulate cluster analysis for application
to longitudinal health data problems, with a resulting im-
provement in conceptual simplicity and statistical capability.
In clustering methodology, one is generally given a sample of
N objects, each of which is measured on M variables. From
this information alone, one must devise a classification scheme
for grouping the objects into K classes. The number of classes
and the characteristics of those classes are to be determined
to solve some underlying problem.
If all the objects in a given class were identical to one
another, the problem would be simple. However, in the usual
situation the objects in each class differ on most or all of the
measures [2]. Most cluster analysis procedures try to measure
the similarity between any two objects, and then try to group
the objects so as to maximize within-class similarity. Unfor-
tunately, the appropriate measure of similarity is a subject of
some controversy. It would be desirable to derive a cluster
analysis system without arbitrary assumptions about similarity
[7], [8].
Since the objects within a class differ from one another, it is
reasonable to assume the existence of probability distributions
of characteristics for a population belonging to this class.
Lazarsfeld and Henry introduced Latent Structure Analysis
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[9], which is closely related to the mixture analysis problem.
In “Latent Class Analysis” [10] (which is a special case of
Latent Structure Analysis) the associations among variables
are explained by assuming the population is a mixture of
potential or ‘latent’classes, within each of which the variables
are independently distributed.
Latent Class Analysis (LCA) methods classify subjects
into one of K unobserved classes based on the observed
data, where K is a constant and known parameter. These
latent or potential classes are then refined based upon their
statistical relationships with the observed variables. LCA is
a probabilistic clustering approach: although each object is
assumed to belong to one cluster, there is uncertainty about
an object’s membership of a cluster. This type of approach
offers some advantages in dealing with noisy data or data
with complex relationships between variables, although as an
iterative method there is always some chance that it will fail
to converge.
An important related issue in how to make use of clustering
methods such as LCA is to decide on the ideal number of
clusters. Researchers use a range of information criteria to
determine the number of clusters which best fit the data,
such as Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) [11] and Bayesian
Information Criterion (BIC) [12]. BIC is known as a good
indicator for making a decision about the number of clusters
for large datasets [13]–[15]. If L is the maximized value of
the likelihood function for the estimated model, n represents
the sample size and P indicates the number of parameters for
the estimated model, BIC is represented by [12], [16]:
BIC = −2logL+ Plog(n) (1)
Longitudinal datasets are created when the same character-
istics are measured repeatedly over time and can take a long
time to build up if the time steps are numerous and of long
duration. Complex health datasets contain different types of
variables such as demographics, lifestyle and health measures,
which can be difficult to analyse without long time sequences.
To understand the workability and stability of data mining
methods on such data, there is a need to have an alternative
way to create a longitudinal dataset. In this paper, we describe
an approach to construct a longitudinal dataset synthetically.
Use of a synthetic dataset would not be as accurate as using
existing datasets, however a synthetic dataset would share
some of properties of interest that one would expect to see
in actual longitudinal datasets.
III. METHOD
The 45 and Up study [17] is a population-based cohort study
with participants aged over 45 resident in the Australian State
of New South Wales, randomly selected from the Australian
Medicare database [18]. The study is organized by the Sax
Institute and State Government of New South Wales as core
partners and also has some partners from public health and
health service research centres and universities across New
South Wales [19], [20]. Recruitment into the 45 and Up
study began in February 2006: by July 2008 the first 103,042
participants had joined the study [19] and since then it has
more than doubled. The 45 and Up study combines socio-
economic and demographic factors, as well as health and
lifestyle. It is especially useful for studying effects of slow
and chaotic emergence of diseases such as cancers.
The 45 and Up database serves as a good foundation dataset
for testing data mining methods because of the richness of
these different kinds of variables contained in it. Also it will in
the future serve as a benchmark time based dataset, recording
trajectories of individual health histories over a long period of
time (potentially from age 45 until death). At the present time
it is entering the second cycle of data collection providing
a time step of approximately 2 years for most participants
who have remained part of the study. Consideration of how
longitudinal data mining approaches could be developed for
use on this database in the longer term would be a useful
contribution to extracting further value from it. For example,
we are investigating a subset of the data concerning prostate
cancer prevalence and risk factors and requiring longitudinal
analysis.
We will construct a synthetic time version of data to test
the ability of LCA to discover time sequence based patterns in
this data. The synthetic time data will be formed by identifying
a group of variables which could reasonably lead to splitting
and merging of clusters over successive time steps. A simple
example in the area of lifestyle related data is changes in body
mass index (BMI), and exercise or Physical Activity (PA).
These two variables were chosen as they are deemed most
influential of those available.
Data from the first (current) time step will be clustered
according to these variables, and then a revised set of data
for the next successive time steps will be calculated using
the above identified variables to produce converging and
diverging sets of values. Addition of some controlled noise
or perturbation of these calculated values according to an
anticipated variation pattern could also be incorporated. As
the imposed structure will be known in order to carry out
these operations, this synthetic data can serve as a kind of
gold standard for validating the clustering methods we will be
applying. In order to construct a synthetic time version of 45
and Up dataset, we are interested to group the data based on
variations of BMI and PA over time.
To create a synthetic dataset we follow these 5 steps:
Step 1: The first step is to choose a sample dataset from
the actual dataset (in this case the 45 and Up dataset). We
randomly select 23,000 elements to create a reasonably large
dataset. For this sample dataset we choose the two variables,
computed body mass index (BMI) and how many times per
week subjects do some physical activity (PA). We have a
BMI range from 16-44 and PA range from 0-100 times per
week. To simplify the situation we divide the BMI variable
into 4 different categories: the first category is people with
BMI<18.5 (underweight), the second category people with
BMI between 18.5 to 25 (normal), the third group people
with BMI between 25 to 30 (overweight) and finally the last
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category with BMI>30 (obese). We divide the PA variable into
10 categories, people who have PA<10 times a week belong
to the first category, PA between 10-20 in the second category
and so forth. As a conclusion at this step we have 23,000 cases
with 2 different variables: BMI variable with four categories
and PA variable with 10 categories.
Step 2: In the second step, we apply LCA to cluster our data
based on BMI and PA, and the result shows that two clusters
fit our baseline data best (under the BIC criterion). People
who are underweight, normal weight and overweight belong
to Cluster1 B (52.6%) while Cluster2 B consists mostly of
obese people (47.4%).
Step 3: Next, we change some of the values for the above
two variables to vary how elements from the two clusters that
we have from the first time step will appear in the second
time step. To achieve this, we decide to choose people who
were in Cluster1 B and randomly choose about one third of
them to remain as before (3,797 cases), and divide half of
the rest of them in two groups. For the majority (2,249) of
them we change the BMI to overweight and the rest of them
(1,519) we move to the normal BMI group. The other half
of the BMI range is unchanged, however the PA is changed
for this group: we randomly choose about one third of them
(1,265) and increase the amount PA and decrease PA for the
rest of them (2,531).
Step 4: The next step is to change Cluster2 B of the first
time step. We split Cluster2 B in two groups equally. The first
group remains without any change while the other is divided
in two new groups. The first new group includes 4,212 cases
which are 1,054 cases of decreased PA and 3,160 increased
PA. In the second new group which includes 2,106 cases we
change the BMI in 1,264 cases to the underweight category
and the rest to the obese category.
Step 5: The final step is to apply LCA to the second time
step to see how two clusters in the first time step actually split
under the same clustering method as was applied to the first
time step data.
Fig. 1. Five step creation of synthetic dataset
This sequence of steps is summarized in Fig. 1. At each step
in the synthesizing we also have the opportunity to add some
controlled noise to each group, but in the interests of simplicity
we have not included that aspect in the work reported here.
We can also repeat the above steps to construct more synthetic
data for another time step. Our synthetic dataset will give us
a good understanding of splitting and merging clusters over
time as some of groups are designed differently but with some
similarity to force the cluster to merge in the next time step.
Additionally, when future time step data from 45 and Up
becomes available, the methods we developed can be applied
to that and a comparison can be made as to the similarity with
our simulated results. For this aspect of the work, a minimum
of 3 time steps will be needed in the dataset.
IV. RESULTS
For this research project we used the LatentGOLD software
package to perform LCA clustering due to the attractive range
of additional features, and its widespread user base as noted
from our readings in the literature. LatentGold is a commercial
product [21] that uses SPSS to automatically provide a variety
of output, graphics and diagnostics to help the user interpret
the resulting clusters and to refine their analysis.
Applying Latent Class Analysis to the above synthetic
dataset shows us that at the baseline our data fitted well into
a two cluster model, with the majority of people who are
obese but with different amounts of physical activity belonging
to Cluster1 B and the rest of people in Cluster2 B. Table
1 shows how the clustering using LCA can be compared
over four different models with respectively K = 1 to 4.
The parameter BIC is an estimate of the overall tightness
or stability of the clusters, while Npar is the number of free
parameters to be estimated, LL is the log-likelihood and L2
is the square likelihood value for the estimated model. As the
BIC values show, the model with 2 clusters is optimal for
explaining the data. Fig. 2 shows the range of baseline data
elements at the first time step assigned to Cluster1 B (circles)
which includes mostly people who are underweight, normal
and overweight, and Cluster2 B (crosses) which is exclusively
people who are obese.
TABLE I
FOUR DIFFERENT MODELS FOR BASELINE DATA
K LL BIC(LL) Npar L2
1 -56492.24 113105.58 12 498.05
2 -56261.70 112775.70 25 36.97
3 -56250.99 112885.47 38 15.55
4 -56243.54 113001.78 51 0.66
Table 2 shows that for the synthetic data for the second time
step, there are 4 clusters which best fit the data according to
the BIC measure, Fig. 3 shows how these clusters cover the
data space, with some elements of Cluster1 B from the first
time step now moved in to the expanded Cluster2 B which
becomes Cluster4 S in the second time step. The other ele-
ments from Cluster1 B in the first time step are split across 3
new clusters which roughly map to underweight (Cluster1 S),
normal (Cluster2 S) and overweight (Cluster3 S) people. It
is noted from Fig. 2 that the split of the first time step
Cluster1 B is not entirely dependent on the BMI variable.
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Fig. 2. Two cluster explanation of baseline data
The underweight cluster (Cluster1 S) extends to include some
normal people with low exercise values, and the overweight
cluster (Cluster3 S) extends to include some normal and
underweight people with high exercise values (144 cases in
all).
TABLE II
SIX DIFFERENT MODELS FOR SYNTHETIC DATA
K LL BIC(LL) Npar L2
1 -57679.5 115470.0 11 35529.41
2 -43022.1 86276.10 23 6214.50
3 -40551.0 81454.98 35 1272.36
4 -39916.0 80306.04 47 2.40
5 -39915.7 80426.31 59 1.66
6 -39915.7 80547.34 71 1.67
Fig. 3. Four cluster explanation of synthetic data
V. CONCLUSION
Analysis of longitudinal data is becoming popular as re-
searchers are more interested to describe how people change
during time. However, collecting an appropriate longitudinal
dataset takes a long time to build up. On the other hand, to
validate the workability and stability of data mining methods,
there is need to have such a dataset available. The work here
was done to explain how we can construct a longitudinal
dataset synthetically. Such synthetic datasets will give us better
understanding of methods to extract more useful and valuable
information from our data, to explain how characteristics of
people’s health will change during time. In order to create a
synthetic dataset, we followed a systematic approach which
was based on the use of LCA to understand structural char-
acteristics of the variables. Based on the initial clustering,
we decided which variables should be changed and how this
change should be applied, in order to simulate a desired change
in the characteristics. This approach was tested using the
45 and Up dataset. These results shown here confirm that
the desired effect was observed and the approach did not
adversely affect clustering stability for the chosen example.
We are now proceeding with creation of further large scale
synthetic datasets for prostate cancer pattern analysis for
multiple variables over multiple time steps.
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Abstract—Business leads generation is a crucial and 
challenging task for online business to attract customers and 
improve their services.  This paper presents a case study of an 
online real estate service company which provides potential 
home buyers useful neighborhood information, and 
accordingly offers them business leads to real estate 
companies. The company’s current business lead generation is 
based on a “brute-force” method which requires tedious 
manual efforts. We developed an automatic business lead 
generation system which includes data integration as well as 
data mining tasks of classification and association rule mining. 
We demonstrated through experiments that this system can 
empower online real estate service companies to quickly and 
effectively generate targeted business leads. 
Keywords- Business lead generation; Data modeling; Data 
integration; Data mining; Business Intelligence. 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
Over the past three decades, there has been a significant 
change in which information was collected, disseminated, 
and used. Form the customers' point of view, the information 
overload that they experience on a daily basis can hinder 
their decisions when selecting products and services to 
purchase. From the business organizations' point of view, the 
vast array of products and services being offered has made 
data mining a critical competitive advantage. Data mining 
techniques allow business organizations to improve their 
services and attract more customers. This paper presents a 
case study of business lead generation for an on-line real 
estate service company through data integration and data 
mining. A business lead, also referred to as a lead for 
simplicity, is defined as a potential sales contact, i.e., a 
potential customer who expresses an interest in the 
company’s products or services [2]. 
In the real estate research literature, a recent study shows 
that almost 80% of home buyers start a home search online 
[8]. There are many online real estate service companies that 
provide potential home buyers useful neighborhood 
information, and accordingly provide them business leads to 
real estate companies. We conducted a study on a Canadian 
based online real estate service company. Currently, the lead 
products being offered by the company are based on a 
“brute-force” method which requires tedious manual efforts. 
There is no automatic lead generation system available on 
the market that could empower the company to quickly and 
effectively generate leads. 
This paper proposes a business lead generation system 
which is capable of identifying effective landing pages on 
the websites of online real estate service companies. A 
landing page, also referred to as a lead capture page, is a web 
page to be displayed in response to clicking on an online 
advertisement which is posted on the Internet, either on the 
website of an online real estate service company or on a 
third-party website. For an online real estate service 
company, these landing pages may generate leads as 
potential home buyers may leave contact information on 
them. Data mining techniques such as classification and 
association rule mining are employed for lead generation. 
The proposed automatic lead generation system can help 
the online real estate service company to increase revenue by 
selling more leads to real estate companies. It will also equip 
the real estate service company with a platform to reduce the 
cost of generating leads. Fig. 1 shows the business model of 





      
     
 
 
Figure 1.  Business model for a typical online real estate service 
company. 
 
Most of the users visit the online real estate service 
company’s site through search engines or third-party 
websites where the company’s advertisements are posted. 
While visiting the company’s website, the users are exposed 
to a landing page. If a user visits the landing page and  leaves 
his/her contact information then, the user is considered as a 
lead. On the other hand, if a user leaves the site at any point 
during their visit, the user is considered as non-lead. 
To attract users, landing pages are designed carefully by 
considering the text size, style, color and contain various 
business offers and rewards. Generally, more than one 
landing pages are used to attract various user groups. The 
biggest challenge is how to provide the right landing page to 
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
shows related work. Section 3 shows the system architecture 
of the lead generation engine; Section 4 describes the data 
model design and integration based on activity flow of users 
who use online services for home buying/selling purpose; 
Section 5 shows the data mining tasks, results, as well as 
interpretation of the results. Finally, Section 6 concludes the 
paper. 
 
II. RELATED WORK 
Currently, there are no lead generation tools available on 
the market. One of the main difficulties is due to large 
volume of data, which are distributed into several sources. 
This large volume of distributed data needs to be integrated 
into a single source before conducting any analysis. The data 
also needs to be transformed into a suitable format for data 
mining tasks to discover leads and non-leads. 
In the research literature, automatic lead generation has 
been studied in a few cases for typical B2B and B2C types of 
e-commerce. [7] studied automatic sales lead generation 
based on online customers’ survey, and [5][11] studied lead 
generation based on online customers’ purchasing patterns.  
An online real estate service company differs from typical 
B2B or B2C e-commerce companies because it acts like a 
broker between the real estate companies and potential home 
buyers.  To our best knowledge, there is no previous research 
on business lead generation for online real estate service 
companies. 
 
III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
For lead generation two major data mining tasks are 
involved in this system: Association rules mining and 
Classification. Association rule generation is a method for 
discovering interesting relationships among various item sets 
in a dataset and classification is the task of discovering a 
model first and applying it to predicate a new data object into 
one of the several classes of a predetermined target. 
The system architecture is illustrated in Fig. 2. At first, 
the proposed system will gather all available data from the 
application.  The primary data sources are the server log 
files, which include web server access logs and application 
server logs. Some additional data are also essential for both 
data preparation and pattern discovery, including the site 
files and meta-data, operational databases, application 
templates, and domain knowledge.  
After gathering data from all the required sources, the 
web data will go through a pre-processing phase to clean the 
data by removing irrelevant or redundant entries from the 
data sets. Following the pre-processing phase, the data will 
be formatted appropriately according to the application 
business model. After formatting, the log data will be 
converted into a form suitable for data-mining task. The 
transformation will be accomplished according to the 
transaction model for that particular task (i.e., classification 
or association rule mining). Finally, after discovering   the 
hidden statistics patterns from the data, the new discovered 
knowledge will be evaluated and filtered to only keep those 




Figure 2. System Architecture. 
 
IV. DATA MODEL DESIGN AND DATA INTEGRATION 
Data model design is a critical step for data warehousing 
and data mining. It mainly involves four steps: identifying 
relevant datasets, feature selection, data integration and data 
transformation. 
The current data repository setup, for our study of the 
online real estate service company, contains 3 datasets, 
which hold information for the period of January to June 
2011. The “Dataset 1” contains the data pertaining to what 
users’ actions were while browsing the website. This dataset 
also contains information about landing page visits where 
users’ preferences about home buying/selling were 
recorded. The “Dataset 2” and “Dataset 3” contain search 
type information such as whether a user searched for 
schools, banks, and other retailers while searching for a 
home or neighborhood, as well as which ads were served. 
The “Dataset 2” also contains more detailed information 
about each search (e.g., search strings, referrer pages, user 
agent or browser used). A summary of these datasets is 
shown in Table 1.   
TABLE I.   SUMMARY OF DATASETS 
Name Size #Cases #Fields 
Dataset 1 668.3 MB 2,197,320 10 
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Dataset 2 81.8 MB 1,015,332 7 
Dataset 3 109.1MB 349,850 18 
 
“Dataset 1” is dynamically generated in such a way that a 
new data instance is created for every different action 
performed by an user and the properties of a particular 
instance depends on the action of the user (i.e., submitting 
form, searching etc). In other words, the dataset contains 
many data instances for one user if the user performs more 
than one action. Therefore, this dataset is a semi-structured 
table in which one field may contain different types of 
information, and for one user there might be various 
numbers of rows associated with them.  For data mining 
purposes, we normalized this table, combined all 
information related to one user into one single row, and then   
selected a fixed number of representative fields, which 
contain useful information for data mining. 
Based on our analysis on user activity flows, we have 
divided the users into two groups and created a separate data 
model for each group.  The two groups are “General User 
Data Model” and “Landing Page User Data Model”.  
Landing page users are important and treated specially since 
they are more likely to become leads and they have more 
information recorded in the dataset. 
A. General User Data Model 
The general user data model covers all users including 
both the leads users and the non-leads users. The purpose of 
this data model is to form a single integrated dataset, which 
contains all activities of all users, i.e., including who did not 
reach any landing pages, as well as the activities of the users 
prior to reaching any landing pages. Table 2 shows the 
features for the general user data model. 
Furthermore, to facilitate data mining tasks such as 
classification, we artificially created a new field “landing 
page related” to indicate whether the user eventually reached 
landing page and whether the user eventually became a lead. 
This new field is for the purpose of differentiating landing-
page-users from non-landing-page-users, and differentiating 
leads from non-leads. Specifically, we use an integer value 
for the “landing page related” field. We assign the value “-1” 
for users who did not reach the landing page, “0” for non-
leads users who reached the landing page, and “1” for leads. 
TABLE II.  GENERAL USER DATA MODEL. 




1 referrer to 
website 
referrer page to 
website 
2 ad served ad served on referrer 
page 
3 ad name ad name 
 Activity on 
website 




5 search address address being 
searched  
User info 6 IP location IP location of user 
7 landing page visit whether the user visit 
landing page or not 




9 time stamp activity time stamp 
 
B. Landing Page User Data Model 
For all users who reached landing page (leads or non-
leads), we designed a separate data model, in order to 
accommodate the extra landing page related activities, as 
shown in Table 3. 
TABLE III.  LANDING PAGE USER DATA MODEL 




1 referrer to 
website 
referrer page to 
website 
2 ad served ad served on referrer 
page 




4 page view on 
website 
website page(s) being 
visited 
5 search address address being 
searched (Prov.) 





7 LP selection 
method 
method of selecting 
the LP 
8 LP version version of LP 
User info 9  Total 8 features 
in this category. 
 User’s preferences 
about buying/ selling 
home. 
Leads or not 17 submit whether user 
submitted form to be 
contacted 
Additional 18 error whether there is an 
error 
19 time stamp activity time stamp 
 
We selected 19 features for the landing page user data 
model, which belong to 6 categories: activities before 
reaching website, activities on website (before landing page), 
landing page information, user information, lead or not, and 
additional information. 
As shown in Table 3, most of the features are landing 
page related features, which do not exist for users who did 
not reach a landing page. Having separate data models can 
facilitate data mining tasks such as classification and 
association rule mining. 
C. Data Integration Design and Implementation 
     We integrated the data from different sources into a 
single dataset for data mining. For each of the data models, 
we need to generate the integrated dataset. The data 
integration consists of two steps: 
1.  Integrate features from different tables into one table. 
2.  Integrate multiple rows which are related to one user into 
one row. 
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     For Step 1, because the three original datasets (i.e., 
Dataset 1, Dataset 2 and Dataset 3) share a common id, we 
used that common id to join all tables.  In Step 2, users’ 
sessions were identified and all the activities during a single 
session were integrated into a single instance. The detailed 
algorithm is as follows and the corresponding flow chart is 
depicted in Fig. 3.  
 
Algorithm: 
Step 1: All Landing Page visits are identified. 
Step 2: For each Landing Page visit, attributes are checked 
to identify whether this user has activities on the website’s 
search page or not. If the user has search activities on the 
website’s search page, all search related attributes are 
extracted for this user, if there is no search activity 
performed by the user, the program move to next step. 
Step 3: User session is identified from “Dataset 1”. 
Step 4: All required attributes, for data model, are extracted 
from each row within the session. 
Step 5: All extracted attributes, from a session, are stored in 
a new table within a single row where each single row hold 
data for only one session. 
At the end, if all sessions are identified and data extraction 
is completed then the integrated file is generated for data 
mining purposes. 
 
Figure 3. Flow Chart of Data Integration 
V. DATA MINING AND EXPERIMENTS 
We carried out data mining tasks of classification and 
association rule mining on the integrated datasets to identify 
effective landing pages and generate rules for leads. 
A. Classification 
The goal of classification is to find out whether a user 
profile belongs to lead user group, or non-lead user group. 
The output of our classification rule mining algorithm is a 
decision tree, in which the user models are represented as 
sets of rules for lead users and non-lead users. These rules 
can then be used to analyze the behavior patterns of the two 
groups of users. In this research, the classification algorithm 
C4.5 is applied to generate decision trees [9][6]. 
Fig. 4 shows an example of the decision tree generated by 
the C4.5 algorithm. We use the landing page version to 
show how decision tree can help to select the right landing 
page for right user. For example, landing page “lp11” has 
100% lead turn out for the users who visit the site using 
advertisement named “X” and contain home buying price 
range for 200-400k. On the other hand, 90% of users who 
visit landing page “lp11”, using advertisement for “Z” with 
the same price range, become non-leads. Clearly, for this 
category of users, “lp11” is not working well in terms of 
generating lead. 
Using the decision tree, the company can analyze which 
landing page is working well for a specific category of users   
instead of choosing landing page randomly. In addition, the 
landing page can also be preselected based on the 
performance rate in converting users to leads. 
 
pricerange = 200-400k 
|    pageview = lp5 : Non Lead (0.96) 
|    pageview = lp6 : Lead   (0.80) 
|   pageview = lp7 : Lead   (0.50) 
|    pageview = lp11 
|    |    ad_name = Y : Non Lead (1.00) 
|    |    ad_name = Z : Non Lead   (0.90) 
|    |    ad_name = X : Lead   (1.00) 
|    |    ad_name = M : Non Lead   (1.00) 
|    pageview = lp10 
|    |    intent = buy-sell: Non Lead  (0.75) 
|    |    intent = buy : Lead   (0.70) 
|    |    intent = sell : Non Lead  (1.00) 
|    pageview = lp0 : Lead   (0.61) 
pricerange = 400-600k 
|    iplocation = ON : Non Lead  (1.00) 
|    iplocation = NS : Lead   (1.00) 
pricerange = 600-800k : Lead   (1.00) 
pricerange = 800-1000k : Non Lead  (0.66) 
pricerange = 1000k 
|    error = no_error : Non Lead  (1.00) 
|    error = yes : Lead   (1.00) 
 
 
Figure 4. Decision tree from classification 
B. Association rule mining 
    In data mining, association rule generation [10] is used 
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for discovering interesting relationships among various item 
sets of a dataset. We used association rule mining to find 
useful relationships among the user activities, landing pages 
and advertisements information of the company. 
    Association rules can be expressed in the form X => Y 
where X and Y are two disjoint subsets of all available 
items. We used the Apriori algorithm [1] to generate 
association rules.  The algorithm can generate large quantities 
of patterns from the data, however most of which are of no 
interest. To remove the uninteresting rules, interestingness 
measurements techniques are applied to the result sets.  Two 
commonly used measures are support rate (supp) and 
confidence rate (conf), which are defined as the following: 
• Support rate of X  => Y:  The percentage of transactions in 
dataset containing both X and Y. Support(X,Y) = P(XY). 
• Confidence rate of X => Y: The percentage of transactions 
containing  X and also containing Y. Confidence(X,Y) = 
P(Y|X). 
    However, the combination of support and confidence 
measurements are insufficient at filtering out the 
uninteresting association rules [4]. As a result, another 
measurement technique, “Lift” [3], is applied. Lift value is 
equivalent to the ratio of the confidence of the rule and the 
expected confidence of the rule. The formula for measuring 
the lift can be expressed as : Lift (X, Y) = P(Y) / 
P(X)*P(Y). 
    The value of Lift can be from 0 to infinity and can be 
interpret in the following way: 
 If the value is greater than 1 then the rule (X=>Y) 
occurs more often than expected, which means that 
the occurrence of the rule body(Y) has a positive 
impact on the occurrence of the rule head(X). 
 If  the value is smaller than 1 then the  rule  
(X=>Y) occurs less often together than expected, 
which means that the occurrence of the rule 
body(Y) has a negative impact on the occurrence 
of the rule head(X). 
 If  the value is near 1 then the rule (X=>Y) occurs 
almost as often together as expected, which means 
that the occurrence of the rule body(Y) has almost 
no effect on the occurrence of the rule head(X). 
     In our experiment, we set the support threshold to be 
0.10 and Lift threshold to be greater than 1 to filter all 
positively correlated rules. To compare the effectiveness of 
the rules in terms of interestingness measures, both Lift and 
Confidence values are calculated for each rule. Some 
examples of the association rules are shown in Fig. 5.   
The first rule shows that the users from “ON” (ip 
location, ON means Ontario, which is a province in 
Canada), who visited the site through advertisement “X” are 
more attracted to landing page version 10 and website page 
“page3”. Therefore, the landing page “lp10” proved to be a 
high lead conversion page for users with iplocation “ON” 
and who visit the site through advertisement “X”. 
  
 
1. iplocation=“ON”, ad_name= “X”  ==> 
site_pageview=“page3”, landing_page= “lp10”                                           
[conf:(0.73) ,  lift:(3.88)] 
 
2. ad_name=“Y” ==> landing_page=“lp10”, 
site_pageview = “page3”  [conf:(0.69), lift:(3.67)] 
 
3. pricerange=“200-400k”,  intent=“buy”  ==> 
landing_page =“lp10”,  site_pageview =“page3” 
[conf:(0.67) ,  lift:(3.56)] 
 
4. ad_name= “Y”  ==> pricerange=“200k”   
[conf:(0.5),  lift:(1.6)] 
 
5. landing_page =“lp11” ==> pricerange= “200k” 
[conf:(0.6),  lift:(1.92)] 
 
6. lp_referrer= “search engine x”,  choice= “NA” ==> 
landing_page= “lp0”, address= “Other”,  iplocation= 
“AB”    [conf:(0.75) ,  lift:(3.33)] 
 
7. landing_page = “lp0”  ==> lp_referrer=“search engine 
x”,  site_pageview= “page1”  [conf:(0.5), lift:(3.33)] 
 
8. landing_page = “lp6”,  reward_choice= “yes”  ==> 
ad_name= “Z”      [conf:(1) ,  lift:(4)] 
 
9. ad_name=“X”  ==> landing_page=“lp10”,  
iplocation=“ON”     [conf:(0.56) ,  lift:(3)] 
 
Figure 5. Association rules generated from landing page data set 
 
Rule number 7 shows that users whose referrer is “search 
engine x” and visit website’s “page 3” are more attracted to 
landing page “lp0”. 
This knowledge can be used by the online real estate 
service company to increase the sales lead from different 
interest of users. 
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
This paper presented a framework for business lead 
generation in the area of online real estate services via a 
business case study. The framework includes data model 
design, data integration from multiple sources, data mining, 
and lead pattern evaluation. The results of classification rules 
can tell which groups of users are more likely to become 
leads, so that the corresponding pages/ads on the website 
may be emphasized for attracting those users. The 
association rules provide useful information for web 
designers, in that the togetherness of certain association 
patterns are important and the correlations among attributes 
in terms of desired target analysis. The knowledge base of 
lead generation should be updated periodically in order to 
best support business practices. In future research, the web 
page content data may be combined with web click stream 
data together form  improving the lead generation results. 
This system may also be extended to build a real time lead 
generation system, which can select the most effective 
landing page by matching the user’s request and the existing 
knowledge base.  In addition, more rigorous experiments can 
be conducted to compare different data mining approaches 
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for lead generation, including the validity testing and 
performance evaluation of the data mining methods. 
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Abstract—The Semantic Web databases are growing bigger
and much effort is given to introduce new approaches to
querying them effectively. Most of the current approaches are
based on query optimization or their parallel or distributed
run. However, they do not fully benefit from potential of the
modern, multicore computers in parallel processing. Although
the parallel relational database systems have been well exam-
ined, parallel query computing in Semantic Web databases
has not been extensively studied. This paper follows our
previous research in parallelization of evaluation of SPARQL
queries by outlining the possibility of further parallelization
of query operators themselves. As a result, we developed a
parallel SPARQL query execution engine built over Bobox




As prevalence of semantic data on the web is getting
bigger, the Semantic Web databases are growing in size.
There are two main approaches to storing and accessing
these data efficiently: using traditional relational means or
using sematic tools, such as different RDF triplestores [1]
and SPARQL [2] language. Since semantic tools are still in
development, a lot of effort is given to research of effective
storing of RDF data and their querying [3]. One way of im-
proving performance is the use of modern, multicore CPUs
in parallel processing. Nowadays, there are several database
engines which are capable of evaluating SPARQL queries,
such as SESAME [4], OWLIM [5] or RDF-3X [6], which
is currently considered to be one of the fastest single node
RDF-store [7]. These stores support parallel computation
of multiple queries; however, they do not use the potential
of parallel computation of query itself, in contrary to the
work [8]. It introduces implementation of RDF-store based
on RDF-3X with parallelized join operators, but not full set
of operators.
In our previous work, we chose the semantic approach
and presented parallel SPARQL engine [9], that provides
streamed parallel query execution on basic operation level.
While the implementation of operations is based on sequen-
tial algorithms, there is considerable research on parallel
versions, such as parallel joins [10], [11], [12]. Moreover,
new architectures have been explored to improve perfor-
mance. Gedik et al. [13] adapts join operation for the Cell
processors. He et al. [14] uses GPUs for the processing of
joins. Both papers try to exploit parallel nature of these
architectures and show performance benefits over optimized
CPU-based counterparts.
The SPARQL algebra is similar to the relational algebra;
however, there are several important differences, such as
absence of NULL values. As a result of these differences,
the application of relational knowledge into semantic is not
straightforward and the algorithms have to be adapted so it
is possible to use them.
In this paper, we explore the effects of further decom-
position of basic operations in our SPARQL engine in
order to increase parallelism during the query evaluation.
In pilot implementation, we focused on following basic
operations: nested loops join, index scan and filter. This
enables evaluation of some queries completely in parallel
and reaching better scalability.
The rest of the text is organized as follows: In Section II,
we present background information about Bobox framework
we used. It also contains more detailed description of some
of its parts, since it is important for understanding of the
rest of the paper. Section III introduces two main concepts
of parallelization of operation in Bobox. In Section IV, we
describe parallelization of selected operations. The results
of our experiments are introduced in Section V. Section VI
concludes the paper and presents our future work.
II. BACKGROUND
The platform we used to build our execution engine is
Bobox [15]. Bobox is a parallel framework, which was
designed to support development of data-intensive parallel
computations. The main idea behind Bobox is connecting a
large number of relatively simple computational components
into a nonlinear pipeline. This pipeline is then executed
in parallel, but the interface used by the computational
components is designed in such way that they do not need
to be concerned with the parallel execution issues such as
scheduling, synchronization and race conditions.
This system may be easily used for database query
evaluation. Since Bobox supports only a custom low-level
interface for the definition of the structure of the pipeline,
a separate query compiler and optimizer has to be created
for required query language. Firstly, we developed SPARQL
compiler for Bobox [16]. Its main task is to perform lexical,
syntactic and semantic validation of the given query, to
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perform static optimizations and to build optimal query
execution plan using heuristics to reduce search space and
statistics collected over stored data.
Traditionally (e.g. in relational databases), query execu-
tion plans have the form of directed rooted trees in which
the edges indicate the flow of the data and all of them
are directed to the root. The nodes of the tree are the
basic operations used by the evaluation engine, such as full
table scan, indexed access, merge join, filter etc. This plan
corresponds to Bobox architecture, since the tree is a special
case of the nonlinear pipeline supported by the system.
A. Evaluation of the plan in the Bobox
After the Bobox receives a plan for evaluation, it replaces
the operations in the plan by the boxes, which are elementary
execution units in Bobox, and connects them according to
edges in the execution plan.
Each box is able to receive data, process them and send
resulting data out to the boxes which are connected to its
output. Data are processed by small parts, which, in Bobox,
are called envelopes. The envelope contains a list of columns
which contain the data. The columns may have arbitrary data
types, but all columns have always the same number of data
elements. Therefore, from other point of view, the envelopes
are also lists of rows where each element of the row may
have arbitrary data type. Additionally, each envelope may
contain also some scalar data (for example integer or boolean
value) which may be used for additional communication
between the boxes.
The processing of envelopes inside the box is always
single-threaded, because boxes are not allowed to create
another threads. There are two reasons for this limitation:
 The development of the boxes is easier, since a de-
veloper does not have to take any parallelization into
account.
 If the boxes were allowed to create its own threads, the
total number of threads in the system would be out of
control and may easily exceed the number of physical
threads in the computer by several order of magnitude.
This may cause significant slowdown of the execution.
The evaluation of the execution plan works as follows:
when the box receives an envelope, the envelope is stored
into its (limited) input buffer and the box is scheduled. When
the scheduler, which is an important part of Bobox, decides
to run the box, the box is executed and one envelope of its
input buffer is processed. If the buffer is not empty yet, it
is scheduled again. When the input buffer of the box is full,
the preceding box which causes this state is paused as long
as the buffer is full.
Since boxes are independent on each other and their state
is determined only by the data they received, it is possible to
run all boxes which have at least one envelope in the input
buffer in parallel. This enables automatic parallelization of
the plan evaluation.
Bobox also determines the size of envelopes according
to hardware parameters of the computer. The optimal size
of one envelope is chosen to be 12L2=N bytes, where L2
denotes the total size of L2 cache in the system and N the
number of physical threads [17]. According to our experi-
ments, this value gets the best results, since all envelopes
which are being processed at a moment may be completely
stored in L2 cache and there is still space for auxiliary data
needed for the execution.
III. BASIC CONCEPTS OF PARALLELIZATION OF
OPERATIONS
The straightforward approach to the implementation of
boxes is that each operation in the execution plan is repre-
sented by one box. Despite the fact that execution of one box
is strictly single-threaded, there is space for parallelization.
The main reasons are:
 The execution plan has typically a form of rooted tree,
therefore, its branches may be executed in parallel.
 Parallel evaluation may be reached through pipeline
processing, i.e. while one box is processing envelope
number i, the consecutive box may be processing
envelope number i+ 1.
Because of these facts, even straightforward implemen-
tation of boxes yields to parallel evaluation and causes
indispensable speedup of the plan evaluation. Unfortunately,
it is still usually insufficient to utilize all physical threads in
the computer.
In order to enhance parallelization, the operations should
be implemented by more boxes than one. In this case, the
number of threads which perform the operation is limited
only by the number of boxes corresponding to the operation
and by the number of physical threads in the system.
Unfortunately, the decomposition of operation to multiple
boxes may be difficult.
Generally, there are two types of operations:
 Stateless operations – their state does not depend
on envelopes received so far, i.e. processing of one
envelope is totally independent on processing of any
other envelope. For example filter operation meets this
condition.
 Stateful operations – processing of one envelope is
influenced by the content of envelopes received before,
therefore, their state depends on all data received so far.
A. Decomposition of stateless operations
Decomposition of stateless operations is quite simple. The
box which performs the operation may be duplicated and
each instance of the box may process only the proportional
part of the data. Predecessors of these boxes should be some
kind of dispatch box, which resends incoming envelopes to
them. Their successor must be a box, which aggregates the
resulting data together and passes them to another operation.
This scheme is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Decomposition of stateless operation
The dispatch box just forwards envelopes to the
worker boxes in round-robin manner. This is very efficient,
since we keep the size of envelope to be a constant.
Therefore, the work boxes receive approximately the same
amount of data for processing. In this case, the aggregate
box is also simple, since it receives envelopes from work
boxes in round-robin manner as well and resends them to
the output.
It may seem, that dispatch and aggregate are bot-
tlenecks of the algorithm, but they only resends the incoming
envelopes, which is by several order of magnitude faster than
accessing or processing their data.
B. Decomposition of stateful operations
Stateful operations are much harder to decompose, since
in order to generate envelope number i, the box needs to
know the state after generation the envelope number i  1.
One possible way of dealing with this is to have two algo-
rithms: the first algorithm P (Processing algorithm) performs
the real operation and the second algorithm S (Skipping
algorithm) computes only the state of the box after the
performance of the operation. If the second algorithm exists
and is much faster than the first, then the decomposition may







Figure 2. Decomposition of stateful operation
The broadcast box forwards all incoming envelopes
to all work boxes. The work boxes keep a phase counter
except their state. This counter is continually increasing
during the evaluation and all work boxes must have these
number synchronized. This may be easily done, since all
work boxes receive the same input data. Boxes increase the
phase counter after some event which might be reception
of envelope, sending of output envelope etc. The work box
number i performs algorithm P if phase counter mod N ,
where N is number of work boxes, is equal to i. Otherwise,
it performs algorithm S which updates the internal state and
also phase counter if needed.
The aggregate box might be more complicated, since
it must know which work box is sending the next envelope.
However, if the phase counter is increased on the sending of
an envelope, the aggregate box works in the same way
as for a stateless operation, i.e. it receives the data in round-
robin manner. One example of this kind of decomposition
is in Subsection IV-A.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF SPARQL OPERATIONS
Operations needed for SPARQL queries evaluation have
typically one or two inputs and one output. The format of
envelopes used for communication between two consecutive
operations is as follows: columns correspond to variables
and rows contain all allowed mappings of these variables
before or after the operation depending on whether the
envelope is incoming or outcoming.
In the rest of this section, we describe the decomposition
of the operations, which are minium for performance of
several basic experiments.
A. Decomposition of scan operation
The main objective of scan operation is to fetch from
RDF database all triples that matches the input pattern. We
keep six indexes to the database, which are simply the list
of indexes of all triples sorted in all possible order (SPO,
SOP, OPS, OSP, POS and PSO). Therefore, it is easy for
any input pattern to find this range in corresponding index
where all triples which match the pattern are. To find this
range, we use binary search. Each work box may find this
range independently. After that, the boxes start to send
envelopes with requested data in round-robin manner. This
is an example of a very simple stateful operation, since the
only state of the box is position of the triple which was sent
for the last time. Algorithm S is very simple, because it only
adds value C  (N   1) to the position where C is number
of triples in one envelope and N is number of work boxes.
B. Decomposition of filter operation
Filter operation is a typical stateless operation, therefore,
we may use the scheme for decomposition of stateless
operation. Unfortunately, this straightforward approach has
one drawback – the output envelope contains typically less
rows than the input envelope. However, it is ineffective to
work with half-empty envelopes since the manipulation with
them brings some overhead such as box scheduling etc. If
the envelopes are too small, this overhead may be higher
than the useful work and it may yield to significantly slow
down of evaluation. Therefore, we need to defragment the
envelopes in order that the output envelopes of the filter
operation have the optimal size.
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Figure 3. Decomposition of filter operation
The solution we chose is to create boxes which join the
output envelopes of the filter boxes and copy their data
into the envelopes with optimal size. The output envelopes
from filter boxes are aggregated and broadcasted to the
stateful defragment boxes. These boxes follow the scheme
for stateful operation. The phase counter is increased when
an output envelope is sent. Algorithm P is easy, because
it only copies some subset of incoming data into the output
envelope. Algorithm S is also simple, because the box knows
the number of rows in incoming envelopes. According to this
number, the algorithm decides to either skip the incoming
envelope or process it.
Output envelopes from the defragment boxes are simply
aggregated and sent to consecutive operation. The complete
scheme is shown in Figure 3. On the other hand, the defrag-
mentation may bring some slow down when the selectivity
of the filter is very high. In this case, the defragmentation
may become a blocking operation, which receives data, but
does not send them into the output. The rest of the execution
plan must wait at the worst case until the all data are filtered.
The optimal solution of this problem would probably require
some hints from the compilator, which we plan in future.
C. Decomposition of nested loops join
Nested loops join operation has two inputs – we denote
them as left and right. The join tries all combination of one
row from the left input and one row from the right input. If
the combination is compatible, i.e. selected variables in the
left row are compatible with selected variables in the right
row, it evaluates given filter condition on the combination. If
the condition is true, then this combination should be send
to the output.
Because the input data are received in envelopes, we may
modify the algorithm as follows: The operation tries all
combination of left and right envelopes and for each such
combination it tries all rows from left and right envelope.
Since the output of the nested loops join may be in arbitrarily
order, both these algorithms are equivalent.
A simple approach to implementation of the algorithm is
an use of N work boxes. Work box number i is responsible
for processing all, for example left, envelopes of which
sequence number mod N is equal to i, i.e. the box generates
all combinations of left envelopes it is responsible for and
all right envelopes.
This approach, however, may lead to the situation, in
which one box processes all data and the others do nothing.
If the left input consists of very few envelopes and the op-
posite input of a large number of envelopes, then redundant
work boxes do nothing and the employed boxes become
bottleneck of the system.
To avoid this situation, the combinations of envelopes
must be processed uniformly by the work boxes. Therefore,
we numbered all combinations of left and right envelopes by
ordinal numbers as shown in Table I. This numbering does
not prefer neither left nor right input. The corresponding
formula is (L + R)  (L + R + 1)=2 + R where L is the
number of the left envelope and R is the number of the right
envelope. The work box number i processes combination
only if its number mod N equals to i which causes that
boxes are utilized uniformly.
Table I
NUMBERING OF PAIRS OF ENVELOPES
PPPPPPleft
right 0 1 2 3
0 0 2 5 9
1 1 4 8
2 3 7
3 6
The nested loops utilize memory bus in a great deal
because all pairs of rows must be tested and therefore fetched
from the main memory. This slows down the evaluation,
especially when the nested loops join is computed on
multiple thread since the memory becomes the bottleneck
of the system. Fortunately, the modified algorithm prevents
this situation. The size of envelopes is optimal according
to cache memory. When the box generates all combinations
of rows from one envelope with another, the data of one
envelope are kept hot in cache while the data of the other
are read sequentially from the main memory, and sequential
access to memory is cache optimal.
D. Optional nested loops join
Optional nested loops join works in two phases. In the
first phase, it does the same operation as nested loops join.
In the second phase, it sends to the output all rows from the
left input which were not send to the output so far.
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In order to implement the second phase, boxes need to
know which rows from the left input were already sent and
which not. To fulfil this requirement, we used the fact that
the data in one envelope are shared among all boxes which
received the envelope. Therefore, if we add one column of
boolean variables to envelopes from the left input before
their are broadcasted to work boxes, they can easily mark
all left rows which were sent to the output. When the boxes
finishes the first phase, they know which rows from the left
should be sent to the output in the second phase.
V. EXPERIMENTS
To measure the influence of the decomposition of selected
operations, we selected three queries from SP2Bench bench-
mark [18] since they may be evaluated completely with the
new decomposed operation. We chose this benchmark, since
this is considered to be standard in the area of semantic
processing. We used a computer with two Intel Xeon E5310,
which run at 1,60GHz with 6MB shared L2 cache. Each
processor has 4 cores, thus the system has 8 physical threads.
The size of operating memory is 8 GB. The operating system
is Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6.1 and we used g++
4.4.5 with -O2 switch. The database was in-memory.
For each query, we performed four different tests to
measure scalability of our solution. The tests differ in the
number of parallel work boxes we used in decomposition of
operations. We used 1,2,4 and 8 parallel boxes. Important
fact is, that the first test (with 1 work box) is the same as
if no decomposition was performed. Additionally, each test
was evaluated twice – single-threaded and multithreaded, i.e.
we used each physical thread in the system for the query
evaluation.
We performed each experiment 5 times and we selected
the median of all measurement. Since the database loading
and query compilation time is not relevant for the experi-
ments the results do not include them. On ther other hand,
they include time spent by the operation decomposition,

























Figure 4. Results of query q1
The first query we used is the query q1 on a database with
5M triples. This query uses only index scan and nested loops
join operation. The results are show in Figure 4. The second
query is q3a on a database with 250k triples which utilizes
both nested loops join and filter operation (Figure 5) and the
last is query q6 on the same database as the query q3a which
additionally uses optional nested loops joins (Figure 6).






















Figure 5. Results of query q3a





















Figure 6. Results of query q6
The query q6 benefits from multithreading even in the
case when no decomposition is performed. This is caused
due to the pipeline processing and the fact that there are
independent braches in the plan. Additional experiments
show that increasing the number of work boxes in the
decomposition increases the performance.
The query q3a benefits only a little from parallel environ-
ment when there is no decomposition. The execution plan
contains one filter operation followed by the nested loops
join and the small speed up is caused by the fact that filter
operation is much faster operation then the nested loops join.
Therefore, the evaluation of the filter operation in parallel
with the join operation is not so profitable. However, the
decomposition of the operations, mainly of the nested loops
join, increases the performance noticeably.
The query q1 is a little bit atypical. The graph contains
two consecutive nested loops joins, but the input data are
very small. In fact, they fit in one or two envelopes.
Therefore, the decomposition of problem does not cause
significant speed up, since the whole operation is performed
by only a subset of work boxes.
In each test, the single-threaded evaluation shows that
with the increasing number of work boxes, the overhead
caused by the manipulation of envelopes is slightly increas-
ing.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented possibility of the decompo-
sition of basic SPARQL operations to increase parallelism
during the evaluation of execution plans when evaluated by
Bobox. In our pilot implementation, we focused on subset
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of basic operations - nested loops join, filter and index scan.
These operations were sufficient to measure the influence of
the decomposition on a query evaluation performance.
The tests were performed using SP2Bench test queries
that used implemented operations only. As follows from
presented results, further decomposition of basic SPARQL
operations can provide additional performance gain – for
8 physical threads in the system, the evaluation of time
consuming queries is almost 6 times faster than single-
threaded execution, therefore, our solution scales well.
We do not compare these results with other RDF stores,
since the execution plans were not optimal because we
forced the compiler to use only nested loops join instead
of merge joins, with which the evaluation would be much
faster. The comparison between version with optimal but
not decomposed plans and the SESAME database may be
found in our previous work [9]. On the other hand, for
the database sizes, for which we performed the tests, the
evaluation of the queries with decomposed operations is
faster than the evaluation without the decomposition but with
optimal operations.
In the future, we want to focus on paralellizing extended
set of basic SPARQL operations such as sorting, union or
faster join operations such as hash join, or merge join. After
that, we will be able to perform more extensive and accurate
performance tests and comparisons of parallel version with
similar semantic engines.
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose our contribution to 
support top-k flexible query in large DB.  Generally, the 
current top-k query processing techniques focus on Boolean 
queries, and cannot be applied to the large DB seen the 
gigantic number of data. Our approach proposes to uses the 
generated knowledge result of an algorithm for Knowledge 
Discovery in Database (KDD). It consists of two steps: 1) 
Extraction of Knowledge by applying a new approach for KDD 
through the fusion of conceptual clustering, fuzzy logic and 
formal concept analysis, and 2) generation efficient answers to 
top-k flexible queries using the generated knowledge in the 
first step. We prove that this approach is optimum sight that 
the evaluation of the query is not done on the set of starting 
data which are enormous but rather by using the set of 
knowledge on these data; what is to our opinion one of the 
principal’s goal of KDD approaches.  
Keywords-Top-k queries; KDD; Data minig; FCA; Fuzzy 
logic.  
I. INTRODUCTION  
Top-k queries have attracted much interest in many 
different areas such as network and system monitoring [1, 2], 
information retrieval [3], sensor networks  [4], multimedia 
databases [5], spatial data analysis [6], P2P systems [7] , data 
stream management systems [8],  etc. The main reason for 
such interest is that they avoid overwhelming the user with 
large numbers of uninteresting answers which are resource-
consuming.  
The problem of answering top-k queries can be modeled 
as follows [9]. Suppose we have m lists of n data items such 
that each data item has a local score in each list and the lists 
are sorted according to the local scores of their data items. 
And each data item has an overall score which is computed 
based on its local scores in all lists using a given scoring 
function. Then the problem is to find the k data items whose 
overall scores are the highest. The most efficient algorithm 
for answering top-k queries over sorted lists is the Threshold 
Algorithm (TA) [10]. Based on TA, many algorithms have 
been proposed in the literature [9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 
18, 19,  20,  21].   
 Unfortunately, current top-k query processing techniques 
focus on Boolean queries, and cannot be applied to the large 
DB seen the gigantic number of data.  
In this paper, we propose to use the set of rules generated 
by an algorithm of KDD for the evaluation of the top-k 
flexible query in large DB. Indeed, in our opinion these rules 
are very beneficial in the optimization of the evaluation of 
the flexible query. Our approach consists of two steps: 1) 
Extraction of Knowledge and 2) generation efficient answers 
to top-k flexible queries using the generated knowledge in 
the first step. 
In literature, several algorithms for KDD were proposed 
[22]. Generally, generated rules by these algorithms, 
exceeding some times of thousand rules, are not easily 
exploitable [23, 24]. In our opinion, this constitutes a real 
handicap to use them in the evaluation of the flexible query. 
To cure these problems, we propose a new KDD approach 
having the following characteristics Extract knowledge 
taking in consideration another degree of granularity into the 
process of knowledge extraction. Indeed, we propose to 
define rules (Meta-Rules) between classes resulting from a 
preliminary fuzzy clustering on the data.  
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 
presents the basic concepts of top-k queries, discovering 
association rules and Formal Concept Analysis (FCA). 
Section 3 presents problems and limits of the existing 
approaches. Section 4 gives notations related to our new 
proposed approach. Section 5 describes our KDD model. 
Sections 6 evaluate the proposed approach. We finish this 
paper with a conclusion and a presentation of some future 
works. 
II. BASIC CONCEPTS 
In this section, we present the basic concepts of top-k 
queries, discovering association rules and Formal Concept 
Analysis (FCA). 
A.  Top-k queries  
Originally, top-k (ranking) queries have been proposed in 
a multimedia context [25, 26, 27], where the aim is to 
produce a number of highest ranking results from a set of 
ordered lists, according to monotone ranking functions 
defined on the elements of the lists. Each list consists of a 
tuple identifier and an attribute value and is arranged in non 
increasing order of that value. Each tuple identifier is 
assigned a score according to the ranking function computed 
on the attribute values of the associated list and the objective 
is to identify the k tuples with the highest scores. 
The threshold algorithm (TA) constitutes the state of the 
art for top-k query answering [9, 10, 15]. The TA algorithm 
accesses list items in lock-step, traversing each list in a 
sequential fashion. 
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Several variants of the basic ideas of the TA algorithm 
have been proposed in the literature. In one variant (TA-
Sorted) [9, 15] lists are always accessed sequentially. No 
random accesses are performed and thus at any point the 
score of a tuple identifier is partially known. Variants of the 
basic top-k problem have been considered in a web context 
[11], in a relational database context [14, 19] as well as on 
join scenarios [17, 18, 20]. Others considered nearest 
neighbor type of approaches for this problem [12, 13,  21]. 
B. Discovering Association Rules  
Association rules mining have been developed in order to 
analyze basket data in a marketing environment. Input data 
are composed of transactions: each transaction consists of 
items purchased by a consumer during a single visit. Output 
data is composed of rules. An example of an association rule 
is “90% of transactions that involve the purchase of bread 
and butter also include milk” [28]. Even if this method was 
introduced in the context of Market Business Analysis, it can 
also be used to search for frequent co-occurrences in every 
large data set.  
The first efficient algorithm to mine association rules is 
APriori [29]. The first step of this algorithm is the research 
of frequent itemsets. The user gives a minimum threshold for 
the support and the algorithm searches all itemsets that 
appear with a support greater than this threshold. The second 
step is to build rules from the itemsets found in the first step. 
The algorithm computes confidence of each rule and keeps 
only those where confidence is greater than a threshold 
defined by the user. One of the main problems is to define 
support and confidence thresholds. Other algorithms were 
proposed to improve computational efficiency. Among them, 
we mention CLOSED [30], CHARM [31] and TITANIC 
[32]. 
C. Fuzzy Conceptual Scaling and FCA 
Conceptual scaling theory is the central part in Formal 
Concept Analysis (FCA). It allows introduce for the 
embedding of the given data much more general scales than 
the usual chains and direct products of chains. In the direct 
products of the concept lattices of these scales the given data 
can be embedded. FCA starts with the notion of a formal 
context specifying which objects have what attributes and 
thus a formal context may be viewed as a binary relation 
between the object set and the attribute set with the values 0 
and 1. In [33], an ordered lattice extension theory has been 
proposed: Fuzzy Formal Concept Analysis (FFCA), in which 
uncertainty information is directly represented by a real 
number of membership value in the range of [0,1]. This 
number is equal to similarity defined as follow: 
Definition. The similarity of a fuzzy formal concept 
 and its sub-concept  is 
defined as: 
 
where  and  refer intersection and union operators on 
fuzzy sets, respectively;  is the relation which associates 
degrees to the elements of a fuzzy set I = X  V (X is the set 
of objects and V is the set of attributes). Each pair (xi, vj)  I 
has a membership degree (xi,vj)  [0,1]. 
In [34, 35], we showed that these FFCA are very 
powerful as well in the interpretation of the results of the 
fuzzy clustering and in optimization of the flexible query.  
Example: Let a RDB describing apartment announces, 






Price ∈{100, 110, 120, 160, 180, 200, 350, 400, 450, 
500, 640, 700, 720, 2000, 2100, 2900, 3000} and Surfaces 
∈{30, 50, 52, 60, 68, 70, 140, 150, 200, 220, 250, 300, 400, 
500}. Let us suppose that: The degrees of importance of the 
relieving attributes price and surface are respectively 0.6 and 
0.4. Table I presents the results of fuzzy clustering (using 
Fuzzy C-Means [36, 37]) applied to Price and Surface 
attributes. 
For Price attribute, fuzzy clustering generates three 
clusters (C1, C2 and C3). For Surface attribute, two clusters 
have been generated (C4 and C5).   In our example, Cut
( Price) = 0.3 and Cut ( Surface) = 0.5, so, the Table I 
can be rewriting as show in Table II. The corresponding 
fuzzy concept lattices of fuzzy context presented in Table II, 
noted as TAH‟s are given by the line diagrams presented in 
the Figure 1. 







TABLE II.  FUZZY CONCEPTUAL SCALES  FOR PRICE AND SURFACE  
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 Price Surface 
 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 
A1 0.1 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.5 
A2 0.3 0.6 0.1 0.4 0.6 
A3 0.7 0.1 0.2 0.7 0.3 
A4 0.1 0.4 0.5 0.2 0.8 
A5 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.4 
A6 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.5 
 Price Surface 
 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 
A1 - 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.5 
A2 0.3 0.6 - - 0.6 
A3 0.7 - - 0.7 - 
A4 - 0.4 0.5 - 0.8 
A5 - 0.4 0.4 0.6 - 
A6 0.5 0.3 - 0.5 0.5 
Announce (réfAn, date_an, codPr, codAp) 
Apartment (codAp, price, state, site, surface, n_ room, city) 
Owner (codPr, name,surname, num_phone, address) 
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Figure 1.  Price TAH and Surface TAH. 
III. PROBLEMS AND CONTRIBUTIONS 
We are confronted to two types of problems:  
 At the level of the requests addressed to large databases, 
the current top-k query processing techniques focus on 
Boolean queries, and cannot be applied to the large DB 
seen the gigantic number of data. The majority of the 
proposed systems uses a score function f ad-hoc and 
delivers the k better answers of the total order obtained 
by f. However, this score function remains difficult to 
establish seen the voluminous number of data.  
 At the level of KDD approaches: several solutions have 
been used but, authors of these approaches don't propose 
any solutions for the evaluation of the queries knowing 
knowledge generated by their approaches. Thus, the 
goal to exploit these data is often neglected.   
 
In our opinion, this problem was not really neglected but 
it was not sufficiently treated since the generated rules by 
these approaches, exceeding some times of thousand rules, 
are not easily exploitable [23, 24].  Indeed, this big number 
of rules is due to the fact that these approaches try to 
determine rules starting from the data or a data variety like 
the frequent item-sets or the frequent closed item-sets, which 
may be huge.  To cure all these problems, we propose:  
1) A new approach for knowledge extraction taking in 
consideration another degree of granularity into the 
process of knowledge extraction. We propose to 
define rules (Meta-Rules) between classes resulting 
from a preliminary classification on the data. Indeed 
while classifying data, we construct homogeneous 
groups of data having the same properties, so defining 
rules between clusters implies that all the data 
elements belonging to those clusters will be 
necessarily dependent on these same rules. Thus, the 
number of generated rules is smaller since one 
processes the extraction of the knowledge on the 
clusters which number is relatively lower compared to 
the initial data elements.  
2) A new algorithm to support database flexible querying 
using the generated knowledge in the first step. This 
approach allows the end-user to easily exploit all 
knowledge generated.  
IV.    NOTATIONS RELATED TO OUR KDD MODEL 
In this section, we present the notations related fuzzy 
conceptual scaling and some news concepts for our new 
approach. 
Definition. A fuzzy Clusters Lattice (FCL) of a Fuzzy 
Formal Concept Lattice, is consist on a Fuzzy concept lattice 
such as each equivalence class (i.e. a node of the lattice) 
contains only the intentional description (intent) of the 
associated fuzzy formal concept.  
We make in this case a certain abstraction on the list of 
the objects with their degrees of membership in the clusters. 
The nodes of FCL are clusters ordered by the inclusion 
relation. 
Definitions. A level L of a FCL is the set of nodes of 
FCL having cardinality equal to L.  
A Knowledge level is an abstraction level is regarded as 
a level in the FCL generated. 
Definition. Let I= {C1, C2, …, Cp, Cq , …, Cn} n 
Clusters generated by a fuzzy clustering  algorithm. A fuzzy 
association meta-rule (called meta-rule) is an implication of 
the form  R: I1  => I2, (CF)  where  
 I1 = { C1, C2, …, Cp } and  I2={ Cq , …, Cn }.  
I1 and I2 are called, respectively, the premise part and 
conclusion part of the meta-rule R. The value CF is in ]0..1] 
and called Confidence Factor of this rule. This value 
indicates the relative degree of importance of this meta-rule.  
R is interpreted as follows:  if an object belongs to a 
cluster C1 C2… Cp then this object can also belongs to 
the cluster Cq… Cn with a probability equal to CF.   
Note that classical (or crisp) association meta-rules can 
be defined as a special case of fuzzy association meta-rules. 
Indeed, when CF=1, then a fuzzy association meta-rule is 
equivalent to a classical one. 
Example. Let R: C1 => C2  (60%). This means that any 
object belongs to a cluster C1 can also belongs to the cluster 
C2 with a probability equal to 60%. 
Definition. Let A1,A2...,Ap,Aq,…An n attributes having 
respectively {l11,l12...,l1m },{l21,l22... ,l2m}...,                
{lp1 ,lp2..., lpm }, {lq1,lq2...,lqm}…., ,{ln1,ln2...,lnm} as 
linguistic labels. A fuzzy association rule (or rule) is an 
implication of the form  
r : I1  => I2,   (CF);  
where I1 = { A1(l1), A2(l2), …, Ap(lp) } and  
I2= {Aq(lq), …, An(ln) }. Ai(li) models the attribute Ai 
having a linguistic label li. I1 and I2 are called, respectively, 
the premise part and conclusion part of the fuzzy rule r. The 
value CF is in ]0..1] and called Confidence Factor of this 
rule.  
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Definition. We define Meta Knowledge (resp. Knowledge), 
as a set of fuzzy association meta-rule (resp. rule). We define 
the level i of Meta Knowledge (resp. knowledge) as the set of 
fuzzy association meta-rule (resp. rule) on all objects 
verifying i properties. 
 
 
Figure 2.  Proposed Approach 
 
Proposition. Rewriting meta- rule  
Let C1= {A1, A2, …, An} and C2={B1 , …, Bm} two set 
of Clusters. The fuzzy association meta-rule  
 R : A1,..,An => B1,..,Bm      (CF)   
is equivalent to  R1 defined as follow:  
      R1: A1,..,An => D1,..,Dq    (CF)    such that   
                                                             {D1,…,Dq} = C2\C1    
   
  
  
V.  KDD MODEL DESCRIPTION  
In this section, we present the architecture of the KDD 
model and the process for discovering and exploiting 
knowledge.  
The architecture of the KDD model is presented in Figure 
2. It consists of three steps: the first step consists in data 
organization the second aims at Extraction of Knowledge 
and the third step consists to define a new method for 
support database flexible querying using the generated 
knowledge in the second step. In the following, we detail 
these different steps. 
A. Data Organization Step 
This step gives a certain number of clusters for each 
attribute. Each tuple has values in the interval [0,1] 
representing these membership degrees according the formed 
clusters. Linguistic labels, which are fuzzy partitions, will be 
attributed on attribute‟s domain. This step consists of TAH‟s 
and MTAH generation of relieving attributes. This step is 
very important in KDD Process because it allows to define 
and interpreter the distribution of objects in the various 
clusters.  
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Example: Let a relational database describing apartment 
announces. Table I presents the results of fuzzy clustering 
applied to Price and Surface attributes.   
The minimal value (resp. maximal) of each cluster 
corresponds on the lower (resp. higher) interval terminal of 
the values of this last. Each cluster of a partition is labeled 
with a linguistic labels provided by the user or a domain 
expert.  
For example, the fuzzy labels Small and Large could 
belong to a partition built over the domain of the attribute 
Surface. Also, the fuzzy labels Low, Medium and High, 
could belong to a partition built over the domain of the 
attribute Price. The Table III presents the correspondence of 
the linguistic labels and their designations for the attributes 
Price and Surface. The corresponding fuzzy concept lattices 
of fuzzy context is presented in Table IV; noted as TAH‟s 
are given by the line diagrams presented in Figure 1.  
This very simple sorting procedure gives us for each 
many-valued attribute the distribution of the objects in the 
line diagram of the chosen fuzzy scale.  Usually, we are 
interested in the interaction between two or more fuzzy 
many-valued attributes. This interaction can be visualized 
using the so-called fuzzy nested line diagrams.  It is used for 
visualizing larger fuzzy concept lattices, and combining 
fuzzy conceptual scales on-line. Figure 3 shows the fuzzy 
nested lattice constructed from Figure 1.  
TABLE III.  CORRESPONDENCE OF THE LINGUISTIC 
LABELS AND THEIR DESIGNATIONS 
Attribute Linguistic labels Designation 
Price Low C1 
Price Medium C2 
Price High C3 
Surface Small C4 
Surface Large C5 
 
TABLE IV.  FUZZY CONCEPTUAL SCALES FOR PRICE 
AND SURFACE ATTRIBUTES WITH Cut   














C5 A1 - 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.
A2 0.3 0.6 - - 0.6 
A3 0.7 - - 0.7 - 
A4 - 0.4 0.5 - 0.8 
A5 - 0.5 0.5 0.6 - 
A6 0.5 0.5 - 0.5 0.5 
 
B. Discovering Knowledge Step 
This step consists on Extraction of Knowledge. It 
consists to deduce the Fuzzy  Cluster Lattice corresponding 
to MTAH lattice generated in the first step, then traverse this 
lattice to extract the Meta Knowledge ( Set of fuzzy 
associations meta-rules on the clusters ), and in end deduce 
the rules modeling the Knowledge (Set of fuzzy associations 
rules on the attributes). This set is denoted by SFR. 
Example: From the fuzzy lattice, obtained in the first 
step (Figure 3), we can draw the correspondent FCL. As 
shown from the Figure 4, we obtain a lattice more reduced, 
simpler to traverse and stored.  
 
Figure 3.  Fuzzy Lattice:  MTAH 
 
Figure 4.  The FCL 
Considering the FCL in Figure 4, we can generate the 
following levels with the corresponding FCL. The Level 0 
and Level 5 are both the root and leaves of FCL. The Level 1 
corresponds to the nodes {C1}, {C5},{C2},{C4}. Generally 
Level i corresponds to the nodes having i clusters. This 
permits to identify all the existing of overlapping between i 
clusters. It allows the knowledge discovery on all objects 
belonging to the intersection of these i clusters.   
Thus, the derivation of fuzzy association meta-rules can 
be performed straightforwardly. Indeed, the meta-rule 
represent “inter-node” implications, assorted with the CF, 
between two adjacent comparable equivalence classes, i.e., 
from a set of clusters to another set of clusters immediately 
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covering it. The confidence Factor will be equal to the 
weight of the arc binding the two nodes.  Such an 
implication brings into participate two comparable 
equivalence classes, i.e. of a set of clusters towards another 
set of cluster including it in the partial order structure.  
Example The meta-rule C2 ⇒  C2,C5 (80%), is 
generated starting from the two equivalence classes, whose 
their respective nodes are Clusters {C2}, {C2,C5} having as 
distance d=0.8. This meta-rule can rewrite as C2 ⇒  C5 
(80%). 
The Algorithm for Discovering Fuzzy Association Meta-
rules traverses the search space (FCL) by level to determine 
the Fuzzy Meta Rules Set (FMRS). As input it takes the 
lattice of Clusters FCL and  returns, as output, the list of all 
Fuzzy Meta Rules Set (FMRS) generated. It works as 
follows: For each non empty node  FCL in descending, it 
generates all meta-rules with one cluster in conclusion (level 
1). Then, it generates the set of all meta-rules with two 
Clusters in conclusion. The same process is applied to 
generate conclusions with four clusters, and so on until 
conclusions with n clusters have been generated.   
Let's note that the FMRS set doesn't contain any 
redundant rule. This is due that of a level to another of the 
lattice the nodes are obligatorily distinct (by definition even 
of a level of lattice).   
Example. 
We present in Table V the Meta-Knowledge generated 
from Table I. The list of rules is order by level of Knowledge 
(every level i of knowledge fact to intervene i properties) .  
From the FMRS set we can easily deduce the rules 
modeling the Knowledge SFR.  It‟s sufficient to use the 
Table III presents the correspondence of the linguistic labels 
and their designations for the attributes Price and Surface. 
Example. The meta-rule C2 => C5  80% is transformed in  
Price (Medium) => Surface (Large)    83% 
TABLE V.  META-KNOWLEDGE GENERATION FROM TABLE I 
Level 1:   List of clusters that permits to generate other properties 
 
R1: => C1      R2: => C2           R3:  => C4       R4:      => C5 
Level 2: Definition of the objects belonging to two clusters 
 
R5:  C1 => C4    80%    R6:   C5=> C2 100%     R7:  C2 => C5    80%       
R9:   C4 => C2 65%      R8:  C2 => C3   46%     R10:   C4 => C1 52%   
R11:  C2 => C4    60%  
Level 3: Definition of the objects belonging to three clusters 
 
R12:  C1  => C2, C5  53%        R13:  C2,C5 =>C1    40%       
R14:  C2,C5 => C3 40%           R15:  C2, C5  => C4 50%      
R16:   C2,C3 => C5   61%       R17:  C2,C3 => C4   61%          
 R18  C2, C4  => C5 66%        R19 :C2,C4 => C3 53% 
Level 4 definition of the objects belonging to four clusters 
 
R20 :    C1, C4  => C2, C5  41%       R24:  C2, C3,C4  => C5    50%       
R21:     C2, C3, C5 => C4 50%         R22:     C1, C2, C5 => C4 62%                 
R23:     C2, C4, C5 => C3  40%           
C. Data Querying Step  
This step presents our flexible interrogation algorithm 
using the generated knowledge in the second step. Let R the 
user Query. The pseudo-code for the algorithm is given in 
the following: 
 
Evaluation of  Flexible Query 
Input: The user Query R 
Output : List of answers 
Begin 
-  Concept_Query ( R, BQ   ) 
- let i = Cardinality ( BQ )  
-  examine the rules in level i.  
-  if there is a rule which utilizes  all  the elements  
 of  BQ then  
              R is realizable with CF = 100% 
     Extract (R, i);  
        else  if there  is a rule which utilizes at least elements   
                        of  the BQ  then  
                                  R is realizable with CF < 100% 
                           Extract (R ,i);  
                                 else R is not realizable.  
End 
 
Note that Concept_Query ( R, BQ  ) : is a procedure that 
determine the concept BQ of  R. Extract(R,i) : is a procedure 
that determines answers of the request while using the 
Backward chaining. This procedure calls upon all the rules 
closely related to the request of level < = i.  
For better explaining this step, we consider a relational 
database table describing apartment announces and the 










In this query, the user wishes that its preferences be 
considered according to the descending order:  Price and 
Surface and  Top-k=2. In other words, returned data must be 
ordered and presented at the user according to these 
preferences.  Without this flexibility, the user must refine 
these search keys until obtaining satisfaction if required since 
it does not have precise knowledge on the data which it 
consults.  
According to the criteria of the query Q , only the A1 and 
A2 criteria correspond to relievable attributes.   
Initially, we determine starting from the DB the tuples 









Select  refAn, price, surface                                                       
From   Announce, Apartment   
Where  price = 105                                               (A1)                                                       
and        surface = 75                                             (A2) 
and        city = „Paris‟                                            (A3)                
and        place = ‟16ème arrondissement‟                (A4) 
and        Apartment.codAp= Announce.codAp     (A5) 
              
 
Q 
Select   refAn, price, surface                                                       
From   Announce, Apartment   
and        city = „Paris‟                                            (A3)  
and        place = ‟16ème arrondissement‟               (A4) 
and        Apartment.codAp= Announce.codAp    (A5) 
              
 
Q 
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 These tuples is broken up into clusters according to labels 
of the relievable attributes Price and Surface 
1) Construction of the query concept  
We define a query concept  BA QQQ ,  where AQ  is a 
name to indicate a required extension and B
Q
 is the set of 
clusters describing the data reached by the query.  The set 
BQ of clusters is determined by the following procedure: 
 
Procedure Construction of the query concept 
Input : Vector 
    ACjvAV j ,...,1:   of cluster centres of 
relievable attribute A  and the value of Q associated to this 
last.  
Output : Query concept  BA QQQ , . 
Begin 
Step 1 : Calculate the membership degrees of the specified 
clusters  for each value of the criterion of Q  associated to 
the relievable attribute A . 
Step 2 : Apply  Cut to generate the fuzzy context.  
Step 3 : Form the set BQ of clusters whose membership is 
higher than the Cut  value.  
End Procedure 
These metadata are given with part of the fuzzy 
clustering operation to determine the objects membership‟s 
degrees in the various clusters. Table VI present the 
membership degrees associated to the query. These degrees 
are obtained while basing on memberships matrix obtained 
by a fuzzy clustering algorithm. Then, we apply the Cut  
for each attribute to minimize the number of concepts.  
TABLE VI.  QUERY MEMBERSHIPS DEGREES. 
Price Surface 
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 
0.1 0.3 0.6 0.2 0.8 
According to our example, the query 
Q
 seek the data 
sources having the metadata BQ {C2,C3,C5}. 
Proposition:   A data source S  is relevant for a given 
query  BA QQQ ,  if and only if S  is characterized by at 
least one of the meta-data given from BQ . The relevance 
degree of S  is given by the number of meta-data that S  
divide with BQ . 
This proposition of relevance is at the base of the 
research process which detailed in the rest of this section and 
illustrated by an example. It is different from the vicinity 
concept used in [38], which can lead to obtaining the data 
divide no metadata with the query, what does not correspond 
to our needs. 
2) Checking of the Query Realisability 
If the query criteria are in contradiction with their 
dependences extracted the database, it is known as 
unrealisable.  
Proposition: Let a query 
Q
 having the concept
 BA QQQ , . A query Q  is unrealisable if and only if   
data source in A
Q
 which dividing any metadata of the set
AQ . 
3) Generation of Top-K answers  
Example 
BQ {C2,C3,C5}: this Query made intervene three 
clusters. Cardinality ( BQ ) =3. Then, we must use the Table 
V. and we examine the rules describe in level 3;  
Extract(R,i) : is a procedure that determines answers of 
the request while using the Backward chaining. This 
procedure calls upon all the rules closely related to the 
request of         level < = i. This   is illustrated by Figure 5. 
                    
 
Figure 5.  Backward chaining 
In our example, we can calculate the satisfaction degrees 
of the various generated answers.  These degrees are given in 
Table VII.  
TABLE VII.  SATISFACTION DEGREE OF THE GENERATED ANSWERS 
  Data sources Meta data Satisfaction degree 







As show in Table VII, the result of the query is given to 
several levels according to a satisfaction degree measured 
compared to that initial one.  
A simple course of this table by order descending of 
the satisfaction degrees makes it possible to generate K 
better answers.  Example for k=2 the K answers are {A1, 
A4}. 
VI. EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH 
Different advantages are granted by the proposed 
approach: (1) The definition of the Meta knowledge concept: 
This definition is in our opinion very important, since the 
number of rules generated is smaller. Besides, the concept of 
Meta knowledge is important to have a global view on the 
data set which is very voluminous. This models a certain 
abstraction of the data that is fundamental in the case of an 
enormous number of data. In this case, we define the set of 
meta-rules between the clusters.  That can generate 
automatically the association rules between the data, if we 
want more details. (2) The definition of new approach to 
support top-k flexible querying using the generated 
knowledge in the first step. This approach allows the end-
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user to easily exploit all knowledge generated. (3) 
Extensibility of the proposed approach: Our approach can be 
applied with any fuzzy clustering algorithm to classify the 
initial data.  
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURES WORKS 
Knowing the essential goal of the extraction of 
knowledge is to help the user to seek information in this data 
set; in this paper, we propose a new approach to dealing with 
top-k flexible queries using Knowledge Discovery in large 
Databases (KDD). For this, we propose 1) an approach for 
KDD through the fusion of conceptual clustering, fuzzy logic 
and formal concept analysis, and 2) defining a new method 
to support top-k flexible querying using the generated 
knowledge in the first step. We prove that this approach is 
optimum sight that the evaluation of the query is not done on 
the set of starting data which are enormous but rather by 
using the set of knowledge on these data; what is to our 
opinion one of the principal‟s goal of KDD approaches. 
 
As futures perspectives of this work, we mention 1) to 
test our approach on several the large data set, and 2) to 
define an incremental method that permits to deduct the 
Knowledge Base generated by our model knowing the 
modifications carried out in the initial data base. 
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Abstract- Development of misconceptions by health care 
students and providers can be deadly to patients during health 
care planning and delivery. However, ongoing research of 
methodologies for knowledge management and knowledge 
discovery has provided ways to study and then remediate 
misconceptions. Effective use of data warehousing coupled to 
automated data mining has been successfully integrated to 
around complex learning objects.  Such integrations allow for 
monitoring and analysis of students’ and practicing healthcare 
providers’ processes of learning and decision making. In this 
paper, we describe how such coupling enables new types of 
methodologies which can lead to a better understanding of 
misconception development.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The research literature does not provide a definitive 
understanding of how students and professional 
practitioners in healthcare develop misconceptions [1][2]. 
This deficiency in the literature is found across all academic 
and training levels. Yet, development of misconceptions are 
dangerous both to the individual who has a misconception 
as well as to others who may depend on that individual to 
use their knowledge and skills when making life and death 
decisions. For example, many health sciences students train 
to become nurses, doctors, and other allied health 
professionals. In their professional lives, these practitioners 
are frequently in situations requiring accurate pattern 
recognition of emerging signs and symptoms of a patient’s 
disease-injury state and then make decisions about 
appropriate treatment for the patient. 
Importantly, few evidence-based frameworks for 
education have been broadly deployed during the ongoing 
transformation of education in which there has been 
increased use of digital media and e-learning modalities [1-
3]. Of course few evidence-based frameworks were deployed 
for education prior to this transformation. However, the 
enormous pressure on faculty to deploy e-learning solutions 
for courses and curricula, as well as increased use of digital 
media and simulations as teaching-learning resources, has 
resulted in a plethora of educational methods and materials 
that have little empirical foundation supporting their actual 
effectiveness in improving learning and knowledge transfer. 
We found no broadly-based, generalizable studies probing 
how and why misconceptions are formed. Consequently, we 
have both an opportunity and an obligation to study how 
misconceptions are developed and how to mitigate or at least 
minimize development of misconceptions that impair clinical 
judgment during health care planning and delivery. 
 Tashiro, et al. [1] studied the critical issues outlined by 
the US National Research Council. A more recent literature 
review identified critical gaps in our knowledge, some 
identified in the National Research Council analysis, but 
others not identified. We found the development of 
misconceptions was one of 10 gaps in knowledge about how 
educational materials ―really work‖ to change an individual’s 
learning outcomes and willingness as well as ability to 
sustain behaviours related to learning [1][2][4][5]: (1) How 
does an educational environment impact disposition to 
engage in a learning process? (2) What are the relationships 
between the level of realism in an educational environment 
and learning outcomes? (3) How do you define the threshold 
of experience within an educational environment that leads 
to measurable learning outcomes? (4) What are the 
knowledge domains being developed during learning? (5) In 
which knowledge domain is learning being retained and how 
stable is the retention? (6) What is the disposition to act on 
the knowledge gained during work within an educational 
environment? (7) How well can the knowledge be 
transferred? (8) What learning outcomes (conceptual and 
performance competencies) are developed during the 
learning process while working within an educational 
environment? (9) How are misconceptions developed during 
and sustained after working within an educational 
environment? (10) How do teacher-student and student-
student social networks or e-communities impact learning. 
Interestingly, initial work indicated that development of 
misconceptions was the gap that was most difficult to study. 
However, as we conducted research on how to study 
misconception development, we began to test a methodology 
that allowed study of all 10 gaps. We report this newly 
developed methodology in this paper, using the study of 
misconceptions as a detailed example.  
As a starting point, a study of diverse research literature 
bases and interviews with educators led us to pose the 
following definition for the dynamic condition of a 
―misconception‖ [1][5-7]: The state of being unaware that 
your own knowledge domains and cognitive processing are 
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incomplete or incorrect.‖ In this context, we are using 
knowledge domains and cognitive processing in the sense of 
Bloom’s Revised Cognitive Taxonomy [1][5][6][8][9], 
wherein knowledge domains include facts, concepts, 
procedures, and metacognition, while cognitive processing 
includes remembering, understanding, applying, utilizing, 
evaluating, and creating. While some researchers might 
choose a different taxonomy, the key point is that whatever 
taxonomy might be chosen it can be used to build a 
knowledge management system to study how people learn. 
Furthermore, a knowledge management system based on a 
cognitive taxonomy can be coupled to a second knowledge 
management system that contains multiple frameworks, each 
framework based a theory of cognition and theory of 
behaviour change [11][15]. Our research team worked 
through the integration of these two knowledge management 
systems and coupling them to a knowledge discovery system 
to study how misconceptions are developed during a learning 
process. Together, these systems can be used to create new 
types of research platforms that could be used to study 
misconceptions in concept development and how such 
misconceptions could be expressed during knowledge 
transfer into behaviors expressed through knowledge-skills 
transfers based on prior learning [19].  
The research platform can be conceptually described as a 
multi-tiered array of knowledge management and knowledge 
discovery systems.  A researcher engages at on tier and 
selects a theory of cognition and a theory of behavior 
change. At this tier, the knowledge management system 
algorithms select templates for instructional design 
consistent with the theories of cognition and behavior that 
were chosen by the researcher. The template is then mapped 
to learning activities, learning resources, learning 
assessments for each activity, and diagnostic feedback for 
each assessment.  
The next tier of the research platform then loads the 
learning activities, resources, assessments, and diagnostic 
feedback into the template so that the template becomes a 
suite of learning objects that together comprise an 
educational environment. The educational environment can 
then be loaded into a Web-based stand-alone simulation or 
into a module nested within a learning management system. 
The educational environment then is integrated with a 
knowledge discovery system. The knowledge discovery 
system has two subsystems. First there is a subsystem 
comprised of monitoring and reporting algorithms that can 
track all of a student's’ choices within the educational 
environments and how much time is spent in each choice of 
learning activity, resources, assessment, and diagnostic area 
loaded into that environment. The tracking-timing data are 
loaded to arrays collated by a set of reporting algorithms. 
The second subsystem then receives data arrays from the 
reporting algorithms and loads these arrays into data analysis 
options that can be selected by the researcher. Such data 
analysis options include a variety of data mining techniques. 
These types of multi-tiered educational environments 
designed as research platforms can then be opened to access 
and be used by students in classes or healthcare providers as 
part of professional development training. Such research 
platforms are critical to development of empirical 
frameworks for studying what really works in education, a 
challenge first posed in 1997 by Tashiro and Rowland 
[20][21]. However, even as digital media uses within all 
levels of academia and training has increased dramatically 
[22], there still are few evidence-based practice frameworks 
for education.  
Importantly, diverse learning environments based on 
digital media are becoming embedded in health care 
education and training at multiple levels ranging from all 
levels of academia, job training, and professional 
development and enhancement [1][2]. Do such educational 
digital media really work to improve learning and to reduce 
misconception development? In 2005, Aldrich stated that use 
of web-based learning as pedagogy has erupted so quickly it 
is comparable to the delivery of fast food. Just as fast food 
chains produce food that compromises nutritional value and 
increases health risks, educational interventions without 
substantive evidence for effectiveness may increase learners’ 
development of misconception. Since Aldrich’s paper was 
published, software companies and academic publishers have 
been flooding the educational and training markets with a 
variety of digital media and e-learning environments 
designed to serve diverse audiences in many disciplines. 
However, lack of a substantive empirical foundation for how 
effective such environments are in improving educational 
outcomes may actually lead to ineffective educational 
practices and dangerous misconceptions in health care 
education [23].  
The digital media transformation of education still has 
too few well-developed frameworks for evidence-based 
learning that might provide guidance for development of 
educational methods and materials that really work to 
improve educational outcomes in health care education 
[1][2]. We now turn to describing how misconception 
development can be analyzed by the multi-tiered research 
platform we have described.  
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows; 
Section II discusses the significance of this study while 
Section III describes our methodology. Results and 
discussion are provided in Section IV.   
 
II. SIGNIFICANCE OF STUDY 
The significance and primary outcome of the research has 
been a methodology of building systems for knowledge 
discovery that could be applied to analyzing the cognitive 
and behavioural paths leading to misconception development 
in health science students and practitioners. In addition, we 
were able to evaluate specific types of research platforms in 
which we had embedded digital media and e-learning 
environments. Studies of these platforms and their capacity 
for collecting and analyzing data within teaching-learning 
environments led to sensible and logistically feasible 
capacities for improved data analysis of large educational 
data sets. Such data sets from our educational research 
platform allow automated data collection, management, 
database construction, and data analysis with appropriate 
data mining methods that had to be applied and evaluated. 
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Data mining and knowledge discovery have emerged as an 
important field of research with growing usage in 
educational research [24]. Data mining in education is an 
extension of the broader data mining research field. Common 
educational data mining applications include, but are not 
limited to, student models [29], educational software [23], 
collaborative learning environments [7], web logging [28], 
and factors associated with student development of 
misconceptions [1][7].  We have chosen to focus on the 
study of processes for collecting, managing, analyzing and 
interpreting data for investigating health science students and 
practitioner’s development of misconceptions. Reduction of 
misconception development in healthcare education and 
professional development will improve patient care and 
safety. 
III. METHODOLOGY 
The methodology developed to study processes of 
misconception formation evolved through four phases of 
research.  
Phase 1.—Teaching-Learning Simulative Environment  
The first tier of the research platform was simplified so 
that research tested a constructivist model consistent with 
one cognitive theory (Situative Learning Theory) and one 
theory of behavioural change (Planned Behaviour). This 
choice of a constructivist model was studied in the context 
of ways to improve healthcare education in the area of 
interprofessional care, which resulted in a template for 
interprofessional education instructional design. The 
template was then mapped to learning activities, learning 
resources for each activity, learning assessments, and 
diagnostic feedback for each assessment item. 
The second tier of the research platform was then built 
as a virtual world with multiple healthcare settings, each 
containing a complex patient (funding from 
HealthForceOntario in Canada). Using the instructional 
design template and learning objet mapping, we then 
developed a simulative teaching-learning environment that 
had instructional design attributes based on prior evidence-
based educational research [1-3][25]. This environment was 
called IPSims, an abbreviation for Interprofessional 
Simulations. As mentioned above, IPSims was developed to 
improve interprofessional care among healthcare students 
and providers and designed as a Web-delivered Flex-based 
set of patient simulations. The initial target audience was 
undergraduate health sciences students and the educational 
goal was to improve students’ development and 
demonstration of skills in interprofessional care of complex 
patients.  
IPSims was substantially derived from earlier work 
building and studying virtual hospital simulations for 
nursing students, a virtual medical office for medical 
assistant students, and virtual patient encounters simulations 
for paramedic training (funded by the United National 
Science Foundation and the United Sates National Institute 
of Nursing Research). As described by Tashiro and 
colleagues [25], the interprofessional care simulations were 
developed from a learning map of interprofessional core 
competencies that all health care providers should be able to 
demonstrate. The simulations were developed by teams of 
clinical experts, educational researchers, and software 
architects, with iterative review by expert panels. These 
experts provided evidence of construct validity in the patient 
cases and realism of the simulative teaching-learning 
environment of IPSims.  
The usability of components of the simulations was 
studied within focus groups of Canadian health care 
providers. This research was part of a second grant funded 
by HealthForceOntario that supported a project for 
improving interprofessional care planning and delivery by 
health care providers in Southern Ontario, Canada. 
Components of the simulations were demonstrated in the 
situated context of how they might be used for 
interprofessional care education of health care providers. 
Project researchers recorded comments within a qualitative 
phenomenological approach. Information from these studies 
was passed to software architects as the simulations were 
built.  
 
Phase 2.—Monitoring-Timing System  
After three iterations of qualitative probes of usability 
and construct validity studies, a software architecture and 
engineering team created the third tier of the research 
platform. We integrated a set of algorithms that identified 
each place within the IPSims a student visited, and started a 
timer for that place. Consequently, we had place-time data 
that were extracted and saved to data arrays as a student 
navigated through IPSims and engaged in any or the 
―places‖ within the simulation, which were basically 
learning activities, learning resources, assessments, or 
feedback systems. This monitoring-timing set of algorithms 
was derived from a patent by Vargas Martin, Hung, and 
Tashiro, providing a systematic method for studying 
learning processes and outcomes of health care students and 
practicing professionals [19].  
This set of algorithms was named PathFinder and was 
designed to expand our understanding of a student’s 
navigational decisions and time spent in simulation 
compartments while they were immersed in the online 
learning environment. The coupling of the second tier 
knowledge management system of IPSims with the third tier 
monitoring-timing system provided an automated, 
systematic teaching-learning environment that could be 
monitored and timed a student’s choices and engagements 
within the simulation, streaming data to a data warehouse to 
create a database of choices made by students and times of 
engagement with each choice. Such databases could then be 
called into data mining frameworks, e.g., to analyze possible 
associations with student learning outcomes. In particular, 
these types of data were tracks of students learning process 
and allowed us now study relationships between learning 
processes and learning outcomes indicative of 
misconceptions in knowledge or skills domains.  
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The model for this type of research platform evolved 
from analyses of earlier work on misconception 
development. These earlier studies led us to conclude that 
sequences of choices by students during learning and 
expression of skills based on learning were critically 
important to exploring the complex associations among 
decisions made while learning, learning outcomes, and 
expression of learning as conceptual and performance 
competencies. These earlier studies led to research focused 
on navigational pathways which we termed decisional 
sequelae. We believed the research literature supported the 
idea that decisional sequelae are the key traces of cognitive 
and behavioral choices leading to learning, including 
learning in ways that lead to the development of 
misconceptions.  
The three tiers of the research platform provided us 
with the model system for studying health care students’ 
development of misconceptions. This is possible due to the 
PathFinder tracking mechanism within IPSims of student 
navigational pathways or decisional sequelae. We feel these 
navigational patterns or choices are an expression of 
cognitive processes that lead to effective metacognitive 
pattern recognition that is imperative for knowledge transfer 
within the health care domain [1]. Student misconceptions 
can occur prior to engaging in the learning environment, 
while immersed in the learning environment, and after the 
student has completed the learning activities. Consequently, 
misconceptions can lead to erroneous concepts in 
conceptual and performance competencies [26]. We believe 
misconceptions are defined as a state of being unaware of 
cognitive and behavioural deficits. As previously stated, 
misconceptions developed by health care students can lead 
to negative patient outcomes and we felt strongly that there 
should be a sense of urgency and responsibility to 
implement research on the development of health care 
students’ misconception development within teaching-
learning environments like IPSims and other educational 
digital media learning environment.  
 
Phase 3.—Testing in Health Sciences Courses 
When the IPSims environment was completed, the patient 
simulations were introduced into courses within the Health 
Sciences Faculty of the University of Ontario Institute of 
Technology. Student usage patterns were evaluated by 
reviewing discussion board threaded comments as well as 
emails to the faculty member teaching the courses. While 
being principally a qualitative phenomenological study, the 
results indicated the simulations were easily accessible from 
the BlackBoard learning management system used for the 
courses and that the navigational schema and content were 
usable by diverse students. These students were part of the 
Bachelor of Applied Health Sciences program that provided 
a baccalaureate curriculum to practicing heath care 
providers who had been initially trained in two-year 
undergraduate college programs.  
 
Phase 4.—Pre-processing Data for the Data Mining 
Analytical Tool  
Although we could easily record decisional sequelae and 
time spent in any part of an educational environment, we 
still had to solve issues related to preparing the data for a 
database to apply data mining methods to our data from the 
IPSims. We simplify a bit here, but the basic model 
conceptualizes the learning environment as a 
multidimensional array of ―places‖ in which a student can 
engage in learning activities, using learning resources, and 
take learning assessments that are coupled to diagnostic 
feedback arrays related to each assessment activity. Within 
the multidimensional array, navigation from a graphic user 
interface allows the student to ―move‖ from place to place 
and in each place engage in some type of learning. The 
PathFinder engine follows students as they move from place 
to place and starts a time clock at the entry to each place. 
The clock is stopped when the student exits that place. 
Through time, PathFinder records the places visited, which 
becomes the decisional sequela for each student. That is, the 
decisional sequela is the sequence of places visited within 
the educational environment. With the clock function 
always coupled to the place, the decisional sequela of a 
place within the multidimensional educational environment 
has concomitant time spent in each place visited. These data 
are collected and stored in a database that captures 
multidimensional data arrays for each student that reflects 
that student’s journey within an educational environment, 
such as IPSims. The data from the database is then 
configured, normalized, and transformed as necessary for 
the appropriate data mining methodology to which it has 
been coupled.  
Consequently, we have been able to track the 
development of health science students’ misconceptions by 
tracking their cognitive processes and behaviours within 
IPSims learning environment. With such data, we can ask 
fundamental questions related to misconception formation, 
such as, ―What are the complex relationships between an 
individual students learning and skills outcomes and the 
processes they expressed while learning?‖ Such questions 
are suitable for analysis and interpretation by data mining 
techniques. In this current work, we look at Association 
Rule mining for our data analysis method. This choice is 
based on the types of data we have, the assumptions of the 
Association Rule model, and our need to delineate processes 
of cognitive processing and behaviours in the context of 
what students can demonstrate they have learned and how 
they transfer that knowledge. 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
We have now completed the first major study using our 
research platform,, with the first tier allowing choices of 
cognitive and behavioral theories to express instructional 
design templates, with the second tier being a virtual world 
for active engagement by the student, and the third tier being 
the monitoring-timing system we call PathFinder. The 
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research platform was used to conduct a study at the 
University of Ontario Institute of Technology (UOIT). In this 
paper, we have focused on the methodology for building 
knowledge management systems into research platforms to 
study misconception development.   
The IPSims-PathFinder research platform was built by an 
interdisciplinary collaboration of researchers. The first tier 
emerged from researchers conducting studies of theories of 
cognition and behavior change that looked at how 
instructional templates could be generated from grounded 
theory. The second tier emerged from a research team who 
built simulations based on instructional templates. This team 
included content experts who assembled case studies of 
complex patients and the realistic scenarios in which such 
patients would be found within heath care settings. 
Additionally, this team included educational researcher who 
took these scenarios and mapped them to the instructional 
design template for a particular combination of theories of 
cognition and behavioral change. Such mapping was based 
on a target audience of undergraduate Health Sciences 
students who would need the kind of interprofessional 
training for which IPSims was being designed. Together, the 
content experts and educational researchers created a 
learning map for the simulations that delineated the places 
within the virtual world that patients would exist at each 
moment in time as their simulation unfolded. Within each 
place, educators and researchers selected a set of learning 
activities, learning resources, learning assessments, and 
diagnostic feedback for students for each learning 
assessment. The Learning Map was then provided to a 
software design-engineering team, which had the 
responsibility of translating the Learning Maps into the 
designs of each immersive learning experience in the IPSims 
teaching-learning-assessment system. The designs were 
translated into immersive environments so that each 
environment becomes a functioning portion of Flex-based 
IPSims simulations. The design was prototyped and passed 
through usability tests. An important intermediate step was 
creating a prototype that allowed iterative use case analyses. 
Finally, the software design-engineering team integrated the 
PathFinder monitoring-timing system. 
In Figure 1, we show an interface from the IPSims 
system. Again, IPSims was developed as the prototype for an 
immersive experience in which undergraduate health 
sciences students could develop and demonstrate 
competencies in interprofessional planning and delivery of 
health care services. The IPSims system shown in Figure 1 
allowed researchers to express every pathway that a student 
might take in an immersive environment. In the case of 
IPSims, there were three scenarios developed by clinical 
experts to portray different facets for the care of each patient, 
with six patients in total. Figure 1 shows a graphic user 
interface (GUI) for a simulation of an elderly male patient. 
On the Figure 1 GUI, you can see three buttons on a top 
navigational bar Scenario1-Scenario3, which allow a 
researcher to quickly shift scenarios. In this case of elder 
care, the GUI shows Scenario1 selected, in which we can 
explore possible interprofessional health team interactions in 
a hospital emergency room after the man fell and injured 
himself. Scenario 2 portrays the elder man’s in his home and 
the interactions during a home health visit as a follow-up to 
hospital discharge. Scenario 3 portrays a meeting in the elder 
man’s home involving him, his daughter, and a mental health 
team. The GUI also shows a top navigational bar for Library, 
Scopes of Practice, and IP Competencies. These are 
Learning Resources that would be available within the 
immersive environment for every scenario of every 
immersive environment for improving competencies related 
to elder care in this simulation.  
The left-side navigation bar in the GUI of Figure 1 
provides interactions specific to a particular scenario. So, 
when the Scenario1 button is clicked on the top navigation 
bar, data are loaded so that the left-hand navigational bar 
buttons access data relevant only to the emergency room 
visit that was conceived as the immersive environment of 
Scenario1. The IPSims environment allows for iterations of 
use case analyses to probe how and why a student might 
make choices within an immersive teaching-learning-
assessment environment. One example of a use case iteration 
is provided below in Figure 1. The use case of Figure 3 





1. Three students enter the teaching-learning-assessment 
environment. They have been assigned to complete the same 
learning activity in Scenario 1. Each selects Scenario 1, and 
selects the Learning Activity button on the left side of the 
GUI.  
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2. The Learning Activity functionality opens an 
instruction page. A sample page is provided below, along 
with an interprofessional care core competency.  
 
Scenario 1: Emergency Room  
Competency 3.1.1 – Respects complementary nature 
of health team members’ scopes of practice.  
Learning Activity 1 — You are providing care for an 
elder man who has fallen in his home and has been 
transported to the Emergency Department. Your 
colleagues include an Emergency Department triage 
nurse and physician, as well as a Geriatric Emergency 
Management RN. All of you are working together in the 
Emergency Room to care for this elder man. What should 
your colleagues’ roles be in providing care for this 
patient? How are these roles complementary? In what 
ways do these practitioners fulfill their designated roles 
and in what ways do they not work within their scopes of 
practice?  
 
3. Each student begins to work on this Learning Activity, 
but imagine that each of the three students chose a different 
pathway through the simulation. You can see in Figure 1 that 
we show a representation of how the three students could 
have taken different pathways within the IPSims teaching-
learning assessment environment.  
Indeed, you can see in Figure 1 that Student1 went to the 
library to review articles on interprofessional care. Student2 
also went to the Library but then came back to the Learning 
Activity, and finally decides to go to the Scopes of Practice 
resource. Student3 decided first to view the Case Records, 
but then went back to the Learning Activity and 
subsequently decided to examine the Scopes of Practice 
Resource, but went to a different area of that resource than 
Student2. 
The key point of this methodology is that at each of the 
―places‖ visited by the student, PathFinder records the 
location and starts a clock. The clock times the student’s 
presence within the location and when the student navigates 
out of the location, the time is recorded for that moment of 
the student’s journey through the IPSims learning 
environment. Figure 1 shows the decisional sequela of each 
student, that is, the place to place journey within the IPSims 
environment, and along that decisional sequela is the time 
spent in each location of the journey. However, the usage of 
term location needs to be reined here. Some locations are just 
like a real hospital room in the sense that a student can 
engage in many interactions with a patient, equipment, 
electronic health records, and so on.  
Figure 1 is a representation of three students’ possible 
excursions into the IPSims learning environment. In this 
figure, the paths of three different students are described, 





so on).  
In our usage of ―location‖, we are evoking the 
multidimensional sense of the database structure mentioned 
earlier. That is, a student within IPSims can go to locations 
that are analogous to a room. Within that room, there are 
locations that allow access too many types of interactions, 
such as accessing and using as-needed teaching and learning 
resources. So, Student1 went to the library to review articles 
on interprofessional care. Student2 also went to the Library 
but returned to the Learning Activity location before 
navigating to the Scopes of Practice resource. In contrast, 
Student3 decided viewed the Case Records, next went back 
to the Learning Activity, then navigated Scopes of Practice 
resource, but went into a different area of that resource than 
Student2. The term ―location‖ has a variety of different 
meaning. Some locations are analogous to a physical place 
(e.g., Library, Patient’s Room for a Case Encounter, a Web-
link resource within the Scopes of Practice functionality. 
Other locations are analogous to an activity, such as reading 
a paper in the Library, exploring a Web-site for Scopes of 
Practice of different types of clinicians, reading one of the 
different types of patient records within the Case Records 
functionality.  
Consequently, we had to explore how the decisional 
sequela and time data for each student could be 
contextualized in semantic and workflow meaning. For 
example, if a student navigated to the Scopes of Practice 
location, they would find Web-links to over a hundred 
different types of health care providers and for each type of 
provider a description of their respective scope of practice. 
So PathFinder would record accessing the Scopes of Practice 
portal and start a clock. If the student accessed a Web-link 
that location would be recorded and another clock would 
start. This would be true for any Web-link accessed with the 
Scopes of Practice location, with each Web-link accessed 
becoming a new location with a new clock. These types of 
analyses of students’ journeys and work convinced us that 
the locations within the teaching-learning-assessment 
environment could be conceptualized as locations within a 
cognitive process. So, the term ―location‖ was not 
particularly problematic, despite its usual implication for 
physical space or something analogous to physical space.  
We continued studying the methodology for building and 
using the IPSims-Pathfinder combined education and 
research system. Although the delineation of a user’s 
decisional sequelae and associated time coding were robust, 
the research literature suggests there are other types of data 
that may be critical to understanding the complexities of 
cognitive processing and behavioural choices. Therefore, we 
began building into the IPSims environment a variety of data 
collection pathways that could complement the data 
representation of a student’s journey through the learning 
environment of IPSims.  
One of our studies built in a data collection process that 
would provide a student user profile. This profile was a set of 
variables, with variable values collected when a student 
entered the IPSims environment for the first time. These 
variables were taken from the research literature as possible 
covariates shaping learning processes. Our choice of 
variables included, age, gender, prior academic knowledge, 
perceived academic success, discipline major, academic 
class, and a cluster of variables assessing digital literacy.  
A second study examined choices of variables that 
research literature suggests are important in shaping 
cognitive processes and behavioural choices. These included 
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variable clusters for measuring disposition to engage in 
higher order reasoning, formal operational reasoning, and 
value placed on a learning experience, expectations for 
success in a learning experience, perceptions of and 
preferences for digital learning objects and online learning 
modalities, and perceptions of usability of learning objects 
and simulations with the different situated experiences of a 
virtual world.  
These additional data are now being integrated into the 
database for automated data collection systems of the 
coupled IPSims-PathFinder teaching-learning-assessment 
system. The methodology described in this paper provides a 
means to study misconception development. We recently 
completed a study of 67 students in the Health Sciences 
Faculty of UOIT. A subsequent paper will describe the 
methodology in action and the detailed analysis of how 
misconceptions development can be studied and remedied. 
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
In conclusion, we have developed a methodology that 
allows us to study learning processes as a sequence of 
decisions an time spent within learning activities, learning 
resources, leaning outcomes assessments, and diagnostic 
feedback for any assessment item. Such activities, resources, 
and so on, are ―places‖ within an educational environment. 
We have called these earning processes decisional sequelae 
in the context of how data related to the processes are 
collected and analyzed as decisions made by a student to 
engage and spend time at certain ―places‖ within a learning 
environment.  Importantly, such decisional sequelae now can 
provide an opportunity to study students’ development of 
misconceptions. In a subsequent paper we will provide the 
data analyses of the first set of student research subjects who 
were undergraduates in the Health Sciences Faculty at UOIT. 
This next paper will show the efficacy of the methodology 
for identifying learning processes as decisional sequelae that 
lead to misconception development. 
However, our ongoing work using knowledge 
management systems to study misconceptions is part of a 
larger research program to build and evaluate an inclusive 
and adaptive teaching-learning-assessment-diagnostic system 
in which we can embed a diverse array of educational 
environments. Certainly, we believe in the importance of 
identifying decisions and patterns of learning engagement 
that lead to misconception development. Nevertheless, 
difficulties studying misconception development is only part 
of a larger set of barriers to transforming education into a 
more evidence-based praxis. Our ongoing research has 
become increasingly focused on creating human-computer 
interfaces that are truly inclusive in the way these interfaces 
engage learners, probe and adjust to their accessibility needs, 
and identify their preferences for learning. Our model of 
these interfaces will create a learner profile that can then be 
used to adapt a computer-based learning environment 
dynamically in order to meet the learning attributes of the 
respective learner’s profile. Knowledge management 
systems can be used to configure a teaching-learning-
assessment-diagnostic educational environment based on the 
learner profile. The methodology for studying student 
outcomes, including misconception development, can then 
be integrated into this educational environment.  
Furthermore, we already have developed meta-level 
knowledge management systems that can be used to select 
theories of cognition and behavioral change, along with their 
respective associated instructional design templates. These 
templates can be integrated with the inclusive-adaptive 
interface to allow instructors or researchers to select 
combinations of theories of cognition and behavior change. 
Consequently, a learner’s profile can then be mapped to 
instructional templates based on a particular combination of 
theories and the teaching-learning-assessment-diagnostic 
environment configured to be consistent with that theory 
combination. The result is a truly inclusive-adaptive 
educational environment based on grounded theory and 
nested within a research platform. Such research platforms 
will allow cross-theory studies that will advance our 
understanding of how to build evidence-based frameworks 
for educational methods and materials. 
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Abstract—This work in progress reports on the implementation of 
a data mining system aimed at predicting the final GPA of 
healthcare students within the context of our learning 
environment called IPSims. The predictions are based on the user 
profile, and their choices and preferences within IPSims. The 
intended predictions will use various well-known and widely used 
IT technologies and data mining techniques combined in such a 
way to overcome the complexity of IPSims and its associated 
disaggregation variables. The present work shows the application 
of well-known data mining techniques within the environment 
called IPSims. 	  
Keywords—Databases; Data Mining; Education, Knowledge 
Discovery; Digital Media Learning Environment. 	  
I. INTRODUCTION 
Knowledge discovery is an iterative process that involves 
different stages of information processing. Fu [1] and Luo [2] 
divide the knowledge discovery process into five stages: 
selection, preprocessing, transformation, data mining, and 
evaluation. The final result of applying these stages should be 
the acquisition of knowledge. 
The purpose of this work is to test the following 
hypotheses: 
1) There is an identifiable set of variables in the student 
profiles which have the highest impact in students’ success, 2) 
It is possible to predict, with high level of accuracy, the 
performance of a student at the beginning of a course, based on 
their profile, and 3) It is possible to predict student 
performance based on their profile and their history of choices 
and preferences in the system. 
The prediction of the student performances (usually 
reflected by their grades) may help teaching environments of 
all levels. Since elementary school to postsecondary education, 
the detection of students with poor performance is not possible 
until the final grade is known and it is already too late to take a 
preventative action. 
The main problem of this research is to apply well-known 
data mining techniques in an efficient way in order to obtain 
useful information from IPSims [3], which is a digital media-
learning environment for health sciences students. 
In order to apply data mining techniques, there are different 
issues to address such as the normalization of a non-
normalized database, inconsistency in some student records 
(registers of the database), the transformation of multiple 
qualitative variables into quantitative values, lost information,  
 
data integration from multiple data sources, outliers for some 
variable values, the efficiency of the prediction algorithms and  
cluster techniques, and a reduced number of real cases to train 
and test the system.  
The data integration, data reduction and data transformation 
steps have been already accomplished. The statistical analysis 
of the variables in order to detect outliers and understand the 
behaviour of the information is the next step on this work as 
well the implementation of the neural network for prediction 
purposes and cluster techniques for pattern recognition that 
will surface the variables with greatest impact in the final 
grade of the students. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II is 
the related literature. A description of IPSims is given in 
Section III. In Section IV, the techniques applied in order to 
retrieve knowledge from IPSims are reviewed. Section V 
presents the concluding remarks, final notes and future work. 
II. RELATED WORK 
The idea of using neural networks as predictive models has 
been proposed by multiple authors. Bargallo [4] makes a study 
of comparison for different neural network architectures for 
prediction of radio frequency propagation loss this 
methodology. The architectures proposed are: Multilayer 
perceptron networks and radial basis networks. In Wang and 
Yu [5], once again, neural networks are being use to predict. 
On this specific case the prediction is over software quality. 
Vilovic and Burum [6] present a comparison study of different 
neural network models and the accuracy of them on the 
prediction of indoor field strength.  
The previous works lacks a description of one characteristic 
that is being analyzed in this paper; this is the measure of 
accuracy and model optimization over time periods. The 
previous group of papers applied the model that fits best in 
general for a given phenomena.  
The current work describes the specific study case in 
function of discretized units of time. The phenomena are 
divided and the model is adequate accordingly in function of 
this discretize time units. A more detailed description will be 
given later in the paper. 
The related literature shows a common denominator: 
Neural networks are black boxes. This makes it difficult to 
know if the results are going to be good enough to support our 
hypotheses.  
The way these papers evaluate the efficiency of each neural 
network is not known until the testing in real cases is finished. 
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III. IPSIMS DESCRIPTION 
A. General Description IPSims	   system	   is	   designed	   to	   help	   students	   enhance	  their	   learning	   experience	   through	   the	   effective	   use	   of	   a	  simulation	   environment	   supported	   by	   multimedia	  materials.	  IPSims	   is	   able	   to	   track	   the	  activity	  of	  users.	  The	   traces	  include	   time	   spent	   on	   each	  module	   or	   learning	   activity	   as	  well	  as	  the	  path	  followed	  within	  IPSims.	  First-­‐time	   users	   get	   registered	   in	   the	   system	   as	   they	  enter	  a	  number	  of	  disaggregation	  variables,	  which	  include:	  gender,	  course,	  faculty,	  term,	  age,	  undergraduate	  academic	  year,	  undergraduate	  major,	  number	  of	  hours/week	  surfing	  the	  web,	  number	  of	  hours/week	  playing	  video	  games,	  how	  they	   rate	   their	   computer	   literacy,	   likelihood	   to	   choose	   a	  career	   in	   computer	   sciences,	   interest	   in	   course	   material,	  experience	   with	   computer-­‐based	   simulations,	   their	  perceived	   educational	   value	   of	   computer-­‐based	  simulations,	  expected	  grade	  in	  the	  course,	  and	  current	  GPA.	  	  	  These	  variables	  are	  stored	   in	  a	  secure	  database	  that	   is	  accessed	   at	   a	   later	   time	   and	   used	   in	   the	   knowledge	  discovery	  process.	  Returning	  users	  logon	  with	  a	  user	  name	  and	  password.	  Upon	  successfully	  logging	  in,	  IPSims	  presents	  a	  menu	  of	  six	  simulation	   environments,	   each	   consisting	   of	   a	   different	  healthcare	   scenario	   and	   involving	   multiple	   learning	  activities.	  	  Each	  of	  these	  six	  simulations	  contains	  three	  scenarios,	  a	  library	   with	   web	   links	   and	   scholarly	   journals,	   scopes	   of	  practice,	   interprofessional	   competencies,	   interprofessional	  perspectives,	   case	   records,	   case	   encounter	   (video),	   main	  menu,	  logout,	  and	  bookmark	  links.	  
B. Architecture 
The user interface of IPSims is constructed using FLEX 
technology [7]. FLEX offers an elegant and attractive design 
environment for user interfaces.  
In general, the structure of the IPSims system is as follows, 
LSPL is a set of PHP scripts that are responsible for the 
interaction between the XML files and the database as these 
scripts record activities and perform data retrieval. 
Figure 1 describes IPSims architecture in a simplified form. 
LSPL counts with a query module where we can consult and 
extract the information related to time stamps and path tracking 
(but by now and for our research purposes this paper will focus 
just in the recording functionality of the system). 
IV. KNOWLEDGE DISCOVERY IN THE IPSIMS DATABASE 
To fully exploit the potential of the IPSims database it is 
necessary to create appropriate mechanisms that allow for 
information retrieval. 
The database contains data from three sources: 1) the user 
profile, 2) users’ choices and preferences in IPSims, and 3) 
student surveys collected after completion of all the learning 
activities performed in IPSims. The student surveys include 
nine different sets of questions, namely 1) learning assessment 
based on assigned learning activities, 2) demographic 
information, 3) preferences for learning resources and 
educational scaffolding, 4) rating of web-based course work, 5) 
rating of IPSims learning environment, 6) satisfaction with 
educational simulations and serious games, 7) disposition to 
engage in effortful cognitive endeavor (need for cognition and 
ambiguity tolerance), 8) expectancy-value questionnaire, and 
9) performance evaluation in interprofessional learning 
activities.  
Before the system can exploit these three sources of data, 
algorithms that perform preprocessing and transformation steps 
are required; as well as a neural network model will be applied 
in order to predict the final GPA of the students. 
A. Data Preprocessing and Transformation 
It is convenient to firstly analyze the user profile. The user 
profile is automatically recorded in our database, and the 
validation of the web registration form is carefully designed to 
avoid inconsistencies in the data provided by the students.  
The qualitative variables in the user profiles require a 
transformation into quantitative values. For our approach it is 
desirable to normalize our input set of values into the range  
[0-1].  
Referring back to the question of how to treat the 
qualitative variables, Driscol et al. [8] propose multiple 
methods that could be used. One of the most common methods 
is to count the number of times a qualitative code occurs for 
each user. It will be interesting to see how the two-three 
different techniques mentioned in [8] like substitute the values 
for descendent or ascendant values, or frequency of each value 
repetition will impact the model accuracy. 
The next step to achieve a high-quality input set is the 
treatment of the timestamps and path tracking for the users. 
The timestamp for each section has to have a special treatment 
so that every time the user starts a session the system starts 
recording time stamps for each web document visited for the 
user. For example, in a situation where a given user ux that 
visits the web document da  n times, then we will have n time 
stamps for that given section of the system. The obvious 
solution in this situation is to merge these times into one total 
time T for the document da given a user ux , denoted by T(ux, 
da), the relative times to each session for a given user  at a 
document is given by the expression ,where 




Figure 1. General architecture of IPSims and data recording into the 
database. 	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                         (1)      
 
Therefore, at the end, there will be just one variable for the 
time stamp for the web document that will prevent the fast 
growing of information and will fix the input vector in a 
specific dimension.  
Imagine a situation where a user X visits seven web 
documents and user Y visits just five, then there will be a 
dimensionality inconsistency on the vectors, even worse if the 
documents they visited are partially or completely different. 
The first solution that comes to mind is to set up the input 
vector to a defined dimensionality, and fill these n-elements 
with zeros, and for every available variable fill the element in 
the vector with the corresponding variable. 
Supposing that  and  define different users, and 
 define a visited document. Then the vector 
for each user will be defined by V( ) and V( ) and will be 
composed as follows: 
 
                 
                                    
 
       indicates that the user  has not visited 
that document yet. 
The path tracking functionality of IPSims is being wasted 
in this approach, but by the moment and for prediction 
purposes the model will be based just in the time stamps, user 
profile and paper survey information. 
The last step in our input data preprocessing requires the 
capture of all the variables in the paper survey; the algorithms 
applied for preprocessing will be the same algorithms 
mentioned before for the qualitative, and the quantitative 
variables. This step will require the addition of new columns or 
tables to our database. 
Figure 2 generalizes the process described before. We can 
observe how the integration of the three different data sources 
is accomplished into a one single data source. 
B. Neural Network Model 
The next step in this framework is the model construction. 
Different neural network architectures will be used in order to 
compare different results and determine which architecture is 
most suitable for the data set. 
An optimistic approach is being adopted when the idea that 
a neural network with n inputs and m outputs will be enough to 




Figure 2. Data preprocessing and transformation processes before reaching 
the final input data set for the predictive model. 
 
The justification for the selection of the model will be 
determined by the observations in the cluster analysis, the 
statistical analysis and distribution of the variables as well as 
the testing results. However, if the linear separability problem 
cannot be solved for the dataset with neural networks then the 
use of a support vector machine (SVM) will be required. This 
has been left for future work. 
If the results with the neural network model are acceptable, 
then a comparison with a SVM model will be interesting in 
order to determine the tool with the best performance for the 
given study case. 
Our IPSims already has around 70 real student registers 
with the variables and the final learning outcome. This set of 
cases will populate the training and testing set with data that 
can validate the accuracy of the results.  
From 70 real cases available, around 75% are going to be 
used for training purposes and 25% for the testing stage of the 
model. This is usually the proportion for training and testing 
proposed in most of the literature. 
The last stage in the framework is the refinement of the 
model as presented in Figure 3. This step will be accomplished 
with the comparison of results of the different proposed 
architectures (feed-forward propagation and backtracking) with 
different numbers of neurons in the input layer, and different 
activation functions between the neurons.  In the experiments, 
a table with the results will be the one that allow determining, 
which one is the model with the highest accuracy. 
 
 
V( )	  =	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W Sigmoid 67.5% 78% 
X Sigmoid 70% 82% 
Y Step 45% 29% 
Z Signum 38% 34% 	  
 
  C.   Model application 
Once the selection of the final model is done, the system 
will attempt to predict the final learning outcome of IPSims 
users at any time during the course. The specific time in which 
the model is applied to the dataset will show a prediction for 
that specific time; therefore, still there is the question how 
accurate the system is when is applied at different given times? 
This is probably the most challenging question to solve in this 
work. Right now the idea to approach this problem is to divide 
the course into time periods, and according to these periods 
modify the weighted edges that go from the input vector to the 
first hidden layer in the neural network.   
In the density function given by Eq. (2), an example of how 
to generate a dynamic weighted model for the neural network 
model is observable. This density function will depend on the 
time the model is applied; this time will be determined for 
discrete divisions of the given course, in the example shown 
the course is divided in three sections. Depending on which 
period of time the model is applied is the weight for every 
specific edge. 
 
                        (2) 
 
 
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS This	  work	  aimed	  at	  exploiting	  all	  the	  capabilities	  of	  the	  IPSims	   system.	   This	   continuing	   work	   is	   part	   of	   a	   larger	  project	   using	   the	   IPSims	   system	   for	   healthcare	   education.	  High	   impact	   variables	   identification	   (cluster	   analysis),	  predictive	   models	   (neural	   networks	   and	   support	   vector	  machine),	   behaviour	   prediction	   (neural	   networks	   and	  support	   vector	  machines),	   and	   uncertain	   data	   are	   part	   of	  the	  projects	  that	  will	   involve	  the	  use	  of	   IPSims.	  We	  expect	  to	   get	   acceptable	   results	  when	  measuring	   the	   accuracy	   of	  the	  model	   against	   real	   cases;	   however,	  we	   have	   as	   future	  work	   the	   use	   of	   a	   support	   vector	   machine.	   An	   ambitious	  approach	   on	   this	   work	   will	   be	   the	   generation	   of	   a	  framework	   that	   could	   be	   applied	   to	   virtual	   learning	  environments	   of	   similar	   nature	   to	   that	   of	   IPSims.	   In	   the	  future,	  we	  expect	  not	  only	  be	  able	  to	  predict	  outcomes,	  but	  to	  provide	  feedback	  and	  advice	  to	  users	  as	  to	  how	  they	  can	  improve	   their	   learning	   performance	   to	   maximize	   their	  results	  in	  a	  particular	  course.	  We	  are	  currently	  redesigning	  
the	  IPSims	  database	  architecture	  to	  integrate	  the	  three	  data	  sources	   discussed	   in	   this	   paper,	   as	   well	   as	   the	   scripts	  required	  for	  the	  experiments	  related	  to	  data	  preprocessing	  and	  transformation.	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Abstract — In software component repositories, search engines 
have to deal with challenges related to storage space 
requirements for indexing semi-structured data models, which 
are adopted for representing syntactic and semantic features of 
software assets. In such a context, clustering techniques seem 
to be attractive for reducing the number of assets in a 
repository, and so, the size of index files. Accordingly, this 
paper proposes and evaluates a distributed clustering 
approach for large-scale, distributed software component 
repositories. Based on experiments, outcomes indicate relevant 
gains in storage space requirements for index files. 
Keywords-clustering techniques, indexing techniques, search 
engines,  software component repositories; 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
Software component repositories have to handle 
metadata for describing stored software assets, providing 
information employed by search engines for indexing them 
[1]. As endorsed by Vitharana [2], component description 
models can adopt high level concepts for describing 
component metadata, making possible to express syntactic 
and semantic features, and so, facilitating developers to 
search, select and retrieve assets. In practice, currently 
available component description models [3][4], have adopted 
approaches based on semi-structured data, more specifically 
XML, allowing structural relationships among elements to 
aggregate semantic to textual values. 
Several proposals exist for indexing semi-structured data 
[5][6][7]. Despite their contributions, existing techniques still 
suffer from problems related to storage space requirements, 
processing time and precision level of queries. For instance, 
Brito et al. [7] proposes an indexing technique based on 
semi-structured data, which is precise and efficient in terms 
of query processing time, but suffer from problems related to 
storage space requirements for index files. Thus, in the 
context of large-scale software component repositories, it is a 
challenge to design indexing techniques that minimize 
storage space requirements, but without excessively 
impacting on query processing time and precision level.  
In such a context, an interesting insight for optimizing 
the storage space required by index files is to construct a 
clustered repository, in which clusters (groups) of similar 
software assets are identified by applying a clustering 
heuristic, according to defined similarity criteria. Then, 
representative assets of the clusters can be generated for 
defining the clustered repository. Thus, only the reduced set 
of representative assets in the clustered repository needs to 
be indexed, instead of all assets in the original repository. As 
a result, storage space requirements can be notably reduced. 
Motivated by such an insight, in [8], we have already 
proposed a clustering approach for X-ARM based software 
component repositories, which constructs a clustered 
repository, reducing the number of assets, and so, optimizing 
the storage space requirements. Despite the excellent gains in 
storage space requirements, the clustering approach proposed 
in [8] operates in local and centralized repositories only. 
Based on Seacord [9], local and centralized repositories 
lead to limited accessibility and scalability. Besides, 
according to Frakes [10], a large quantity and variety of 
components can increase software reuse. Thus, scalability 
issues associated with centralized repositories obviously also 
imply in low reusability levels. As a consequence, large-
scale, distributed software component repositories have been 
proposed as an infrastructure for minimizing problems 
related to limited accessibility, scalability and also 
reusability provided by centralized repositories [11][12]. 
Accordingly, herein, we have evolved the centralized 
clustering approach, already proposed in [8], to a distributed 
clustering approach for large-scale, distributed software 
component repositories, defined as a collection of connected, 
integrated storage units that reside throughout independent 
nodes of the repository in a network like the internet, for 
instance. The proposed approach is structured in two stages. 
The first stage is responsible for clustering each storage unit 
of the distributed repository, generating a set of clustered 
units. Then, the second stage puts together all clustered units 
and once again applies the clustering algorithm for 
constructing the whole clustered repository. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes 
related techniques, evincing the contribution of evolving the 
centralized cluttering approach. Section II reviews the 
adopted component description model, called X-ARM. Then, 
Section IV presents the proposed distributed clustering 
approach. After that, outcomes observed in experiments are 
presented in Section V. In conclusion, Section VI presents 
final remarks and delineates future work. 
II. RELATED TECHNIQUES 
Data clustering is a NP-hard problem and several 
heuristics have been proposed to group similar data. Xu and 
Wunsch [13] present a relevant survey of the research field. 
Among existing techniques, the hierarchical and the 
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K-means algorithms are applied in several domains [14]. In 
software engineering, clustering techniques have been used 
in several problems, such as: software maintenance [15], 
modularization [16], reverse engineering [17], software 
evolution [18] and software requirements [19]. 
Although clustering techniques are applied in several 
problems of software engineering, for the best knowledge of 
the authors, we are the first research group that adopts such 
techniques in the context of indexing software component 
repositories, proposing a centralized clustering approach for 
reducing the storage space requirements in local and 
centralized software component repositories [8]. 
As an evolved version of the previous centralized 
approach, the differential and so the contribution of the 
evolved approach proposed herein is twofold. First, the 
proposal of a new heuristic, also based on the hierarchical 
algorithm, but adopting a divide and conquer strategy that 
can be adopted for large-scale, distributed software 
component repositories. The second contribution is the 
consolidation of the similarity metric, initially proposed in 
the centralized version of the clustering approach. 
The proposed heuristic has been validated by considering 
several thresholds for guiding the composition of component 
groups and also different repository sizes. Moreover, the 
heuristic was integrated as part of the indexing system 
adopted in [7], allowing quality evaluation for queries. 
III. THE X-ARM MODEL 
The proposed approach explores the X-ARM description 
model, which is a XML based semi-structured data model 
for describing several types of software assets [4], which can 
be produced in CBD (Component-Based Development) 
processes, proving the required semantic for representing 
their relationships. As illustrated in Fig. 1, X-ARM describes 
component and interface specifications, as well as 
































Figure 1.  Relationships between assets. 
Component and interface specifications can be described 
as independent or dependent of component models. 
Independent specifications abstract features and properties of 
component models, such as CCM, JavaBeans, EJB and Web 
Services. In turn, dependent specifications ought to consider 
features and properties related to component models. 
In X-ARM, both dependent and independent interface 
specifications are described as a set of operations. Each 
operation has a name, a set of input or output parameters and 
a return value. In CBD processes, dependent interfaces must 
be in conformance with their independent counterparts. So, 
in Fig. 1, dependent interfaces refer to their respective 
independent interfaces. 
Dependent and independent component specifications 
have a set of provided and required interface specifications. 
However, note that dependent and independent component 
specifications refer to dependent and independent interface 
specifications, respectively. In CBD processes, dependent 
components must be in conformance with their respective 
independent counterparts. Thus, dependent components refer 
to their respective independent components. 
Similarly, in CBD processes, component 
implementations must be in conformance with their 
respective dependent component specifications. So, in Fig. 1, 
note that component implementations must refer to their 
correspondent dependent component specifications.  Besides, 
for each dependent component specification, several 
component implementations can be realized. 
As an X-ARM example, Fig. 2 illustrates a fragment of a 
dependent component specification. Line 1 is the asset 
header, which has the asset identifier (id). Lines 2 to 4 refer 
to its respective independent component specification. Then, 
lines 5 to 14 refer to all provided dependent interface 
specifications. Although not illustrated in Fig. 2, required 
interfaces can also be similarly specified. 
01 <asset name=“dependentCompSpec-X”
id=“compose.depenpentCompSpec-X-1.0-beta”>
02     <model-dependency>
03         <related-asset name=“independentCompSpec-Z”
id=“compose.independentCompSpec-Z-1.0-stable”
relationship-type=“independentComponentSpec”/>
04     </model-dependency>
05     <component-specification>
06         <interface>
07             <provided>
08                 <related-asset name=“dependentInterface-A”
id=“compose.dependentIntSpec-A-2.0-stable”
relationship-type=“dependentInterfaceSpec”/>
09             </provided>
10             <provided>
11                 <related-asset name=“dependentInterface-B”
id=“compose.dependentIntSpec-B-3.0-stable”
relationship-type=“dependentInterfaceSpec”/>
12             </provided>
13         </interface>
14     </component-specification>
15 </asset>
 
Figure 2.  Dependent component specification in X-ARM. 
IV. A DISTRIBUTED CLUSTERING APPROACH 
The task of indexing repositories based on semi-
structured data is a well-known relevant issue [5][6][7]. One 
of the major challenges is to provide an indexing mechanism 
that reduces storage space requirements, but without 
excessively impacting on query processing time and 
precision level. As mentioned, we have been investigating 
clustering techniques as a mean to handle such a challenge. 
As a result of our investigations, we propose herein a 
distributed clustering approach for optimizing storage space 
requirements in large-scale, distributed software component 
repositories. To do that, the approach constructs a clustered 
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repository in which each asset of the original repository 
belongs to a group (cluster), formed by applying a clustering 
heuristic, according to similarity criteria detailed afterwards. 
The clustered repository is composed only by representative 
assets of the identified clusters. Thus, instead of indexing the 
original repository, the search engine needs only to index the 
reduced set of representative assets in the clustered 
repository, each one referring to its respective original assets. 
Clustering techniques [14] consist of three basic phases: 
(i) extraction of relevant features that express the behavior of 
the elements to be clustered; (ii) definition of a similarity 
metric, used to compare elements; and (iii) application of a 
clustering algorithm in order to construct the clusters. For 
extracting features, it is identified which information is 
relevant to capture the behavior of the elements to cluster 
and how this information is quantified. The result is a vector 
of relevant features, called attribute vector. The similarity 
metric expresses, in quantitative terms, the similarity 
between elements. In general, a function is defined and the 
Euclidean distance [14] between two elements is one of the 
more common adopted metrics. Finally, the clustering 
algorithm is a heuristic that generates groups of similar 
elements, according to the adopted similarity metric. 
It must be emphasized that both the centralized approach 
proposed in [8] and the distributed approach proposed herein 
adopt the same relevant features and similarity metrics. Thus, 
such features and metrics are briefly reviewed herein. 
A. Relevant Features and Similarity Metrics 
The proposed approach considers five types of X-ARM 
assets and the clustering technique is applied separately for 
each one, which has a distinct attribute vector for 
representing its relevant features. Thus, similarity metrics are 
different for each type of asset.  
The similarity between two assets a and b is quantified 
by an integer number, called distance. To avoid negative 
distances, the initial default distance  is 300. The similarity 
criterion is applied and this value may decrease, in such a 
way that assets are more similar when the final distance 
(, ) approximates to zero. So, for each type of asset, the 
similarity between two assets a and b is defined by (1), in 
which the term 	(, ) represents a factor derived based on 
the similarity criterion for the respective type of asset. 
 (, ) =  − 	(, ) (1) 
The relevant features of an independent interface 
specification are its defined operations, considering their 
names, input and output parameters and return values. Thus, 
independent interfaces are similar when they have in 
common a considerable subset of operations. In this case, the 
term  	(, ) is defined by (, ) × 300, where (, ) 
represents the percentage of common operations provided by 
both interfaces. Note that the similarity criterion takes into 
account syntactic features only. Thus, when operations are 
semantically similar but syntactically different, the proposed 
approach cannot detect similarity, reducing its effectiveness. 
Taking into account dependent interface specifications, 
the relevant features are the referenced independent interface 
specification together with their operations. Hence, 
dependent interface specifications are similar when they 
refer to the same independent interface specification or have 
in common a considerable subset of defined operations. 
Accordingly, 	(, ) is expressed as the sum of two terms: 
(, ) and (, ) × 100. The term  (, ) = 200 if both 
assets refer to the same independent interface specification; 
otherwise it is 0. In turn, the term (, ) is the ratio of 
common operations provided by both interfaces. 
In relation to independent component specifications, the 
relevant features are the set of provided independent 
interface specifications. So, independent component 
specifications are similar when they have in common a 
considerable subset of provided independent interface 
specifications. Due that, the term  	(, )  is given by 
(, ) × 300, where (, ) is the percentage of common 
independent interfaces provided by both assets. 
For a dependent component specification, the relevant 
features are its referenced independent component 
specification, as well as its set of provided dependent 
interface specifications. Therefore, dependent component 
specifications are similar when they refer to the same 
independent component specification or have in common a 
subset of provided dependent interfaces. As a result, 	(, ) 
is the sum of two terms: (, )  and (, ) × 100 . The 
term (, ) = 200  if both assets refer to the same 
independent component specification; otherwise it is 0. In 
turn, the term (, )  is the ratio of common dependent 
interface specifications provided by both assets. 
Finally, for a component implementation, the relevant 
feature is its referenced dependent component specification. 
Hence, different implementations of the same dependent 
component specification are considered similar. Due that, the 
term 	(, ) = 300  if both assets refer to the same 
dependent component specification; otherwise it is 0. 
B. Clustering Algorithm 
The proposed clustering algorithm has been designed to 
be applied in distributed software component repositories, 
like X-CORE [11], defined as a collection of connected, 
integrated storage units, each one located in different 
independent nodes, which are dispersed throughout a 
network like the internet, for instance. 
The clustering algorithm has two stages. The first stage 
adopts a divide and conquer strategy, which is responsible 
for separately clustering each storage unit of the distributed 
repository, generating a set of independent clustered units. 
Subsequently, the second stage joins together all clustered 
units and generates the whole clustered repository by 
adopting a pair-wised clustering scan. In order to reduce 
processing time, the first stage must be concurrently 
performed in all storage units, and the second stage ought to 
be concurrently performed in a single node using a multi-
threaded, pair-wised clustering scan. In the following both 
stages are described in more details. 
In the first stage, which is executed in each storage unit, 
initially, assets are randomly chosen from the storage unit 
and kept in primary memory. It is suggested to exhaust 
memory capacity with this operation. Next, but still in the 
first stage, the classical hierarchical clustering algorithm [14] 
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is applied to these assets. Initially, each asset is considered a 
cluster. Then, the algorithm groups successively the two 
nearest clusters, until the distance between clusters is greater 
than an established threshold, specified by the user. The 
algorithm considers the similarity metric described 
previously to compute the distance. The combined cluster is 
considered a representative asset of the joined clusters. For 
each type of asset, the representative asset includes the 
relevant features for the similarity metric and also references 
to the joined assets. At the end of the iteration, a directory 
containing all formed representative assets (clusters) is saved 
in secondary memory. Then, in a new iteration, another set 
of assets, remaining in the original storage unit, is arbitrarily 
chosen and the process repeats. At the end of the first stage, 
several directories of representative assets have been 
constructed, one for each iteration of the algorithm. Fig. 3 
illustrates the main steps of the first stage: (a) assets are 
randomly selected from the original storage unit; (b) clusters 
composed of similar assets are constructed by applying the 
hierarchical clustering algorithm; (c) representative assets are 
created in the respective directory for representing each 
cluster; and (d) a clustered unit is defined based on 
directories created in each iteration. 





Figure 3.  The first stage of the clustering algorithm in each storage unit. 
To conclude the description of the first stage, it remains 
to explain how representative assets are generated. Note that 
the generation of representative assets is different for each 
type of asset. A representative asset, resulted from the 
combination of two clusters composed by dependent 
component specifications, includes all provided dependent 
interface specifications of the joined assets and the 
independent component specification they refer. This 
specification is the one that mostly occurs in the assets of the 
combined cluster. In turn, for clusters composed by 
independent component specifications, the representative 
asset includes all provided independent interface 
specifications of the joined assets. 
A representative asset, resulted from the combination of 
two clusters composed by dependent interface specifications, 
includes all operations of the joined assets, as well as the 
independent interface they refer. This interface is the one 
mostly referred by the joined clusters. Taking into account a 
representative asset, resulted from the combination of two 
clusters composed by independent interface specifications, it 
includes all provided operations of the joined assets. 
Finally, a representative asset, resulted from the 
combination of two clusters of component implementations, 
includes its referenced dependent component specification, 
which is also the one mostly frequent in the joined assets. 
After generating all representative assets, the second 
stage takes place and joins together all clustered units, 
generating the whole clustered repository based on a pair-
wised clustering scan. To do that, first, all clustered units are 
transferred to a single node that constitutes the distributed 
repository, in which the second stage takes place. Since 
clustered units are composed of representative assets only, 
the transmission of them to the selected node is faster than 
the transmission of the original storage units. 
Thus, the second stage takes as input a set of directories, 
which have direct correlation with directories that belong to 
all clustered units. Once clustered units are stored in the 
selected node, the second stage adopts a multi-threaded, pair-
wised clustering scan, in which pairs of directories are 
recursively processed and their representative assets are 
combined by applying the hierarchical clustering algorithm. 
At the end of the second stage, only one directory remains. 
In order to join representative assets from directories A 
and B, the following procedure is applied. For each 
representative asset ∈  and ∈ , the distance between 
them is computed, say ( , ). Let ( , ) be the pair for 
which the distance is minimum. If ( , ) is less than the 
defined threshold, then   and   are joined and the 
combined asset is added to B (also,   and are removed 
from A and B); otherwise   is moved from A to B. The 
combinations of directories are performed in parallel, 
according to a divide and conquer strategy. Thus, pairs of 
directories are combined independently and successively 
until only one remains. 
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In order to evaluate the proposed approach, a set of 
experiments has been carried out for identifying the gains in 
terms of number of assets and storage space requirements 
between the clustered repository and the original repository. 
In experiments, the gains were evaluated taking into account 
a repository composed by 14000 X-ARM assets of different 
types, created by a customizable script that automatically 
generates them. After creating the repository, the proposed 
approach has been applied for grouping the stored assets in 
clusters, generating their respective representative assets. 
Table I presents the number of each type of asset in the 
original repository and the clustered repositories after the 
application of the proposed approach using different 
thresholds, which vary from 100 to 200 in steps of 25. Note 
that the proposed approach significantly reduces the number 
of assets. As expected, the number of representative assets 
decreases as the threshold increases. When the threshold is 
increased, two assets have more chance of being considered 
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similar, and so, more chance of being grouped together. 
Thus, when the threshold increases from 100 to 200, the 
number of original assets reduces to 11176 and 7204 
representative assets, respectively. 
















Original 5000 3200 3200 1800 800 14000 
Cluster 100 4104 2070 3023 1367 612 11176 
Cluster 125 4053 2043 3012 1363 609 11080 
Cluster 150 3386 1830 2634 1278 598 9726 
Cluster 175 3315 1809 2628 1272 594 9618 
Cluster 200 2168 1346 2045 1085 560 7204 
 
For each considered threshold, the gain in number of 
assets has been identified and evaluated. Fig. 4 illustrates the 
gain in terms of the number of assets. For example, when the 
threshold is 150, the number of stored assets in the original 
repository is reduced around 30.5%, dropping from 14000 
original assets to 9726 representative assets. As can be 
noticed in Fig. 4, the proposed approach performs a 
significant reduction in the number of stored assets, 
achieving relevant gains between 48.5% and 20.2%. 
 
Figure 4.  Total gain in number of assets. 
However, as shown in Fig. 5, the gains are different for 
each type of asset. In general, the better gains are achieved 
for independent and dependent interfaces. For independent 
interfaces, the gains are between 56.6% and 17.9%. 
Considering dependent interfaces, the gains become a little 
bit more expressive, varying between 57.9% and 35.3%. 
Such higher gains can be explained by the considerable 
amount of assets of those types. As can be seen in Table I, 
the original repository has 5000 and 3200 independent and 
dependent interfaces, respectively. Thus, independent 
interfaces are the prevalent type of asset in the repository, 
increasing the likelihood of identifying similar assets. 
In the case of dependent interface specifications, the 
gains become better due to three reasons. First, the number 
of assets of that type is also relevant. Second, in software 
projects, it is not rare to implement different versions of 
software systems for different target platforms. So, in 
component-based software projects, different versions imply 
on several dependent interface specifications for each 
independent interface specification. Considering that 
dependent interface specifications are considered similar 
when they refer to the same independent interface 
specification, it is easy to see that multiple implementations 
impacts on the likelihood of identifying similar dependent 
interface specifications. The third reason is a consequence of 
high gains in independent interfaces, which directly impact 
in the similarity metric of dependent interfaces. 
 
Figure 5.  Gains in number of assets for different types of assets. 
In relation to independent component specifications, 
despite the relevant number of assets (3200 assets according 
to Table I), the gains are notably low, varying from 36.1% to 
5.5%. Besides, as can be noticed in Fig. 5, the gain of 36.1% 
occurs for the higher threshold only. When the threshold is 
175 and 125, the respective gains decrease to 17.9% and 
5.9%. Such gains are relatively low and indeed not expected. 
As mentioned before, independent component specifications 
are similar when they have in common a considerable subset 
of provided independent interfaces. Thus, it can be inferred 
that such low gains are a consequence of the difficulty of 
finding two or more independent component specifications 
that share a reasonable subset of independent interfaces. 
In terms of dependent component specifications, 
surprisingly, the gains become more expressive, increasing 
to the range between 39.7% and 24.1%. It is possible to 
mention two reasons for such a surprising gain and both 
reasons are similar to effects pointed out before for 
dependent interface specifications. First, the existence of 
different versions of software systems for different target 
platforms implies on several dependent component 
specifications for each independent component specification. 
Considering that dependent component specifications are 
considered similar when they refer to the same independent 
component specification, it is clear to notice that multiple 
implementations impacts on the likelihood of identifying 
similar dependent component specifications. The second 
reason is a consequence of the gains in independent 
component specifications, which directly impact in the 
similarity metric of dependent component specifications. 
Finally, considering component implementations, the 
gains are once more surprisingly good, varying between 
30.0% and 23.5%. Taking into account that component 
implementations are considered similar when they refer to 
the same dependent component implementation, it is also 
possible to correlate such a good gain with the existence of 
different implementations of the same component 
specification, not only for different target platforms but also 
for meeting a variety of non-functional requirements, like 
performance, security and cost. Therefore, considering the 
various methods, techniques and algorithms that can be 
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employed to meet non-functional requirements, it is obvious 
that such multiple implementations impact on the likelihood 
of identifying similar component implementations. 
Despite the mentioned gains, it is not enough to be 
efficient in reducing the number of assets, but also in 
downgrading storage space requirements for index files. So, 
after generating the clustered repositories, they were indexed 
using the indexing technique proposed in [7]. Table II 
presents the storage space required by all repository versions, 
after indexing them. As can be noticed, the proposed 
approach significantly reduces the required storage space, 
and, as expected, it decreases as the threshold increases. 
Thus, when the threshold increases from 100 to 200, the 
required storage space reduces from 12.50 to 9.22 MB. 
TABLE II.  STORAGE REQUIREMENTS FOR DIFFERENT THRESHOLDS. 









20.00 MB 12.50 MB 12.42 MB 11.35 MB 11.22 MB 9.22 MB 
 
For each threshold, Fig. 6 illustrates the gains in terms of 
storage space requirements. For example, when the threshold 
is 150, the storage space required by index files reduces 
around 45.2%, dropping from 20.70 to 11.35 MB. Note that, 
the proposed approach significantly reduces storage space 
requirements, achieving gains between 55.5% and 39.6%. 
 
Figure 6.  Total gain in storage requirements. 
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
Based on evaluation outcomes, it can be clearly observed 
the potential of the proposed approach in significantly 
clustering a large-scale, distributed repository and 
consequently reducing storage space required by index files. 
It must be highlighted that, the bigger the original repository 
in terms of the number of stored assets, the more expressive 
the likelihood of clustering assets, and so the better the gain 
in terms of storage space requirements. 
Taking into account that the indexing technique proposed 
in [7] has an excellent performance in query processing time, 
even in large-scale index files, it is expected a reasonable 
gain in terms of query processing time due to the expressive 
reduction in the size of index files. Thus, the proposed 
approach clearly reduces storage space requirements, without 
introducing query processing time costs. 
However, such expressive gains in terms of storage space 
requirements, almost certainly have an impact on the query 
precision level, since the process of clustering assets 
introduces some degree of information loss in representative 
assets. It must be stressed that the tradeoff between the best 
threshold and the query precision level has been initiated and 
preliminary results are encouraging, showing high values of 
precision and recall, which are two well-known metrics 
adopted in evaluation of information retrieval systems. 
Despite that, the impact of the proposed approach in terms of 
information loss still needs to be evaluated in more details. 
Besides, it is also under investigation a comparative analysis 
contrasting the distributed approach proposed herein and the 
centralized approach proposed in [8], both in terms of 
storage requirements gains and time complexity. 
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OLAP Authentication and Authorization via Query Re-writing
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Abstract—Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) has become
an increasingly important and prevalent component of Decision
Support Systems. OLAP is associated with a data model known
as a cube, a multi-dimensional representation of the core
measures and relationships within the associated organization.
While numerous cube generation and processing algorithms
have been presented in the literature, little effort has been made
to address the unique security and authentication requirements
of the model. In particular, the hierarchical nature of the cube
allows users to bypass - either intentionally or unintentionally
- partial constraints defined at alternate aggregation levels. In
this paper, we present an authentication framework that builds
upon an algebra designed specifically for OLAP domains. It is
Object-Oriented in nature and uses query re-writing rules to
ensure consistent data access across all levels of the conceptual
model. The process is largely transparent to the user, though
notification is provided in cases in which a subset of the
original request is returned. We demonstrate the scope of
our framework with a series of common OLAP queries. The
end result is an intuitive but powerful approach to database
authentication that is uniquely tailored to the OLAP domain.
Keywords-Data warehouses; Data security; Query processing
I. INTRODUCTION
Data warehousing (DW) and On-Line Analytical Process-
ing (OLAP) play a pivotal role in modern organizations.
Designed to facilitate the reporting and analysis required
in decision making environments [1], OLAP builds upon
a multi-dimensional data model that intuitively integrates
the vast quantities of transactional level data collected by
contemporary organizations. Ultimately, this data is used
by managers and decision makers in order to extract and
visualize broad patterns and trends that would otherwise not
be obvious to the user.
One must note that while the data warehouse serves as
a repository for all collected data, not all of its records
should be universally accessible. Specifically, DW/OLAP
systems almost always house confidential and sensitive data
that must, by definition, be restricted to authorized users.
The administrator of the warehouse is ultimately responsible
for defining roles and privileges for each of the possible
end users. In fact, a number of general warehouse security
models have been proposed in the literature [2]–[5]. Several
authors define frameworks that are likely too restrictive for
production warehouses. For instance, Rosenthal et al. [4]
discuss a security model based on authorization views. The
views are created for specific users so as to allow access
only to selected data. However, the administration of these
views becomes quite complex when a security policy is
added, changed, or removed. Moreover, complex roles can
be difficult to implement in practice, and models of this
type tend not to scale well with a large number of users.
Conversely, other researchers have focused on the design
process itself. For example, Fernndez-Medina et al. [2]
propose a Unified Modeling Language (UML) profile for
the definition of security constraints. Here, however, the
physical implementation of the underlying authentication
system remains undefined.
In this paper, we present an authentication model for
OLAP environments that is based on a query rewriting
technique. The model enforces distinct data security policies
that, in turn, may be associated with user populations of
arbitrary size. In short, our framework rewrites queries con-
taining unauthorized data access to ensure that the user only
receives the data that he/she is authorized to see. Rewriting
is accomplished by adding or changing specific conditions
within the query according to a set of concise but robust
transformation rules. Because our methods specifically target
the OLAP domain, the query rules are directly associated
with the conceptual properties and elements of the OLAP
data model itself. A primary advantage of this approach is
that by manipulating the conceptual data model, we are able
to apply query restrictions not only on direct access to OLAP
elements, but also on certain forms of indirect access.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we present an overview of related work. Sec-
tion III describes the core OLAP data model and associated
algebra, and includes a discussion of the object-oriented
query structure for which the proposed security model has
been designed. The OLAP query rewriting model and its
associated transformation rules are then presented in detail
in Section IV. Final conclusions are offered in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
As noted above, a number of security models that restrict
warehouse access have been proposed in the literature,
including those that focus strictly on the design process.
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Extensions to the Unified Modeling Language to allow for
the specification of multi-dimensional security constraints
has been one approach that has been suggested [2]. In fact,
a number of researchers have looked at similar techniques
for setting access constraints at an early stage in the OLAP
design process [6], [7]. Such models have great value of
course, particularly if one has the option to create the
warehouse from scratch. That being said, their focus is not
on authentication algorithms per se, but rather on design
methodologies that would most effectively use existing tech-
nologies.
In terms of true authentication models, several researchers
have attempted to augment the core Database Management
System (DBMS) with authorizations views [4], [8]. Typ-
ically, alternate views of data are defined for each distinct
user or user group. The end result is often the generation of a
large number of such views, all of which must be maintained
manually by the system administrator. Clearly, this approach
does not scale terribly well, and would be impractical in a
huge, complex DW environment.
Query rewriting has also been explored in DBMS envi-
ronments in a variety of ways, with search and optimization
being common targets [9]. Beyond that, however, rewrit-
ing has also been utilized to provide fine grained access
control in Relational databases [10]. Oracle’s Virtual Private
Database (VPD) [11], for example, limits access to row level
data by appending a predicate clause to the user’s SQL
statement. Here, the security policy is encoded as policy
functions defined for each table. These functions are used
to return the predicate, which is then appended to the query.
This process is done in a manner that is entirely transparent
to the user. That is, whenever a user accesses a table that
has a security policy, the policy function returns a predicate,
which is appended to the user’s query before it is executed.
In the Truman model [10], on the other hand, the database
administrator defines a parameterized authorization view
for each relation in the database. Note that parameterized
views are normal views augmented with session-specific
information, such as the user-id, location, or time. The query
is modified transparently by substituting each relation in the
query by the corresponding parameterized view to make sure
that the user does not get to see anything more than his/her
own view of the database. In this model, the user can also
write queries on base relations by plugging in the values
of session parameters such as user-id or time before the
modified query is executed.
We note, however, that the mechanisms discussed above
(e.g., Oracle’s VPD) are not tailored specifically to the
OLAP domain and, as such, either have limited ability to
provide fine grained control of the elements in the conceptual
OLAP data model or, at the very least, would make such
constraints exceedingly tedious to define. Some commercial
tools, such as Microsoft’s Analysis Services [12], do in fact
provide such mechanisms. However, even here, authentica-
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Figure 1. A simple three dimensional data cube
tion controls are quite direct in that they must be explicitly
associated with any and all affected elements of the model.
This is in contrast to the work discussed in this paper, where
the primary contribution is a query rewriting technique that
transparently supports indirect authentication.
III. THE CONCEPTUAL DATA MODEL
We consider analytical environments to consist of one
or more data cubes. Each cube is composed of a series
of d dimensions — sometimes called feature attributes —
and one or more measures [13]. The dimensions can be
visualized as delimiting a d-dimensional hyper-cube, with
each axis identifying the members of the parent dimension
(e.g., the days of the year). Cell values, in turn, represent the
aggregated measure (e.g., sum) of the associated members.
Figure 1 provides an illustration of a very simple three
dimensional cube on Store, Time and Product. Here,
each unique combination of dimension members represents
a unique aggregation on the measure. For example, we can
see that Product OD923 was purchased 78 times at Store
MQ15 in January (assuming a Count measure).
Note, as well, that each dimension is associated with
a distinct aggregation hierarchy. Stores, for instance, are
organized in Country→ Province→ City groupings.
Referring again to Figure 1, we see that Product Number
is the lowest or base level in the Product dimension. In
practice, data is physically stored at the base level so as
to support run-time aggregation to coarser hierarchy levels.
Moreover, the attributes of each dimension are partially
ordered by the dependency relation  into a dependency
lattice [14]. For example, Product Number  Type 
Category within the Product dimension. More formally,
the dependency lattice is expressed in Definition 1.
Definition 1: A dimension hierarchy Hi of a dimension
Di, can be defined as Hi = (L0, L1, . . . , Lj) where L0 is
the lowest level and Lj is the highest. There is a functional
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dependency between Lh−1 and Lh such that Lh−1  Lh
where (0 ≤ h ≤ j).
Finally, we note that there are in fact many variations on
the form of OLAP hierarchies [15] (e.g., symmetric, ragged,
non-strict). Regardless of the form, however, traversal of
these aggregation paths — typically referred to as rollup
and drill down — is perhaps the single most common query
form. It is also central to the techniques discussed in this
paper.
A. Native Language Object Oriented OLAP Queries
The cube representation, as described above, is common
to most OLAP query environments and represents the user’s
conceptual view of the data repository. That being said, it
can be difficult to implement the data cube using standard
relational tables alone and, even when this is possible, per-
formance is usually sub-par as relational DBMSs have been
optimized for transactional processing. As a result, most
OLAP server products either extend conventional relational
DBMSs or build on novel, domain specific indexes and
algorithms.
In our own case, the authentication methods described in
this paper are part of a larger project whose focus is to
design, implement and optimize an OLAP-specific DBMS
server. A key design target of this project is the integration
of the conceptual cube model into the DBMS itself. This
objective is accomplished, in part, by the introduction of
an OLAP-specific algebra that identifies the core operations
associated with the cube (SELECT, PROJECT, DRILL DOWN,
ROLL UP, etc). In turn, these operations are accessible to the
client side programmer by virtue of an Object Oriented API
in which the elements of the cube (e.g., cells, dimensions,
hierarchies) are represented in the native client language as
simple OOP constructs. (We note that our prototype API
uses Java but any contemporary OO language could be
used). To the programmer, the cube and all of its data —
which is physically stored on a remote server and may be
Gigabytes or Terabytes in size — appears to be nothing
more than a local in-memory object. At compile time, a
fully compliant Java pre-parser examines the source code,
creates a parse tree, identifies the relevant OLAP objects,
and re-writes the original source code to include a native
DBMS representation of the query. At run-time, the pre-
compiled queries are transparently delivered to the back
end analytics server for processing. Results are returned and
encapsulated within a proxy object that is exposed to the
client programmer.
As a concrete example, Listing 1 illustrates a simple SQL
query that summarizes the total sales of Quebec’s stores
in 2011 for the data cube depicted in Figure 1. Typically,
this query would be embedded within the application source
code (e.g., wrapped in a JDBC call). Conversely, Listing 2
shows how this same query could be written in an Object-
Oriented manner by a client-side Java programmer. Note
S e l e c t S t o r e . p r o v i n c e , SUM( s a l e s )
From S t o r e , Time , S a l e s
Where S t o r e . s t o r e I D = S a l e s . s t o r e I D AND
Time . t ime ID = S a l e s . t ime ID AND
Time . year = 2011 AND
S t o r e . p r o v i n c e = ’ Quebec ’
Group by S t o r e . p r o v i n c e
Listing 1. Simple SQL OLAP Query
C l a s s SimpleQuery ex tends OLAPQuery{
P u b l i c boolean s e l e c t ( ) {
S t o r e s t o r e = new S t o r e ( ) ;
DateDimension t ime = new TimeDimension ( ) ;
re turn ( t ime . g e t Y e a r ( ) == 2011 &&
s t o r e . g e t P r o v i n c e ( ) == ’ Quebec ’ ) ;
}
P u b l i c O b j e c t [ ] p r o j e c t ( ) {
S t o r e s t o r e = new S t o r e ( ) ;
Measure measure = new Measure ( ) ;
O b j e c t [ ] p r o j e c t i o n s = {
s t o r e . g e t P r o v i n c e ( ) ,
measure . g e t S a l e s ( ) } ;
re turn p r o j e c t i o n s ;
}}
Listing 2. An Object Oriented OLAP Query
that each algebraic operation is encapsulated within its own
method (in this case, SELECT and PROJECT), while the
logic of the operation is consolidated within the return
statement. It is the job of the pre-parser to identify the
relevant query methods and then extract and re-write the
logic of the return statement(s). Again, it is important
to understand that the original source code will never be
executed directly. Instead, it is translated into the native
operations of the OLAP algebra and sent to the server at
run-time.
While it is outside the scope of this paper to discuss the
motivation for native language OLAP programming (a de-
tailed presentation can be found in a recent submission [16]),
we note that such an approach not only simplifies the
programming model, but adds compile time type checking,
robust re-factoring, and OOP functionality such as query
inheritance and polymorphism. Moreover, query optimiza-
tion is considerably easier on the backed as the DBMS
natively understands the OLAP operations sent from the
client side. In the context of the current paper, however,
the significance of the query transformation process is that
the authentication elements (e.g. roles and permissions) will
be directly associated with the operations of the algebra. In
fact, it is this algebraic representation that forms the input
to the authentication module presented in the remainder of
the paper.
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Figure 2. The Authentication DB.
IV. AUTHENTICATION AND AUTHORIZATION
Without sufficient security countermeasures, open access
to the OLAP repository becomes a powerful tool in the
hands of malicious or unethical users. Access Control is the
process that restricts unauthorized users from compromising
protected data. This process can be thought of as occurring
in two basic phases: Authentication and Authorization.
Authentication is a form of identity verification that attempts
to determine whether or not a user has valid credentials to
access the system. In contrast, Authorization refers to the
process of determining if the user has permission to access
a specific data resource. In this section, we will describe our
general framework, giving a detailed description of its two
primary components and the relationship between them.
A. The Authentication Module
The authentication component is responsible for verifying
user credentials against a list of valid accounts. These ac-
counts are provided by the system administrator and are kept
— along with their constituent permissions — in a backend
database (i.e., the Authentication DB). The Authentication
DB consists of a set of tables (users, permissions, and
objects) that collectively represent the meta data required
to authenticate and authorize the current user. For example,
the users table stores basic user credentials (e.g., name,
password), while the permissions table records the fact
that a given user(s) may or may not access certain controlled
objects. Figure 2 illustrates a slightly simplified version of
the Authentication DB schema. In the current prototype,
storage and access to the Authentication DB is provided
by the SQLite toolkit [17]. SQLite is a small, open source
C language library that is ideally suited to tasks that require
basic relational query facilities to be embedded within a
larger software stack.
Figure 3. A small Parse Tree fragment.
Figure 4. Authentication and Authorization.
Internally, the user’s transformed OLAP query is rep-
resented in XML format (embedded within the re-written
source code). Of course, in order to properly authenticate
the query, it must first be decomposed into its algebraic
components. The DBMS backend parser uses standard DOM
utilities to parse the received query and extract the query
elements (user credentials, dimensions, hierarchies, etc).
Figure 3 shows the XML tree corresponding to the query
depicted in Listing 2. Once the parsing is completed, the
Authentication module extracts the user credentials to verify
them against the Authentication DB. If the verification
is successful, the DBMS proceeds with the authorization
process. Otherwise, the query is rejected and the user/pro-
grammer is notified. In the case of successful authentica-
tion, the query elements are loaded into a memory-resident
QueryObject structure for Authorization checking. The
upper part of Figure 4 depicts the processing logic of the
Authentication module.
B. The Authorization Module
The second — and more significant — phase is autho-
rization, the process of determining if the user has permis-
sion to access specific data elements. Specifically, when a
user requests access to a particular resource, the request
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is validated against the permitted resource list assigned to
that user in the backend database. If the requested resource
produces a valid match, the user request is allowed to
execute as originally written. Otherwise, the query will
either be rejected outright or modified according to a set
of flexible transformation rules. To decide if the query will
be modified or not, we rely on a set of authorization objects
against which the rules will be applied. The rules themselves
will be discussed in Section IV-D. The lower portion of
Figure 4 graphically illustrates the Authorization module and
indicates its interaction with the Authentication component.
C. Specifying Authorization Objects
Authorization is the granting of a right or privilege that
enables a subject (e.g., users or user groups) to execute an
action on an object. In order to make authorization decisions,
we must first define the authorization objects. Note that the
objects in the OLAP domain are different from those in
the relational context. In a relational model, objects include
logical elements such as tables, records within those tables,
and fields within each record. In contrast, OLAP objects
are elements of the more abstract conceptual model and
include the dimensions of the multi-dimensional cube, the
hierarchies within each dimension, and the aggregated cells
(or facts). In practice, this changes the logic or focus of the
authentication algorithm. For instance, a user in a relational
environment may be allowed direct access to a specific
record (or field in that record), while an OLAP user may be
given permission to dynamically aggregate measure values
at/to a certain level of detail in one or dimension hierarchies.
Anything below this level of granularity would be considered
too sensitive, and hence should be protected. In fact, the
existence of aggregation hierarchies is perhaps the most
important single distinction between the authentication logic
of the OLAP domain versus that of the relational world.
We note that in the discussion that follows, we assume an
open world policy, where only prohibitions are specified.
In other words, permissions are implied by the absence
of any explicit prohibition. We use the open world policy
mainly for practical reasons, as the sheer number of possible
prohibitions in an enterprise OLAP environment would be
overwhelming.
Before discussing the authorization rules themselves, we
first look at a pair of examples that illustrate the importance
of proper authorization services in the OLAP domain. We
begin with the definition of a policy for accessing a specific
aggregation level in a data cube dimension hierarchy.
Example 1: An employee, Alice, is working in the Mon-
treal store associated with the cube of Figure 1. The policy
is simple: Alice should not know the sales totals of the
individual provinces.
Clearly, Alice is prohibited from reading or aggregating
data at the provincial level in the Store dimension hierarchy.
Figure 5. The Below and Under functions.
However, in the absence of any further restrictions, it would
still be possible for her to compute the restricted values from
the lower hierarchies levels (e.g., City or Store Number).
Ideally, the warehouse administrator should not be respon-
sible for identifying and manually ensuring that all implied
levels be included in the policy. Instead, our model assumes
this responsibility and can, if necessary, restrict access to
all child levels through the use of the Below function. As
the name implies, this function returns a list consisting
of the specified level Li and all the lower levels of the
associated dimension hierarchy. Figure 5(a) illustrates an
example using a Below(Province) instantiation. Here, all
levels surrounded by the dashed line are considered to be
Authorization Objects, and thus should be protected. The
formalization of the Below function is given by Definition 2.
Definition 2: In any dimension Di with hierarchy Hi, the
function Below(Li) is defined as Below(Li) = {Lj : such
that Lj  Li holds}, where Li is the prohibited dimension
level.
As shown in Example 1, a policy may restrict the user
from accessing any of the values of a given level or
levels. However, there are times when this approach is too
coarse. Instead, we would like to also have a less restrictive
mechanism that would only prevent the user from accessing
a specific value within a level(s). For instance, suppose we
want to alter the policy in Example 1 to make it more
specific. The new policy might look like the following:
Example 2: Alice should not know the sales total for the
province of Quebec.
In Example 2, we see that Alice may view sales totals
for all provinces other than Quebec. However, Alice can
still compute the Quebec sales by summing the sales of
individual Quebec cities, or by summing the sales of Que-
bec’s many stores. In other words, she can use the values of
the lower levels to compute the prohibited value. Hence,
all these values should also be protected. To determine
the list of restricted member values, our model adds the
Under function. Figure 5 (b) provides an example using
Under(Quebec). Here, all the values surrounded by the
dashed line should be protected.
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Figure 6. An Authorization Exception.
Finally, it is also possible that exceptions to the general
authorization rule are required. For instance, Alice should
not know the sales of stores in the province of Quebec except
for the stores in the city/region she manages (e.g., Montreal).
Figure 6 graphically illustrates this policy. In this case, the
circled members represent the values associated with the
exception that would, in turn, be contained within a larger
encapsulating restriction. Note that a user may have one or
more exceptions on a given hierarchy. The formalization of
the exception object is given in in Definition 3.
Definition 3: For any prohibited level Li, there may be
an Exception E such that E contains a set Ev of values
belonging to Under(Li). That is, Ev ∈ values of Under(Li).
To summarize, authorization objects consist of the values
of the prohibited level and all the levels below it, excluding
zero or more exception value(s). We formalize the concept
of the Authorization Object in Definition 4.
Definition 4: An Authorization Object O = {v : v ∈
Under(Li) - Ev}, where Li is the prohibited level, and Ev
is the exception value.
D. Authorization Rules
We now turn to the query authorization process itself.
As noted above, pre-compiled queries are encoded inter-
nally in XML format. For the sake of simplicity (and
space constraints), we will depict the received queries in
a more compact form in this section. For example, Listing 3
represents the same query shown in Listing 2. Note that
the query is divided into three elements: the SELECTION
element, the CONDITION element, and the FROM element.
The SELECTION element lists all attributes and measures
the user wants to retrieve. The CONDITION element, in turn,
limits or filters the data we fetch from the cube. Finally, the
FROM element indicates the cube from which data is to be
retrieved.
In the discussion that follows, we will assume the ex-
istence of a cube corresponding to Figure 1. That is, the
cube has three dimensions (Product, Store, and Time).
Dimension hierarchies include Product Number  Type 
Category for Product, Store Number  City  Province 
Country for Store, and Month  Year for Time. Selection
S e l e c t i o n :
S t o r e . P rov ince , SUM( s a l e s )
C o n d i t i o n :
Time . year = 2011 AND
S t o r e . P r o v i n c e = ’ Quebec ’
From :
S a l e s
Listing 3. A Query in Simple Form
operations correspond to the identification of one or more
cells associated with some combination of hierarchy levels.
One of the advantages of building directly upon the
OLAP conceptual model and its associated algebra is that it
becomes much easier to represent, and subsequently assess,
authorization policies. Specifically, we may think of policy
analysis in terms of Restrictions, Exceptions, and Level
Values that form a bridge between the algebra and the
Authentication DB. There are in fact four primary policy
classes, as indicated in the following list:
1) Li Restriction + No Exception
2) Li Restriction + Exception
3) Restriction on a specific value P of level Li + no
Exception
4) Restriction on a specific value P of level Li + Excep-
tion
As mentioned, the query must be validated before execu-
tion. If validation is successful, then it can be executed as
originally specified. Otherwise, the query is either rejected
or rewritten according to a set of transformation rules. In
the remainder of this section, we describe the four policy
classes and the processing logic relevant to each.
1) Policy Class 1: Li Restriction + No Exception: If a
user is prohibited from accessing level Li and the user has
no exception(s), then the authorization objects consist of the
values of level Li and all the levels below it. In short, this
means that if the user query specifies level Li or any of its
children in the SELECTION element, then the query should
simply be rejected. Moreover, if any value belonging to the
Li level or any of its children is specified in the CONDITION
element of the query, the query should also be rejected. The
formalization of the rule and an illustrative example is given
below.
Rule 1. If a user is prohibited from accessing the values of
level Li, and there is no exception, then the Authorization
Objects (O) = {v : v ∈ Below(Li) }.
Example 3: If Alice sends the query depicted in Listing 4,
which summarizes the total sales of Canada’s stores in 2011,
the query should be rejected.
Why is this query rejected? Recall that Alice is restricted
from accessing provincial sales. Consequently, we see that
an implicitly prohibited child level (i.e., City) is a component
of the SELECTION element. So, if we allow this query, Alice
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S e l e c t i o n :
S t o r e . Ci ty , SUM( s a l e s )
C o n d i t i o n :
Time . year = 2011 AND
S t o r e . Count ry = ’ Canada ’
From :
S a l e s
Listing 4. Rule 1 example
S e l e c t i o n :
S t o r e . p r o v i n c e , SUM( s a l e s )
C o n d i t i o n :
Time . year = 2011 AND
S t o r e . C i t y = ’ M o n t r e a l ’
From :
S a l e s
Listing 5. Rule 4 example
can in fact compute the provincial sales by summing the
associated city sales.
2) Policy Class 2: Li Restriction + Exception: In this
case, the authorization objects that should be protected
consist of the prohibited level value and all values below it,
except of course for the value of the exception or any value
under it. Let us first formalize this case, before proceeding
with a detailed description.
Rule 2. If a user is restricted from accessing the values of
level Li, and the user has an exception E, then the
Authorization Objects (O) = {v : v ∈ Below(Li) -
Under(Ev) }.
As such, when a user is prohibited from accessing the Li
level — excluding the exception values — then the query
can be (i) allowed to execute, or (ii) modified before its
execution. Let’s look at these two cases now.
Rule 3. The query will be allowed to execute without
modification if the prohibited level value Lv or any of its
more granular level values in (Below(Li)) exists in the
CONDITION element AND is equal to the exception value
(Ev) or any of its implied values in (Under(Ev)).
Example 4: Suppose that we have the following policy:
Alice is restricted from accessing provincial sales except the
sales for Canadian provinces. If Alice resubmits the query
in Listing 3, it will now be executed without modification
because the prohibited value (e.g., Quebec) is under the
exception value (e.g., Under(Canada)).
But what if Alice has an exception value only for a more
detailed child level of Li (e.g., the city of Montreal)? In
this case, if Alice submits the previous query, it should now
be modified by replacing the restricted value (e.g., Quebec)
in the CONDITION element with the exception value (e.g.,
Montreal). In this example, Alice gets only the values that
S e l e c t i o n :
S t o r e . Ci ty , SUM( s a l e s )
C o n d i t i o n :
Time . Year = 2011
From :
S a l e s
Listing 6. Simple OLAP Query 2
S e l e c t i o n :
S t o r e . Ci ty , SUM( s a l e s )
C o n d i t i o n :
Time . Year = 2011 AND
S t o r e . P r o v i c e = ’ Quebec ’
From :
S a l e s
Listing 7. Rule 5 example
she is allowed to see. The modified query is depicted in
Listing 5. Rule 4 gives the formalization of this case.
Rule 4. If the prohibited level value Lv or any of its more
granular level values (Under(Lv)) exists in the
CONDITION element, and the exception value belongs to
this set of values, then the query should be modified by
replacing the prohibited value with the exception value.
In addition to the scenario just described, the query
can also be modified by adding a new predicate to the
CONDITION element when the prohibited level or any of
its child levels exists in the SELECTION element only.
Rule 5. If the prohibited level Lv or any of its more
granular levels (Below(Li)) exists in the SELECTION
element only, then the query should be modified by adding
the exception E as a new predicate to the query.
Example 5: Suppose that Alice sends the query depicted
in Listing 6. In this case, the query will be modified by
adding a new predicate (i.e., Store.Province = ’Quebec’),
because the prohibited level (i.e., City) exists in the SELEC-
TION element. After the modification, Alice will see only the
cities of Quebec. The modified query is depicted in Listing 7.
The complete processing logic for Policy Class 2 (i.e.,
Rule 3, Rule 4, and Rule 5) is encapsulated in Algorithm 1.
Essentially, the algorithm takes the prohibited level Li
and the exception E as input and produces as output an
authorization decision to execute or modify the query. The
process is divided into two main parts or conditions. In the
first case, we are looking at situations whereby the prohibited
level Lj exists in the query CONDITION element. Here, the
query can either be allowed to execute directly or further
modified. It executes directly if the prohibited value Lv is
equal to the exception value Ev or any value under Ev.
However, if the exception value Ev is equivalent to any
value under Lv, then the query is modified by replacing the
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prohibited level with the exception level AND the prohibited
level value with the exception value.
In the second case, we target the scenario whereby the
prohibited level Lj exists in the SELECTION element only.
Here, we modify the original query by adding the exception
E as a new condition.
input : The prohibited level Li and the exception E
output: Decision to directly execute or modify
Let Ev = E value;
foreach level Lj ∈ Below(Li) do
if Lj exists in the query CONDITION element
then
Let Lv = Lj value;
if Lv == Ev OR Lv ∈ Under(Ev) then
Allow the query to execute without
modification;
end
else if Ev ∈ Under(Lv) then
Replace E by Lj , and Ev by Lv, then




else if Lj exists only in the query SELECTION
element then
Add E as new condition to the user query,





3) Policy Class 3: Restriction on a specific value P of
level Li + no Exception: We now turn to the classes in
which specific values at a given level are restricted, as
opposed to all members at a given level. We begin with
the simplest scenario.
Rule 6. If a user is prohibited from accessing a specific
value P of level Li, and the user has no exceptions, then
the Authorization Objects(O)= {v : v ∈ P ∪ Under(P)
where P is the prohibited value}.
Here, the prohibited value P, or some value under P,
exists in the query CONDITION element. As per Rule 6,
the query should simply be rejected. But what if Li exists
in the SELECTION element only? In this case, the query
should be modified by adding the prohibited value as a new
predicate to the query CONDITION element. Let’s look at
the following example.
Example 6: Suppose that Alice is restricted from ac-
cessing Quebec’s sales. If Alice sends the query depicted
in Listing 8, the query should be modified as shown in
Listing 9.
S e l e c t i o n :
S t o r e . P rov ince , SUM( s a l e s )
C o n d i t i o n :
Time . year = 2011
From :
S a l e s
Listing 8. Simple OLAP Query 3
S e l e c t i o n :
S t o r e . P rov ince , SUM( s a l e s )
C o n d i t i o n :
Time . year = 2011 AND
S t o r e . P r o v i n c e != ’ Quebec ’
From :
S a l e s
Listing 9. Rule 7 example
The associated query summarizes the sales of provinces
in 2011. As noted, the SELECTION element contains the
prohibited level (Province), so instead of rejecting the query
we modify it by adding a new predicate to the condition. The
modified query returns only the sales that Alice is allowed
to see. The logic is formalized in Rule 7 below.
Rule 7. If the prohibited level Li exists in the SELECTION
element only, then the query should be modified by adding
a new predicate to the query CONDITION element.
4) Policy Class 4: Restriction on a specific value P
of level Li + Exception: Finally, we add an exception
to the queries described by Class 3. Here, the relevant
authorization objects consist of the prohibited value (P),
minus the exception values.
Rule 8. If a user is restricted from accessing a value P of
level Li, and the user has an exception E, then the
Authorization Objects(O)= {v : v ∈ (P ∪ Under(P)) - (Ev
∪ Under(Ev))} where P is the prohibited value and E is
the exception.
In this scenario, the query can either be allowed to execute
or modified according to the following associated rules.
Rule 9. The query will be allowed to execute, if the
prohibited value Lv exists in the CONDITION element AND
is equal to the exception value Ev or any value Under(Ev).
S e l e c t i o n :
S t o r e . Ci ty , SUM( s a l e s )
C o n d i t i o n :
S t o r e . C i t y = ’ M o n t r e a l ’
From :
S a l e s
Listing 10. Rule 9 example
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Example 7: Suppose that Alice is restricted from access-
ing the sales of Canadian provinces, except for the sales of
Quebec. If Alice sends the Query depicted in Listing 10, the
query will be allowed to execute since the prohibited value
(i.e., Montreal) is under the exception value (i.e., Quebec).
Rule 10. If the prohibited level Li exists in the query
SELECTION element only, the query will be modified by
adding the exception E as a new predicate. In principle,
this rule is similar to Rule 4.
Rule 11. When Lv exists in the query CONDITION element
AND Lv is under Ev, the query is modified by replacing
the prohibited level Li by the exception level E AND the
prohibited level value Lv by the exception value Ev.
Algorithm 2 illustrates the full processing logic for Policy
Class 4 (Rule 8, Rule 9, Rule 10, and Rule 11). In short,
the authentication module takes the prohibited level value
P and the exception E as input and gives as output an
authorization decision to execute or modify the query. The
algorithm is again divided into two main parts. The first
component targets the case whereby the prohibited value P
exists in the query CONDITION element. Here, the query
can be modified or executed directly. If the prohibited value
belongs to the set of values under E , the query is modified
by replacing the condition that contains the prohibited value
by a new one containing the exception. Conversely, the query
is allowed to execute directly if the prohibited level value
Lv belongs to the values Under(P) AND Lv is equal to the
exception value Ev OR Ev belongs to the values Under(Lv).
In the second case, a new condition (exception E) is added
to the query CONDITION element when the prohibited level
Lv or any level below it Below(Lv) exists in the SELECTION
element only.
E. Authorization Rule Summary
The preceding sections have formalized the authentica-
tion framework in terms of four policy classes and their
associated transformation rules. Below, we summarize the
authorization decision in terms of its three possible outcomes
— Execute, Modify, Reject:
1) The query is allowed to execute without modification
in two situations:
• Level Li is restricted and there is an exception E:
a) If any upper level exists in the SELECTION or
PROJECTION query element, OR
b) If the Li value or any value from the levels
below it exists in the CONDITION element
AND this value is equal to the exception value
Ev or any value under it.
• A specific value of Li is restricted and there is an
exception E:
a) If the prohibited value Lv or any value under
it exists in the CONDITION element AND it is
input : The prohibited value P of level Li and the
exception E
output: Decision to directly execute or modify
Let Ev = E value;
foreach level Lj ∈ Below(Li) do
if Lj exists in the query CONDITION element
then
Let Lv = Lj value;
if (Lv == P) AND (P ∈ Under(Ev)) then
Add E as a new condition instead of the
condition that contains Lj , inform the
user, and allow the query to execute;
end
else if (Lv ∈ Under(P)) AND (Lv == Ev
OR Ev ∈ Under(Lv)) then




else if Lj exists only in the query SELECTION
element then
Add E as new condition to the user query,





equal to the exception value Ev OR any value
under it.
2) The query is modified in one situation:
• A level Li is restricted and there is an exception
E:
a) If level Li or any value from the levels below
it exists in the query SELECTION element
only, then we add the exception E as a new
condition, OR
b) If the exception value Ev belongs to the values
under Lv, then we replace the prohibited level
in the CONDITION element by the exception
E.
3) The query is rejected in two situations:
• A level Li is restricted, and there is no exception:
a) If level Li or any value from a lower level
exists in the SELECTION element only, OR
b) If level Li or any value from the levels below
it exists in the CONDITION element.
• A specific value P is restricted, and there is no
exception:
a) If P or any value under it exists in the CON-
DITION element.
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F. A note on Performance
As noted above, the authorization framework has been
incorporated into a DBMS prototype specifically designed
for OLAP storage and analysis. In practice, the authorization
logic has a negligible impact on performance (less than a few
milliseconds for the queries presented in this paper). Specif-
ically, the decomposition of the user query into its algebraic
components (and conditions) is performed by the underlying
query engine; the framework simply borrows the result as
input to the authorization process. Moreover, the analysis of
policy classes is based upon a fixed set of IF/ELSE cases
that, in turn, manipulate a small in-memory Authentication
Database. The run-time impact of this analysis is completely
dominated by the cost of answering the (validated) query.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have discussed a query re-writing
model to provide access control in multi-dimensional OLAP
environments. We began by defining a conceptual model
that focused on the data cube and its constituent dimen-
sion hierarchies. From there we introduced the notion of
authorization objects designed to identify and constrain the
relationships between parent/child aggregation levels. We
then presented a series of rules that exploited the autho-
rization objects to decide whether user queries should be
rejected, executed directly, or dynamically and transparently
transformed. In the latter case, we identified a set of minimal
changes that would allow queries to proceed against a subset
of the requested data.
We note that while the current authentication and au-
thorization framework has been integrated into a prototype
DBMS that provides OLAP-specific indexing and storage,
we believe that the general principles are broadly applicable
to any DBMS product that understands the fundamental
data cube model. Exploiting the proposed framework would
allow such systems to significantly simplify the process of
designing and enforcing OLAP security policies by asso-
ciating authorization decisions with an intuitive conceptual
model rather than the low level logical model of relational
DBMSs.
Finally, it is important to point out that the framework
presented in this paper cannot block all attempts to access re-
stricted data. In particular, it is possible for a user possessing
some degree of external knowledge to combine the results of
multiple valid queries to obtain data that is itself meant to be
protected. We refer to such exploits as inference attacks. We
are currently working on inference detection mechanisms
that will piggy back on top of the core authentication and
authorization framework to provide an even greater level of
security for OLAP data.
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Abstract—A constantly increasing CPU-memory gap as well
as steady growth of main memory capacities has increased
interest in column store systems due to potential performance
gains within the realm of database solutions. In the past several
monolithic systems have reached maturity in the commercial
and academic space. However a framework of low-level and
modular components for rapidly building column store based
applications has yet to emerge. A possible field of application
is the rapid development of high-performance components
in various data-intensive areas such as text-retrieval systems.
The main contribution of this paper is column-store-kit, a
basic building block of low-level components for constructing
applications based on column store principles. We present a
minimal amount of necessary structural elements and associ-
ated operations required for building applications based on our
column-store-kit.
Keywords-Column store; basic components; framework; rapid
prototyping.
I. INTRODUCTION
Within database systems, values of a dataset are usually
stored in a physically connected manner. A row store stores
all column values of each single row consecutively (see
Figure 1, bottom left). In contrast to that, within a column
store, all values of each single column are stored one after
another (see Figure 1, bottom right). In column stores, the
relationship between individual column values and their
originating datasets are established via Tuple IDentifiers
(TID). The main advantage of column stores during query
processing is the fact that only data from columns which
are of relevance to a query have be loaded To answer the
same query in a row store, all columns of a dataset have
to be loaded, despite the fact, that only a small portion of
them are actually of interest to the processing. On the other
side, the column store architecture is disadvantageous for
frequent changes (in particular insertions) to datasets. As the
values are stored by column, they are distributed at various
locations, which leads to a higher number of required write
operations exceeding those within a row store to perform the
same changes. This characteristic makes this type of storage
interesting especially for applications with very high data
volume and few sporadic changes only (preferably as bulk
upload), as it is the case in, e.g., data warehouses, business
intelligence systems or text retrieval systems. Interest in
column store systems has recently been reinforced by steady
growth of main memory capacities that meanwhile allow
for main memory-based database solutions and additionally
by the constantly increasing CPU-memory gap [1]: Today’s
processors can process data much quicker than it can be
loaded from main memory into the processor cache. Conse-
quently, modern processors for database applications spend
a major part of their time waiting for the required data.
Column stores and special cache-conscious [2] algorithms
are attempts to avoid this “waste of time”. A number of
commercial and academic column store systems have been
developed in the past. In the research area, MonetDB [3] and
C-Store [4] are widely known. Open Source and commercial
systems include Sybase IQ, Infobright, Vertica, LucidDB,
and Ingres. All these systems are more or less complete
database systems with an SQL interface and a query opti-
mizer.
As column stores are a young field of research, numerous
aspects remain to be examined. For example, separation
of datasets into individual columns result in a series of
additional degrees of freedom when processing a query.
Abadi et al. [5] developed several strategies as to when
a result is to be “materialized”, i.e., at which point in
time result tuples shall be composed. Depending on the
type of query and selectivity of predicates, an early or late
materialization may be reasonable. Interesting studies were
published about compression methods [6], various index
types as well as the execution of join operations, e.g., Radix-
Join [1], Invisible Join [7] or LZ-Join [8]. In addition to
that, there are attempts at creating hybrid approaches that
try to combine the advantages of column and row stores.
The main objective of this paper is to present a number
of low-level building blocks for constructing applications
based on column store systems. Instead of copying the
low-level constructs of existing sophisticated column stores,
our research work is focused on identifying components
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ID  Name     Firstname date-of-birth  sex 
31  Waits     Tom       1949-12-07     M
45  Benigni   Roberto   1952-10-27     M
65  Jarmusch  Jim       1953-01-22     M
77  Ryder     Winona    1971-10-29     F
81  Rowlands  Gena      1930-06-19     F




31 45 65 77 81 82 Waits  Benigni  Jarmusch
Tom Roberto Jim
1949-12-07 1952-10-27
M M M F




31 Waits Tom 1949-12-07 M 45 Benigni
65 Jarmusch Jim
81 Rowlands Gena 1930-06-19 F




77 Ryder Winona 1971-10-29
F
Figure 1. Comparison of the layouts of a row store and a column store
and operations that allow for building specialized column
store based applications in rapid prototyping fashion. As our
components can be composed in a “plug and compute”-style,
our contribution is column-store-kit, which is a building
block for experimental and prototypical setup of applica-
tions within the field of column stores. A possible field of
application is the rapid development of high-performance
components in various data-intensive areas such as text-
retrieval systems.
The paper is structured as follows: In the next section,
requirements for our column-store-kit will be outlined. Then,
the identified components and corresponding operations will
be explained on a logical level. On this basis, various
implementations of logical components and operations will
be presented. Finally, results will be summarized and an
outlook will be given on future research activities.
II. COLUMN STORE PRINCIPLES
Nowadays, modern processors utilize one or more cache
hierarchies to accelerate access to main memory. A cache
is a small and fast memory which resides between main
memory and the CPU. In case the CPU requests data from
main memory, it is first checked, whether it already resides
within the cache. In this case, the item is sent directly from
the cache to the CPU, without accessing the much slower
main memory. If the item is not yet in the cache, it is
first copied from the main memory to the cache and than
further sent to the CPU. However, not only the requested
data item, but a whole cache line, which is between 8 and
128 bytes long, is copied into the cache. This prefetching of
data has the advantage, that requests to subsequent items
are much faster, because they already reside within the
cache. Meanwhile, the speed gain when accessing a dataset
in the first-level cache is up to two orders of magnitude
compared to regular main memory access [9]. Column stores
take advantage of this prefetching behaviour, because values
of individual columns are physically connected together
and therefore often already reside in the cache when re-
quested, as the execution of complex queries is processed
column by column rather than dataset by dataset. This
also means that the decision whether a dataset fulfills a
complex condition is generally delayed until the last column
is processed. Consequently, additional data structures are
required to administrate the status of a dataset in a query.
These data structures are referred to as Position Lists. A
PositionList stores the TIDs of matching datasets. Execution
of a complex query generates a PositionList with entries of
the qualified datasets for every simple predicate. Then, the
PositionLists are linked by and/or semantics. As an example,




where birthdate < ’1960-01-01’
and sex=’F’
First, the predicates birthdate <’1960-01-01’ and
sex =’F’ must be evaluated against the correponding
columns (birthdate and sex) which results in the Position-
Lists PL1 and PL2. These two evaluations could also be
done in parallel. Next an and-operation must be performed
on these two PositionLists, resulting in the PositionList PL3.
As we are interested in the names of the persons that
fulfil the query conditions, we have to perform another
operation (extract), which finally returns the entries for a
TID, specified by the PositionList PL3.
III. CONCEPT
The main focus of our components is modeling the
individual columns, which can occur both in the secondary
store as well as main memory. Their types of representation
may vary. To store all values of a column, for example,
it is not necessary to explicitly store the TID for each
value, because it can be determined by its position (dense
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Figure 2. Processing of a query with PositionLists
storage). To handle the results of a filter operation however,
the TIDs must be stored explicitly with the value (sparse
storage). Another important component is the PositionList
presented in the previous Section II. Just like columns, two
different representation forms are available for main and
secondary storage. To generate results or to handle inter-
mediate results consisting of attributes of several columns,
data structures are required for storing several values (so-
called multi columns). These may also be used for the
development of hybrid systems as well as for comparing
the performance of row and column store systems. The
operations mainly focus on writing, reading, merging, split-
ting, sorting, projecting, and filtering data. Predicates and/or
PositionLists are applied as filtering arguments. Figure 3
illustrates a high level overview of the most important
operations and transformations between the components. In
Section IV they will be described in detail. Moreover, the
components are to be developed for use on both secondary
store and main memory as well as designed for maximum
performance. This particularly implies the use of cache-
conscious algorithms and structures.
IV. PRESENTATION OF LOGICAL COMPONENTS
In the following sections, the aforementioned components
will be presented together with their structure and their cor-
responding operations. Section V will then outline potential
implementations to reach highest possible performance.
A. Structure
1) ColumnFile: The ColumnFile serves to represent a
column on the secondary storage. Supported primitive data
types are: uint, int, char, date und float. Moreover, the
composite type SimpleStruct (see below) is supported, which
may consist of a runtime definable list of the previously
mentioned primitive data types. As a standard, the TID of a
value in the ColumnFile is given implicitly by the position of
the value in the file. If this is not the case, a SimpleStruct is
used, which explicitly contains the TID in the first column.
2) SimpleStruct: SimpleStruct is a dynamic, runtime de-
finable data structure. It is used within ColumnFile as well as
within ColumnArrays (see below). The SimpleStruct plays a
role in the following cases:
• Result of a filter query, in which the TIDs of the original
datasets are also given.
• Combination of results consisting of several columns.
• Setup of hybrid systems having characteristics of both
column and row stores. For example, it may be advan-
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tageous to store several attributes in a SimpleStruct that
are frequently requested together.
• Representation of sorted columns, where TIDs are re-
quired. This is particularly reasonable for Join operators
or a run-length-encoded compression on their basis.
3) ColumnArray and MultiColumnArray: A ColumnAr-
ray represents a column in main memory, which consists
of a flexible number of lines. The data types correspond
to those of the previously defined ColumnFile. If the data
type is a SimpleStruct, it is referred to as MultiColumnArray.
In addition to the actual column values, the TIDs of the
first and last dataset and the number of datasets stored are
given in the header of the (Multi)ColumnArray. Two types
of representations are distinguished:
• Dense: The type of representation is dense, if no gaps
can be found in the datasets, i.e., if the TIDs are
consecutive. In this case, the TID is given virtually by
the TID of the first data set and the position in the array
and does not have to be stored explicitly (Figure 4,
left side). This type of representation is particularly
suited for main memory-based applications, in which
all datasets (or a continuous section of them) are located
in main memory.
• Sparse: This type of representation explicitly stores the
TIDs of the datasets (Figure 4, right). The primary
purpose of a sparse ColumnArray is the storage of
(intermediate) results. As will be outlined in more detail
in Section V, it may be chosen between two physical
implementations depending on the concrete purpose.
4) ColumnBlocks and MultiColumnBlocks: Apart
from the (Multi)ColumnArrays of flexible size,
(Multi)ColumnBlocks exist, which possess a random,
but fixed size. They are mainly used to implement
ColumnArrays with their flexible size. In addition, they
may be applied in the implementation of an custom buffer
management as a transfer unit between secondary and main
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Figure 4. Types of ColumnArrays
5) PositionList: A PositionList is nothing else than a
ColumnArray with the data type uint(4) as far as structure is
concerned. However, it has a different semantics. The Posi-
tionList stores TIDs. A position list is the result of a query
via predicate(s) on a ColumnFile or a (Multi)ColumnArray,
where the actual values are of no interest, but rather the
information about the qualified data sets. Position Lists
store the TIDs in ascending order without duplicates. This
makes the typical and/or operations very fast, as the cost for
both operations is O(|Pl1| + |Pl2|). As will be outlined
in Section V, various types of implementations may be
applied. Analogously to the (Multi)ColumnArray, there is
a representation of the PositionList for the secondary store,
which is called PositionFile.
B. Operations
1) Transformations on ColumnFiles: Several operations
are defined on ColumnFiles. A filter operation (via predicate
and/or PositionList) can be performed on a ColumnFile and
the result can be written to another ColumnFile (with or
without explicit TIDs). Other operations are the splitting of
a ColumnFile as well as sorting among different criterias
(see Section IV-B6) with and without explicitly storing the
TID.
2) Transformations between ColumnFile and (Multi)-
Column-Array: ColumnFiles and (Multi)ColumnArrays are
different types of representation of one or more logical
columns. Physically, ColumnFiles are located in the sec-
ondary storage, while ColumnArrays are located in main
memory. Consequently, both types of representations can
also be transformed into each other using the corresponding
operators.
A ColumnFile can be transformed completely or par-
tially into a dense (Multi)ColumnArray. If not all, but only
certain datasets that match special predicates or Position-
Lists are to be loaded into a (Multi)ColumnArray, this can
be achieved using filter operations that generate a sparse
(Multi)ColumnArray. A sparse (Multi)ColumnArray may
also be transformed into a ColumnFile. In this case, the
TIDs are stored explicitly in combination with the values.
Other operations refer to the insertion of new values and
the deletion of values. An outline of the most important
operations of ColumnFiles is given in Table I.
3) Operations on ColumnArrays: Filter operations
can be executed on (Multi)ColumnArrays using predi-
cates and/or PositionLists. This may result in a sparse
(Multi)ColumnArray or a PositionList. Furthermore, Colum-
nArraysmay also be linked with each other by and/or seman-
tics. If the (Multi)ColumnArrays have the same structure, the
result also possesses this structure. The results correspond to
the intersection or union of the original datasets. The result
is a sparse (Multi)ColumnArray. If (Multi)ColumnArrays
of differing structure are to be combined, only the and
operation is defined. The result is a (Multi)ColumnArray
that contains a union of all columns of the involved
(Multi)ColumnArrays and returns the values for the datasets
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Table I
OUTLINE OF OPERATIONS ON COLUMNFILES
Operation Result type
read(ColumnFile) ColumnArray (dense)
read(ColumnFile, start, length) ColumnArray (dense)
filter(ColumnFile, predicate) ColumnArray (sparse)
filter(ColumnFile, predicate-list) ColumnArray (sparse)
filter(ColumnFile, positionlist) ColumnArray (sparse)
filter(ColumnFile, positionlist-list) ColumnArray (sparse)
filter(ColumnFile, predicate-list, ColumnArray (sparse)
positionlist-list)
fileFilter(ColumnFile, predicate) ColumnFile (explicit TIDs)
fileFilter(ColumnFile, predicate-list) ColumnFile (explicit TIDs)
fileFilter(ColumnFile, positionlist) ColumnFile (explicit TIDs)
fileFilter(ColumnFile, positionlist-list) ColumnFile (explicit TIDs)
fileFilter(ColumnFile, predicate-list, ColumnFile (explicit TIDs)
positionlist-list)
split(ColumnFile, predicate) ColumnFile, ColumnFile
split(ColumnFile, position) ColumnFile, ColumnFile







having identical TIDs. If the (Multi)ColumnArrays used as
input are dense and if they have the same TID interval, the
resulting MultiColumnArray is also dense. An outline of the
most important operations of ColumnArrays is given in Ta-
ble II. ColumnArray may also refer to a MultiColumnArray.
A MultiColumnArray, however, only refers to the version
having several columns.
4) Transformation from PositionList to ColumnArray: If
the column values of the stored TIDs inside a PositionList
are needed, an extract operation must be performed. Input
to this operation is a PositionList as well as a dense (multi)
ColumnArray. The result is a sparse (Multi) ColumnArray.
5) Operations between PositionLists: Several Position-
Lists may be combined by and, or semantics, with the result
being a PositionList. The result list is sorted in ascending
order corresponding to the TIDs. In addition, operations exist
to load and store PositionLists. An outline of operations of
PositionLists can be found in Table III.
6) Sorting: One basic operation on (Multi) ColumnArrays
as well as ColumnFiles is sorting. Beside the obvious
task to bring the result of a query in a specific order,
sorting also plays an important role regarding performance
considerations. For the elimination of duplicates, for join
operations and for compression using run-length encoding,
previous sorting can dramatically improve performance. As
a consequence of sorting, the natural order is lost. This is
critical for dense columns with implicit TIDs, because the
relation to the other column values is lost. The problem
can be solved by an additional data structure, similar to a
PositionList which contains the mapping information to the
orginal order of the datasets. Figure 5 gives an example of
Table II
OUTLINE OF OPERATIONS ON ColumnArrays
Operation Result type
filter(ColumnArray, predicate) ColumnArray (sparse)
filter(ColumnArray, predicate-list) ColumnArray (sparse)
filter(ColumnArray, positionlist) ColumnArray (sparse)
filter(ColumnArray, positionlist-list) ColumnArray (sparse)














split(ColumnArray, predicate) ColumnArray (sparse),
ColumnArray (sparse)
split(ColumnArray(dense), position) ColumnArray (dense),
ColumnArray (dense)
split(ColumnArray (sparse), position) ColumnArray (sparse),
ColumnArray (sparse)
store(ColumnArray (dense)) ColumnFile
store(ColumnArray (sparse)) ColumnFile (explicit TIDs)
Table III








this situation. The Multi ColumnArray on the left side is to
be sorted according to the column “name”. Additionally to
the sorting of the MultiColumn (top right), a list is generated
which holds the information about the original positions
(down right). The list can then be reused by applying it
as a sorting criterion to other columns later, as shown in
Figure 6.
7) Compression: Compression plays an important role
in column stores [6], as it reduces the data volume that
needs to be loaded. Nevertheless, we decided not to include
compression in the first prototype. To a certain extent, this
constraint can be compensated by the use of dictionary-
based compression [10], which will be implemented above
the basic components. In later versions, various compression
methods will be integrated.
V. IMPLEMENTATION-SPECIFIC CONSIDERATIONS
After presenting the logical structure and the required
operations, this section shall now focus on considera-
tions for achieving a performance-oriented implementation.
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StartPos: 1024
EndPos  : 1029
name   sex
Waits      M
Begnini    M
Jarmusch   M
Ryder      F
Rowlands   F









EndPos  : 1029
name sex
Waits      M
Begnini    M
Jarmusch   M
Ryder      F
Rowlands   F
Perez      F
Figure 5. Sorting with explicit generation of an additional mapping list
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Figure 6. Sorting with explicit given sort-order
Due to the constantly increasing CPU-memory gap, cache-
conscious programming is indispensable. For this reason,
the implementation was made in C/C++. All time-critical
parts were implemented in pure C using pointer arithmetics.
The uncritical parts were implemented using C++ classes.
The ColumnBlock was established as a basic component of
the implementation. It is the basic unit for data storage.
Its size is defined at creation time and it contains the
actual data as well as information on its structure and the
number of datasets. The structurization options correspond
to those of the (Multi)ColumnArray. The ColumnBlock also
handles all queries by predicates and/or PositionLists. A
(Multi)ColumnArray consists of 1 − n ColumnBlock in-
stances. All operations on a (Multi)ColumnArray are trans-
ferred to the underlying ColumnBlocks.
PositionLists play a central role in column store appli-
cations. If the PositionLists are short (i.e. if they contain
a few TIDs only), representation as ColumnArray is ideal.
Four bytes are required per selected entry. If the lists
are very large, however, memory of 40 MB is required
for ten million entries, for instance. In this case, a bit
vector is recommended for representation. This bit vector
indicates using a fixed bit whether every dataset belongs
to the set of results or not. If, for example, 100 million
data sets exist for a table, only 12.5 MB are required to
represent the PositionList for certain selectivities. Moreover,
the two important operations and and or can be mapped
on the respective primitive processor commands, which
makes the operations extremely fast. If PositionLists are
sparse, bit vectors can be compressed very well using run-
length encoding (RLE) (e.g. to a few KB in case of 0.1%
selectivity). The necessary operations can be performed very
efficiently on the compressed lists, which further increases
the performance. An implementation based on the word-
aligned hybrid algorithm [11] with satisfactory compression
for medium-sparse representations was developed within
the framework of the activities reported here [12], [13].
MultiColumnArrays may exist in two different physical
layouts. In the first version, the n values are written in a
physically successive manner and correspond to the classical
n-ary storage model (NSM). This type of representation is
particularly suited, if further queries are to be performed
on this MultiColumnArray with predicates on the respective
attributes. The individual values of a dataset are stored
together in the cache and all attribute values are checked
simultaneously rather than successively with the help of
additional PositionLists (Figure 7, left). The second type of
representation corresponds to the PAX format [14]. Here,
every column is stored in a separate ColumnArray. In ad-
dition, a PositionList is stored, which identifies the datasets
(Figure 7, left). This type of representation is recommended,
for instance, for collecting values for subsequent aggregation





























Figure 7. Comparison of storage formats for ColumnArrays
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presented a collection of basic components
to build column store applications. The components are
semantically located below those of the existing column
store database implementations and are suited for building
experimental (distributed) systems in the field of column
store databases. It is planned to use these components to
obtain further scientific findings in the area of column stores
and to develop data-intensive applications.
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VII. FUTURE WORK
A first version of the column-store-kit is available without
support for compression. The next steps planned are the
integration of compression and the use in concrete areas,
such as text retrieval systems. A future activity will be
the implementation of a scripting language interface for
the components. With the help of this interface, it will be
possible to assemble the developed components more easily
without losing the performance of the underlying C/C++
implementation. In this case, the scripting language act as
glue between the components, allowing the developer to
build up complex high performance applications with very
little effort [15]. As an alternative, a custom domain-specific
language (DSL) [16] may be used for building column store
applications. A bachelor’s thesis [17] focused on the extent
to which various degrees of flexibility regarding the structure
of MultiColumnArrays and expression of the predicates
affect the performance. According to the thesis, structural
definition at the time of compilation is of significant advan-
tage compared to the runtime behavior. If the implemented
flexibility of the SimpleStruct is not required at runtime, an
alternative implementation may be used. It may be realized
by defining a language extension for C/C++, for example.
Thus, the respective structures and operations can be defined
using a simple syntax. With a number of macros of the C++
preprocessor or a separate inline code expander [18], these
could then be transformed into valid C/C++ code.
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Abstract—Recently, there has been a trend towards column-
oriented databases, which in most cases apply lightweight com-
pression techniques to improve read access. At the same time,
in-memory databases become reality due to availability of huge
amounts of main memory. In-memory databases achieve their
optimal performance by building up cache-aware algorithms
based on cost models for memory hierarchies. In this paper, we
use a generic cost model for main memory access and show how
lightweight compression schemes improve the cache behavior,
which directly correlates with the performance of in-memory
databases.
Keywords-in-memory databases; database compression; dictio-
nary compression.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, most database management systems are hard
disk based and - since I/O-operations are expensive - therefore,
limited by both the throughput and latency of those hard
disks. Increasing capacities of main memory that reach up
to several terabytes today offer the opportunity to store an
entire database completely in main memory. Besides, the much
higher throughput of main memory compared to disk access
significant performance improvements are also achieved by the
much faster random access capability of main memory and at
the same time much lower latency. A database management
system that stores all of its data completely in main memory -
using hard disks only for persistency and recovery – is called
an in-memory database (IMDB).
In earlier work, we have shown that in-memory databases
perform especially well in enterprise application scenar-
ios [12], [14]. As shown in [12], enterprise workloads are
mostly reads rather than data modification operations; this has
lead to the conclusion to leverage read-optimized databases
with a differential buffer for this workloads [11]. Furthermore,
enterprise data is typically sparse data with a well known
value domain and a relatively low number of distinct values.
Therefore, enterprise data qualifies particularly well for data
compression as these techniques exploit redundancy within
data and knowledge about the data domain for optimal results.
We apply compression for two reasons:
• Reducing the overall size of the database to fit the entire
database into main memory, and
• Increasing database performance by reducing the amount
of data transferred from and to main memory.
In this paper, we focus on the second aspect. We analyze
different lightweight compression schemes regarding cache
behavior, based on a cost model that estimates expected cache
misses.
A. The Memory Bottleneck
During the last two decades, processor speed increased
faster than memory speed did [6]. The effect of this de-
velopment is that processors nowadays have to wait more
cycles to get a response from memory than they needed to
20 years ago. Since processors need to access data from
memory for any computation, performance improvements are
limited by memory latency time. As seen from a processor’s
perspective, main memory access becomes more and more
expensive compared to earlier days – the Memory Gap widens.
Nevertheless, it would be possible to manufacture memory that
is as fast as a processor is but there is a direct trade-off between
memory size and latency. The more capacity memory has, the
longer is its latency time or - important as well - the faster
memory is, the more expensive it gets. Since manufacturers
concentrated on increasing capacity of main memory there
wasn’t much focus on improving latency times.
A solution to the problem found in modern processors is
the use of a cache hierarchy to hide the latency of the main
memory. Between the processors registers and main memory,
a faster but smaller memory layer is placed that holds copies
of a subset of data found in main memory. When a processor
finds the needed data in the cache it will copy it from there
waiting less processor cycles. The whole cache is usually much
smaller and much faster than main memory. Since the Memory
Gap widens with every new processor generation one layer of
cache is not enough to fulfill both capacity and latency time
demands. Therefore, modern CPUs have up to three layers of
cache, each of which with more capacity but worse latency
times than the one closer to the processor [8].
Since programs usually do not need to access the whole
address space of main memory randomly there is the concept
of locality. When a processor fetches a processor word from
memory, it is very likely that it needs to fetch another
word close by, so-called data locality. Leveraging that fact,
processors do not only copy the requested data to its registers
but also copy subsequent bytes to the cache. The amount of
bytes that are copied at once to the cache is called a cache
line or a cache block and usually is about four to 16 processor
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words long depending on the specific CPU architecture. On a
current 64 bit machine, it is between 32 and 128 bytes.
Consequently, memory access is not truly random since
always a complete cache line is fetched regardless the actual
requested value. In the worst case, only one value out of the
cache line are needed while the rest of the transferred date
is polluting both the limited memory bandwidth and limited
capacity on each cache. Data that are not found in the cache
needs to be fetched from main memory, a so-called cache
miss. There is a direct dependency between the performance
of in-memory database algorithms and the number of issued
cache misses as for instance described in [4], [15]. To gain
significant performance improvements or to avoid performance
loss, algorithms have to be cache conscious, which means that
they have to efficiently use the cache and cache lines issuing
as few cache misses as possible. This means data should be
read sequentially from main memory instead of randomly.
Multicore processors that are supposed to work in parallel
have to wait for other cores to finish their shared memory ac-
cess before starting its own. Additionally, the physical distance
between a processor and its cache also influences the latency
time. Multicore processors’ shared cache is normally placed in
equal distance to each core resulting in less performance than
possible on a single core chip. Intel has a solution called Non-
Uniform Memory Access (NUMA), where the shared memory
is logically the same but physically splitted on the chip. For
example the first half of the address space is local to core
one and the second half is local to core two resulting in better
performance for core one when accessing addresses in the first
half but worse performance for the other addresses. When core
one requests data from main memory it will be fetched into an
address in the first half of the address space if possible [16].
B. In-memory databases in Enterprise Application scenarios
Today’s disk-based database management systems are ei-
ther optimized for transactional record-oriented or analytical
attribute-oriented workload, also called Online Transaction
Processing (OLTP) and Online Analytical Processing (OLAP).
The distinguishment arises from enterprises that have trans-
actional systems to support their daily business and need
to answer analytical queries on top of that data. OLAP
style queries are typically slow on OLTP system; therefore,
enterprises usually have a separate OLAP system, e.g., a data
warehouse, that stores the same information in a different way
and precomputes certain values up-front to improve query
performance of analytical queries. The main reason for the
performance loss is that OLAP queries are attribute-focused
rather than entity-focused, usually reading only a few attributes
but more records, e.g., read a whole column or apply a
predicate on a complete column. Most OLTP systems store
their data row-oriented: a record is stored sequentially on
disk and then another record follows maintained by a page
layout. Since OLAP queries read only a part of many records,
e.g., one attribute of each record, the needed data is not
stored sequentially on disk resulting in less read performance.
Furthermore, the page layout determines the access pattern
that read complete pages from disk as this is the finest gran-
ularity to read a record. Due to this fact lots of unnecessary
data is transferred in case a few attributes of a relation are
requested. Therefore, modern OLAP systems organize the data
column-oriented to improve performance of accessing whole
attributes [21].
With up to several terabytes of main memory available to
applications as well as the increase of computing power with
new multi core hardware architectures holding entire databases
in main memory becomes feasible [17]; the application of
these in-memory databases is especially promising in the field
of enterprise applications.
In [14], we could show that Enterprise Applications typ-
ically reveal a mix of OLAP and OLTP characteristics. In
order to combine both requirements for mixed workload
scenarios, the introduction of a write optimized differential
buffer together with a read-optimized main storage has been
proposed [7], [11], [21]. The differential buffer stores all
write operations in an uncompressed manner to allow fast
appends. At regular intervals, the differential buffer is merged
with the main database to maintain compression and query
performance. During this process the buffered values are
merge into the read-optimized store as described in [11].
The merge process essentially does two things: it merges
the main dictionary with the delta dictionary and keeps track
of value ids that may have changed along with their new value.
Then, it merges the main attribute vector of the compressed
read-optimized store and the attribute vector of the differential
buffer while applying the old-value-id/new-value-id mapping
from the step before. That second step is not needed if value
ids cannot change like in the basic dictionary or hash map
approach. However, in an order-preserving dictionary approach
that mapping needs to be applied taking a significant amount of
clock cycles of the overall merge process. The same happens
if the value id are bit compressed and a new dictionary entry




As described in the previous section, main memory latency
is a bottleneck for the execution time of computations: proces-
sors are wasting cycles while waiting for data to arrive. This is
especially true for databases as described in [4]. While cache
conscious algorithms are one way to improve performance
significantly [3], [19], [20] another option is to reduce the
amount of data transferred from and to main memory, which
can be achieved by compressing data [22]. On the one hand,
compression reduces I/O-operations between main memory
and processor registers, on the other hand it leverages the
cache hierarchy more effectively, because more data fits in
each cache line.
The needed processor cycles to compress and decompress
data and the less wasted cycles while waiting for memory
result in increased processor utilization. This increases overall
performance as long as memory access time is the bottleneck.
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Once compression and decompression become so processor-
intensive that the processor is limiting the performance instead
of the memory, compression has a negative effect on the
overall execution time. Therefore, most in-memory databases
use light-weight compression techniques that have low CPU
overhead [1].
In addition, some operators can operate directly on com-
pressed data - saving decompression time. Abadi et al. illus-
trate [2] this concept of late materialization to further improve
execution speed of queries.
In order to estimate the performance improvements achieved
by different compression techniques, the cost model to esti-
mate cache misses presented in [15] is extended by taking
compression into account. The basic formula of the model for







where M(s trav(R)) are the estimated cache misses on
one cache level while traversing a region R in memory
sequentially for the first time. The parameters are R.w being
the width of one data item in bytes, R.n which is the number
of data items to traverse, as well as B which is the number
of data items that fit into the cache. In case of an in-memory
database R.w is the width of a tuple while R.n is the number
of tuples.
As in [15], an inclusive Level 1 cache is assumed meaning
that all data that is present in the Level 1 cache is also present
in the Level 2 cache. This condition may only be violated
temporarily when data in the L1 is changed and marked as
dirty before being written back to L2. This assumption holds
for Intel CPUs but not for AMD CPUs which have an exclusive
cache, meaning that data can be either in L1 or in L2 bot not
in both. Modeling exclusive caches is left for future work.
In the following, we provide the cost model for various
light-weight compression techniques and compare their per-
formance for a typical analytical query size. Other atomic data
patterns as the conditional traversal read [12] can be extended
the same way.
B. Run-Length Encoding
When using run-length encoding (RLE), subsequent
equal values in memory are stored as a RLE-tuple
of (value, runLength), thus encoding a sequence of
(1, 1, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4) as ((1, 2), (3, 3), (4, 3)) reducing the size
in memory the larger runs in the data exist. Whether a good
amount of runs exist depends on two parameters: First, equal
values need to be stored subsequently - this is usually the case
if the column is stored in sort order of the values. Second,
if the column is ordered, the number of distinct values in
the data defines the number of tuples needed to be stored.
However, having sorted data is much more important because
a randomly ordered column with a few distinct values can
contain no runs in worst case if the data is distributed equally.
On the other hand, if the number of unique values is close to
the number of data items, sorting the items has limited impact
on compression, as there are only few runs in this case.
In a sorted run-length encoded column the main indicator
of the size of the column is the cardinality of distinct values.
Hence, the performance on aggregate operations in an in-
memory database is mainly based on the amount of distinct
values. Assuming a column’s values are in sorted order and
the number of distinct values of that column is given by
|D|, the column can be encoded with |D| RLE-tuples, each
holding the value and the run-length. A defensive approach
to determine the space needed for saving the run-length is to
take the maximum run-length one value can span. Then, the
maximum run-length is R.n, and therefore, can be encoded
with dlog2R.ne bits (for simplicity reasons. Actually, it is
runLengthmax = R.n− |D|+ 1), while bit-compressing the
run-length value.
The basic cost model can then be extended to take a run-
length encoded column into account:
M(s trav(R)) =
⌈




Since each tuple has the overhead of storing the run-length,
run-length encoding becomes less effective as |D| comes close
to R.n. Hence, the number of distinct values is important. The







A generalized formula for unsorted columns encoded with
run-length encoding depends on the average run-length of
values in the collection which can be answered by examining
the topology of the data. For example, imagine a customer
table with a column of the customer’s address’ city name that
is ordered in the sort order of another column with zip codes.
Clearly the city names aren’t in their sort order but they will
contain a good amount of runs since equal and similar zip-
codes map to the same city name. Given that average run-
length |r|, one can estimate the cache misses with:
M(s trav(R)) =








The break even point, i.e., the minimal number of the






Bit-vector encoding stores a bitmap for each distinct value.
Each bitmap has the length of the number of data items to
encode in bits. The value 1 in a bitmap for a distinct value
indicates that the data item with the same index has this
particular value. As each data item can only have one value
assigned, only one bitmap has the value 1 at a given index.
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The compression size is therefore dependent on the number
of data items and the number of distinct values to encode.
M(s trav(R)) =
⌈




For each distinct value, the value itself needs to be stored
once plus a bitmap of the number of tuples in bits. The break








Null Suppression stores data by omitting leading 0s of each
value. The main indicator of how good the compression will
be is the average number of 0s that can be suppressed. Think
of an integer column that stores the number of products sold
per month. Since only the less significant bits would equal to
1 and no negative values would appear one could get a good
compression ratio with Null Suppression. Since each value has
a variable length Null Suppression needs to store the length
of each value. A good way to do that is to suppress only
byte-wise, so a value can be stored with one to four bytes. To
encode that length one needs two bits so the length-metadata
for four values fits on one byte. Given an average number of






estimation of the cache misses is possible:
M(s trav(R)) =
⌈





Dictionary Encoding is a widely used compression tech-
nique in column-store environments. A dictionary is created
by associating each distinct value with a generated unique
key - a value id - and replacing the original values in the
attribute vector with their value id replacements. By combining
the attribute vector with the dictionary entries the original
values can be reconstructed. Each distinct value is stored only
once while the smaller value ids are used as their references
which saves space in memory as well as allowing compatible
operators to directly work on the dictionary only, e.g find all
distinct values, or vice versa operate on the attribute vector
without accessing the dictionary. Usually, storing the value ids
instead of the actual values take much less space in memory
and their length is fixed allowing variable length values to be
treated as fixed length values in the document vector, which
leads to increased performance [9]. Given the dictionary fits
into the cache the cache misses for a single column scan can











The more distinct values the dictionary needs to hold the
more likely it is that a lookup leads to a cache miss. Since
the access is random previously unloaded cache lines need to
be fetched again. Hence, the size of the dictionary matters.
The cache misses can be estimated with the formula for a
repetitive random access pattern rr acc presented in [15],
since the accessed position in the dictionary is random and
























where I is an approximation of the
number of accessed tuples. Since the whole data is read, each
value in the dictionary is read at least once and I = R.n. r is
the number of access operations which is equal to R.n, too.
# is the number of slots in the cache and therefore equals to
cacheSize/B in a fully associative cache.
F. Comparison
We compare the expected cash misses for a table with a size
typical in Enterprise Data: Given one million 48 byte string






= 750, 000 cache misses with a 64
byte cache line. We calculate the expected cash misses for each
algorithm and provide a sensitivity analysis on the number of
distinct values.
1) Run-Length Encoding: A run-length encoded




= 39, 454 cache misses.







If the column was stored unsorted the number of expected






788, 929. This worst case would occur in the scenario of an
average run-length of 1. The average run-length for each value





= 1, 05 to issue less cache
misses compared to no compression.






= 97, 693, 750 cache misses.
Bit-vector encoding clearly is not suitable for lots of distinct
values or a small amount of bytes to compress. Since each
column has a good number of 0-runs, run-length encoding on






= 384 distinct values.
On the other hand, the formulas show that the amount of
bytes per value play a little role in the overall amount of cache
misses. Thus, bit-vector encoding should be used when the
values to compress have a certain size.
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3) Null Suppression: Given that the average amount of





4) Dictionary Encoding: Given a 4 byte value id the num-












The following table shows the estimated number of cache








Figure 1 shows a sensitivity analysis with regards to the
number of distinct values in order to investigate the influence
of a changing cardinality of those.
G. Evaluation
The usefulness of compression algorithms depends on the
data profile of a column. The following table describes the
applicability of each compression technique for several data
profiles.
few distinct many distinct
No compression - - - -
RLE (sorted) + + +
RLE (unsorted) - - - -
Bit-Vector Encoding + - -
Null Suppression - -
Dictionary Encoding + +
Our goal is to find a compression technique that performs
best under OLTP as well as OLAP workloads in an enter-
prise environment. Based on our findings of enterprise data
characteristics in [12], we focus on a sparse data set with
a vast amount of columns but most of them storing a small
number of distinct values. We use a column-oriented store
since it performs better under an OLAP workload than a row
store does [21]. However, in an OLTP scenario most queries
fetch only few complete records. The column store finds each
respective entry in all columns separately and then reconstructs
the record. Since there are lots of columns finding those entries
has to be fast.
Run-length encoding on a sorted column issues by far the
fewest cache misses of all presented compression techniques.
However, applying run-length encoding requires sorting each
column before storing it. In order to reconstruct records
correctly we would have to store the original row number
as well, called the surrogate id. When reconstructing records
each column needs to be searched for that id resulting in a
complexity of O(R.n) per column. As Enterprise Applications
typically operate on tables with up to millions records we
cannot use surrogate ids and prefer direct or implicit offsetting
instead (O(1)).
Basic dictionary encoding allows for direct offsetting into
each column and also benefits from a sparse data set as
enterprises have it. In addition the compaction process’ perfor-
mance increases when using dictionary encoding compared to
run-length encoding. Therefore, dictionary encoding fits our
needs best and is our compression technique of choice for
a mixed workload. Furthermore, it still can be optimized as
described in the following section.
III. DICTIONARY COMPRESSION TECHNIQUES
In this section, we discuss various optimization of the basic
dictionary approach introduced in section II-E. We evaluate
their applicability for different data access profiles.
A. Order-Indifferent Dictionary
The basic dictionary approach described in the last chapter
did not care about how the values in the dictionary are ordered.
That makes finding a value in the dictionary, e.g., for an
insert - one needs to find out whether the value is already in
the dictionary - an expensive operation (O(|D|)). A possible
solution is to store the values based on their hash value. Given
a good hash function one can find a value in the dictionary
in O(1) as well as finding a value for a specific value id in
O(1). This clearly depends on a good hash function and may
increase compression size.
B. Order-Preserving Dictionary
In comparison to the basic dictionary a hash value supported
dictionary approach could speed up finding a value in the
dictionary but still does not enforce ordered data items in
memory. That becomes a disadvantage when executing range
queries like finding all records that begin with the letter
K, e.g., in a column that stores names. An order-indifferent
dictionary needs to traverse the whole dictionary filtering all
values that begin with K and returning their associated value
ids. This has a complexity of O(|D|). In a sorted dictionary,
one could find the first occurrence of a value starting with
K and L with binary search and then return the lower and
upper bound for all value ids that are associated with values
beginning with K without actually checking their values. The
complexity is O(log2 |D|). The downside of that approach is
that if new values need to be added to the dictionary they can
destroy the sort order invalidating possibly all value-id/value
associations and resulting in a complete rewrite of the attribute
vector O(R.n).
C. Bit-Compressed Attribute Vector
The size of the attribute vector, hence the read performance,
is also affected by the compression ratio between the original
values and the value id replacements. However, the number
of distinct values in the uncompressed values collection is
important as well. Firstly, because the entries in the dictionary
increase with every unique value - for every value-id/value
compression ratio, there is a number of distinct values hat
dictionary encoding becomes useless - secondly, the more
unique values need to be encoded, the more unique value
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Fig. 1. Compression techniques with regards to cache misses and distinct values.
ids are needed. In the basic dictionary example above a lot
of compression opportunities are wasted by reserving 32 bits
to define the value id space. Dictionary encoding with bit-
compressed value ids varies the length of the value ids and
reserves only the needed number of bits to encode all distinct
values but still guarantees fixed-length value ids. Given 200
values in the dictionary, the attribute vector that needs to
be compressed needs only one byte to store each value id,
allowing 64 value ids to fit on a 64 byte cache line. Similar
to the order-preserving dictionary the disadvantage of this
approach is that the bit-length of the value ids needs to be
increased and all values in the attribute vector need to be
rewritten when the number of distinct values in the dictionary
exceeds the amount of values that can be encoded with the
current number of bits - O(R.n).










Taking the same parameters from the previous section the











68, 750 which is almost half the amount of the basic dictionary.
D. Bit-Compressed Order-Preserving Dictionary Encoding
The last two described dictionary compression techniques
have the same problem of rewriting the whole attribute vector
for different reasons. However, the two problems are con-
nected. A reordering of the dictionary can only happen if new
distinct values are added to the collection or when deleting
values. Furthermore, an extension of the value id space can
only be a result of adding new distinct values to the dictionary.
Using both approaches together can lower the cost of inserts
and updates. When new values are added to the dictionary
and the amount of values exceeds the value id space then the
rewriting of the attribute vector can do both, updating to new
value ids with the new bit-length, in one step.
E. Comparison
The following table shows the different dictionary encoding









+ + + + -
few inserts, many
range queries








- - - - +
The following table lists the advantages and disadvantages
of the different dictionary encoding variants.
ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES
Basic Dict. fixed length, com-
pression time
compression size
Hash Map compression time execution time
Bit-Compr. compression size compression time







In the area of database management systems, compression is
also used to improve query speed as described in [22] as work
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focused on reducing the amount of data only. That becomes
especially useful when data is stored column-wise such as in
C-Store, a disk-based column-oriented database, see [21]. The
work presented in [1] describes how compression can be inte-
grated into C-Store and shows the impact on read performance.
In a real world scenario one has to consider the negative impact
on write performance when using compression. [10] comes
to the conclusion that column stores perform better than row
stores in most cases.
However, data compression can limit the applicability to
scenarios with frequent updates leading to dedicated delta
structures to improve the performance of inserts, updates and
deletes. The authors of [7] and [18] describe a concept of
treating compressed fragments as immutable objects, using
a separate list for deleted tuples and uncompressed delta
columns for appended data while using a combination of both
for updates. In contrast, the work of [11] maintains all data
modification of a table in one differential buffer that is write-
optimized and keeps track of invalidation with a valid bit-
vector. Later work of the same authors shows how to enable
fast updates on read-optimized databases by leveraging multi-
core CPUs [13].
The work of [5] depicts a technique of maintaining a dic-
tionary in a order-preserving way while still allowing inserts
in sort order without rebuilding the attribute vector due to
changed value id’s.
In the area of in-memory databases with the focus on OLTP
and real-time OLAP, the customer study presented in [12]
show a very high amount of read queries compared to write
queries supporting the fact that a compressed read-optimized
store is useful.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we showed and explained the positive im-
pact on read performance for an in-memory database when
using data compression. In order to compare different kinds
of lightweight compression techniques under different data
distributions we extended the generic cost model to take com-
pression into account. We also presented several lightweight
compression techniques and different optimizations regarding
dictionary compression as well as trade-offs that have to be
made in favor of late materialization and write performance.
The paper also described why focussing on read performance
is necessary and how a sufficient write performance can be
achieved as well. It concludes that under most circumstances
- especially for column stores - dictionary compression is
the best choice when it comes to optimizing read and write
performance under a mixed workload.
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Abstract—This paper discusses the creation of a FastBit 
bitmap index from the contents of a netCDF file. Using a two-
step transformation, netCDF is loaded into a FastBit bitmap 
index which can then be used to perform quick and highly 
efficient data queries. Metadata from the original netCDF is 
utilized along with the bitmap indexes and the output is 
extracted and visualized in several formats. The performance 
of the netCDF-FastBit indexes is shown to be far greater than 
accessing the netCDF file without. 
Keywords-netCDF; geospatial processing; bitmap indexing 
I.  INTRODUCTION  
As highly advanced sensors began to penetrate into the 
awareness of the disparate scientific fields, many researchers 
found themselves grappling with the need to store and usably 
interact with vast amounts of data. Unfortunately, the real 
world scientific data that was being collected violated several 
of the classical assumptions about data in database design. 
The largest hurdle of all for traditional database structures 
was the high multidimensionality of the scientific data, 
lacking any field or even reasonable combination of fields 
that could serve as a unique identifier for a gathered data.  
In contrast to traditional database design, bitmap indexes 
do not require a unique key identifier, and indeed work quite 
well with very multidimensional data. Bitmap indexes are 
usually overlooked in lieu of traditional databases because of 
their inefficiency in handling update and delete operations, 
but in the case of scientific data that is written once this 
inefficiency does not matter. The other detriment normally 
levied against bitmap indexes, the “Curse of Cardinality”, 
has largely been solved using the process of order-preserving 
bin-based clustering [1]. Indeed, bitmap indexing serves as 
an excellent form of indexing for write-once highly 
multidimensional data, which real world scientific data is a 
prime example of.  
NetCDF is a popular scientific data storage format, and it 
provides a very compact encoding of large multidimensional 
data sets. It is not, however, optimized for the retrieval, 
analysis, and mining of the data stored within its format. 
Performing efficient queries over data stored within netCDF 
files is difficult, especially if a large number of netCDF files 
are involved.  
FastBit is an open source bitmap indexing toolkit. FastBit 
creates highly efficient bitmap indexes, and provides an 
interactive SQL interface into its generated indexes. Its 
WAH based compression has been proven to provide 
optimal query response time with the compressed bitmaps 
smaller than comparable B-trees [2].  
Using the system outlined within this paper, a netCDF file 
can be loaded into a FastBit bitmap index, providing efficient 
and interactive query access to the data stored within. The 
process requires only a one-time cost of bitmap index 
creation time and room to store the generated indexes. 
Further, a number of different ways to envision the produced 
query results are demonstrated.  
In the next section, the method used to create bitmap 
indexes from netCDF data is discussed, with experimental 
results generated from testing provided. In System 
Architecture, we present the structure and functions of the 
proposed system. Screenshots of our proposed graphical user 
interface are provided, as well as a schematic for the system 
architecture. In Query Processing, the benefits of such a 
system are described, both in terms of speedup of 
generalized data access and by a number of advanced spatio-
temporal queries. Finally, in Conclusions we reiterate the 
goals and benefits of this system and stress the benefits its 
use could provide.  
II. METHODS 
Because FastBit currently only accepts comma separated 
values as input for bitmap generation, the first step in 
netCDF-FastBit integration involves a transformation of the 
netCDF data into the comma separated value format 
employed by FastBit. A number of tools are already existent 
for the purpose of netCDF to comma separated values, but as 
the concept of comma separated values is only loosely 
defined, different tools produce outputs in different formats. 
One tool, ncks (short for netCDF Kitchen Sink), offers a 
correctly formatted comma separated value transformation 
however, and with the correct configuration of options our 
source netCDF files can be converted into a comma 
separated value format readable by FastBit. After FastBit 
ingests the transformed netCDF data, the process is 
complete. In testing, a 1.4 GB netCDF file required slightly 
over 30 minutes to transition from netCDF to FastBit bitmap 
index. The resulting index used up 6.8 GB of space.  
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III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
The main purpose of the netCDF-FastBit integration is to 
provide an efficient and interactive SQL interface into the 
data stored within. To maximize the search capability of a 
user’s queries, however, requires more than just the netCDF 
extracted indexes. Further, retrieved data may require 
different formats for different questions. Thus, the below 
system in Fig. 3 is proposed.  
 
A. Internal Components 
The Bitmap Index Manager is the component charged 
with the building and maintenance of the bitmap indexes as 
described in Methods above. The Manager allows for both 
single and multiple file indexing for netCDF scientific data. 
Further, the netCDF files may be accessed either locally or 
across a network.  
The Metadata Repository holds any relevant metadata 
found within the netCDF file’s header. Often these headers 
contain comments and notes about the data that would not 
be immediately obvious in an examination of the data itself, 
such as the data’s provenance. This metadata will aid in 
maintaining organization between the bitmap indexes of 
several netCDF files, as well as providing a boost to query 
speed by screening out queries from which no point (or 
perhaps all points) meets the desired criteria.  
The Query Processor’s role is to transform the user 
submitted high level queries into sequences of bitwise 
logical operations executed in the reduced search space 
generated using the Metadata Repository. Further, the 














































Figure 2. Query Manager Screen 
 
of primitive operations found in a recent study on query 
processing of mesh data in forming the basis of higher level 
queries [3].  
B. Graphical User Interface 
To utilize the outlined system, a graphical user interface 
is provided, as seen in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. A user either selects 
a locally available netCDF file(s) or points to one available 
over the network. A list of already processed indexes saved 
with the Metadata Repository are then displayed for the 
selected netCDF file, and can be instantly used via the “Use 
In Query” button.  
Alternatively, a new index can be created from a selected 
netCDF file, with a number of different bitmap indexing 
options made available via the index options tabs. These 
options will alter the generated bitmap index’s underlying 
structure, and can be used to fine tune the created index for 
specific tasks and queries. The default values will serve for 
most general purposes, however, and the most common 
usage will simply consist of selecting which attributes to 
include in the generated index.  
Once an index to query have been selected, the user can 
submit a query either freehand with the SQL textbox or by 
using the dropdown Where boxes to programmatically 
generate one. When submitting their query, a user will also 
select which kind of output is desired, either in the form of 
text or as a visualization of the results. Note that more than 
one form can, of course, be chosen, although some forms are 
not appropriate for all results. Animations, for example, are 
useless unless the results include some concept of passing 
time. 
IV. QUERY PROCESSING 
The system outlined above allows for an unprecedented 
level of access into the contents of a netCDF file. Absent the 
created bitmap indexes, any kind of search on the netCDF 
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could only be accomplished via a linear search of the file 
itself. Using our test data, this linear search took 
approximately 20 minutes to complete, and all values of 
speedup given below are based on this figure.   
The simplest types of queries examined were simple 
equality queries, such as “return all points where the 
temperature was X”. These queries returned in only 1 
second, a 1200x speedup. Retrieving all temperatures for a 
single point in time returned in 4 seconds, a 300x speedup. 
The slowest execution time was found in inequality queries, 
such as “return all points where the temperature was above 
Y”, which took 4 minutes to compute. That still represented 
a 5x speedup, however.  
But this system is not limited to only simple queries. More 
complex queries are possible given the powerful SQL 
interface afforded by FastBit. A range query was created and 
implemented to return all points within a specified distance 
of a chosen point. Using a two-step bounding box filter and 
the haversine function, this range query often returned results 
within a second or less, resulting in a 1200+x speedup. 
Further, by ordering the returned results based on distance to 
the chosen point and returning only a specified k number of 
results, a pseudo-KNN search was built, with equivalent 















This system provides a way to efficiently process data  
stored within netCDF files and to produce data output in a 
number of formats. The graphical user interface allows for an 
easy to use interface into the system and allows a user to 
leverage a number of different bitmap index customization 
options in the creation of their index. Beyond providing an 
otherwise unavailable amount of access into the contents of a 
netCDF file, our query results demonstrate the massive gains 
in performance inherent in this approach. Using this system, 
querying the contents of a netCDF file not only becomes 
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The Multi-Tenant Data Placement Problem
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Abstract—With the advent of the Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)
deployment model, managing operational costs becomes more
and more important for providers of hosted software. The cost
for hosting and providing a service is directly proportional to
the operational margin that can be achieved when running
a SaaS business. Possible avenues for reducing operational
costs are consolidation (i.e. co-locating multiple customers onto
the same server) and automation of cluster management (i.e.
migration of customers between servers, automatic replication
for performance or high availability). In this paper, we propose
the formalization for the problem of assigning “tenants” (i.e.
the customers) to servers of an on-demand database cluster. We
will pose this problem in the form of an optimization problem,
omitting database specifics and thus presenting the problem in
an abstract fashion, using the metaphor of assigning tokens to
baskets (i.e., tenants to servers). This formalization is both a
first step towards solving the placement problem in an efficient
way and a helpful basis for comparing multiple solutions to the
problem to each other.
Index Terms—multi-tenancy; software-as-a-service; databases;
enterprise applications; column-store
I. INTRODUCTION
Implementations of Enterprise SaaS commonly maintain
data in a farm of conventional databases. To reduce total
cost of ownership, multiple tenants are consolidated into each
database instance [1]. As an example, in October 2007, the
SaaS CRM vendor RightNow had 3,000 tenants distributed
across 200 MySQL database instances with 1 to 100 tenants
per instance [2]. Table I shows the cost of hosting such a
system with and without multi-tenancy on Amazon’s Elastic
Compute Cloud (EC2) for a year. This calculation assumes
each database is run on one small EC2 instance, which may not
be sufficient in some cases. The standard on-demand pricing
for one such unit is $0.085 per hour. The one-year reserved
pricing is $227.50 up front plus $0.03 per hour [3]. These
figures do not include the costs to administer the databases,
which would further skew the results in favor of multi-tenancy
by a wide margin. The moral of the story is clear: the more
consolidation the better.
Single-tenant Multi-tenant
Standard on-demand pricing $2,233,800 $148,920
One-year reserved pricing $1,470,900 $98,060
TABLE I
YEARLY COST TO HOST RIGHTNOW DATABASES ON AMAZON EC2
SaaS implementations commonly use pre-existing database
replication mechanisms for availability and performance. This
practice treats each group of tenants as a single unit for the
purposes of replication. As a result, the excess capacity that
is reserved to handle failures and workload surges is pooled
across only a small number of servers and significant over-
provisioning is required. In particular, common practice is to
maintain master/slave pairs in which each slave gets no traffic
so that it can handle the full load in case its master fails.
This technique is often referred to as mirroring (cf. Figure 1).
The downside of mirroring is that in case of a failure all
excess workload is re-directed to the other mirror. In doing
so, the mirror server is a local hot-spot in the cluster until the
failed server is back online. A technique for avoiding such
hot-spots is to use interleaving, which was first introduced
in Teradata [4]. Interleaving entails performing replication
on the granularity of the individual tenants rather than all
tenants inside a database process. This allows for spreading
out the excess workload in case of a server failure across
multiple machines in the cluster. As a result, excess capacity is
pooled across a larger number of servers, the work on any one
server is smoothed out with high probability, and less over-
provisioning is required. As an example, consider a scenario
in which the layout is “perfect” in the sense that, for any
two servers, there is at most one tenant with a replica on
both servers. If there are 10 tenants per server, then over-
provisioning by 50% would allow a failure of up to 5 servers
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that share a tenant with any given server. The benefits of this
scheme are proportional to the amount of consolidation: with
100 tenants per database, allowing a failure of 5 servers would























Fig. 1. Example Layouts of Tenant Data
Replica placement is an on-line problem: the layout must
be modified as tenants join and leave the system and their
resource consumption varies with seasons and success. Place-
ment algorithms must be judged not only on the quality of
the layout, but also on the amount of data that must be
migrated to achieve it. Migration should be minimized because
it consumes resources and it can complicate failure recovery.
Web-scale databases generally sacrifice some layout quality
in order to avoid excessive migration. For traditional data
warehouses, mostly large and expensive server and storage
systems are used. For small- and medium-sized companies,
it is often too expensive to implement and run such systems.
Given this situation, the SaaS model comes in handy, since
these companies might opt to run their OLAP at an external
service provider. The challenge is then for the analytics service
provider to minimize total cost of ownership by consolidating
as many tenants onto as few computing resources as possible,
a technique often referred to as multi-tenancy [1].
The Rock project at the HPI [5], [6], [7], [8] seeks to
maximize throughput in a cluster of main memory column
databases. The goal is to support the highest possible number
of concurrently active users while guaranteeing hard service
level objectives on end-user response times (e.g. “99 percent
of all queries have to complete in less than 1 second”). We
explore different data placement strategies for deciding which
tenants are co-located on which servers in order to minimize
the number of servers when running a given number of users.
This problem is at the heart of large-scale Internet services
trying to minimize the cost of their data centers.
This paper is structured as follows: Section II will formulate
the placement problem as an optimization problem. We will
omit database specifics and pose the problem in an abstract
fashion, using the metaphor of assigning tokens to baskets (i.e.,
tenants to servers). Section III discusses the computational
complexity of the placement problem. In Section IV, we
discuss related work. Section V concludes this paper.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Let N = {i1, . . . , i|N |} be a set of baskets and T =
{t1, . . . , t|T |} a set of tokens. An assignment of tokens to
baskets is given, as shown in Figure 2. All tokens have a
radius r(t) and a color c(t), which are also known for all
tokens. Each color occurs exactly twice (or, in other words,
each token occurs exactly twice, which means that there are
2|˙T | tokens in an assignment). The problem to be solved is to
find a new assignment of tokens to baskets with the following
properties:
• No color occurs twice in the same basket.
• The sum of all token radiuses in each basket does not
exceed a fixed upper bound cap(i).
• The sum of all token radiuses should have a similar value
for all baskets.
• Any two colors appearing together in one basket should
preferably not appear together in a second basket.
Fig. 2. Assignment of tokens to baskets
A. Formal Description
To denote the assignment of tokens to baskets we define a





1 if token t is in basket i
0 otherwise
with k ∈ {0, 1}, t ∈ T, i ∈ N
The index k identifies the first and the second token of the
same color, respectively. An assignment of tokens to baskets
Y ′, the number of baskets N , and the set of tokens T with
their respective radiuses and colors is given as an input for this
problem. The goal is to devise an algorithm which calculates
a new assignment Y (i.e. the transformation f : Y ′ → Y ).
Token radiuses increase and decrease as time progresses,
although they are fixed for any given instance if the problem.
The model is that a new instance of the problem is created
each time one or more changes in token radius have been ob-
served. We are looking for an algorithm that—when invoked—
balances the sum of token sizes across all baskets and, at the
same time, tries to minimize color co-appearance across the
baskets. An optimal assignment in this respect would be such
that no two colors appearing together in one basket appear
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together in any other basket at the same time. To do so, the
algorithm moves tokens between the baskets.
The sum of all radiuses r(s) of the tokens in a given basket








t,i r(t), i ∈ N.
To describe how good (or bad) a given assignment of
tokens to baskets is w.r.t. color co-appearance, we introduce
a penalty function P (i). It is computed from the perspective
of an individual basket and is defined as the sum of all token
radiuses of co-appearing tokens in one of the other N − 1
baskets. Since this value depends on which of the other N−1
baskets is chosen as a partner in this binary comparison, P (i)
is defined relative to the partner yielding the maximum value:











with i, j ∈ N, i 6= j
1) Constraints:







t,i = 2, ∀t ∈ T






t,i ≤ 1, ∀t ∈ T, ∀i ∈ N
3) The sum of all token sizes in a basket i must be less
than or equal to the capacity of the basket.
R(i) ≤ capi, ∀i ∈ N
2) Objective Functions:
1) All baskets shall be balanced w.r.t. aggregate token size
(in addition to constraint no. 3, which only specifies an
upper bound for the sum of all token radiuses within
one basket Ri). One way of progressing towards a
similar value for the different R(i)s is to minimize their
variance:
min V ar(R(1), . . . , R(|N |))





P (i), ∀i ∈ N
3) In addition to minimizing the co-appearance penalty
per basket (the previous optimization goal), all baskets
should have a similar penalty. One way of progressing
towards a similar value for the different P (i)s is to
minimize their variance:
min V ar(P (1), . . . , P (|N |))
B. Possible Extensions
The general formulation of the problem as posed above can
be extended to make it even harder to devise good solutions.
1) Varying number of baskets: For the problem stated above
we assume a fixed number of baskets N . It might be the
case that the observed changes in token size create a situation
in which the current number of baskets is not sufficient for
finding an assignment of tokens to baskets such that none
of the above constraints is violated. Given such a situation,
the algorithm is allowed to create a new basket. Similarly,
when the changes in token size result in a situation where
all of the above constraints could be satisfied using fewer
baskets, then the algorithm can empty a basket by migrating its
tokens to other baskets and delete the basket. It would also be
conceivable to trade-off the the number of baskets against the
balancing of the R(i)s as well as the values and the balancing
of the P (i)s.
2) Minimizing the number of migrations: So far we have
not imposed a limit on the number of movements of tokens
between baskets necessary to provide the transformation f :
Y ′ → Y . However, it would be conceivable to try to minimize
the number of movements in this sequence. It would also be
interesting to study how fast the other goal functions converge
to an optimal value, varying the number of allowed migrations
in f .
III. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
The tenant placement problem presented above is struc-
turally similar to the general bin packing with conflicts (BPC)
problem. In addition to standard bin packing with a given set
V of n items, an instance of BPC also contains conflict graph
G = (V,E), where an edge (i, j) ∈ E exists if items i and j
are in conflict and may thus not be assigned to the same bin.
The BPC problem is known to be NP-complete [9]. In order to
proof that the tenant placement problem is also NP-complete,
it must be shown that:
1) a candidate solution can be verified in polynomial time.
2) an instance of the BPC problem can be reduced to an
instance of the tenant placement problem.
1 follows trivially from the observation that all constraints of
the tenant placement problem are terms of quadratic or lower
complexity. A formal proof of 2 is beyond the scope of this
paper. However, the fact that the tenant placement problem
only contains additional constraints in comparison to BPC
suggests that a reduction is possible. In the remainder of this
section we will elaborate on the combinatorial complexity of
the tenant placement problem.
One possible way of enumerating all possibilities of as-
signing the two copies of a tenant to N servers will now
be briefly discussed. Given that both copies of a tenant must
be on different servers and that both copies are equivalent,
all possibilities to assign a single tenant to two servers can
be done by creating a matrix with dimensions N × N . The
elements of this matrix are defined as follows:
(i, j) =
{
1 if i < j
0 otherwise
, i, j ∈ N
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NUMBER OF COMBINATORIAL POSSIBILITIES FOR SMALL PROBLEM
INSTANCES
An example for N = 4 servers:

0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
1 1 0 0
1 1 1 0


The number of possibilities for assigning two copies of
a tenant to N servers is thus N(N − 1)/2. We refer to all
1-valued elements of this matrix as possible configurations of
a tenant.
We developed a brute force solver for enumerating all
possibilities to assign T tenants to N servers. As we have
already established above, there are N(N − 1)/2 possibilities
to assign two copies of one tenant to N servers. The number






In our implementation, we encode each combination using
a sequence of length T with each element of the sequence
being an integer encoding a tenants configuration:




This sequence obeys lexicographic ordering in the sense that
the next combination can by computed simply by incrementing
the rightmost element of the sequence which is smaller than
(N(N − 1)/2) − 1. Brute force enumeration can nicely
be parallelized: In our implementation, we use recursion to
generate multiple ranges of the sequence with equal sizes.
Each of those ranges is then enumerated in parallel. Our
implementation uses Scala actors [10] and fits well with the
large number of available cores in modern server machines.
Nevertheless, a solution to the placement problem can only
be found for very small instances of the problem using brute
force. Table II show the steep increase of the search space size
for four small instances.
IV. RELATED WORK
The question of how to distribute data in a cluster of
databases has a fundamental impact on the overall performance
of the cluster. The data placement problem has been system-
atically studied in the context of parallel databases and, more
recently, distributed databases for Web applications.
A. Parallel Databases
In the parallel databases Teradata [11], Gamma [12], Bubba
[13] and Tandem [14], the data placement problem entails
distributing a fixed collection of relations across a fixed cluster
of servers so as to minimize response times. Large relations
are fully partitioned, also called fully de-clustered, across
all servers and thus placement is straight-forward. For small
relations, the placement problem is NP-hard [15] and various
heuristics have been proposed. In Bubba, small relations are
placed in decreasing order of their access frequency, or “heat”.
At each placement step, the algorithm tries to balance the over-
all heat at each server. In a simulation study, [16] compares
the Bubba algorithm with simple round robin placement of
small relations. The conclusion is that, for large numbers of
small relations, round robin performs as well as the Bubba
algorithm. Round robin is in general preferable because it does
not require knowledge of the workload.
Parallel databases generally maintain two copies of the data
to ensure high availability. For small relations, a common
approach to data placement is to simply treat each copy as
a separate relation, with the additional constraint that the
two copies cannot be placed on the same server. Bubba, for
example, maintains the copies in different formats and tracks
the heat of each copy independently.
For large relations, Teradata uses a technique called inter-
leaved de-clustering. Each of theN servers in a cluster is made
responsible for the primary copy of one fragment of a relation.
The secondary copy of each fragment is divided into N − 1
sub-fragments that are distributed across the other servers in
the cluster. Thus, when a server fails and the primary copy
of a fragment becomes unavailable, the work is redistributed
across N − 1 other servers.
A disadvantage of interleaved de-clustering is that, if two
servers in a cluster become simultaneously unavailable, one
sub-fragment will have no active copy and the entire system
has to be shut down. This problem gets worse as the cluster
gets bigger, since there are more servers that can fail. As
an alternative, Gamma uses a technique called chained de-
clustering [16] in which the servers are organized into a logical
ring. Each of the servers is made responsible for the primary
copy of one fragment and the secondary is placed immediately
after the primary in the ring. If a server fails, its workload
is taken over by its successor and predecessor in the ring,
which seemingly leads to an unbalanced system. The solution
is that the workloads for the other fragments are incrementally
shifted around the ring to re-balance the system. To shift
the workload for a fragment, the boundary for the range of
responsibilities between the two copies is shifted. Chained de-
clustering makes it possible to survive the failure of any two
non-adjacent servers in the ring.
In placement problem as presented in this paper, we are
solely concerned with the placement of small relations. In-
terleaving is performed at that level rather than at the level
of fragments and sub-fragments of large relations. In the
parallel databases, the load on fragments of a large relation
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is correlated because every fragment is used to answer a
query. The performance characteristics of our system differ
because tenants submit queries independently. In our context,
data placement is an on-line problem and entails adjusting
the size of the cluster so response times requirements are met
using as few servers as possible. When the load on a server
becomes too high due to increases in the maximum resource
consumption of tenants, our placement algorithms make local
adjustments to the layout. Parallel databases can accommodate
changes in the number and sizes of relations and the number
of servers in the cluster, however such changes are infrequent
and are applied more globally.
B. Web-Scale Databases
Amazon Dynamo is a distributed key-value store that uses
a multi-master-update, lazy-update-propagation model with
conflict resolution [17]. Data is distributed across the servers
using a variant of consistent hashing [18], [19]. The keys are
hashed into a fixed circular ring and each server randomly
chooses T tokens in the ring. For each of its tokens, a server
is responsible for the key range from that token to the next
higher token of any server. The replicas for a key range are
placed on the next distinct servers moving clockwise around
the ring. Thus Dynamo interleaves data: if a server fails,
its workload is distributed among T other groups of servers.
An essential characteristic of this system is that each key is
accessed independently, the keys may be randomly partitioned,
and such a partitioning results in a good load distribution for
large numbers of keys. In contrast, for Enterprise SaaS and
the algorithms studied in this paper, the partitions are fixed
at tenant boundaries and the workload varies greatly between
tenants.
In Google BigTable [20], rows are range-partitioned across
servers by key. Rows with the same key prefix are guaranteed
to be adjacent, hence the application can exert control over
partitioning. Enterprise SaaS can be implemented on such a
system by using the tenant ID as the leading prefix of the
key. In BigTable, replication is performed at a lower level
by the Google File System [21] and there is never more
than one active node for a given data item. Nevertheless,
if additional active copies were maintained using different
sort orders for the tenants, interleaved replication would be
provided. The problem with this approach is that the system
would unnecessarily maintain the sort order of tenants in
each replication group. Our approach is not subject to such
a constraint and is not operationally more complex.
C. Data Placement in Other Areas
Problems similar to data placement are also known outside
the database community.
The so-called File Allocation Problem (FAP) is concerned
with assigning files to nodes. If a file is on a node then access is
cheap (local access), otherwise there is some communication
cost attached to to accessing the file (remote access). This
problem has been extensively studied in literature, and many
different models using different objectives for optimization
have been proposed. A survey providing a qualitative com-
parison of these models can be found in [22].
An extension of the FAP is the replica placement problem
(RPP) for content delivery networks. As an example, consider
an Internet service provider that wants to assign multimedia
data to caches in the network topology. Here, the cost of
remote accesses is extended by the notion of the distance to
the closest node that has a copy of the requested object. [23],
[24] surveys and compares known formalizations and solutions
to RPP.
All approaches which can be subsumed by either FAP or
RPP minimize cost functions which are designed with the aim
of improving average data access performance. Utilization and
the ability to provide service at a guaranteed performance in
the presence of failures is not investigated.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have given a formal definition of the tenant
placement problem, which we have identified as one of the
key problems in cluster management for SaaS applications.
This formalization is both a first step towards solving the
placement problem in an efficient way and a helpful basis for
comparing multiple solutions to the problem to each other. We
have outlined a mechanism for the brute force enumeration of
the complete search space. However, the brute force strategy
is only useful for very small instances of the problem. As part
of future work we thus plan to work on heuristic methods
for solving the placement problem. In doing so, we plan to
not only investigate and compare the theoretical properties of
multiple placement algorithms but also to implement the algo-
rithms in a multi-tenant database system and experimentally
validate their practical usefulness.
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Abstract — This survey became possible due to coming request of 
one of Siemens Business Units to look for data anonymization 
solutions being presented in the market today. The customer 
plans to implement and deploy it within software development 
projects to provide offshore team with a fully functional 
environment without any critical data in it.  Critical data are, for 
instance, Personal Identifiable Information (PII), which is related 
to the nature of business application to be developed. In this 
survey paper, the introduction to data anonymization topic is 
given, the major challenges in data privacy an IT company may 
face during outsourcing of software development are considered, 
and the results of evaluation of data anonymization tools are 
provided. 
Keywords-data anonymization; test data generation; 
pseudonymization; data masking, de-identification. 
I.  INTRODUCTION  
The outsourcing of software development is becoming a 
common practice in Siemens due to global structure of the 
company. Either the whole development process or its 
particular phases like design, implementation or testing can be 
outsourced. Transfer of the testing process only to a remote 
location is still a rare practice since it requires special 
consideration regarding intellectual property, security and 
privacy [1]. In this paper, we consider the problem of data 
privacy during outsourcing of the testing process for those 
business domains where data management in applications is 
especially important [2]. Usually, such applications deal with a 
lot of private information such as names, addresses, phone 
numbers, customer names, bank accounts, transactions, so, it is 
very important to hide this information from off-shore test team 
[3]. On the other hand, the environment for the test team has to 
be as identical to the production as possible. In this situation, 
data anonymization solution may help.  
In this work, we provide an introduction to data 
anonymization topic (Section II), review of major challenges 
related to data privacy that an IT company may face during 
outsourcing of software development (Section II), and 
evaluation results of data anonymization tools from vendors in 
SAP and non-SAP domains (Sections III and IV).  
II. DATA ANONYMIZATION 
A. Definitions 
Data Anonymization (also referred as data obfuscation, data 
masking, de-sensitization, de-identification or data scrubbing) 
is the process that helps to conceal private data. It protects 
sensitive information in production data base so it can be 
transferred to a test team. Data anonymization can be classified 
to pure anonymization [2] and pseudo-anonymization [4]. Pure 
anonymization does not provide any possibility to reconstruct 
the initial data, while pseudo-anonymization indeed provides 
such possibility through special algorithms. The former 
approach is the most reliable when the highest security is 
required, while  the latter one might be interesting in the 
situation when the issue found by the test team has to be 
reproduced with production data values. 
Let us consider the following example: a database with 
personal information (names, birth dates, bank accounts) need 
to be transferred to the offshore test team. The following 
typical data anonymization approaches can be applied to hide 
sensitive information:  
• Data generation. Completely new data are generated. 
Special cases for dates and bank accounts need to be 
properly handled. 
• Data encryption. The data is simply encrypted. Can be 
restored if the key is saved. 
• Shuffling. The data is shuffled in one column. In this 
case the combination (name, bank account) will not be 
real. 
Also pseudo anonymization approach can be implemented 
with almost any anonymization technique in the following 
way: there is a special database, which keeps track of the 
changes during application of the anonymization algorithms. If 
the reverse operation is required the lookup over this database 
returns the old value. 
In the real situation, the combination of the approaches 
applied for different data fields can be considered: data 
generation for card numbers, data encryption for some 
description field and shuffling for personal names and 
addresses. 
In our tools evaluation, we consider different 
anonymization algorithms as well as other criteria described in 
sub-section B. 
B. Criteria 
The following criteria have been used to evaluate data 
anonymization tools. We must note that the criteria described 
below belong to purely technical features of tools, while 
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business-related requirements (like licensing, maintenance 
costs, etc.) of the tools overview are out of scope of this paper. 
SAP and non-SAP solution – this criterion points to a tool’s 
ability to cope with data management applications from SAP 
(SAP is a market leader in enterprise application software. SAP 
stands for Systems, Applications and Products in Data 
Processing) and non-SAP domains. Significant number of 
Siemens business divisions uses SAP products in their projects. 
According to [5], businesses that run SAP face a common 
challenge: how to get real SAP data into non-production 
systems for testing, training and Production support. The key 
issue is that, while new data reflecting the latest business 
activity is constantly being added to Production, business users 
cannot easily access this data.  Non-production updates are 
essential for testing newly-developed features, production-
support issues, and support packs. However, using live SAP 
data for testing is becoming increasingly difficult. Client or 
system copies disrupt the landscape, require large amounts of 
disk space, take a long time to prepare, and increase technical-
support overheads. These challenges have to be taken into 
account as far as the testing activities are planned to outsource 
where data privacy become critical. So it becomes obvious that 
data anonymization solution for SAP applications cannot be 
standalone and has to be integrated in overall data-copy 
solution. 
Out of the box SAP schemas support – a tool provides out-
of-the-box the solution for different SAP types of the system, 
i.e., SAP ERP (Enterprise Resources Planning System 
including such parts as HCM – Human Capital Management, 
FI – Financing. LO – Logistics) and SAP CRM & SRM 
(Custom Relationship Management System and Supplier 
Relationship Management System, accordingly). Important 
issue here is a specific set of data within each SAP scheme and 
a tool’s ability to mask such data. 
Such variety of types of application data makes us 
searching for vendors which provide support on data copy and 
data anonymization for the most of SAP system types. 
Especially it concerns the availability of pre-defined data 
transformation (conversion) rules in a solution. The examples 
of such conversions for HR data implemented in Data Sync 
Manager for HCM tool are shown in Fig. 1. 
 
Figure 1.  Conversions for HR data. 
Multi Database – underlying database used in a project puts 
certain constraints on a data anonymization solution. Ability to 
work with different databases or independence of underlying 
database widens the application scope of a tool. This criterion 
is not relevant and would not be considered for SAP-dedicated 
data anonymization solutions. 
Resulting security – since we want to protect our sensitive 
data the level of security needs to be assured. Usually test data 
generation tools have the highest security level since the data in 
non-production environment will be completely different from 
the source system. 
In general, data anonymization algorithms can be grouped 
in three categories: data generation algorithms, algorithms 
which are dealing with already existing data and the 
combination of the above.  
The first group includes all algorithms, which create 
completely new entries in the data base; they are used for 
anonymization of bank accounts, credit card numbers, social 
security numbers, generating random numbers, dates, etc. 
The second group of algorithms operates with already 
existing data in the data base. The typical examples in this 
group are: shuffling of the fields in one or several columns, 
encryption, scrambling the letters in the string or figures in 
numbers and so on. 
Also it is possible to make a combination of the algorithms 
from the above groups, e.g., shuffle the fields in one of the data 
base columns and add a random number as a string literal at the 
end of the field. 
Preserving application and data integrity – data 
anonymization technologies should satisfy a simple, yet strict 
rule: the application that runs against masked data performs as 
if masked data is real [6]. 
This is a MUST requirement for every data anonymization 
tool since without conforming to this criterion the resulting 
database will be useless. The main focus during evaluation has 
been done on the tool ability to preserve data relations 
automatically (without user assistance). 
Support of roles assignment – tool offers different roles to 
operate and use tool’s functions. There might be system 
administrator role, super user role, user role with different sets 
of access rights to project data. 
According to [6], there are four phases for data masking 
lifecycle identified: Data discovery and analysis, Data planning 
and modeling, Developing and Implementation. 
The goal of Data Analysis phase is to identify the data that 
needs to be masked in order to sufficiently protect the data 
without compromising data utility. At this phase, the highest 
level of access a tool’s user has to be provided assuming the 
work with data mining and analysis of customer data. 
The Planning and Modeling phase is designed to set in 
place the criteria that will be used within your environment to 
mask the data and create context around the info that was 
discovered in first phase. The work to be done at this phase is 
not supposed to deal with critical data itself, rather than is 
related to selection of data anonymization rules and data 
anonymization strategy at all. 
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The Develop phase is designed to build data masking 
configuration suites based upon customer specific Functional 
Masking Needs. Again, the preparation of data anonymization 
scripts and the proper configuration of data masking rules 
within a tool do not assume the direct access to customer data. 
The Implementation and Execution phase is designed to put 
in place a plan for integrating data masking into the overall 
production-to-non-production business process. This work 
mostly should be done in place (creating test database(s), 
moving masking scripts to source code implementation 
libraries, etc.); thus, requiring assignment of special persons to 
perform it and granting temporal access to the production 
database. 
Batch operation support – due to possibly huge amount of 
sensitive data to be transferred to non-production environment, 
due to time-consuming tasks of creating non-production copies 
itself it would be useful to be able to plan and run such tasks 
from scripts. 
Algorithms for anonymization – here, the different 
alternatives have been considered: test data generation, 
encryption, data masking within several masking rules, pseudo- 
anonymization, dynamic data masking, etc. 
It has to be noted that most of the evaluated data 
anonymization tools provide possibility for customization of 
data masking algorithms.  Such possibility allows for 
implementing almost every imaginable algorithm, however it 
requires significant time to study programming techniques 
(from simple JavaTM subroutine in Camouflage Enterprise to 
ABAP routine in Data Sync Manager or even a pluggable C++ 
library in IBM Optim™.). That is why this particular criterion 
is focused on the algorithms which are provided by the tool 
out-of-the-box. The default list of data transformers available 
in the Camouflage Enterprise is presented on Fig. 2. 
 
Figure 2.  Default data transformers in Camouflage Enterprise 
III. TOOLS ANALYSIS 
There was a wide range of solutions found for data 
anonymization task in SAP and non-SAP domains. Moreover, 
in the market, we faced with several vendors who usually 
provide products in non-SAP domain, nevertheless they did not 
refuse to elaborate a data anonymization solution for SAP 
business applications (e.g., Grid Tools Ltd, UK). Other 
vendors, like IBM (US), are able to keep a separate product 
line to cope with data privacy projects in SAP domain. The 
tools found for each domain are summarized below. 
There have been also found the test data generation 
solutions as well as non-commercial software. 
Let us shortly introduce the found tools structured in a three 
domains: SAP, non-SAP and universal. 
A. SAP tools 
SAP® Test Data Migration Server (TDMS) [7] software 
from the market leader allows for extracting data from the 
production system and creating test landscapes of lower 
volume of data. Despite of tight integration of this solution 
with SAP systems, such issues like unknown anonymization 
algorithm (sales department could not provide such 
information) and time-consuming installation and setup 
procedure to be performed only by SAP consultants 
compromised the perspectives of this tool. 
Accenture Clone and Test HCM (Accenture Software 
for SAP HCM) [8] enables the simple configuration of reliable 
and realistic test environments using actual data from the 
current SAP ERP HCM system. Within copying data and 
creating clone the tool provides rule-based data scrambling. 
The solution deserves the serious attention due to no specific 
customization during setup and relatively fast copying 
procedure. The clear disadvantage of such tool is its limit of 
support of SAP schemas. 
The product from GASPARIN Software Solutions, 
hr.dat.copy [9] is a pure transport of personnel data (HR data) 
across systems and/or clients. It allows for modification or 
anonymization of personnel numbers or other sensitive data; 
however the application scope of such solution is rather 
limited. 
BCV5™ solution from (Enterprise Systems Associates, 
Inc, IBM affiliate) [10] stands for fast, reliable copying and 
refresh / replication of DB2 data. It is rather fast solution 
customized for IBM mainframe. 
Data Sync Manager for HCM from EPI-USE [5] 
pretends to be the most complete data anonymization solution 
for SAP systems (support can be extended to other schemas of 
SAP ERP as well as to SAP SRM and CRM). The solution is 
realized as a transport to both SAP source and target systems, 
thus no additional hardware and middleware required. Along 
with seamless integration with SAP system the setup of the tool 
requires no specific customization, and graphical representation 
of workflow for creating clones along with data masking 
procedures proved to be very clear and comprehensible.   
B. non-SAP tools 
With Oracle Enterprise Manager Data Masking Pack 
[11] from Oracle sensitive information such as credit card or 
social security numbers can be replaced with realistic values, 
allowing production data to be safely used in development and 
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testing or shared with out-source or off-shore partners for other 
non-production purposes. The clear advantage of this solution 
is a library of templates and format rules used, constantly 
transforming data in order to maintain referential integrity for 
applications. However, the possibility to use the tool with other 
DBs needs to be investigated. 
Camouflage Enterprise from Camouflage Software Inc., 
US [6] provides complete tool-chain for data management 
tasks from data sub setting and data masking to creating copies 
of production system. It also delivers the highest level of 
customizable masking with Masking Engine, Scripting Engine 
and database specific transformers. Extendable and scalable for 
large organizations, with highly user-friendly interface this 
solution proves to be a key player in the market of non-SAP 
data anonymization solutions. 
Jumble DB from Orbium Software [12] is a complete 
data scrambling solution for Oracle and SQL Server databases. 
Despite of moderate scalability and standard data masking 
features (scrambling), the vendor declares the tool’s capability 
to keep referential integrity intact. 
FieldShield product from Innovative Routines 
International (IRI), Inc. [13] masks private data at the field 
level with obfuscation and encryption functions which are 
applied according to your business rules. It works with data in 
the format of sequential flat files extracted from database 
(Oracle and DB2 are supported). Despite of multiplatform 
support and wide set of data anonymization technologies (from 
encryption till masking via custom functions) this solution 
offers non-trivial workflow which threatens to be very time-
consuming. 
DataVantage Global ® [14] solution from Direct 
Computer Resources, Inc., protects confidential health, 
financial, personnel and other data and uses data obfuscation 
and encryption methods for this. It declares multi-database 
support and provides only graphical user interface to perform 
data anonymization tasks. 
Data Masker [15] software from Net 2000 Ltd removes 
sensitive data from test databases and replaces it with realistic 
looking false information. Along with existing data scrambling 
rules a user is allowed to define her ones. Tools editions are 
defined on a per DB type base (Oracle, SQL, DB2). 
C. Tools providing universal solutions 
Datamaker™ [3] solution from Grid Tools Ltd creates 
data from scratch, creates subset databases, de-identifies (mask 
or obfuscate) existing data and bulks up data for performance 
testing. The vendor declares the support of all known databases 
across multiple platforms. It is worth to be mentioned that 
based on existing products the solution for data anonymization 
in SAP domain can be found and developed as well. 
Tricryption® [16] solution from Eruces, Inc. provides 
secure replacement of sensitive identifiable data with 
anonymous but unique alias/pseudonym labels. Pros and cons 
of pseudo anonymization were discussed in Section II. 
Nevertheless, the encryption technology used in this product 
might be rather powerful to gain the resulting security of data 
anonymization while preserving the possibility to recover data. 
Anyway it might be useful for so called “anonymization in 
place” and not relevant in the case of offshore development and 
testing. 
dgmasker™ [1] solution from dataguise Inc. masks data 
to help enterprises meet various compliance requirements such 
as PCI, HIPAA, GLBA, PII and SOX. The vendor declares the 
support of Oracle, DB2 and MS SQL Server databases, 
multiple advanced masking algorithms and tool’s capability to 
perform data anonymization of SAP applications. 
ActiveBase Security™ [17] product ActiveBase Ltd is 
another novel solution which offers a new approach to database 
security. It protects production environment by adding a 
security layer within and around business applications, masking 
or scrambling sensitive information in real time with no 
changes to applications or databases. Due to this independence 
of the solution from underlying data model in database SAP 
ERP, CRM applications are supported. 
Optim™ [18] from IBM presents the complete data 
management solution for all known databases and significant 
number of application types like SAP Apps, PeopleSoft, Jd 
Edwards EnterpriseOne, Siebel Apps etc. It delivers powerful 
data transformation capabilities to mask personal information 
within a structured workflow of extracting data from 
production and sending it to development, test and training 
systems on demand. 
IV. EVALUATION PROCEDURE 
The evaluation procedure for the above tools has been 
separated into three different phases: 
Market Evaluation – Comprised high level market analysis 
to choose most promising tools with regard to specified criteria 
for further technical evaluation. 
This study has been performed using available marketing 
materials and calls to vendor representatives. 
16 different tools described in Section III were found and 
screened according to the specified criteria. As the result of this 
phase 8 different tools proposed for further studies had been 
presented to the customer, who selected three of them for 
technical evaluation. 
Solution Design – Comprised the preparation for technical 
evaluation of 4 tools-candidates selected at the previous project 
phase. 
The technical evaluation of selected tools required the 
representative database, which has been defined and prepared 
during this phase. Two systems were used: Oracle database 
with MES data for evaluation of tools’ capabilities in non-SAP 
domain and system with SAP HR data for evaluation of tools in 
SAP domain. 
Technical Evaluation – Comprised evaluation of the tools-
candidates which was intended to perform on test system with 
real data. The study included application of selected solutions 
and clarification of its capabilities on sample datasets. 
This phase has been carried out by applying the tools in the 
real data anonymization scenarios. Special use cases have been 
designed to verify tools capabilities: 10 use cases for non-SAP 
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data and 12 use cases for SAP data. These use cases covered 
common difficulties in data anonymization process: foreign-
primary key relationships, triggers, dependency between 
different columns (e.g., dates dependency), user-defined 
objects and fields in SAP system, bank accounts, application of 
custom anonymization algorithms, etc. 
Quantitative assessment of capabilities of 4 tools-
candidates turned to be possible at this phase. Firstly, the 
customer provided the cross comparison of the evaluation 
criteria in order to define the “relative importance” of each 
criterion. The results of such cross comparison are presented in 
Table I. Secondly, there was performed the benefit value 
analysis of the tools-candidates which received as an input the 
list of weighted criteria and the criteria values from our 
technical evaluation. The results of the benefit value analysis 
are summarized in Table II.  
V. SUMMARY 
The results of data anonymization tools market evaluation 
have shown that there is a wide range of solutions available for 
data anonymization task in SAP and non-SAP domains. 
The solutions usually offer the longer list of functionality for 
creating non-production environment in addition to data 
anonymization, e.g., identification of sensitive data, data 
subsetting, application templates, and data copying. 
However in most cases practical applicability of the promising 
data anonymization solutions has to be confirmed in the course 
of more detailed study with involvement of trial versions of 
evaluated solutions. 
Camouflage DLM Suite (Camouflage Software Inc.) and 
DataVantage Global® tools in non-SAP domain and Data 
Sync Manager (EPI-USE) for SAP domain have been 
preliminary selected as the most promising data solutions due 
to the following distinctive characteristics: 
• User-friendly GUI and relatively short learning curve 
• Comprehensive workflow and intuitive interface 
• Available predefined conversions/masking rules for 
the most types of sensitive data 
• Sensitive data identification can be provided by the 
vendor. 
In this work data anonymization solutions only have been 
studied. Nevertheless, Camouflage DLM Suite aims at full 
functional support of creating non-production environment 
(sub setting, sensitive data identification, data masking) and 
provides the average learning curve for future users. 
Camouflage allows for masking the data in non SAP 
applications working with databases. 
DSM covers SAP application domain providing transparent 
workflow for creating non-production environment and large 









































































































































SAP and Non-SAP - 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 0,06 
SAP Scheme support 1 - 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 18 0,14 
Multi Database 2 1 - 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 20 0,15 
Multi Platform 2 1 1 - 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 20 0,15 
Technical Features 2 1 0 0 - 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 17 0,13 
Licensing Costs 1 0 0 0 0 - 2 1 2 2 1 2 11 0,08 
Maintenance Costs 1 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 1 0 0 2 4 0,03 
Setup Costs 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 - 1 0 0 2 7 0,05 
Service / Support 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 - 1 0 2 6 0,05 
Training costs 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 - 0 2 8 0,06 
Customization costs 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 2 2 - 2 12 0,09 
Required user profile 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 0,01 
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SAP and Non-SAP 0,06 0 0,00 0 0,00 0 0,00 0 0,00 
SAP Scheme support 0,14 0 0,00 0 0,00 3 0,41 9 1,23 
Multi Database 0,15 10 1,52 10 1,52 10 1,52 10 1,52 
Multi Platform 0,15 10 1,52 10 1,52 10 1,52 10 1,52 
Technical Features 0,13 10 1,29 8 1,03 3 0,39 10 1,29 
Licensing Costs 0,08 9 0,75 7 0,58 4 0,33 5 0,42 
Maintenance Costs 0,03 5 0,15 5 0,15 5 0,15 6 0,18 
Setup Costs 0,05 9 0,48 7 0,37 7 0,37 5 0,27 
Service / Support 0,05 7 0,32 6 0,27 4 0,18 9 0,41 
Training costs 0,06 8 0,48 4 0,24 4 0,24 7 0,42 
Customization costs 0,09 8 0,73 6 0,55 1 0,09 6 0,55 
Required user profile 0,01 8 0,06 5 0,04 4 0,03 6 0,05 
Total Benefit Value 1,00  7,29  6,27  5,23  7,83 
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Dynamic Stream Allocation with the Discrepancy
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Abstract—Huge quantities of data arriving in chronological
order are one of the most important information resources,
and stream mining algorithms are developed especially for the
analysis of the fast streams of data. A stream mining algorithm
usually refers to the input data only once and never revisits them
(read-once-write-once), while the conventional data intensive
applications refer to the input data in a write-once-read-many
manner. That is, once the stream mining falls behind, the process
drops the input data until it catches up with the input data
stream. Therefore, the fast execution of the stream mining
leads the perfect analysis on all the input data, and it is very
critical for the quality of the service. We propose a dynamic
resource management for the stream mining in the distributed
environment. The resource management utilizes the discrepancy
between data access time and CPU usage time inside the stream
mining, and speeds up the mining process. We implemented the
methodology and proved successfully to process all the input data
of such a fast data stream, whereas the serial execution drops
more than 90% of the input data.
Keywords-Load Balancing; Resource Management; Stream Min-
ing.
I. INTRODUCTION
A data stream, which is a sequence of data arriving in
chronological order, is one of the significant information
resources. The data streams include consumer generated media
and mini blogs and many projects are trying to extract useful
information through the analysis of the data streams. One of
the technical obstacles for the scalable and real-time analysis
of the data streams is their characteristic data access pattern.
A stream mining algorithm is often utilized for the analysis
of the data streams, and the stream mining algorithm refers
to the input data only once. The input data themselves are
never stored anywhere and never revisited. Additionally, the
data stream rate is not consistent in the actual situation, and the
computational cost of each stage is hard to clarify in advance.
Therefore, this paper proposes a dynamic resource manage-
ment focusing on the discrepancy between data access time
and CPU usage time for the purpose of the practical speed-
up of the stream mining algorithm in the highly distributed
computational environment.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces a stream mining algorithm, analyzes its model,
and defines the problem to address in this paper. Section 3
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Fig. 1. A model of stream mining algorithms.
4 discusses the effect of the resource manager through some
validations in the actual cloud environment. Section 5 covers
the related work, and Section 6 concludes this paper.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
A. A model of the stream mining algorithms
A stream mining algorithm is an algorithm specialized for
a data stream analysis. Gaber et al. reviewed the theoreti-
cal foundations of the stream mining algorithms [1]. There
are also many variations of the stream mining algorithms
including clusterings [2]–[11], classifications [6], [12]–[16],
frequency countings [17], [18], and time series analysis [19]–
[24]. Regardless of the difference among the details of the
stream mining algorithms, general stream mining algorithms
share a fundamental structure and a data access pattern as
shown in Figure 1, which Akioka et al. proposed [25].
A stream mining algorithm consists of two parts, which are
the stream processing part and the query processing part. The
major responsibility of the stream processing part is to process
each data unit and extract the essence of the data for the further
analysis by the query analysis part. The stream processing part
needs to finish the processing of the current data unit before
the next data unit arrives, otherwise, the next data unit will
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be lost as there is no storage for buffering the incoming data
in a stream mining algorithm. On the other hand, the query
processing part takes care of the further analysis such as a
frequent pattern analysis and a hot topic extraction based on
the intermediate data passed by the stream processing part,
which a database system stocks usually. This clear difference
between the responsibilities of these two parts indicates that
only the stream processing part needs to run on a real-time
basis. The successful processing of all the incoming data
simply relies on the speed of the stream processing part.
The process flow for a single data unit in the stream
processing part is as follows. First, the stream processing
module picks the target data unit, and executes a quick analysis
over the data unit, such as a morphological analysis and a
word counting. Second, the stream processing module updates
the data cached in one or more sketches with the latest
results through the quick analysis. That is, the sketches keep
the intermediate analysis, and the stream processing module
updates the analysis incrementally as more data units are
processed. Third and finally in the stream processing part,
the analysis module reads the intermediate analysis from the
sketches, and extracts the essence of the data, which is passed
to the query processing part for the further analysis.
B. Motivation
There is a certain market requesting the complete analysis of
one or more data streams on the fly. However, there is no solid
solution for this problem targeting a large-scale, general stream
mining algorithm yet. The model of a stream mining algorithm
shown in Figure 1 indicates that the data access pattern of the
stream mining algorithms are totally different from the data
access pattern of so-called data intensive applications, which
is intensively investigated in the high performance computing
area. The data access pattern in the data intensive applications
is write-once-read-many [26]. That is, the application refers
to the necessary data many times during the computation;
therefore, the key for the speed-up of the application is to place
the necessary data close to the computational nodes for faster
data access. On the other hand, in a stream mining algorithm,
a process refers to its data unit only once, which is read-once-
write-once style. Therefore, conventional techniques for the
data intensive applications are not simply applicable for the
speed-up or the complete analysis of the data stream.
III. METHODOLOGY
Following the discussion up to Section 2, there are two
technical challenges to address. One of the challenges is the
resource management for a scalable and complete analysis
of the fast data stream. The other challenge is a generic
framework for various stream mining algorithms. We propose
a resource manager as a solution for these challenges, which
enables execution of stream mining algorithms in the pipeline.
The resource manager accepts data streams and scatters anal-
ysis tasks over the distributed computational environment
such as the cloud and the grid. The resource manager also
accommodates the number of the computational nodes to
utilize dynamically according to the speed of the input data
stream and the load of the analysis process. The rest of this
section describes the details of the resource manager focusing
on the stream processing part. As we already discussed in
Section 2, only the stream processing part needs to run in a
real-time manner.
A. Data Dependency and CPU occupancy
In a stream mining algorithm, one process of a data unit
generates data dependency to the processes of the successive
data units, and this is the major reason why the resource
manager allocates the processes in a pipeline manner. As
described in Section 2, the stream processing module updates
the data in the sketches. That is, the sketches produce the data
dependency across the processes. Figure 2 illustrates the data
dependencies between two processes processing data units
in line and the data dependency inside the process. More
concretely, there are three data dependencies in Figure 2. One
of the data dependencies is that the processing module in the
preceding process should finish updating of the sketches before
the processing module in the successive process starts reading
the sketches (Dep.1 in Figure 2). Another data dependency
is the processing module should finish updating the sketches
before the analysis module in the same process starts reading
the sketches (Dep.2 in Figure 2). The last data dependency
is that the analysis module in the preceding process should
finish reading the sketches before the processing module in
the successive process starts updating the sketches (Dep.3 in
Figure 2). These three dependencies are essential to keep the
analysis results consistent and correct.
The data dependencies indicate that the access to the
sketches reasonably divides the processing module into the
two parts. That is, the stream processing module and the
analysis module are reasonably managed independently, and
these two modules in the same process are ideally allocated
on the same CPU for the purpose to minimize the access cost
to the sketches. Once we decide to allocate the processing
module and the analysis module independently, the possible
situation is that the processing module in one process occupies
the CPU resource only waiting for the access to the sketch by
the analysis module in the same process or the processing
module in the successive process. This is the discrepancy
between data access time and CPU usage time. The flexible
resource management avoids this waste of the CPU resources.
We revisit this problem and give the details in the next section.
B. Dynamic Resource Management
Following the discussion above, the resource manager al-
locates tasks taking care of both the three data dependencies
and the discrepancy between data access time and CPU usage
time. Here, the unit of the task is the former half or the latter
half of the stream processing part, as shown in Figure 3.
The resource manager maintains three tables, which are the
processing modules table, the analysis modules table, and the
CPUs table, as shown in Figure 4 in order to manage the
resources and tasks. Each entry of the processing modules
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Fig. 3. The processing part consists of the two parts; the processing module
and the analysis module. The resource manager recognizes each module as a
task, and decides the resource allocation.
task ID CPU ID dependencies status start time
...
The Processing Modules Table
task ID CPU ID dependencies status start time
...
The Analysis Modules Table
Slot for the processing module Slot for the Analysis moduleCPU ID
...
The CPUs Table
Fig. 4. The resource manager maintains the three tables; the processing
modules table, the analysis modules table, and the CPUs table. These tables
tell the resource manager the availability of the CPU resources, and the
statuses of the ongoing tasks.
table and the analysis modules table represents each task.
The entry consists of the task id of this task, the CPU id
where this task runs on, the task ids those this task has data
dependency with, the start time of this task, and the current
status of this task. Each field of the entry of the tables lets
the resource manager know the data dependencies among the
ongoing tasks, and whether the ongoing task occupies the CPU
resource only waiting for the data access or not. The resource
manager also maintains the CPUs table, and each entry of the
table represents each CPU resource. Each entry consists of two
fields, which are one field for the processing module task, and
the other field for the analysis module task. The CPU table
arrival of the 
data unit
generation of 
the processing module task 
and the analysis module task
There is a CPU 
fully available
allocate 
the processing module task 
and the analysis module task
There is a CPU with 
available slot for the 
processing module
allocate 
the processing module task 
There is a CPU with 
available slot for the 
analysis module
allocate 











Fig. 5. The procedure of the resource manager.
tells the resource manager the availability of CPU units.
Figure 5 illustrates the procedure of the resource manager.
On the arrival of the data unit, the resource manager generates
two tasks. One task is for the processing module, and the
other task is for the analysis module. The resource manager
generates a task id and an entry of the corresponding table in
Figure 4. Once the processing module task and the analysis
module task are ready, the resource manager decides the
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TABLE I
THE SPECS OF THE COMPUTATIONAL NODES AND THE RESOURCE
MANAGER.
Node Type Num. of nodes CPU+Memory
Node Type A 32 nodes Xeon X5550+32GB
Node Type B 14 nodes Xeon X5450+8GB
Node Type C 6 nodes Xeon X5430+8GB
Resource Mngr. 1 node Xeon E5520+24GB
resource allocation for these tasks. Here, there are three
possible situations. First situation is that there is an available
CPU whose slots are available both for the processing module
and for the analysis module. In this case, the resource manager
allocates the corresponding tasks onto this CPU, and returns
to wait for the successive data units. Second situation is that
there is an available CPU only the slot for the processing
module is available. This time, the resource manager allocates
only the processing module onto this available CPU, and waits
until the slot for the analysis module on any CPU becomes
available. As the processing module of this data unit never
starts before the analysis module of the preceding data unit
starts, the allocation of the analysis module is not urgent. Third
and the worst situation is that there is no available slot for the
analysis module. In this situation, the resource manager tries
to find an available slot until the next data unit arrives, and
finally gives up the corresponding data unit when no slot turns
to be available.
IV. VALIDATION
We implemented the resource manager as a Java program
and validated the effect of the resource manager in the actual
computational cloud environment. We utilized 53 nodes of
IBM Computing on Demand (CoD) as the cloud environment,
and all the computational nodes are connected each other
via Gigabit Ethernet. Table I summarizes the specs of the
computational nodes of CoD. As shown on Table I, the compu-
tational environment was heterogeneous. However, this version
of the resource manager does not consider the variations of
the computational nodes, and the further functionality with
the heterogeneous environment is reserved as future work.
The input data stream was generated inside of CoD under
the assumption of a very fast data stream. More concretely,
we took Twitter as a model of the input data stream. The data
stream generator randomly chooses one post from the 1000
tweets pool, which is the actual sample from Twitter timeline.
As the total number of the tweets per day is approximately
100 million, therefore, the tweet generator posts one tweet
every millisecond in order to form a real Twitter like input
data stream. We concluded this is the best way to simulate
Twitter data stream, because collecting all the posts via Twitter
API is practically almost impossible. Each computational node
performs morphological analysis over the data unit in the
processing module, and counts the appearances of the specific
expressions such as URL or referred accounts in the analysis





















Fig. 6. The rates of the processed of the incoming data. The higher is better.
takes longer and results to break the dependencies discussed
in Section 3, the corresponding data unit is given up as the
analysis qualitywill not be ensured anymore. All the analysis
modules are implemented with Java and Java RMI.
Figure 6 plots the rates of the processed of the incoming data
units in comparison between the pipelined executions with the
proposed resource manager and the serial executions. Here, let
ntotal be the total number of the incoming data units, and let
nprocessed be the total number of the successfully processed
data units among the incoming data units. Following these
definitions, the rate of the processed of the incoming data units
Rprocessed is defined as follows.
Rprocessed = 100(1− nprocessed
ntotal
)
In Figure 6, the white bars represent the rates of the
processed of the incoming data units with the pipelined execu-
tions, and the black bars represent the rates of the processed of
the incoming data units with the serial executions. The x-axis
indicates the numbers of tweets packed into one data unit, and
the y-axis indicates the rates of the processed of the incoming
data units in percentile. The higher is better. Ideally, each tweet
should be located to one computational node, however, this
scenario was not effective even with all the available 52 nodes
in the experimental environment this time; both the pipelined
version and the serial version lost more than 80% of the
incoming data. Therefore, we decided to group several tweets
into a data unit, and let each computational node process each
data unit. Figure 6 indicates that the pipelined version dropped
about 60% of the incoming data with six tweets packed into
one data unit. However, the pipelined version processed all
the incoming data when one data unit contains eight or more
tweets. The drop rate decreases if you pack more tweets into
one data unit, because you have longer time slot for the
larger data unit, and you have more relaxed deadline for the
dependencies discussed in Section 3.
On the other hand, the serial execution always drops more
than 80% of the incoming data regardless of the number of
tweets contained into a data unit. For example, we observed the
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PipelinedSerial
Fig. 7. The rates of waiting for the tasks for data dependencies.
serial execution processed only less than 20% of the incoming
data even with 60 tweets packed into one data unit. This
situation is equivalent to the batch process of all the tweets
every second, and the result indicates that the batch process
invoked every second is not practical at all for the purpose
of the realtime analysis of the actual fast data stream such
as Twitter. The series of the experiments concludes that the
pipelined execution is indespensable and effective for on-the-
fly analysis of the realistic fast data streams.
Figure 7 plots the rates of the waiting in the pipelined
execution with the resource manager. That is, the values
in Figure 7 represent how many processes had to wait for
another process to read from the sketch. The more idle tasks
occupy more CPU resources as the rate for the wait increases.
The x-axis represents the rates of the waiting and the y-axis
represents the number of the tweets packed into one data unit.
The black bars indicate the rates of the wait for the serial
executions, and the white bars indicate the rates of the wait for
the pipelined executions. Apparently, the pipelined tasks face
the wait state more often than the serial tasks, which is natural
because the pipelined version drops the incoming data less
and tries to process all the incoming data. Figure 7, however,
reveals that almost all the tasks had to wait for another task
because of the data dependencies. We can assume that more
tasks might be processed with less number of computational
nodes once this situation is resolved and, therefore, we are
planning to investigate this problem further in the future work.
We also recognize the experimental results shown here are
possible to change according to the balance between the speed
of the incoming data stream and the time cost for the analysis
process on each tweet. Figure 8 shows the overheads of Java
RMI calls and the actual times costs for the analysis processes
on the incoming 1000 different tweets as a reference in order
to give an overview of the balance of the time costs in the
experiments in this section. In Figure 8, the gray line indicates
the overheads of Java RMI calls, and the black line indicates
the actual time costs for the analysis processes. The x-axis
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Fig. 8. Overheads of Java RMI calls and the actual time costs for the analysis
processes on the incoming 1000 different tweets.
the time costs in nano seconds. We also implemented a
simulator to simulate the behavior of the resource manager
in the distributed computational environment with the various
settings of the speed of the incoming data stream, the time
cost of the analysis process on each incoming data unit, and
the overheads of the network communications and remote
procedure calls. For the limitation of the space, we leave
out the detailed results of the simulations and the further
disucssion on the results here. We just add the simulation
results showed quite similar tendency to the results already
discussed in this section.
V. RELATED WORK
The high performance computing area has been energet-
ically developed serveral speed-up techniques targeting the
applications with the huge input data [26]–[31]. Such an
application is called the data intensive application. However,
these techniques are not simply applicable for the stream
mining because of the data access patterns. A data intensive
application accesses data in a write-once-read-many manner,
and, therefore, the speed-up techniques for a data intensive
application is to mainly for the purpose of the speed-up of the
access to the well utilized data. On the other hand, a stream
mining usually refer to the input data only once and, therefore,
the speed-up techniques for the data intensive applications do
not work well.
There are several researches on the speed-ups of the stream
mining algorithms through static resource management [32]–
[34]. Those resource managers request a solid estimation for
each stage of the computation, and also put an assumption
that the input data stream rate is consistent. As the actual data
stream is not consistent and the estimation of the computa-
tional cost in advance is practically impossible in the actual
applications and, therefore, a dynamic resource management
just as proposed in this paper needs to be developed.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a dynamic resource management for
the perfect analysis of the fast and realistic data streams
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such as Twitter, focusing on the discrepancy between data
access time and CPU usage time. The proposed methodology
was implemented as the resource manager in the acutual
cloud environment, and validated its efficiency. The results
demonstrated that our approach is indispensable to process
the fast data stream without a drop; otherwise, 80-90% of the
incoming data will be lost.
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Abstract — The assessment of Data Quality varies according to 
the information systems, quality properties, quality priorities, 
and user experience among others. This paper presents a 
number of user stereotypes and a study of the relevance of the 
quality properties from experienced users mainly at the 
industry. A Data Quality Manager prototype has been extended 
to suggest such quality properties and their corresponding 
priorities. The relevance of quality criteria according to the 
type of Information Systems is presented and validated.  
Keywords-data quality; assessment; stereotypes. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The analysis of data quality requires a number of 
indicators as a reference for the assessment of data quality. 
However, this is not an easy task for naive users with not 
enough experience. Data consumers of a Decision Support 
System (DSS) might prefer some data against other because 
of reputation of data producers, the credibility and 
relevance of data for the task at a hand, or the level of 
satisfaction they have on making strategic decisions 
effectively from using reliable data. Furthermore, data 
consumers of operational systems  might be more interested 
in timeliness, response time, and accessibility of data for an 
effective On-Line Transaction Processing (OLTP).  
Previous work has shown that the overall assessment of 
data quality depends on the quality properties chosen as 
quality indicators, and the priority of each quality property 
might change the final quality score. Refer to [4] for further 
information.  
We have developed a Data Quality Manager (DQM) [1], 
[2], [3], [4] in order to assess data quality within 
heterogeneous databases. However, the DQM still required 
the specification of which quality properties and the 
priority of those quality properties in order to provide a 
global assessment [4]. Therefore, the assessment result 
depends on the user experience. 
The purpose of the present research was to identify a set 
of relevant quality properties according to the type of 
Information Systems (IS) and their corresponding weights 
that shall be established for computing the global 
assessment of data sources. Therefore, we have suggested a 
number of quality properties according to the information 
systems and the type of user in [5]. We have also identified 
the data quality properties interdependencies within the 
data quality assessment. Therefore, we have decided to 
conduct a survey to validate or analyze such proposals, and 
to identify a general estimation of the priorities (weights) 
that should be considered within a data quality assessment. 
As user experience is substantial within the data quality 
assessment, a survey was applied to OLTP and OLAP 
specialists on the web. 
The identification of a set of user stereotypes with their 
corresponding weights for the assessment of data quality 
according to the type of Information Systems is a novelty 
and the contribution of the present paper.         
The following section presents a number of data quality 
interdependencies identified for the assessment of quality 
indicators in [5]. The third section analyses the data quality 
stereotypes to be implemented within a Data Quality 
Manager. The fourth section presents a survey that was 
conducted to provide a ranking of quality properties 
according to the type of Information Systems from 
experienced users. Such ranking has been implemented as 
weights during the assessment of data quality within the 
DQM and presented in the fifth section. The last section 
concludes with main achievements and future work. 
II. DATA QUALITY INTERDEPENDENCIES 
 From the Data Quality Reference Model presented in 
[3], we have identified a number of criteria whose 
measurement does not depend on other quality criteria as 
Primary Quality Criteria. Here we present very briefly the 
following data quality property definitions. 
 Accuracy is the measure of the degree of agreement 
between a data value o collection of data values and source 
agreed to be correct in [9]. 
 Timeliness Is the extent to which the age of data is 
appropriate for the task at hand [6], and is computed in 
terms of currency and volatility. 
 Completeness is the extent to which data is not missing 
[11], [12], it is divided by two quality dimensions coverage, 
and density in [10].   
 Currency Time interval between the latest update of a 
data value and the time it is used [14]. 
 The measurement of a quality criterion might be part of 
the measurement of an aggregate one. The quality 
dimensions, whose measurements derive from primary 
criteria, are identified as secondary quality properties. 
However, we have not established or tested any kind of 
correlation among them. We have identified some 
relationships between these quality properties based on 
their definitions from previous research as has been 
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referenced on each quality property definition.  
 The interpretability dimension is the extent to which 
data are in appropriate language and units, and the data 
definitions are clear [15]. Thus, it depends on several 
factors: If there is any change on user needs, its 
representation should not be affected, this can be possible 
with a flexible format; The data value shall be presented 
consistently through the application and that the format is 
sufficient to represent what is needed and in the proper 
manner. 
 Reputation is the extent to which data are trusted or 
highly regarded in terms of their source or content [11]. 
Three factors shall be considered at measuring time:  
reputation of data should be determined by its overall 
quality. If authors of data provide inaccurate data then they 
are unreliable and their reputation shall be therefore 
decreased. Commonly reputation might be increased if 
authors have enough experience gained across the time. If 
data owners produce accurate data consistently, modify 
data as soon as possible when mistakes are found, and they 
in turn recommend authors of quality data. 
 Accessibility is the extent to which data is accessible in 
terms of security [15], availability and cost.  
 Data might be available but inaccessible for security 
purposes, or data might be available but expensive.  
 Data is credible as true [11] if it is correct, complete, 
and consistent.  
 Usability is the extent to which data are used for the 
task at a hand with acceptable effort. In other words, users 
prefer data that is useful and ease to use.  
 Usefulness is the degree where using data provides 
benefit on the performance on the job. In other words, the 
extent to which users believe data is correct, relevant, 
complete, timely, and provides added value.  
 Easy to use is the degree of effort user needs to apply 
to use data [12], because as less effort is easier to use. This 
effort is in terms of understand ability and interpretability 
as resources needed to achieve the expected goals. 
However, it is common that users use determined data 
sources, due to the reputation of authors.  
 The measurement of usability allow user to decide on 
the acceptance of data, and select a specific datum, data or 
data source among other alternatives.  
 Data is reliable if it is considered as unbiased, good 
reputation [14] and credible [6].  
 The added value is stated in terms of how easy is to get 
the task complete named as effectiveness; how long could 
the task take known as efficiency; and the personal 
satisfaction obtained from using data.  
 Fig. 1 presents the data quality interdependencies.   
These dependencies can help the measurement of such 
quality properties. There are some interdependencies very 
straight forward to compute. For instance, in order to 
compute timeliness, currency and volatility are required to 
be estimated and fused with an aggregation function as 
presented in Table 1. 
TABLE 1 EXAMPLE OF DATA QUALITY PROPERTIES 
Currency  Volatility Timeliness 
Cu(t)=Time Request 





   
   The present research has been focused mainly in 
quantitative data quality properties. For further information, 
refer to [4][5], where Measurement and Assessment model 
are detailed. 
III. DATA QUALITY PROPERTIES ACCORDING TO IS 
The identification and ranking of relevance for data 
quality properties according to the type of users and 
Information Systems is not straightforward. For instance, if 
we consider volatility as the update frequency the relevance 
of such quality property varies very remarkable according 
to the application domain, volatility is essential within 
operational systems, but not quite important within DSS 
where historical information is materialized.  
An Executive Support System (ESS) is designed to help 
a senior management tackle and address issues and long-
term trends to make strategic decisions for the business. It 
gathers analyses and summarizes aggregate, internal and 
external data to generate projections and responses to 
queries. Therefore, the main data quality problem on ESS 
relays on external data, so decisions depend on accuracy, 
timeliness, completeness and currency of the external data 
 
Figure  1. Data Quality Interdependencies 
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collected. Furthermore, users are interested in those quality 
properties that are very much related to their work role.  
According to Lee and Strong [9], the responses from 
data collector, data custodian, and data consumer within the 
data production process determine data quality because of 
their knowledge.  
Data consumers require friendly and usable tools in 
order to deal with making decisions only rather than the IS 
per se. Possible inconsistencies might be derived from 
different data sources so making decisions regarding which 
external data source to trust is an issue. Response time 
however, is not of great relevance when the analysis is on 
long-term trends. 
A. Data Collector in DSS 
Within a Decision Support System, there are people, 
groups or even systems that generate, gather or save data to 
the information systems. Therefore, the role of data 
collector impacts on accuracy, completeness, currency and 
timeliness of data. 
The quality properties identified as the most relevant 
within Decision Support Systems for data collectors are 
presented in Fig. 2. Therefore, accuracy, completeness and 
timeliness shall be presented to the collector user in order 
to help during the assessment of data quality. Furthermore, 
completeness is estimated by an aggregation function of 
coverage, density and ability to represent nulls. Same 













B. Data Custodian in DSS 
 Data custodians are people who manage computing 
resources for storing and processing data. In the case of 
DSS, the process of extraction, transformation and load 
(ETL) of data within a data warehouse is mainly related to 
data custodians. The ETL process is a key data quality 
factor; it may degrade or increase the level of quality. 
Therefore, custodians determine the representation of data, 
value consistency, format precision, appropriateness of data 
for the task at a hand, the efficient use of storage media. 
Refer to Fig. 3 for the relevant quality properties among 
data custodians within Decision Support Systems. In other 
words, appropriateness, concise representation, efficient 
use of storage media, format precision, representation 
consistency and value consistency shall be evaluated and 
presented to them in order to help them decide which data 
source should be utilized. 
 
C. Data Consumer in DSS 
 Data consumers are involved in retrieval of data, 
additional data aggregation and integration. Therefore, they 
impact on accuracy, amount of data relevant for the task at 
a hand, usability, accessibility, reliability and cost of 
information in order to make decisions. An analysis on data 
quality properties in Data warehouses is presented in [8]; 
such quality properties are included in this work. Accuracy, 
amount of data, usability, accessibility, reliability and cost 
shall be considered during data quality assessment. Such 
quality properties are shown in Fig. 4. 
D. Data Consumer OLTP 
As data consumers are involved in retrieval of data the 
quality properties usability, accessibility, believability, 
reputation of data sources are key factors for their job. 
Response time and timeliness [14] are essential within 
OLTP systems. From the data consumer perspective 
accessibility [15] and cost are also very important. The 
corresponding quality properties relevant to this role are 
















E. Data Custodian in OLTP 
 In transactional systems, data custodians are much related 























Figure  2. Quality properties for collectors within DSS 
Figure  4. Quality Properties for data consumer within OLTP 
Accuracy 






Figure  5. Quality properties for consumers within OLTP systems 
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timeliness [13], and uniqueness. Therefore the set of quality 
properties they are interested on for analysis of data quality 
from their perspective are shown in Fig. 6. 
 
F. Data Collector in OLTP 
 As data collectors within OLTP systems are people who 
generate information, this role impacts on accuracy, 
completeness, currency, uniqueness, value consistency and 
volatility of data. Fig. 7 presents such relevant quality 










  A number of quality properties have been identified 
according to the type of users and shown in the past 6 
figures. However, there is no an assessment method to be 
considered to provide an overall data quality score.      
Therefore, we require identifying the priorities of such 
quality properties that is the aim to be achieved in the 
following section. 
IV. IDENTIFYING DATA QUALITY PRIORITIES 
ACCORDING TO EXPERT USERS 
A. Design of Questionnaire  
 
 We have conducted an on-line survey requesting an 
order of importance among the quality properties according 
to their corresponding experience within a specific 
Information System. 
 The questionnaire requires the type of information 
system and what role do users play. According to these two 
characteristics, the questionnaire presents a set of quality 
properties and a percentage of relevance these properties 
should be assigned during quality assessment. The 
questionnaire was designed to be briefly answered. For 
instance, we present in Fig. 8 an example of the one 
developed to find out the relevance of quality properties for 





 In order to obtain unbiased results, we have invited a 
number of specialists in operational and DSS information 
systems around the world. The following groups were 
invited to participate within the survey: the University 
Network of Contribution in Software Engineering and 
Databases, the Professionals of Business Intelligence 
Group, the Very Large Database Group, the Data Quality 
Pro Group, and the Information Technology and 
Communications Group.  
 The on-line survey was opened for six months in order 
to allow experts the specification of those quality priorities 
within the analysis of data quality. 
 
B. Results of Experiments 
 
Quality is a very subjective conception, depending on 
user experience, information system, and business sector 
among others. Therefore we have decided to collect 
opinions and to identify the most common ranking of such 
quality properties during data quality assessment. The 
results of the on-line survey were analyzed and are 
presented in this section. There were collected 136 
responses. 
Concerning Decision Support Systems there were 82 
responses, 22 from user collectors, 33 from data custodians, 
and 27 from DSS consumers. 
In the case of data collectors, they take into 
consideration accuracy and completeness followed by 
currency and timeliness.  Data custodians prefer to consider 
as the first option the value consistency of data followed by 
an efficient use of storage media, the appropriateness of 
















Figure  6. Quality properties for custodian within OLTP systems 
Figure  7. Quality properties for collectors within OLTP systems 
Figure  8 Questionnaire for custodian users within OLTP systems 
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consumers on the other hand relay their decisions on 
sufficient amount of usable and accurate data. Refer to Fig. 
9 for the data quality prioritization within DSS.  
Regarding operational systems there were 54 
responses, 19 from user collectors, 13 from data custodians, 
and 22 from data consumers.  
Data collectors trust the most on accurate, complete 
and non duplicated data, followed by current and consistent 
information. Furthermore, data custodians also prefer 
accurate, unique and consistent rather than timely data.   
However, data consumers require fast response time, 
accessible, timely and usable data. Refer to Fig. 10 for the 














































Figure 10. Data Quality prioritization within OLTP systems 
  
 The final percentages are obtained through the ranking 
of the quality properties according to the responses 
collected. However, the present research is looking forward 
to have more responses in the future by incorporating more 
specialists groups that allow being more precise with the 
outcomes and also to test the effectiveness of the 
stereotypes presented.  
 
V. DATA QUALITY MANAGER IMPROVEMENT 
We have developed a Data Quality Manager as a 
prototype for the assessment of data quality within 
heterogeneous databases in [1], [2], [3], [4]. 
An improvement of such prototype consisted in the 
implementation of the data quality stereotypes to be 
suggested to inexperienced users to assist them with the 
analysis of a number of data sources to identify and query 
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the best ranked data sources and make informed decisions. 
 The stereotypes implemented are the result of the 
experiments conducted through the analysis of the results 
obtained from the online survey and briefly explained in 
the previous section. 
A. Suggestion of priorities for quality priorities 
according to the information systems 
 
 This section presents very briefly the improvement of 
the DQM prototype for the assessment of data quality by 
suggesting a set of quality properties and their priorities to 
naive users. In the case of experienced users they still 
allowed to indicate explicitly their preferences. 
 For instance, Fig. 11 shows the DQM main menu and 
the selection of data quality assessment within Online 





 The DQM prototype presents in Fig. 12 the most 
relevant quality properties within a DSS and their 
corresponding percentages. For instance, accuracy and 
uniqueness are the most relevant quality properties with 
30%, then completeness with 20%, and Timeliness, 
Uniqueness with 10%.  
 
B. Assessment of Data Quality  
 Fig. 13 shows the assessment of data quality properties 
of three data sources obtained from the TPCC benchmark 
[16] named TPCCA, TPCCB and TPCCD, where TPCCD 
contains the best overall data quality. 
 
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
        This document has presented how users might prefer 
some quality properties during the assessment of data quality 
according to their role within specific information systems. 
    We have previously identified data quality 
interdependency in [5] and now by an on-line survey, the 
prioritization of such quality properties to the Information 
Systems.  
 A number of user stereotypes have been suggested by a 
Data Quality Manager prototype that is meant to help naive 
users within the data quality analysis.  
 The DQM allows the identification of which quality 
criteria shall be used based on the application domain and 
the type of users. Furthermore, the user stereotypes 
presented correspond to data consumer, data collectors, and 
data custodians. However, more information from 
specialists is required in order to corroborate the 
prioritization and testing of the effectiveness of the 
stereotypes identified is part of future work.  
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Abstract - Typical medical image annotation systems use manual 
annotation or complex proprietary software such as computer-
assisted-diagnosis. A more objective approach is required to 
achieve generalised Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) 
functionality. The Automated Medical Image Collection 
Annotation (AMICA) toolkit described here addresses this need.  
A range of content analysis functions are provided to tag images 
and image regions.  The user uploads a DICOM file to an online 
portal and the software finds and displays images that have 
similar characteristics. AMICA has been developed to run in the 
Microsoft cloud environment using the Windows Azure platform, 
to cater for the storage requirements of typical large medical 
image databases. 
Keywords - medical imaging; content based image retrieval; cloud 
computing 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Large medical image collections provide essential source 
datasets for research on population health or disease cohort 
studies, using patient phenotype information derived from the 
images.  For example, we may wish to select cases where brain 
morphology of a certain kind is conjectured to be related to 
deposition of plaques linked with the onset of dementia, and 
finding regions in those images where there is a higher 
expectation of plaque formation. Presently, annotation of 
medical images for such work is conducted either manually by 
highly specialist expert viewers or radiologists [1], or by 
complex proprietary software such as computer-assisted-
diagnosis. This is a time consuming process, subject to error 
and bias. Selection of images according to established Content 
Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) criteria such as “similar to a 
given image” or “containing range of characteristics” would be 
far more objective if it could be conducted automatically. To 
achieve this for medical images requires a set of functions 
which cater for the typical components of image similarity, and 
can be tuned to suit different medical image types. 
The Automated Medical Image Collection Annotation 
(AMICA) toolkit for implementing the above CBIR criteria has 
been developed to address this need. It is intended to 
contribute to advances in clinical research by permitting wider 
use of medical images than is currently practiced, such as: 
a) Population health and epidemiological studies that 
rely on content analysis of images and related patient 
information will be much easier to conduct via an electronic 
medium than by using expert human readers, and availability 
of compatible computer processible image data widely from 
various sources will allow a much fuller analysis which truly 
covers most of the population; 
b) Cohort studies for cases with particular physiological 
or phenotypical profiles will be able to source and include 
enough cases to provide high statistical power, allowing more 
individualised risk factors to be assessed and thus allowing 
screening and staging processes to be optimised. Cases will 
also be selectable on a wider basis than is achievable now 
from patient information in electronic records, by use of image 
content analysis; 
c) Education and training/credentialing of 
radiographers, radiologists and other clinicians who are 
involved with image interpretation will be more effective 
because it will be possible to select instances of images which 
demonstrate particular visual aspects, or correspond to types 
of cases where reading performance improvement is desirable 
for that individual. 
The AMICA software is appropriate for the above 
situations because both the medical image database and 
automated annotation tools are stored in a cloud environment. 
That is, we make use of the flexibility and scalability of the 
cloud to grow our application to suit researchers’ needs. We 
envisage that our application will grow beyond its initial pilot 
implementation to a wide ranging application suitable for a 
range of modalities and anatomical regions.   
This paper provides a brief review of existing medical 
image collections and annotation tools, and describes how 
AMICA differs from other software. We discuss how 
Microsoft technologies have been used to deploy our web 
application in the cloud.  We also detail the CBIR functions 
used for image annotation; our CBIR algorithm works on the 
principle of “find other images like my given image”.  We 
conclude with a discussion on leveraging the cloud 
environment to expand our pilot implementation of AMICA. 
II. RELATED RESEARCH 
Many widely used digital medical image collections have 
previously been established but these are generally used as raw 
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data source only, without related toolsets. Providing associated 
functionality to allow specific types of operations to be 
performed on these images has proved beneficial in some cases 
(e.g., brain image registration [2]; brain atlases [3]). However, 
toolset development for image analysis functions on medical 
images has tended to be ad hoc, with Open Source options 
proliferating.  
Several major organisations, particularly in the U.S., such 
as the National Cancer Institute, have made medical images 
databases and associated search tools available to the wider 
research community. A popular project is the Visible Human, 
which is a database of transverse CT, MR and cryosection 
images of three dimensional (3D) anatomical representations of 
male and female cadavers [4]. The National Institute of Health 
has made these datasets available for study, and also developed 
ITK, an open source toolkit for image registration and 
segmentation [5]. The Biomedical Informatics Research 
Network (BIRN) has made a list of tools available for data 
storage and medical image processing [6], and has also 
developed a downloadable Human Imaging Database [7]. The 
National Cancer Institute developed Annotation Imaging 
Markup, a downloadable manual annotation tool that enables 
easy and automated image searching [8]. The Institute also 
produced the National Biomedical Imaging Archive, which 
includes a manual annotation option and a web portal for 
accessing medical images [9]. Other large medical image 
databases (e.g., the Singapore National Medical Image 
Resource Centre [10]) are searchable via keywords but not 
image content.   
 CBIR has been applied to medical image datasets, however 
this has generally been limited to specific cases. For example, 
tumour detection [11], retrieval of lung images [12], 3D MR 
images [13], 3D MR and CT images [14], or image shape for 
retrieving pathology [15]. In a project with broader scope, 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) has been used for 
medical image classification [16].  In a system similar to ours, 
PCA was applied to find closest matches between features of 
candidate brain images and a set of test images. However, the 
system is a form-type application, rather than web-based, 
therefore limiting its capacity to a local setting. Also, results 
were limited to brain datasets. Mojsilovic and Gomes 
developed a web-based system for classifying numerous image 
datasets according to modality [17]. Their program searched 
large medical image databases and performed the classification 
automatically. The objective of the modality classification was 
to categorise images so that domain-specific CBIR functions 
could later be applied to datasets in each modality. The 
approach is flexible in that it encompasses existing online 
databases without users having to load their own. However, 
this system becomes superfluous in the case of DICOM data, 
where modality information is stored in the data file.  
It would appear that existing medical image repositories 
and retrieval systems were typically designed with specific 
applications in mind. Alternatively, our AMICA software 
provides a simple but comprehensive toolset that could be 
established as a baseline. Our software takes an image and 
finds similar images according to some basic CBIR criteria. 
We believe that this approach, coupled with our leveraging of 
Microsoft’s cloud environment makes for a flexible and 
scalable tool for a wide variety of medical images. 
III. CLOUD-BASED AUTOMATED ANNOTATION TOOLS 
This project uses the Windows Azure Platform for data 
management by exploiting the cloud model. By hosting the 
AMICA software in the cloud, we tap into the potential of 
growing the application to use significant volumes of medical 
images. Individually, medical images tend to be of large sizes 
(e.g., >25MB for a mammogram), so a substantial collection 
quickly causes an explosion in server storage requirements. 
Our objective is to make our database scalable and to provide 
sufficient storage space for users to upload the datasets that 
they wish to annotate automatically.  Using the cloud, we have 
the benefit of flexibility, because we can scale up our storage 
needs as required. We also run our web interface and worker 
role (for CBIR) in the cloud, where they are stored multiply to 
ensure that the web interface is constantly available. 
Our software consists of three components: 
1. Storage Table (SQL Azure) 
2. CBIR (Azure Worker Role) 
3. Website (Azure Web Role) 
We have set up the application using .net and C# in the 
Visual Studio environment, which extend naturally when 
deploying an application to Azure Platform.  
A. Storage Table 
Our first important design choice was whether to store 
medical image data within Azure’s storage environment, or to 
use a SQL Azure table. We consulted the MSDN developer 
magazine, which advises [18]: 
“If you have an application that requires data processing 
over large data sets, then SQL Azure is a good choice. If you 
have an app that stores and retrieves (scans/filters) large 
datasets but does not require data processing, then Windows 
Azure Table Storage is a superior choice.”  
Hence, we have used a SQL Azure table because our 
project involves significant image processing on large numbers 
of medical images. 
We designed our data storage such that DICOM files and 
their associated image attributes, which are retrieved using 
CBIR, are stored as rows in a table, as shown in Table I.  
Each entity (table entry) has a unique ID, which is 
generated automatically and consists of DICOM header 
elements.   
We list Modality and Anatomical Region for each DICOM 
file explicitly.  This reduces our initial search function, i.e., we 
assume that users wish to find images similar to their given 
image, which is of a specific body part that was captured using 
a specific modality. In terms of image processing, it also makes 
sense to segment the database in this manner, as different 
image processing functions apply to different image types. 
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TABLE I.  MEDICAL IMAGE DATABASE TABLE 








DICOM files are separated into information and image 
files. The aim of separating the files is also to speed up the 
search function. For example, a user may be studying 
dementia, and thus may want to only find brain images (that 
are like their given image) for patients of a specific age. In a 
future implementation, we will apply a pre-filter to scan 
DICOM information and retrieve relevant DICOM files, before 
performing more time-consuming image processing. 
DICOM Images are stored as image data types, which are 
data types that hold any type of binary data. We read BLOBs 
(Binary Large Objects) in as streams and manipulate/display 
images according to the information (e.g., Bit Depth) extracted 
from the DICOM Info file. 
The ImageAttributes text file is the file produced by the 
CBIR function. Image features and their values (e.g., 
foreground/background intensity threshold) are stored so that 
they can be compared to a given image in the retrieval process. 
B. CBIR 
The CBIR toolset applies specific image analysis tasks on 
medical digital images, providing information on fundamental 
visual appearance characteristics of the images for metadata 
annotation purposes. The tools support two different types of 
annotations: (i) overall image characteristics and (ii) location 
and extent of specific features (i.e., regions of interest). The 
provision of these annotations allows matching to be performed 
between pairs of candidate images, to extract groups of images 
within a prescribed similarity envelope. For example, given a 
sample mammogram indicative of a breast with dense texture, 
other images with a comparable texture density can be 
extracted by comparison of the breast texture annotation 
values. We have not fully defined the range of ideal or 
conventional annotations as this aspect is work in progress. 
Typically, in medical research, image subsets are extracted 
from image collections based on the appearance to human 
observers of image visual content characteristics such as 
statistical properties (e.g., textures) or structural features (e.g., 
regions of interest). For an automated annotation process, 
application of a sequence of software tools is required to allow 
users to undertake the following tasks on a given image 
collection: 
(i) Define foreground (i.e., zone of relevance or region of 
interest) versus background (i.e., zone to ignore) image 
components; 
(ii) Select and apply parameters for characterizing overall 
image properties (e.g., statistical texture/intensity profiles); 
(iii) Select and apply parameters for characterizing region 
of interest features (e.g., statistical density/edge properties); 
(iv) Select and display images having candidate annotations 
for properties/features within specified ranges; 
(v) Iterate in repeated cycle of reapplying the above steps 
with parameter variations to refine the results. 
A major advantage of our approach is that these types of 
annotation helps avoid the need to reapply image analysis 
computations each time the image collection is searched: it is 
analogous to pre-scanning a text data file for keywords and 
saving these as indexed tags for the file to be available to 
search tools. Allowing image subsets to be extracted rapidly 
and consistently using these annotations will improve speed 
and ease of use in research projects that rely on them. 
The CBIR toolset is being developed as a Worker Role in 
Windows Azure. Images are dispatched to a queue for 
background processing [19]. The worker role takes images 
from the queue and processes them; it generates thumbnails for 
each image in our current pilot implementation. 
C. Website 
The AMICA website has functions for: 
(i) Uploading DICOM files (MR Brain and Mammograms 
in the current implementation, as described below); 
and 
(ii) An output panel that displays (as thumbnails) the 
user’s loaded image on the left and similar images, as 
found by CBIR, as on the right hand side (see Fig. 1). 
We are tuning and testing our pilot implementation by 
using two distinct medical image types. 
We use MR brain images as these constitute one of the 
most prolific forms of medical image data present across the 
health sector. Datasets, such as the Vasari collection are 
downloadable and are used to test image annotation algorithms, 
specifically, “to validate the use of medical images as 
predictive biomarkers for cancer diagnosis” [20]. These 
DICOM files are suitable for testing Cloud based web and 
worker applications because the images are small and thus 
enable efficient testing. We also test with a Matlab brain MR 
dataset for the same reason [21]. 
We are also testing and tuning with mammograms because 
large scale collections exist de facto in countries where there is 
a national breast cancer screening program. Mammogram 
image collections were first developed using scanned films in 
1980s by MIAS, and subsequently USF, which has become the 
benchmark data set with several thousand images. Some 
proprietary collections exist for commercial research by CAD 
and imaging manufacturers (e.g., SECTRA, R2). The 
possibility exists that our AMICA software can be used for 
data management and annotation such that national 
coordination of breast screening images (e.g., as proposed in 
the UK e-Diamond project [22]) could ensue. 
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In Australia, the wide establishment and stimulation of 
eResearch infrastructure offers an opportunity contribute to 
emerging platforms and tools for basic data repository 
functions, and to enhance these by developing some more 
sophisticated ones suited to this application area. Most 
eResearch tools developed locally have been concerned with 
text or symbolic data annotation and analysis, so our software 
may contribute comparatively novel tools by addressing the 
digital image space. 
     
 
Figure 1.  Partial screenshot of AATMIC Website 
Like our SQL table and CBIR worker role, the AMICA 
web interface also operates from Windows Azure. Although 
the storage requirements for the online portal are not 
overwhelming (we display thumbnails for all but individually 
selected images), we make use of Azure’s triplicate storage of 
the website. That is, the redundancy ensures that the website is 
always up and running should one, or even two, servers be 
down [24]. 
IV. DISCUSSION 
Our short term goal is to complete the pilot implementation 
of the AMICA software.  Then, we will extend the 
implementation as follows: 
(1) The final pilot implementation will be tuned and tested 
using a greater number of Vasari MR brain datasets and our 
entire collection of mammograms (approx. 500 x 50MB image 
sets). Further testing will therefore cover a much wider range 
of different image content variations. These results will be used 
to evaluate computational efficiency of the tools and success of 
the automated annotations, as rated by comparison with human 
expert opinions. 
(2) We will then extend our CBIR toolset to include a wider 
range of modalities and anatomical regions (e.g., CT brain, CT 
chest, CR chest). 
(3) To cope with the predicted increase in data, we will 
provide a separate form for pre-filtering DICOM files. As 
mentioned earlier, before any image processing takes place, 
DICOM Information files could be pre-filtered so that only a 
relevant subset of images is returned for a given search. The 
pre-filtering function should be turned off if the user wishes to 
find test images in the entire database for a given Modality and 
Anatomical Region. We have not yet implemented this 
function, but see the need to do so as the medical image 
database grows and as searches become more specific (e.g., the 
dementia project mentioned earlier). 
(4) In terms of CBIR, further benefits could be obtained by 
selection of similar cases to that in a given image, and selection 
of archetypical images for certain image features, using feature 
vectors and classification methods on certain combinations of 
annotation fields. This would contribute to fuller understanding 
of how such combinations occur, as well as providing suitable 
sample images for clinical education and training purposes. 
V. CONCLUSION 
This paper has described an ongoing project in automated 
medical image annotation for management of image 
collections. The software that is currently under development 
addresses problems hampering existing systems, which either 
use manual annotation or complex proprietary software. 
Alternatively, we have designed the AMICA software to 
automatically select images according to established Content 
Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) criteria. Images are tagged and 
managed via a generalisable toolkit of image annotation 
functions. AMICA’s website, storage and worker roles are 
being developed to run in the Microsoft cloud environment, to 
exploit the storage requirements of typical large medical image 
databases. Also, we ensure that the website is always accessible 
to users via Azure’s triple redundancy storage system.  The 
approach could be generalized to use other cloud 
environments, provided they offer similar functionality. 
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Abstract— Provenance that records the derivation history of 
data is useful for a wide variety of applications, including those 
where an audit trail needs to be provided, where the trust-level 
attributed to the sources contribute to determining the trust-
level in results etc. There have been different efforts for 
representing provenance information, the most notable being 
the Open Provenance Model (OPM). OPM defines structures 
for representing the provenance information as a graph with 
nodes and edges, and also specifies inference queries that can 
be expressed in Datalog/SQL. However, the requirements of a 
query language for provenance information go much beyond 
those that can be expressed using only inference queries. In our 
work, we build on OPM and propose two classes of algebraic 
constructs for querying provenance information: content-
based operators that operate on the content of nodes and 
edges, and structure-based operators that operate on the graph 
structure of the provenance graph. An user can express a 
query as a workflow by composing these content-based and 
structure-based operators. Our operators are powerful, and an 
user can express a wide variety of interesting queries on the 
provenance data, that go much beyond simple inference 
queries as expressible using Datalog/SQL. As part of our 
evaluation, we show different queries and how they can be 
expressed using our constructs. 
Keywords-Provenance; graph; data model; query language; 
algebraic operators 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
Provenance (also referred to as lineage, parentage, 
pedigree, genealogy, or filiation) describes the steps by 
which data was derived. Provenance has been found useful 
for a wide variety of scenarios, where one needs to determine 
the attribution of a data item. For instance, a doctor may 
need to find the sources from which a data item was obtained 
to determine whether the item is clinically valid; in data 
gathering and analysis, the sources from which individual 
data items are obtained is used for later verification. 
In [6], the authors describe two different granularities of 
provenance. In workflow provenance, which is coarse-
grained, each process in the workflow manipulates a set of 
data items producing another set of data items; the 
granularity for provenance recording and querying is at the 
level of data items. In data provenance, which is fine-
grained, the queries deal with identifying which pieces of a 
data item contributed to form a piece of another data item. A 
well-studied example of data provenance is in the context of 
SQL queries, where users may want to find why a particular 
row is in the result (or in some cases, why it is not in the 
result) [4, 7, 9, 10, 13, 18, 24]. Our focus in this work is on 
workflow provenance as studied in [1, 5, 15, 16, 22]. In [12] 
as well as in [14], the authors describe a single system that 
supports both data and workflow provenance.  
Initial works on provenance were tightly integrated with 
the application they dealt with, such as scientific workflows 
[1, 5, 8, 15]. OPM provenance model [20] was developed to 
serve as an application-independent model for representing 
provenance. OPM represents the provenance information of 
an application as a graph, where nodes represent artifacts 
(data items), processes (that manipulate data items), and 
agents (that control processes), and edges represent causal 
dependencies. A simple fictitious example of milk powder 
production, distribution and export is shown in Fig. 1. It 
shows collection of milk, production of milk powder, 
distribution at restaurants and at retail stores, exporting, and 
candy manufacturing and distribution. As in OPM, an ellipse 
is used to represent an artifact, and a rectangle is used to 
represent processes. The causal dependencies are shown in a 
simplified manner than OPM for easier understanding. 
While OPM explains how provenance information can be 
represented, the manipulation of provenance information is 
limited to inference queries, such as determine all the items 
that are directly or indirectly produced by a particular data 
item. An example based on the example application shown 
in Fig. 1 is to determine the candy bars that are affected by a 
particular set of milk powder. These queries can be 
represented in Datalog or using SQL [17]. 
However, limiting ourselves to such inference queries as 
provided by OPM is insufficient for a variety of applications, 
and several interesting queries cannot be expressed. Two 
example queries that cannot be expressed using inference 
queries as provided by OPM are described below. 
Query1 (shortest path): Suppose there is a time duration 
associated with processes in Fig. 1, that shows the time it 
takes for the process from start to finish. If a particular set of 
milk powder is found to be contaminated, we may want to 
find the earliest set of products in domestic market that are 
produced by this contaminated set of milk powder. This 
requires shortest path type of queries. 
Query 2 (sub-graph matching): Suppose there is a pattern 
that the user is looking for, which can be specified as a graph 
(and using regular expressions to describe paths). A user may 
want to find the occurrences of this pattern in the provenance 
graph. An example with regards to Fig. 1 is finding cases of 
milk powder produced in Michigan being used for candy 
manufacturing in France and sold in French retail stores. 
There is considerable work in the graph database 
community on graph query languages and graph algebras, 
such as [11]. However, these are too generic and often not 
practical for provenance data. Furthermore, these languages 
focus mainly on sub-graph isomorphism, and cannot express
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 Figure 1.  An example application illustrating provenance data. Of the 500 pounds of milk powder produced, 200 pounds are used for local sales, and 300 
pounds are exported. Of this, 200 pounds exported to France are used to manufacture candy bars, which are then sold at retail stores. 
queries such as shortest path. Recently, OPQL [16], a query 
language for provenance data was developed to support user 
friendly languages for manipulating provenance; their query 
language is motivated by [11]. An OPQL query is translated 
into an SQL query for processing; this implies that OPQL 
cannot express wide range of queries such as shortest path 
queries, which cannot be expressed in Datalog/SQL. 
In this paper, we propose generic algebraic operators for 
querying provenance. We classify our operators into two 
categories: content based operators that query the content 
information, and structure based operators that query the 
graph structure of provenance. A user can express a query as 
a workflow that integrates these two categories of operators 
seamlessly. This provides a powerful framework that can be 
used for answering a wide variety of useful provenance 
queries, including shortest path and sub-graph matching. 
Our contributions in this paper are as follows: 
1) We define a set of algebraic operators for querying the 
content of nodes and edges in provenance graph, as well 
as the structure of the provenance graph. Our operators 
are powerful, yet simple, and we believe they will form 
the basis for any future provenance query languages. 
2) A user can express a query as a workflow that integrates 
both content-based and structure-based operators. This 
provides a powerful framework that can express a wide 
variety of useful provenance queries, much beyond what 
can be expressed using Datalog/SQL based languages. 
3) We evaluate the expressiveness of our query model. We 
consider our own example application (Fig. 1), and 
show how different queries can be expressed. We also 
consider some queries from the third provenance 
challenge [23], and study how these queries can be 
expressed using our query model. 
 
Outline: The outline for the rest of the paper is as 
follows. In Section 2, we outline the OPM data model [20] 
that we use for representing the provenance data; we 
simplify the OPM data model so that readers who are not 
aware of the OPM data model are not carried away by the 
details, and can focus on the query model. In Section 3, we 
describe the algebraic constructs that we define. We divide 
this section into three parts; we first describe the content 
based constructs, we then describe the structure graph based 
constructs, finally we describe how a user can express a 
query by integrating these constructs. In Section 4, we 
describe our evaluation, where we examine different queries 
and how they can be expressed in our model. Section 5 
discusses related work, and Section 6 concludes this paper. 
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II. REPRESENTATION OF PROVENANCE INFORMATION 
Let us first examine in some detail as to how the 
provenance information is represented. Graph based data 
models have been used for provenance in the past, including 
for OPM [20], and also other works such as [13]. OPM 
describes three kinds of nodes: artifacts, which represent a 
state of an object at a particular time instant and is 
immutable; processes, which represent an action or a series 
of actions performed on artifacts and producing new 
artifacts; agents, which represent contextual entities that act 
as a catalyst for a process. In OPM, an artifact is represented 
as an ellipse, a process as a rectangle and an agent as an 
octagon. In our running example in Fig. 1, the 500 pounds of 
milk powder is an artifact, quality inspection is a process. 
Any artifact, process or agent may have annotations, which 
are additional information associated with these entities. The 
annotations are represented as a set of property-value pairs. 
Example annotations that can be added to the example 
shown in Fig. 1 include: range of serial numbers of the milk 
powder cans produced; time it takes for the process that 
processes milk and produces milk powder. 
OPM also describes five kinds of edges (edges are called 
dependencies in OPM): used representing processes that 
used an artifact; wasGeneratedBy representing artifacts that 
were generated by a process; wasControlledBy representing 
processes that were controlled by an agent; wasDerivedFrom 
representing artifacts that were derived from an artifact (used 
for a dataflow view of provenance); wasTriggeredBy 
representing processes that were trigged by a process (used 
for a process oriented view of provenance). In Fig. 1, the 
process “Processed by Verndale” used 100 gallons of milk; 
500 pounds of milk powder wasGeneratedBy the process 
“Processed by Verndale”. The process “Sell at Tesco Retail 
Stores” wasTriggeredBy the process “Rebrand as Tesco Milk 
Powder”. In our data model, we do not explicitly indicate the 
type of the edge; the type of an edge can be immediately 
inferred based on the nodes that the edge connects. 
OPM also describes multi-step inferences and multi-step 
edges, which are based on transitive closure kind of 
operators (widely used in the context of directed graphs). For 
instance, the process “Sell at Tesco Retail Stores” has a 
multi-step wasTriggeredBy dependency on the process 
“Export milk powder to UK”. Also two automatic 
completion rules are described in OPM. 
Our work focuses on query language constructs for 
provenance. In this paper, we continue to use the same types 
of nodes and edges as described in OPM. However, we 
simplify the model and do not distinguish between the 
different types of edges (as mentioned above, the type of an 
edge can be inferred based on the types of nodes that the 
edge connects). 
III. ALGEBRAIC CONSTRUCTS 
In this section, we define our query language constructs. 
We divide our query language constructs into two categories: 
content based constructs that work on the annotations 
associated with the nodes and edges, and structure based 
constructs that work on the graph structure of the provenance 
graph. We will then describe how these two sets of 
constructs can be integrated to form a powerful query model, 
that can express a wide variety of interesting queries. 
A. Constructs for Querying Content 
The content-based query constructs are used to select 
nodes or edges based on the annotations associated with 
them. In short, these constructs operate on a set of entities 
(which can be nodes or edges), and produce a set of entities 
as a result; the graph structure of provenance such as edges 
or paths between two nodes is not used by these constructs. 
Some of the operations that are expressible using content 
based query constructs are listed below. See that our content 
based query constructs are similar to those in relational 
algebra, and we borrow notations from relational algebra to 
represent the different query constructs. 
 
1. Select a set of entities based on a selection condition 
(used to select nodes and edges based on annotations). 
This is expressed as (, ), where S is a set of entities, 
and c is the condition. The result of selection is  ⊆ ; 
each entity in S’ satisfies the condition specified in c. 
 
Example 1 (Select nodes based on a filtering condition): 
In Fig. 1, select all processes that are involved with 
“selling at a retail store”. The result of this would 
include: selling of milk powder at Tesco retail stores, 
selling of milk powder at Target retail stores, and selling 
of candy at Franprix retail stores. 
 
Suppose the process “Selling at Tesco Retail” is as 
follows (other processes have similar representation): 
process-id = PTESUK101 
annotation: 
 process type: Sell 
 description: Sell at Retail Store 
 duration of process: Jan 10, 2011 – Jan 25, 2011 
 details of store: Tesco Retail, Cardiff 
Then the selection condition can be represented as 
annotation.description LIKE “Sell at Retail Store”. Note 
that the above is very similar to the select operator in 
relational algebra; we need to use path expressions 
similar to XPath (XML path language) as annotations 
can be arbitrarily nested. 
 
2. Project properties, such as ids or annotations from a set 
of nodes. This is similar to the project operator in 
relational algebra, and is denoted as 	
(), where S 
is the set of entities and aList is the set of properties of 
these entities that are to be projected. The result is a set 
of entities corresponding to the aList that is projected. 
Because annotations can be arbitrarily nested, we use a 
path expression to indicate annotations to be projected. 
 
Example 2 (projection of process-id): Find all the 
process-ids from the set of processes shown in Fig. 1. 
 
3. Set operations such as union, intersection, difference, 
cross product of two sets of nodes. 
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4. Aggregate operations such as min, max, sum, count, 
average on a set of entities. 
 
Example 3 (aggregation): How many processes are 
involved with “selling at a retail store”. This involves 
first selecting processes that are involved with “selling 
at a retail store” (Example 1), and then counting the 
number of processes that are the result of the selection. 
B. Constructs for Querying Structure 
The constructs for querying structure use the graph 
structure of the provenance graph as the basis of 
querying. Remember that the provenance graph consists 
of a set of nodes and edges, with each edge connecting 
two nodes (as shown in Fig. 1). Let us first examine a 
set of basic functions that are used to further define 
additional operators. The basic functions include: 
 
1. from(e): returns the node from where the edge e starts. 
2. to(e): returns the node where an edge e ends. 
3. from-1(n): returns the edges that start from node n. 
4. to-1 (n): returns the edges that end in node n. 
5. next(n): returns all the nodes such that there is an edge 
from node n to it. 
6. prev(n): returns all the nodes, such that there is an edge 
from that node to n. 
 
Example 4: In Fig. 1, let QIMich denote the node 
depicting the quality inspection process that took place in 
Michigan. The query next(QIMich) produces four nodes: 
export 100 pounds to UK, export 200 pounds to France, sell 
100 pounds to Target, sell 100 pounds to McDonalds. 
 
We can write quite complex queries using the above 
functions. For instance, to find all nodes that have a path of 
length 2 from QIMich, we can combine next operators; first, 
a next operator finds all the nodes reachable from QIMich by 
a path of length 1; use the next operator again to find paths 
of length 1 from these nodes (implying a path of length 2 
from QIMich). These can be expressed in Datalog (requires a 
join). Assume the relation nextTable(d, s) indicates that node 
d is a node in next(s). The relation pathOfLen2 defines the 
nodes that are at a path of length two from the node QIMich. 
 
pathOfLen2(y) :- nextTable(x, QIMich), nextTable(y, x). 
 
In our work, instead of defining such operators, we 
define a very powerful general selection operator on the 
structure graph of provenance, that takes a structure graph as 
input, and produces another structure graph as output. Let 
G(N, E) denote a provenance graph with N as the set of 
nodes and E as the set of edges. Let fn be a selection 
condition on the nodes, and fe be a selection condition on 
edges. The selection operator, denoted as , is defined as: 
 
(, , ) = 
 = (, ) , where 
 ⊆ , is the set of nodes that satisfy the condition in fn,  
 ⊆ , is the set of edges that satisfy the condition in fe, 
and the nodes connected by an edge in E’ are both in N’. 
See that the selection operator takes a provenance graph 
G as input, along with fn and fe; the result of the selection is 
another graph G’, which is a sub-graph of the original graph. 
We require that edges chosen must only be those such that 
the nodes connected by an edge must be in N’. The reason 
for this is that we need to select both the nodes connected by 
an edge for that edge to be selected. There are no restrictions 
on how to specify the conditions fn and fe. This allows 
complex conditions to be specified, much beyond what can 
be expressed in Datalog/SQL. At the same time, our operator 
maintains a lot of useful properties including the elegance of 
a simple algebraic operator with clear semantics. Several 
queries, including reachability, shortest path, sub-graph 
matching etc can be expressed using this general selection 
operator. A few example queries that can be expressed using 
this general selection operator are given below. 
 
Example 5 (descendant): Given a structure graph G = (N, 
E) (graph G has N nodes and E edges), and a set of N’ nodes, 
return the structure graph including the nodes in both N’ and 
N, the nodes reachable in G starting from any node in N’, and 
include the edges between these nodes. Expressing this as a 
general selection operator, fn selects the nodes: 
(	 ∩ 	) ∪ 	|	 ∈ , ∃		
∈ ′, !ℎ#$#	%	&	'&!ℎ	$()		!(		%	} 
fe selects edges on a path in G starting from a node in N’. 
For instance in Fig. 1, we can find all the descendants of 
the process: “Processed at Verndale, MI” if we want to 
determine what are all the processes and artifacts that were 
directly or indirectly caused by this process. The result of 
this selection will be the entire graph except for the first node 
“100 gallons of milk from MI farmers” and the edge starting 
from this node. One can define similarly an ancestor operator 
with appropriate conditions for fn and fe. 
 
Example 6 (in-betweener): Given structure graph G = (N, 
E) (graph G has N nodes and E edges), and a set of N’ nodes, 
return the structure graph including the nodes in both N’ and 
N, all the nodes that are on a path between two such nodes, 
and all the edges on these paths. 
This can be expressed as a general selection operator 
where fn selects the nodes: (	 ∩ 	) ∪ 	|	 ∈ , ∃	&, +	 ∈
, 	%	&	(,#	(	&	'&!ℎ	$()	&	!(	+	%	} 
fe selects edges on a path in G between two nodes in N’. 
For instance in Fig. 1, we can find the graph in between 
the nodes “Proceessed at Verndale, MI”, “Sell at Tesco 
Retail”, and “Sell at Franprix Retail”. Another example of 
the in-betweener operator is shown in Fig. 3. 
 
Example 7 (path matching): For this, we first define a 
labeling function, that maps nodes and edges to labels. The 
path matching operator works on the graph after the labeling 
and selects all paths in the original graph that match the path 
pattern. For this, the selection condition fe selects the edges: 
#	|∃', '	%	&	'&!ℎ	%		&!#$	-&+#-%., '	)&!ℎ#	!ℎ#	 
'&!ℎ	'&!!#$, &,	#	%	&	#,.#	%	'} 
fn selects the nodes such that each edge e that is selected 
either starts from the node or ends in the node. 
An example of path matching is shown in Fig. 2. 
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Figure 2.  Illustrating path matching. Given a provenance structure graph, 
first the labeling is applied, and the result of matching the path pattern 
SX*CX*D is shown. 
We call the different selection operators, each with its 
own definition of fn and fe as a variation of the general 
selection operator  . The shortest path operator is such a 
variation, where fe selects the edges that are in the shortest 
path given two nodes, and fn selects the nodes that are along 
the shortest path between the nodes. Sub-graph isomorphism 
as in [11] is another variation, as the result is a sub-graph of 
the original provenance structure graph; another variation is 
an operator that returns a sub-graph pruning away nodes 
whose in-degree/out-degree are above/below a threshold.  
We define union and intersection of provenance graphs; 
union of two provenance structure graphs returns a new 
graph that includes all the nodes in these graphs, and all the 
edges in these graphs; intersection of two provenance 
structure graphs returns a new graph that includes only the 
nodes present in both these graphs and the edges that are 
present in both these graphs. 
Even though the general selection operator is powerful, 
there are queries that require new nodes or edges that cannot 
be expressed using our selection operator (because the 
selection operator only returns a sub-graph of the original 
graph). An operator, called the abstraction operator allows 
introducing new edges in some situations (such as transitive 
closure). This operator takes a provenance structure graph G 
= (N, E) and a set N’ of nodes as input, and produces a graph 
which includes all the nodes in 	 ∩ ′. If there is an edge 
between 2 nodes in 	 ∩ ′ in G, that edge is kept. If there is 
a path between 2 nodes in 	 ∩ ′ in G, and no intermediate 
node of this path is in 	 ∩ ′, then a new edge is added to 
the resulting structure graph (Fig. 3). 
 
 
Figure 3.  Example showing in-betweener operator (expressed using the 
general selection operator), and abstraction; both these operators consider 
the nodes {N1, N3} as input. 
C. Integrated Query Model 
In the previous two sections, we examined different 
operators for querying the content of provenance entities and 
for querying the structure of provenance graph. We need to 
integrate these two operator sets to be able to express a wide 
range of interesting queries. For this, we define one more 
operator that takes a structure graph and projects the set of 
provenance entities (nodes and edges in the graph). This 
projection operator is denoted as 	(); it returns the set of 
nodes and edges in G. Different content-based constructs can 
be applied on this set of provenance entities. Also note that 
the basic structure functions (from, to, next etc) can be used 
to select entities from a structure graph. 
In addition, any implementation of our query model will 
provide a pre-defined set of variations of the general 
selection operator. For instance, an implementation may 
provide descendant, ancestor and shortest-path variations of 
the general selection operator. Furthermore, for any operator, 
multiple physical level implementation alternatives can be 
provided. 
Let us look at a fictitious, but complete example based on 
the provenance structure graph shown in Fig. 1. Assume that 
a certain batch of milk powder is found to be contaminated, 
and we need to find all candy bars that are affected (so that 
they can be recalled). Suppose we also want to find the total 
financial loss (the total worth of the affected candy bars). 
 
 
Figure 4.   (a) computes the candy bars that are affected; (b) computes the 
total financial loss 
Fig. 4 shows how this query can be answered. From the 
structure graph, G, the 	() operator first computes the set 
of entities in G; then the content-based selection operator 
selects the artifacts that represent the contaminated milk-
powder. Now the general selection operator - descendant 
selects the sub-graph of G that represent descendants of the 
contaminated milk-powder entities. We apply 	() to get 
all the entities in this graph; then the content-based selection 
operator selects all artifacts that are candy bars. To find the 
total financial loss, we project (content-based projection) the 
price and qty of each of the selected candy bar entities from 
above, and perform aggregation to find the total loss. 
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IV. EVALUATION 
For our evaluation, we consider two more examples from 
our milk powder example in Fig. 1. We will further consider 
some example queries from the Third Provenance Challenge 
[19], and describe how they can be expressed. 
 
Query 1: From Fig. 1, determine how a problematic set 
of milk powder was produced, transported and processed to 
make an affected brand of candy.  
Fig. 5 (a) shows Query 1. An alternate option (to using 
two content-based selection operators) is to use one selection 
operator with predicates combined using OR. Fig. 5 (b) 
shows Query 2 using shortest-path operator. 
 
 
Figure 5.  (a) Query 1 (b) Query 2 using shortest-path operator 
Query 2: From Fig. 1, determine the earliest products 
produced from known contaminated milk powder. 
 
The Third Provenance Challenge [23] provided 
provenance information about data from the Pan-STARRS 
project, that continuously scans the visible sky once a week 
and builds a time-series of data. The aims of the project 
include: help detect moving objects that may potentially 
impact with earth, build a massive catalog of solar system 
and stars. These are some of the queries from this data. 
 
Query 3 (from [23]): Given a particular detection which 
files contributed to it? 
This is similar to Fig. 4 (a), except that the first content-
based selection selects the detection, the general selection is 
an ancestor operator, and the second content-based selection 
selects the files. 
 
Query 4 (from [23]): The user finds a particular table 
with data that they do not expect. Was the range check 
performed on this table? 
Query 4 can be answered using the path matching 
operator as shown in Fig. 6 (a). Fig. 6 (b) shows Query 5, 
also using the path matching operator. 
 
Query 5 (from [23]): The user executes a workflow many 
times over different data sets. Find which of these executions 
halted. 
 
Figure 6.  (a) Query 4, if there are no paths selected by the path matching 
general selection operator, that means range check was not performed; if 
there is a path selected, then range check was performed (b) Partial Query 
5, showing that path matching operator can be used to find all paths 
resulting in a halted execution starting from the specified data sets. 
From our evaluation section, we can conclude that a wide 
range of queries, including shortest path queries can be 
expressed using the constructs that we defined. Further, the 
content based operators and the provenance structure graph 
based operators are combined to express several interesting 
queries that cannot be expressed using Datalog/SQL. 
V. RELATED WORK 
There has been lots of interest in provenance data 
management in the recent past. The initial works on 
provenance were tightly integrated with the application they 
considered [1, 5, 15]. The provenance community realized 
that it would be beneficial to have a uniform model for 
representing provenance and this led to the development of 
the Open Provenance Model (OPM) [20]. OPM describes 
how the provenance information can be represented in a 
general fashion; OPM also describes inference queries, such 
as the nodes that are ancestors or descendants of a node. 
Most of the previous works on provenance also had some 
query mechanism, VisTrails [15] used the VisTrails query 
language called vtPQL; Kepler [1] provides a query 
language called QLP, which works on Kepler’s proprietary 
provenance model; ZOOM [5] provides an interface for 
users to query provenance information similar to inference 
queries in OPM; Taverna [25] allows query specification 
using SPARQL query language; Karma [22] supports 
provenance queries using XPath and SQL. These works are 
tightly coupled with their underlying provenance 
representation mechanism, and hence is not general. Also, 
they are based on SQL or XPath kind of languages, and 
hence the expressiveness is limited by the expressiveness of 
these languages. 
In [21], the authors propose an algebra for their 
provenance data model called provenir, which is defined 
using OWL-DL. The algebraic operators supported are 
provenance(), for obtaining the complete provenance (which 
can be expressed using ancestor/descendant operators); 
provenance_pathway(), which returns a subset of the 
information returned by provenance(), provenance_context(), 
which uses a user specified context (can be expressed using a 
combination of content-based operators for manipulating the 
context and ancestor/descendant operators). However, there 
are several other operators that we need for provenance 
metadata processing which are not supported. In [19], the 
authors consider scoping of provenance, because the entire 
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provenance might be overwhelming for the user. The authors 
consider the scenario where the user can explicitly exclude a 
part of the provenance. In our system, such scoping can be 
expressed either by developing a variation of the general 
selection operator that excludes part of the provenance, or by 
expressing it as first computing the complete provenance 
(using ancestor/descendant operators) and then excluding the 
portions that the user wants to exclude. In [26], the authors 
use the linking of data as supported by Linked Open Data 
(LOD) cloud; such context can be used for queries and for 
the interpretation of experimental data. In our work, such 
joins across multiple graphs can be expressed by unioning 
the graphs and then performing a join, or by selecting 
nodes/edges from one graph and using that as a context to 
select a subgraph of the second graph. 
OPQL [16] introduces a query language that is directly 
defined over the Open Provenance Model (OPM). Here, the 
authors specify six types of graph patterns based on the 
patterns described in [11] and define three types of graph 
matching based on these graph patterns; the authors then 
define algebra operators for extracting sub-graphs that match 
a pattern, and for performing set operations such as union, 
intersection and difference. The implementation of OPQL 
uses SQL and hence their expressiveness is limited by what 
is expressible in SQL. Another work that considers querying 
data provenance is [13]. Here, the authors are concerned with 
data provenance; however, their query language is general 
and is applicable to workflow provenance as well. Their 
query language introduces XQuery style FOR-WHERE-
RETURN expressions, with an additional INCLUDE PATH 
clause which specifies the paths that need to be included in 
the resulting graph. However, the WHERE clause is 
restricted so that shortest path kind of queries cannot be 
expressed, though it is possible to express 
ancestor/descendant queries. For manipulating graph data 
models, [11] specifies graph patterns and studies extracting 
sub-graphs as specified in the pattern. 
The works described above [11, 13, 16] all manipulate 
graphs and return graphs as result. However, the 
expressiveness is limited to those expressible using 
Datalog/SQL; queries such as shortest paths are not 
considered. Also [11] is a query language for graphs in 
general, and not limited to provenance graph queries; some 
of the queries that may be interesting to general graphs, may 
not be interesting to provenance graphs. 
Graph querying to a limited extent is supported by 
commercial database software such as PostgreSQL 
(http://pgfoundry.org/docman/view.php/1000262/505/READ
ME.txt) and MySQL (http://openquery.com/graph/doc). 
Here, graphs are represented as first class objects (not as 
tables), and an arbitrary set of graph operations are 
supported. For instance, MySQL supports shortest path, but 
does not support sub-graph isomorphism or path pattern 
matching. Also, they come up with SQL like syntax for all 
these operations, which we believe will be cumbersome if 
we want to perform a series of operations on a graph, as in a 
query plan. In short, we believe that support for graphs 
within databases is in its infancy, and most implementations 
are supporting only an arbitrary subset of graph operations. 
In our work, we provide a mechanism to query graphs that is 
general, where the users express their query as a workflow 
(thus are not limited by a text based language like SQL), and 
one query can express a series of operations to be performed 
on the graph.  
In [2, 3], the authors consider querying of semantic 
associations from data represented using OWL. Here, the 
authors talk about given two nodes, how to determine the 
relationship between the nodes. One type of relationship 
referred to as / -pathAssociated (where there is a path 
between two nodes) can be expressed using our in-betweener 
operator, which is a type of the general selection operator. 
For other types of / -queries (relationships between nodes), 
we need to define other types of the general selection 
operator. However, note that in [2] the authors define a 
language exclusively for querying path information. 
However, for provenance data, we need more operators than 
just for querying the path information; we therefore use a 
workflow based approach, where the user specifies the query 
as a workflow consisting of any number of operators (as 
needed). One of the query constructs that we propose is a 
general selection operator for the structure graph of 
provenance; the only requirement is that this operator returns 
a sub-graph of the original graph; no restrictions are imposed 
on how the selection condition for nodes and edges are 
specified. Therefore, we are able to express a wide variety of 
queries including shortest path queries, sub-graph or path 
matching, ancestor, descendant, etc., while still maintaining a 
simple and elegant formalism of a selection operator. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
In this work, we studied algebraic constructs that can be 
used for provenance queries. Several interesting queries 
cannot be expressed using today’s graph languages, or 
provenance query languages, as they rely on translating their 
queries into SQL/Datalog. We proposed two sets of algebraic 
constructs for querying provenance: content based operators 
manipulate the content (or annotation) of the nodes in a 
provenance graph; structure based operators manipulate the 
structure of a provenance graph. One of the powerful 
algebraic operators that we propose is a general selection 
operator that selects a sub-graph of the provenance structure 
graph, based on general restrictions on nodes and edges. An 
user expresses a query in our query model as a workflow by 
integrating these algebraic constructs. Our query model can 
express a wide range of interesting queries. 
As part of future work, we are currently investigating 
optimization opportunities for the various operators and for 
provenance storage. Further, we are considering whether 
constructs that allow arbitrary addition of nodes and edges 
are useful for provenance queries, and how they can be 
supported.  
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